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PREFATORY QUESTIONINGS.
Tall: author would confer a few moments with nery one
who proposes to take refuge in this HARBINGER oF HEALTH.
The present work is, perhaps, a vestibu:a to some new temple
•
of life, health, and happiness. It is, however, deemed judicious
to ask and answer a few practical questions in the presence of
the reader, so that the aims and objects of this volume may be
fully understood :
QoaeTION. Wba& il &he chief end of&he earihl;yliCe of m8Jl?

To individualize his spirit, and prepare it for the
Summer Land.
ANSWER.

Q. Wba& is &he 11rst condition of auch lndividnalization and preparation?

A. Physical health.
Q. In wha& does physical heal&h conail& r

A. In symmetry of development, energy of Will, harmony
of function, and bodily purity.
Q. How can &heee reeulta be obtained?

A. First, by inheriting a sound constitution ; second, by
obeying the law of temperance in regard to foods and drinks ;
third, by giving free play and equal exercise to the muscular
system ; fourth, by exerting the Will-power to keep the pas· ·
aionll in subjection; fifth and lastly, by sleeping and working
and living in accordance with the requirements of Nature'•
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PREFATORY QUESTIONINGS.
·Q. What are the penalties of disobedience 1

A. Angular development, physical weakness, pnins, aches,
discord, decrepitude, and disgust.
Q. What is this condition ealled 1

A. It is called Disease.
Q. What are the physical and mental consequene.es of Diaeale 1

A. Bodily unhappiness and mental misery.
Q. In what does Disease cons~ 1

A. In an excess, misplacement, or deficiency.
Q. How can an excess be overcome 1

A. By supplyiag the deficiency of some unfulfilled want.
Q. What Ia the tiM condition of restoration 7

A. Purification of both the skin a'nd the digestive system.
Q. How can these ends be aecompliabed 1

A. By thoroughly washing the body and lightly anointing
the entire cuticle ; the second result may be obtained by fasting
for several days.
Q What Ia the imnudiate e&118e of Disease 1

A. Exhaustion of the vital forces (i. e., the spiritual dynam
ics of the soul;) also excessive impurity, in some particular
organ or fluid.
Q. What are the most prominent eanses of snch exhaustion and lmpnrity 1

A. The causes in this country are, first, badly prepared food
and rapid eating ; second, · deficient or excessive excr.,ise ;
third, uncleanness of the skin; lastly, unhealthy respiration.
Q. What Ia the Immediate ca118e of Impurity 1

A. The retention of inappropriate matter in the system.
Q. Why is snch foul matter retained 7

A. Because of the iguorance or negligence of man.
Q. What are the proper ebannell for the expuialon of foul matter 1

A. The channels are six : The skin, the nerves, the lungt,
the liver, the kidneys, and the bowels.
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Q. What Ia Ule prooeu of expelling Ule lJil.pure m&Uel which produeee
DiaeUef

A. The process is called excretory, because the blood sends
off its feverish exhalations, in the form of perspiration, through
the skin ; the mind sends off its surplus magnetism and elec
trioity, in_ the form of activity, through the nerves; the blood.
making organism sends off its poisonous smoke, in the form of
carbonic acid, through the lungs ; the ftuids of the entire body
discharge their most acrid portion, in the form of urine, through
the kidneys ; the entire organ-building mechanism expels its
broken-down material, its cinders and ashes, in the form of bile,
from the liver ; and lastly, the inappropriate and refuse matter
of the whole body is thrown off through the intestines. It;
therefore follows that, if any one of these excretory processes
be neglected, or obstructed in any degree, the consequences are
physical derangements and some form of acute Disease.
Q. What Is an acute Dtaease r
A. It is a sudden and violent effort of Nature to expel impurities from the system.
Q. What Is a ohronle Dtaease?

A. It is a less violent and more tedious effort to restore the
conditions of health.
Q. What are Ule aouroes of nervous power and energy?

A. Healthy diet, pure air, ample exercise, and a good
digestion.
Q. What conditions are neeeasary to a good digestion ?

A. Simple food, well masticated ; a olean skin, and content;.
ment of mind.
Q. What Is simple food r
.A. An admixture of healthy substances, not to exceed thr~
110lid articles, for one meal ; and a very temperate use of butter,
ealt, vinegar, sugar, pepper, tea, and coffee.

t•
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PREFATORY QUEBTIONINGB.
Q. What will produce mental contentment?

A. A full and complete realization of the truths of the Hu·
uoNIA.L PmLosoPBY.
Q In what way may we obtain pore air In a sickly :listrid or low eountrr 1

A. By breathing habitually through the nose, with the
mouth closed : at night, hang a wet sheet or blanket near tho
open window of the sleeping apartment.
Q. What is the eft'eet upon the air of brea~ng It through tbe nose 7

A. Its temperature is immediately raised, which acts upon
impure air just as boiling acts upon impure water, thus preparing the air for the uses of the lungs. The wet sheet unloads
the air of its diseasing miasm, such as carbonic acid and various animal emanations, by which the lungs are depressed and
the vital system poisoned.
Q. Bhonld the common air always enter the lungs through the nose 7

A. Yes, unless while taking violent exercise, such as running and jumping, when the heat of the mouth and throat is
sufficient to purify and prepare the air for the lungs. It should
be remembered that the nose is to the lungs what the mouth is
to the stomach. As you would not think of swallowing food
unmasticated, so you should not permit yourself to inhale air
unpurijied. The teeth and mouth, with their juices, accomplish
the one ; and the nose, with its various compartments and
8.uids, performs the other.
Q. Bealdes air, what is the next most Important agent of health f

A. The agent of life and health, next to air, is water,
Q. What is the evidence that water Is thus important 7

A. It completely pervades the earth outside of man, and
forms over four-fifths of his physical constitution ; it forms more
than ninety per centum of his blood ; is absorbed by every
membrane in his body ; is the element on which all the parti.
oles float from part to part; is essential to all digestion, secretion, breathing, perspiration, and purification.
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Q Ia water ~e best medicine in a cue ot Diaeue?

A. The human body is never healed by any one agent or
element. This book will impart a correct knowledge of the
best general treatment for diseased conditions.
Q. Ia 1$ p0811ible to llve in Wa world entirel7 free from bodU:r &Umentll?

A. No. The most careful and obedient person will not
always escape slight functional disturbances.
Q. Wh:rls Uais sc ?

A. Because the globe is yet young, and untamed or uncultivated. Its water, soils, plants, animals, and air, are not yet
anfliciently refined and purified to prevent disease.
Q. Will ~e time ever come on e~ when Disease shall be no more?

A. Yes. And even " Death " will one d"y be swallowed
up in victory.
Q. How will Wa be po88ible?

A. There will be no "Disease " when the globe shall have
become perfectly subdued and gardenized by man ; and there
will be "no Death" when the earth's inhabitants shall perfectly realize the nearness of the Summer Land.
Q. Wha\ Is ~e common objec\ ot lifo?

A. Happine11s.
Q. Wh:rare no& more peraons happ:r?

A. Because the mass of mankind err as to the true means
of happiness.
Q. What are ~e true means of happin- r
A. This all-important question is earnestly analyzed, and,
we trust, philosophically answered, in the four hundred and
twenty pages which compose this volume. And to the vast
Brotherhood of mankind, therefore, the contents of this book are
To AUTBoL
fraternally dedicated by
Nsw You, October 15th, 186L

CHAPTER I.

THE PEARLY GATES OF SCIENCE.
NATURE's harmonious, eternal heart, is incessantly throbbing
with the almighty energy of omnipotent principles. Sweetly
bloom the progressive truths and immortal beauties of the Infi.
nite. They come gracefully out from their invisible sanctuary,
and shine steadily and lovingly into the gloomy abysses of igno·
rance.
As a brief definition, we may say that Science is a knowledge
of Facts and Forces. What is Art, then, but the intellectual
and manual power to control such forces for the gratification
and benefit of mankind ? There is a plain difference between
Art and Science. The latter is the embodiment of intellectual
discoveries ; the former is the archangel which puts theory into
practice, for the world's permanent good.
If Science is the glory of mind, then Art is its crown of
immortality. B)lt mankind are admonished to travel for forty
vears in the wilderness of facts not only, but to traverse and
everse their contemplations of the Universe forever, in quest
of the countless treasures which lie within the bosom of the
Summer Land. When the pilgrim arrives at the goal of Scientific Knowledge, no matter what path he may have pursued, the
angels bring forth. and place upon his brow a royal diadem, in
these days called " CoMMON .SENSE ! "
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Such a mind feels that Facts are the temporary, yet neces·
sary, stepping~stones of individual progress. Facts are the hard
currency of the intellect. They systematize its operations,
demolish its ftickering superstitions, and promote the refining
and useful Arts.
Those who would attend the Academy or right-thinking must
take primary lessons at the feet of Scientific truths. Facts in
geology, facts in chemistry, facts in physiology, facts in history,
facts in mechanism, facts in spiritualism-facts, facts, from and
of every side in the rolling Universe-are the first firm friends
of Common Sense, and the most trustworthy intercessors
between mind and matter. Genius and transcendent talents,
even reason and intuition, are next to impossible, except through
obedience to the gospel of Facts.
But the lesson of Facts is impressive and startling in
its sublimity. This lessons is, that facts are never finali.
ties ! They will let you dogmatize only for a brief season.
They neither begin nor terminate in and of themselves. They
crop out from a hidden soil, and jut over into some invisible
world. To the philosopher they are but palpable shadows thrown
upon the soaring mountains of thought. They indicate the
existence of invisible substances. They send divinest dis·
patches to every mind, saying: "Seek further, if thou wouldst
behold the Principles of the Infinite."
Excelsior ! is the song of every fact. Beauteous ftower·
facts bedeck the far-spreading prairies of vision. But the
fire-chemist can banish them into the boundless ocean of impon·
derables. These imponderables invite you " still higher "
among the impersonals. These impersonals, which only the
exquisite sense of intuition can appreciate, are the Principles
of Nature. :But it is just as tr11e to say that they are the
Will-powers of Father God.
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Thus Facts lead away into Principles, which are the rest and
delight of the harmonious mind. We are, therefore, admon
itShed to observe and follow the lead of Scientific Facts. Men
should teach their children to know some facts not. traditional,
but which are absolutely and unequivocally Scientific. Other•
wise the mind is chaotic, confused, uncertain, and exposed to
the epidemical influence of priests and superstition. Ministers
who believe only in the facts of tradition-who refuse the living facts of a living Age-are certain to take possession of
minds not fortified with absolute Facts. The drifting aifections
of the ignorant are wafted by every wind of doctrine. A few
well-ascertained and positive facts in Magnetism, for instance,
have proved " an anchor to the soul, both sure and steadfast;"
while a neighboring bark has been driven by the gusty breathings of a prayer-meeting upon the rocks of Bigotry and Despair.
The priest-paralyzed Galileo was not killed, because a shield
of facts hung between him and his persecutors. The Alpine
storms of priestcraft could not drive him ashore. His mind
stood firmly upon a foundation of astronomic facts, and amid
the deafening thunders of the Vatican he cried-" the world
does move ! " In like manner we may record the progressive
development of all Sciences and Arts, as also of their masters.
The burning breath of an hundred theological Saharas could
not put out the eyes of Newton. Neither did the world of
frowning superstition weaken the energies of Spinoza, Kant,
Gall, Spurzheim, Combe, and more familiar minds, who h~vc
wrought so bravely for the advancement of common sense and
mankind.
Put a few positive Facts before your child's mind, not dryly
and severely, as though each fact was a "stubborn thing," fit
only for headstrong boys, but gently teach your child facts and
wths of the world in which we live, and thus fortify the reason

1~
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ing powers against the assaults of weakness and superstition.
Faets are foundation stones in the cry!ttal palace of human
knowledge. But, remember, the foundation-below the facts
and temple of Progress-is composed of Eternal Principles.
Facts are but the incarnations of these immortal Verities.
Yet it is ordained, in the system of moral and intellectual
growth, that each mind shall pass through the pearly gates of
Science.
But human ignorance is demoniac darkness of the blackest
degree-reftecting none of the rays of wisdom-hence it does
not comprehend the sublime import of truth. To the dullminded man, the physical world seemeth dull and dirty-no
light is ftowing for him from every well-spring of wisdom, in
field and forest-and yet no murmurings, no evil voices, no
sobbing complaints, eyer break from Nature's seemingly neglected Soul. But the miserable millions of earth groan and
weep-and why! Not because they have faithfully labored in
the vineyards of Progress, and failed to realize great crops
therefor, but because they erringly have chosen the delusive
slumbers of idleness and ignorance. They have not accepted
of the "golden key to ope the palace of Eternity "-have not
sought to comprehend the developments of endlessly progressive principles-but · have, instead, dwelt idly and willfully in
the mysterious shadows of mental blindness and bigotry. Say
lo the world, in ·tones as mighty as the thundering voice of
earthquakes, that " Salvation from all disease and discordsI·hysical, social, political, and spiritual-is possible only by and
through personal obedience to every known requirement of the
law of love and justice," and how many of those who believe in
salvation by and through the blood and sufferings of an ancient
Martyr, would r6spond "Amen"! Only those would accept of
such terms who wisely love truth and justice. All the idlo and
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morally ignorant would abide with the wrongly-educated of the
churches, I;Llld thus help swell the murky rivers of bigotry and
regressive conservatism.
But the divine secrets of Nature will out! Herbs, shrubs,
and trees, do not more naturally grow outside the churches than
do the Arts, Sciences, and Philosophies flourish independently
of ordained priests. The eternal momentum of progressive
truth forces light through what appear to be impenetrable mountains of ignorance. As cultivation subdued the savageness and
consequent crahhedneu of the tiny wild apple, making it one of
the most· umbrageous growths of our orchards, and almost the
finest fruit in this latitude, so will the silent workings of progressive truth unfold the sourest tempers into springs of
aweetness, fertilize the germs of beauty in the ugliest bosoms,
adorn with Reason the flat, low brow of ignorance or misfortune, and convert the primitive instincts of crude souls into
flowering and fragrant plants of Intuition.
Yesterday we heard bitter anathemas and heart-stricken
weepings, because the ruthless hand of some headstrong Reformer had demolished sacred idols and overthrown moss-covered
cathedrals; but to-day, as we walked that way .in deepest meditation, we heard songs of gladness and shouts of enthusiasm,
because of joya unspeakable, which had taken possession of the
spiritually unfolded and free! The flowing and swelling anthem
written by the Poet Dana, was the grandest 1
•• 0 Listen, man
A voice within us speaks that stanling word,
Han I thou shalt never die I Celestial voioes
Hymn it to our souls; according harps
By angel fingers touched, when the mild stars
Of morning sang together, sound fonh still
T!&e IM&g of our gTeat Immortality.

Thick cllllterlng ~rhs, and this our fair domala,
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The &all dark mountains and the deep toned seu,
Join in this solemn universal song.
0 listen ye, onr spirits I drink it I
From all the air I 'Tis in the gentle moonlight;
'Tis floating midst Day's setting glories; Night,
Wrapt in her sable robe, with silent step
Comes to our bed and breathes it in our ears.
Night and the Dawn, bright Day and thoughtfnl Eft
All time, all bounds, the limitless expanse,
As one vast mystic instrument, are touched
By an un8een living hand, and conscious chords
Quiver with joy in this great jubilee.
--The dying hear It, and as sounds or earth
Grow dnll and cnstant, wake their passing souls
To mingle In this heavenly harmony."

The prospective triumph of knowledge over ignorance, of
wisdom over folly, of Harmonia! Philosophy over Discordant
Theology, seems universal and complete. Substantially built
temples of attractive industry, the thoroughly organized homes
of happiness and distributive justice, will occupy acres now
covered by massive structures of mythology and bigoted superstition! The social wilderness of vice and misery will become
a landscape of life and loveliness unsurpassed. Eternal Use
and its spirit bride, Beauty, will dwell in every habitation.
Birds and animals, no longer fearing, will love their lord and
master ; and instead of the old heavens of storm-clouds, and the
old earth of thorns and thistles, " all things shall be changed."
Who, let us now ask, can resist the aggressive march of
truth ? What power do you know of, either in Church or State,
tbl\t can roll back upon Nature's heart the outward flowing tides
of wisdom? Who can lacerate 8)1d cripple the beautiful feet
of the Arts and Sciences ? Do you fear? "0, ye of little
faith!" Do you not see the majesty of truth ? Surely, the
churches will float upon the deluge of eternal principles that is
to come ! Lei the Arts and Sciences flow forward ; the " gates
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of hell " (discord and ignorance) " shall not prevail against them."
Priesthoods must eventually disappear beneath the sun-ftashea
of justice and truth.
Truth is incessantly speaking from the inner temple of human
life. Ignorance is the only misfortune and mystery ; for that
which is perfectly known is neither hurtful nor mysterious. It
a strong man be ignorant of beauty, and in the haste of his
blood, his tongue knoweth no emphatic language suitable to
ears refined, he belches forth the words of profanity--even in
such a mind the truth will out; so the ways of God are no*
" past finding out." In a fine sense, He is " as full, as perfect,
in hair as heart." His ways come out daily, hourly, momenta
rily-in the bright and black, in the wise and foolish, in the
ugly and beautiful, upon great mountains, and in all the valleys,
in all human hietory, and upon every star in the bending firmanent-and thus He is " All in All ! "
Will not error and delusion vanish in proportion to the approach of truth and reason ? It is our great happiness to believe
that the inharmonious and conflicting elements of society will one
day obey the commandment, "Peace, be still." This is the voice
of the Eternal Spirit. It attaineth utterance through the mouth
of every inspired soul, who loveth justice and harmony between
man and man. The good-minded everywhere, who fill high stations in Church and State, will, in due time, join tht' army of the
F'ree ! There is no freedum outside of truJ/a.
Absurd and vain is the attempt of bigots to stay the advancement of eternal principles. Truth will out • God if! absolute
Truth, and Nature is absolute Truth; and one is no more divine
and eternal than the other ; both are unchangeable and irresisti·
ble. Behold! ye faithless ones of earth, the world of mind is
in energetic motion. Its life is throbbing and yearning for harmonious and peaceful expression. The whole heavens are
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teeming and beaming with spiritual intelligences. They mu1!1
speak, and their voices will be heard (0, how gladly~ by the
listening ear of the millions. But the very proud, the noble ot
earth, the so-called educated-how 6lnw, how cunceited, how
large. with emptiness, how incapacitated for the simple truths
of wisdom!
But to reach the thronging multitudes of every country, to
educate the masses in the natural ways of spiritual truth, to
convert the sectarian churches, to simplify and elevate the systems and principles of government--what an easy task, indeed,
when man's reason begins fully to realize the true philosophy
of Nature and destiny.
We look with joy unspeakable for the triumph of Science
over silliness ; of Reason over ignorance, which holds it11 sessions of superstition in every land. When untrammeled and
reverent Reason shall sweep the boundless horizon of Progress
-just as the telescope describes the measureless abysses of
starry worlds--then will astounding discoveries be made in aU
the kingdoms of Nature. Labor-saving machines will bring at
once relief to muscle and growth to mind. Then will mankind's
earthly condition, both physical and mental, be ameliorated and
improved. And the paths of progress will not le~d, as now,
through gloomy forests of error and bloodshed; but, instead,
each soul will be attracted righteously by the celestial rays of
Merna! Truth. "Truth is mighty, and will prevail!"
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CHAPTER II.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF DISEASE.
fHE Philosophy of Disease is given in the first volume of
th.e Harmonia! series. We are not fond of re-writing our positions on any subject ; yet it may be profitable to make new
statement of a momentous question. Judging from the number
and singularity of the letters we have recently received, a large
proportion from several well-educated physicians, we conclude
that, even at this late day, the Harmonia! Philosophy of disease
is not very well understood. For the purpose of further
explaining our positions, and particularly to erect a atandard, or
standpoint, from which to analyze the different theories of popular schools, we proceed to define our philosophy of disease.
We would invite the caudid-minded, whether physicians or not,
to give the following statements more than a passing perusal.
The human body is constructed douhle throughout. Binary
compositions, both solid and fluid, are everywhere visible. The
right and the left, the perfect adaptation of atructures exactly
opposite and dissimilar in function, are facts within every man's
observation.
Now, let it be observed, each operation within the human
body occurs upon the same general plan. Reciprocal actions
are perfectly exhibited in every part. The reciprocal operationa are attended with periodical changes. Theae periodical

a

~
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changes are attended with either an increased or else a dim€11·
isked degree of temperature. This temperature exerts one of
two inft.uences : first, it either agrees with and promotes healthy
eonditions, or it does not. If the bodily temperature does no'
accord with that balanced state which we term "Health," the
result is a change among the atomic motions of the parts most
affected by the disturbance ; and the next, or succeeding effect,
is either too much or too little heat (or vital fire) in the assailed
organs or functions. If too much heat exists in a particular
part, then the atoms of that part are in too rapid motion for
health, and the first development is an "inft.ammation." The
part or parts are "on fire;" while in some part or parts, the
atomic motions are at the same time too slow, to a corresponding extent, and the result in those localities is the development
of a "chill "--all because those departments are deprived ot
their appropriate quantity of the vital fire, which is the 80Ul
principle, or rather the ultimate organization of the immortal
and far more interior spirit.
Extreme

Extreme

CHILL.-HEAT.TH.-FEVER.
Negative.

Positive.

Of course, as you readily comprehend, no substance is moved
without being first actuated by some adequate principle or force
Wherefore let the doctrine be established that, whenen,r the
body is disturbed from its center of gravity, whenever it is
made to wabble in its orbit, or caused to vibrate in the sphere
of life, the producing causative power may be traced primarily
to that soul-principle, which animates the physical temple, and
which clothes the mind, spirit, or understanding-in shortes•
word, the whole interior individualized MAN.
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I. ORIGIN OF DISEASE.

All diseases, therefore, are referable, as to their origin, to
the 11oul principle. The moving principle is first disturbed,
then, in the lower scale, the material parts take on a correspond
ing disturbance. Suppose, for example, you absorb a dose 01
arsenic. This mineral is a deadly poison. But would it poison
a stone jug? Put the portion of poison down a leaden pipe
instead of consigning it to your stomach, would the pipe experi
ence death by arsenic? Tha question answers itself. But why
is the pipe not poisoned ? Because, we reply, the lead is not
animated by a principle that can be thus disturbed. Man's
dead body could not be poisoned by ~alomel, nor awakened by
the thunders of a nation's artillery, because the soul-principle
is not within it.
Matter will not respond intelligently to any appeal, neither
will it, separa~d from the vital intelligence, generate eit.ber
pain or pleasure. Therefore, it is the bight of absurdity to expect physical results to follow the lead of mere material bodies.
Bodies without souls are dead. If you drink a glass of brandy,
the soul-principle is first disturbed by the spirit within the
fluid ; then, as a natural and inevitable sequence, the body itself,
with its varied parts and functions, receives a record of the
disturbance; and the magnitude of such disturbance is always
proportional to· the extent to which the soul-principle is thrown
from its accustomed equilibrium. A cup of tea or of coffee, a
dinner of beefsteak, and the like, exert each a direct influence
on the animating principle to begin with ; and then the condition of the physical organs and functions, subsequently, will
ever be an exact index of the kind and extent of influence thai
wu generated by and within the principle.

20
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II. PERIODICITY OF DISEASK.

By virtue and in pursuance of the soul-principle, which is
composed of positive and negative attributes, all disturbances
have ups and t:iowns, or seasons of exacerbation and severity,
followed by corresponding periods of mildness and diminution.
There is a perfect system of vilnation between two opposit&
points, or rather a swinging of the health-pendulum from one
e.xtreme to the other; and the number of changes in the atoms
of the body may be mathematically determined by the velocity
of the vibration. Suppose, for illustration, you drink a bowl of
strong coffee. The soul-principle will very rapidly respond to
the spirit within the beverage. Without detailing the chemical
C.tcts in the premises, we will mark the effect upon the ganglionic centers, and in the throbbings of the heart. The ganglia
are larger, and the pulse beats faster than before you imbibe the
coffee. This condition is what we term the exacerbation-the
bight of the action-the maximum state of the disturbance.
But reaction will, sooner or later, succeed to a corresponding
degree ; when the condition of the body will fall as far below
the sphere of Health as the previous physiological operations
were exalted too far above it. Both disturbances are diseases,
or rather they tend to establish and promote those fictitious
soul-alterations which invalidate the integrity of the vital energies, and thereby generate the conditions of disease.
The importance of this peri<xlicity in disease is not likely
to be apprehended without due reflection. Take experience
for your teacher, try this philosophy by its lessons, and see
whether we do not report Nature faithfully.
Say, to begin with, you are in a perfect state of bodily
health. You do not think of your body, either while resting
or working. It is without pain and fatigue. The river of en·
ergy flows over rocks OT along grassy margins, all the same
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without awakening bodily ills, or allaying pains you do not pos .
seas. But your system is perfectly and mathematically perio<lu:&
during all this life of health. Observe ; Are you not sleepy at
a particular hour of the evening, and do you not arouse from
slumber at a particular hour on the subsequent morning !
Does not your healthy appetite coil for food, day by day, at a
certain never-varying notch in the sun-dial ! All the natural
functions go forward with the beautiful regularity and precision
of the completest clock-work. If you till the soil, there is a
particular portion of the day which contributes more to your
labors than all other portions. You can work more, easier, and
better, at some special section of the diurnal circle. If this
time came on yesterday at 11 o'clock, then to-day at that hour,
you will feel similarly inclined and energetic. Or, suppose you
should retire from your work at 10 o'clock to-day, and then engage in quiet conversation till dinner-time ; the chances are
that, if you watch your sensations, you will feel disinclined to
continue your labor at precisely the same hour to-morrow
A close observer will fully indorse these affirmations.
Again : Suppose you indulged last night in some delightful
amusement, the excess of which brings weariness upon you
through all the early hours of to-day, the natural effect will
nevertheless be to cause you to realize an undefinable wish for
a repetition of the same indulgence to-night at about the same
hour. On this principle of periodicity, you will observe strongminded men giving themselves in utter abandon to the wine
cup, to reckless intemperance, and voluptuous debauchery, at
particular parts of the year or month, while the same men are
examples of sobriety and good citizenship at almost all other
periods. Children wish to play periodically ; that is, at the
eame hour every day. Artists are inspired at some m·arked
portion of the twenty-four hours. Each mind chooses its own
period, either day or night, and is influenced accordingly.

"
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Nature is thus full of physiological and psychological antith_.. She brings the rhetoric of Health before the imagination
of her children in no other way. It is natural for rhetoricians
to point an argument with a brilliant antithesis; such as 011Je1'sion,
as opposed to desire; past, as the extreme other end of future;
identity, as -the opposite of contrariety; truth, as the antagonisi
of error,· and so, in physiology, we use inspiration and expiration, endr.Jsmosis and exosmosis, secretion and excretion, action
and repose, chill and fever, because it is the instinct of reason to
look for the counterpart, or for the other end, of that which is
felt or seen.
III . THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE.

In treating with disease, two things are to be kept in mind :
first, the fact that all disturbances of the physical structure
originate in the soul-principle; and second, that the laws of
equilibrium make it certain that all disturbances ·shall pass
periodically from one extreme to the other.
Medicines, therefore, are appropriate only when they meei
the wants of the disturbed principle-at the period when it is
struggling hardest to restore the material parts to their own
places in the temple. To give medicine or magnetism when the
soul-principle is comparatively quiet-that is, when it is about
midway between the two extremes-is exceedingly false to the
requirements of either body or soul. For example : Suppose
you ascertained last night, for the first, that your lungs ar
covered with "a cold." That is a sufficient proof that you will
feel the &ame thing more severely to night than at any time
during the day. Therefore your soul-principle is11ot very much
disturbed, is not struggling vehemently to expel the invader,
except at that particular period of the evening or night. But
at the appointed hour, prompt and true as the clock on the
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aantle , your ·soul-energies summon all their available forceR to
overthrow the enemy. The Self-Healing principles exert their
wisdom and their power alike for the reproduction of harmonial
oonditions. But suppose you-the yet more interior Manneglect to 11 second the motion." What then? Suppose you,
either thoughtlessly or culpably, withhold your encouragement.
Suppose you do not exert your Will to cheer on the struggling
soul in its gracious efforts to abolish the 11 cold," what will be
the consequence ? ANsWER : An increase of the original disturbance, a deeper penetration of the enemy, a more hampered
condition of the physiological functions, a more complete overthrow of the soul energies.
This is the biography of every case of chronic disease. Consumption, dyspepsia, &c., are generated in no other waynamely, by 11. disregard of the periods when the Self-Healing
Energies (the soul-principle) exert themselves for the re.establishment of right physiological conditions. Look out in the
fields. The earth performs her functions periodically. She
joyfully receives the prolifications of the sun every spring ; her
beautiful bosom enlarges from month to month ; the rivers of
life flow through all her veins and arteries ; she becomes pregnant with a million harvests; they are born amid thunder, and
lightning, and 11torms : she then throws her autumnal and winter
garments upon her offspring, clnsps her myriad darlings yet
closer to her bosom ; then she feeds them lovingly till spring
returns with all its impassioned smiles, when she again respond!
to the engerminating visitation of the sun and the showers.
All is periodical. Night and day, seed time and harvest,
disease and health, reciprocating each the other's life. Disease
is but. the disturbance of the soul-principle. But the effort at
equilibrium is made squarely to the law of periodical changes.
And we hold that all true treatment for the healing of all
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diseased organs or parts will be governed by the h..d, period,
and degree of effort which the soul is putting forth in the }>hysical economy. When you suffer most, the Soul is then making
the strongest effort in the direction of Health. Of course,
therefore, your soul-principle is struggling less with the disease
whenever the disturbance is least realized. The middle state
is a sort of temporary health-period. During such a period
never take either medicine or magnetism. Be very still, or
else resume your occupation, but always do everything with
reference tcr the period of struggk.
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CHAPTER III.

THE MEDICAL VALUE OF CLAIRVOYANCE.
THE judicious employment of Clairvoyance, in the diagnostication and treatment of Disease, is a legitimate use of the power.
The best natural judgment, though crowned with the diplomatic
glory of a scientific education, is often incapable of reaching
with certainty below physical disturbances to their primal
causes. In the detection of the hidden sources of human
misery, and of the conditions that generate corporeal discords,
no sight less penetrative than that of the genuine clairvoyant
cnn ever avail much. No professional man is more willing to
acknowledge a.nd publish this incapacity among medical men.
than the vigorous editor of the Scalpel. We are ever and anon
refreshed with his Carlylish style of proving and showing up
the emptiness of the pretensions of the regular Faculty. The
impossibility of discerning the deep-seated causes of many diseases, by mere sen~uous observation of syn1ptoms, is very
gtnerally confessed. The ordinary inferences, drawn from
iulications external, are frequently erroneous. The world of
sick and suffering people can attest to the truth of this assertion.
They groan day and night, or hobble about with congenital
deformity, because their parents were once patients.
And yet the careful instructions of the scientifically-trained
judgment are to be preferred as superior, and as being more iu

a
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harmony with rational sense, than the blunderings of undevel
oped or non-medical clairvoyants. There are many and various
kinds of seers and seeresses. Only the few, however, of a certain kind, can truly diagnosticate and divulge the causes of
Disease. .The real sources and philosophy of h:~man tmtferiug
are discoverable only by such of the seers as possess an appro·
priate faculty. The condition of seership is one of the greatest
impressibility. It is too apt to take on and reflect the fears,
surmises, or established convictions, of the patient. Every
sutferer, whether blessed with intelligence or not, will entertain
some definite conclusions regarding the nature and probable
cause of his misfortunes and diseases. And the clairvoyant is
very certain to become involved therewith, and will be misled
by contact with the dominant feelings-and judgment of such a
patient, unless, as above mentioned, the seer or seeress be in
the full self-possession of the faculty of sight, while in the act
of diagnostication.
It is unphilosophical to suppose that all clairvoyants are
equally or similarly endowed. It is rarely the good fortune of
lliiY one genuine medical-clairvoyant to possess abilities commensurate therewith in other departments of investigation. In
fact, a first rate seer of disease is seldom more than a second or
third rate prescriber. This incapacity is sometimes manifested
immediately subsequent to an examination and prognosis which
have been pronounced satisfactory. On the other hand, it
1ometimes happens that only the faculty to prescribe is perfect
That is to say, certain seers and clairvoyants can survey th11
field of .nature and detect the exact remedy for a disease, tht
origin, location, or symptoms of which they professed no power
to discern. In such case it is wisdom to obtain your diagnosia
from one seer and your remedy from another. But this course
wesupposcs y >ur belief in the existen~e of the power. With
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this faith you can anil yourself of much benefit by candidly
informing the Prescribing seer what the Describing sur
reported your disease to be-the remedy for which is what
you now s._ek.
Certain faculties are peculiar to certain temperaments.
For example, some persons are only perfect in the sympathdie
detection of your disease; while others, though obtuse as stone
jugs to the lines of sympathy, have brilliant powers and fasci·.
nating gifts in other dir~ctions. But here let it be observed,
that the degree of the endowments, as well as the kind or class,
must enter into your account. A high development of excur·
sional clairvoyance is incompatible with a low employment of
the faculty. If a mind is endowed with the power to discern
objects through the mystic distance-if it can discriminate
between fancies and facts-then it is a misuse, a sad devotion
of that mind, when its powers are pressed into the treatment of
bodily diseases. Of course the reverse is equally true ; that
. is, to urge a purely medical seer to probe Space in quest of
distant objects of interest. The penalties of mis-employment,
in either case, are mistakes and doubts.
In the tlowings of inner life, it may happen that the seer
accomplishes a silent spiritual unfoldment. Its immortal attri·
butes may one by one bloom in the garden of the soul. In its
dairvoyant proclivities and exercises there may occur a sort of
apotheosis ; an ascension of the ordinary powers to rank and
fraternise with sublimer uses. The whole mind, pulling its
attachments to material things up by the roots, may take interest in things trans-mundane. The seer may thus silently and
unconsciously advance to the perception of great questions, of
truths, of principles, of ideas. What then! Why, then, the
investigation of Disease is next to impossible. The divine law
of seuship on that plane is repealed, so to speak; and the
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elairvoyattG is no longer useful on the corporeal side of human·
ity. Any such use of the powers of a seer thus unfolded,
would be attended with penalties not less severe than visual
degradation. The transgression is against the operations and
requirements of divine law. In many cases mere worldly
wants, necessities, or poverty of the moral faculties, have urged
very high seers into the most unprofitable forms of the medical
_business ; or still more external, into telling fortunes, reading
the stars, ps~chometry, &c., to the exclusion of those excursional
anJ spiritual exercises which expand the soul and develop its
latent abiliti!ls. Such transgressions are attended wit.h a loss
of virtue in the spirit, a retardation of the normal processes of
growth, and sometimes they ultimate in a total suspeneion of
t.be clairvoyant faculty.
But we began this Chapter with the impression tliat some·
thing must be said on the subject of scientific errors and medical fall:bilities ;" and that we must pledge ourselves to render many installments of such service for the sake of mankind. In the department of physical suffering we have had
ample experience, sufficient to make us "feel another's woe,"
and the lesson is not lost. In the diagnostication of disease,
too---and in the practice of pilgrimizing through creation's
empire in quest of remedies to remove disease--our experience
is not less manifold and available. Nor are we this day negli.
gent of "golden opportunities" whereby fresher inspirations
flow through the temple of reason. We do not, however,
employ the power of clairvoyance for the benefit of indh·idual
applicants. The reason of this was suggested in preceding sentences-viz : because such use and application would ch.eck our
growth and usefulness in more important directions. Not only
this, but because there is imminent danger in mis-employing a
high faculty. A power of comprehensive vision may be
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impaired by mental unfaithfulness, or devotion to small thiugs,
on the same principle that shortness of natural sight is fre·
quently caused by too constantly lookinf at near objects, and at
fine points, by which the scope of vision · is permanent!)
circumscribed.

•
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CHAPTER IV.

NO INFALLIBLE· REMEDIES.
THE enlightened mind need not be told that an ''infallible
remedy " for every physical disturbance is an impossibility.
The vaunted potency of certain empirical compounds, each pre·
scribed and puffed by its particular inventor as a " sure cure "
for every disorder, has well nigh disgusted the reasonable side
of mankind. That there are virtues in patent vices no one
doubts. Pills and plasters do some good in particular instances,
and from such they derive extensive notoriety and popularity,
but the day soon dawns when they fall into disuse and contempt.
The fact that every invention embodies some curative virtue,
and the additional fact that eTery system or school of medicine
is as many timeR defeated as it is victorious, has led to the
development of unbounded skepticism, and also to the belief in
what is termed "Eclecticism."
The Eclectic school of physicians are both dissenters and
receivors on a boundless scale. They avail themselves of
every long-tested and established remedy, irrespective of the
system in which it was originated, and prescribe it in all cases
where experience proves its applicability. But the Eclectics
do not master disease. They reject thf'l evils of time-honored
theories, they look upon human suffaing with clearer eyes,
they classify diseases and assort remedies with all the medical
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experimentation of twenty-two centuries to simplify and exah
their labors, yet it must be acknowledged that this new subool
has neither achieved any very marked triumphs nor sustained
any very severe reverses, but in general is as succe8sful in the
treatment of disease as any of the recently developed myths
I
and patkies, and that is all we can now say.
Nevertheless, we glory in the development of" Eclecticism."
It implies a vast scientific independence ; a breaking up of the
old mineral con11olidations in medicine. It says : " Investigate
the laws of matter in man, rise above the historical horizon of
physiologic~\~ knowledge, think for yourself, yet read the works
of Hahnemann, Dixon, Thompson, Bell, Muller, Hall, Hunter,
'Marshall, Bischoff, &c. ; for in the fullness of human research
and conclusions ye find the golden mean of common sense and
medical prosperity."
But physicians of every school can cure more than they do.
The difficulty is, that their patients will not follow the tenth
part of dietetic hints aBd rules which intelligent medical men
prescribe with, or D.H a part of, their treatment.
It is our happiness to believe and repose unbounded confidence in the Self-Healing Energies that impregnate every fiber
and function of the organization. In them we find the whole
Materia Medica-astringents, tonics, emollients, corrosives,
stimulants, sedatives, narcotics, refrigerants, anti-spasmodics,
antiseptics, sialagogues, expectorants, emetics, cathartics, diu·
retics, diaphoretics, emmenagogues, abortives, antacids, errhinds
and the fifty other effects or symptoms which these awful names
ve scientifically designed to classify-all, yea all, may be found
in that wonderful repository of health and disease, the constitzt·
tion of Man .1 And we hesitate not to affirm, in justice to the
hundreds of capable and honorable men in almost every school
of Medicine, that if patients would, in sickness, conform strictly
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to rules of health, the doctors could exert far more master:y
over the domain of Disease than they now do. The mass of
physicians confess that the human system demands almost
nothing besides good treatment, nursing, bathing, dieting, mag·
netizing, &c., during the different stages of any known disease
But the doctor is oftentimes compelled to sacrifice his judgmen~
to the ignorant demands of his impatient subject. One prominent reason why the world is swarming with chronic curses, is
the fact that, while convalescing from the effects of some severe
attack, either in organ or function, the patient stealthily omits
the helping remedy, and at the same time commits the private
.n-ime of over-eating and indulging in forbidden luxuries. The
<;onsequence is, that such patients rise from their bed of suffer·
ing seemingly restored, but really with the seeds of chronic
disorder scattered all through their frames.
this is self-evident. The imperfections and
The effect of
glaring failures of various medical systems daily strengthen the
spinal column· of a skepticism in regard to all medicine on the
one hand, and develop a very general Eclecticism, or free selection, on the other; between which, diseases and nostrums will
multiply and disturb the world, until the great mass of mankind,
in the circle of progressive civilization, will " throw physic to
the dogs," and thereupon commence the rational era of inherent
healthfulness, based upon obedience t.o the Self-Healing Ener
gies, which never fail.
·
If, however, any person should "flatter himself" that he can.
violate the conditions of Health, and, at the same time, by
simply yielding to the self-restoring mercies of his spiritual
eonstitution, recover all his original vigor and bloom, his disap·
pointment will be complete. :Mother Nature is as loving and
as just as Father God. i'hey do not, because they cannot,
guarantee impunity from the effects of violation.. All the medi·

all
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eal irms, and myths, and patki.u, from Hippocrates to the last
nostrum, cannot perform the pardoning act. There is no ir.jatMte remedg. Pass the word all around the world-there is no
rpeczftc for any human transgreuitm. Let every ear hoar it.
Let every eye read it, and inscribe it in fadeless characters upon
the temple of personal health ; and let all the world rejoice
that there is no safety in habitual disobedience.. The best
medicines are scarcely more than hints to Nature in Man.
They oftentimes operate like oil on the wheels of life ; but
neither the broken wheels, nor the life processes impaired, can
be restored bJ medicine. Let parents instruct children to
comprehend this important truth-:..no vicarious atonement, but
that every physical as well as moral transgression is visited, in
due time, with a just and certain punishment. No priest, no
physician, no medicine, no religion, no future, can alter the
fixedness, or weaken the justice of this eternal principle
Therefore we aftirm that all empiricism, either in " Law, Physic,
or Divinity," is a mischievous deception. An infallible remedy
for a physical sinner is just as impossible and deceptive as a
vicarious a..oncment for a spiritual sinner. The only infallible
way is the way of. wisdom-straightforward· obedience to the
laws of Nature.
Although clairvoyance can detect the healing properties of
minerals and plants, as it were by instinct, yet, wonderful and
far-reaching as is this detective power, nothing is more certain
than ita occasional failure. Spirits may take a benevolen$
interest· in the conditions of the sick and su1fering, but they,
too, many times, fail in effecting perfect cures. One spirit-seer,
for example, prescribes magnetism in a particular case. The
application is immediately and marvellously effectual, and the
patient walk& forth strong, healthy and prosperous ; but on the
m.:rrow the aame spirit prescribes the MJme remedy for the
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rame disease in the body of another person, and lo I the failuro
is complete. Why is this ! Because there is no power in
heaven or on earth, that can, with unerring precision and unfail·
ing judgment, hit the mark every time exactly in one· place.
Hence the reasonableness of our conclusion is made manifest,
that no safety can be found outside of perpetual obedience to
the established laws of life and health.
Palliations, however, are natural. If we cannot restore the
limb, it may nevertheless be bound up and protected. 'The
rheumatic joint may be unsocketed by long suffering, or in
another case the morbid action in the different tissues may prog·
nosticate ultimate decomposition, yet we do gladly behold
possible aids for the one, and checks to the downward progress
of the other. Celebrated investigators, such as Chomel, Bright,
Andral and Louis, have informed 'the profession upon the uncer·
tainty of any treatment in tissual diseases, except that of special
watchfulness and nursings. We allude to " nursing," because
it is an approach to the magnetic method, which should be
studied and employed by every reform family. But let us now
turn our attention to the operations of disease and debility in
the human body, and let us walk in healthful paths.
We have knowledge of cases where Gen. De Bility is outrageously invasive and triumphant, notwithstanding persistent
medical efforts to accomplish his overthrow and expatriation;
but, on the other hand, we have authentic news from quarters
where the unprincipled Fillibuster has been gloriously assaulted
and vanquished.
Let no human being despair of ultimate victory. There is a
beautiful sanctity in the temple of Health. Fear not, 0 Man! to
leap into the rivers of happy physical life. Bathe thy spirit's
material covering in the Euphrates of sweet flowing waters.
The iales of gladness are fertile in the lake of harmonious exist·
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ence, whose margins are blended with the bright blue of iafi.ni
tude, and the waves whereof unceasingly roll with anthemal
melody eternal. Fear not, unhappy one, to mingle with Nature's
health-giviP~ elements. Let the strife come at once! The
battle of lift. is riot fearful, is not dangerous an-i uncertain ; for
even now an angel's finger is raised to point the way to youth·
fulness and victory. No sentimental repining, no over-weeping,
no under-creeping, -DO diurnal thanklessness ; but up at once,
in the stillness of the voiceless night, (if chased by ill-omened
dreams) up! and lay no more down, until a more peaceful silence
covereth all thy being. If a fever is upon thee, or if there be a
heaviness upon thy breast, rise from thy bed of suffering, dis·
robe thy body, walk within thy room, where heaven's purest air
should gently circulate from window to window, and, in the holy
silence of the solitary hour, dip thy hands in refreshing water,
and thy feet also, and manipulate thy whole person, with steady
purpose to remove the heat, so that tranquil sleep may lay
silently down upon all thy bodily organs, even as the divine
blessings of immutable trnth hover about the inmost soul. A
body full of virtuous health--of harmony deserved-is a form
of holy beauty. Remember the Poet's Scriptures. In them
'tis said that
"A thing of beauty is a joy forever;
Its Jovellneas increasing. it wii1 never
P888 Into nothingness, but still will keep
A bower qniet for us, and a sleep
Full of sweet drea1118, and health, and quid breathlnf."

A ~ew persons write us to say that, on attempting to exert
their Will, through the pneumogastric and voluntary nerves, they
become mentally very chaotic, unable to fix their thoughts upon
any one locality, and a distressing weariness soon creeps upon
the entire body. Other persons, with naturally more concen
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trati.,n of mind and purpose, write us of the efficiency and Effi
cac.r of the Will. We shall now speak a fe;v word11 to the formf't
chaotic class. They are the most difficult patients to t1 eat
with magnetic forces; for, owing to the incessant jarring and
Tibrations of their nervous systems, they fling off all influence as rapidly as the strongest magnetist can supply and fix
the power upon them. Dear sick reader ! allow a few words
to be spoken regarding the rmdine of thy daily life.
You are invaded by Gen. DeBility. We suppose you to
reside· in America, where the climate is a hydra-headed temperature, driven by the finest spring and summer in the known
world. We have on this continent a mixed atmosphere, a
mixed temperature, a mixture of all the seasons in every section of the year; and we are, in consequence, a mixed.
population, with mixed religious opinions, mixed political systems, and a perfect admixture of health and disease. Under
these recurrent changeabilities, it is more than simply unreasonable-it is pure folly-to expect a uniform condition of
either the mental or bodily constitution. Both involuntarily
sym}Jathize with the conditions and circumstances of the world
in which they for the present exist together. Colds, catarrhs,
croups, and consumptions, are, therefore, just as natural to
man-under pervading conditions of the globe--as winds,
frosts, snows, tempests, fioods, and drought!!, were natural to
the juvenile stages of the earth. But-mark you, one and
all : Man is a wondrous magazine of Self-Healing Energau. ·
So is the• earth on which he roams. True, reader, but Man
is a thinking and intelligent organization. The good earth is
not. Man grows and unfolds from within, and conse1uently
may draw upon the fountain again, unless by vices and transgressions he has drawn away too much of the restorative
principle. Ah! this is the aad condition of thousands. Ia
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there, then, no " balm in Gilead " ! Is there no hope for such 1
No chance to replenish their exhausted forces? no "straight
and narrow way " for chronic sinners to be saved !
We answer affirmatively, and bid all the diseued to enter
dpon the duties of the life-battle, by which Gen. DeBility can
be at once and forever vanquished. And we would, therefore,
admonit.h every sick one to read what we hav.e already communir.ated, and to adopt whatever portion of the remedies is bes~
titted t.o individual necessities. But we have much to write
respecting mauy functional diseues, not yet named in these
chapters.
When the warm season is upon us, during which the early
morning air is most magnetic and renovating, there is one
straightforward habit to be acquired by the consumptive and
digesth·ely debilitated-that is, to rise in the early dawn, (say
at half-past four, until autumn,) dress comfortably, and immediatf>ly proceed upon a ramble-eating a Mna1J orange wkilt
toalking-and be sure to return, disrobe, and to lie down to rest
one full hour before breakfast. Sleep for thirty minutes, if
possible-it will be possible by practice-and rise in time to
'ake a band-bath, and to dress, all before the bell rings you
to the first meal.
We know Jww crud is this almost sovereign remedy for
vital debility. It would be. far easier to "give up "-to keep
in bed while the golden sun is rising " with healing in ita
wings "-and, . as the foolish neighbor does, to send for' a
d?ctor to administer doses of indescribable drugs and tine·
turu. But let your reason act, and it will inform you, notwithstanding the hardship of early rising, that a walk, a sleep,
and a lw.nd-hatk, (wash your whole body u you would you1
iace, in two quarts of cold water,) are the most glorious
remedie11 for vital debility possible to prescribe The refresh·
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ing SLEEP before breakfast, and after a walk in the morning,
is, particularly in this climate, a draught of pure henltb. n
is well, also, to sleep about thirty minutes before dinner. Let
this rest be inaugurated by the pneumogastric effort and vital
e•tunlization. If, after you rise early, you should attempt to
read a paper or book, to study, or to indulge intellectunl
exercises, -the debility of your system, nerves, bowels, and
blood, will be in a few days increased four-fold. Avoid, therefore, all mental occupation previous to eating the morning
meal. Otherwise, your strength will soon be weakness com·
pounded.
In regard to eating: It is proper to caution all debilitated
persons, young or adult, in the summer months particularly,
not to eat fruit and vegetables at the same meal. Together, in
the stomach and bowels, they chemically operate to generat6
various semi-poisonous gases ; by which dysentery and various
bowel disorders may be produced in a few hours. Of vegeta.
bles, beside bread, use but two kinds at one meal. Away with
the "stalled ox "-forbid the "fatted calf "-be superior to
" fowl play " as nourishment--for your sake no sheep need be
"led like a lamb to the slaughter "-let no swine "find favor
in your sight "-but, without pastries and sweet things, live
rationally and thankfully every day.
We admonish yd'U to be perpetually conscious of the glorious
world in which you live ; but which, with all its beauty and
glory, is but the alphabet of the Spirit Land in the surrounding
immensity. By coming out of the Egypt of Disease, your eyes
will open upon the universally distributed glories of the visible
creation. Your happiness will be increased an hundred fold in
a few weeks. Now, while sick and confined to hospital limits,
you live like subterranean mortals, shut out from the glory of
the infinite. Who ever knew a first-rate good evil man ? Or
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who over saw a happy and healthy sick man ~ Exodus nnd
. emancipation from Discas~ is a wonderful deliverance from the
·'Devil and all his imps." The temple of Nature would possess
a new charm to the thus delivered. To illustrate what effect it
would exert on the good-minded, we will quote, from Cicero's
Natura Deorum, the following sublime conception :
" If there were beings who lived in the depths of the earth,
in dwelling places adorned with paintings and statues, and
everything enjoyed by those most wealthy and fortunate in the
world ; and if these beings could receive tidings of the glory
and power of the divinities, and, after that, come out from their
dark residences through the fissures of the globe to the surface
on which we stand ; if they could suddenly see the earth, and
the sea, and the circle of Heaven--contemplate the great cloudy
expanse, hear the winds of the firmament, and admire the
majesty and beautiful effulgence of the sun ; could they behold
the starry host of heaven in the night, the rolling and changing
poon, and the rising and setting of the celestial orbs in the
trder prescribed from eternity-they would surely exclaim .
There ar1 indeed Gods, and s.uch magnificent things must be
ilie work of their hands.' "
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CHAPTER V.

SELF-HEALING .ENERGIES BETTER THAN
MEDICINES.
Earthly language cannot embody all we have to impart under
this head, in regard to tho perfect adaptation and competency
of man's vital energies, to self-repair and harmonize the bodily
organs.
As soul speaks to soul in the blissfulness and breathings of
magnetic attraction, so tho powers which live in all the cerebral
centers and visceral organs meet and mingle together, like
angels in the garden of light., for purposes of greatest good to
the physical and mental proprietor.
Suffering Ones of earth ! have ye not realized t~e medical
wisdom that floats through every vein of your physical structure ? There is no power more self-just and self-restoring than
that which breathes, and sobs, and gushes, in your personal
organization. Atheism is not more destitute of the divine qualities of intuitive wisdom than are the various systems of medicine of that restoring principle which alone can summon the ·
spirit of health from its retreats in the corporeal economy. As
ye cnnnot gather figs from thistles, so ye cannot obtain health
from the drugs and medicines. 1\!edicines cannot impart the
principle of health, any more than can a book convey the light
of wisdom. But there are aids and helps in medicine, just as
there are hints and streams of suggestiveness in books.
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The error, however, is in the. source of reliance. The sin.
aick soul goes meekly to a priest, or prayer-meeting, with
unbounded confidence in the efficacy of the remedies and cere·
monies prescribed by the priest. In like manner the diseased
·mortal seeks the doctor with unlimited faith in the power of
popular nostrums and inorganic compounds. And yet, as the
age of honesty and intelligence expands, we find patients and
physicians more and more agreeing that medicines, at best, but
serve and subserve the inherent energies of the organism ; that
health is possible only by means of the self-restoring and conservative principles which the good Father and Mother trans·
mitted to the organs, muscles, nerves, and blood, of the living
temple ; and, therefore, that all belief, or pretension, that medi·
cines hold and convey the life-giving energies of health and
beauty to man's body, is nothing' less than mischievous superstition or intentional imposition.
Disease, in very shortest phrase, is disoord. The causes and
, eff'ects of this one " discord " are various and innumerable.
They differ in different persons, because of temperament and
occupation ; also, they differ in different seasons, because of
temperature and potential electricities. Spring-discords of body
are different, in the same persons and places, from those which
prevail in autumn; so, also, for reasons above given, winterdisturbances differ widely from lhose of the summer time.
Outward manifestations of invisible disturbances are indications of the causes of discord, which preponderate either in
temperament, occupation, or ten:perature. Something is unbal
anced in the empire of concealed forces-either an excess, a deft
ci-."'tcy, or a misplacement of parts--perhaps, as occasionally
happens, all these causes of pain and suffering exist and operata
in combination.
When the body is thus besieged with " discord," how can thtt
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soul feel harmonious? It cannot ; for mind must suffer with the
organs by which it exists. This fact, however, is of the highest
significance. It teaches that the soul-which is the Fountain
of forces out of which the mind rises into entity from an
elemental stat~ontAins the conquering and health-giving
powt:rs. From these energies, and not from medicines, ·the
sick may expect relief. Sweet and grateful breathings from
invisible principles are copizable only by means of the sensitive energies of mind. Granite rocks do not hear the whisperings of infinite wisdom, alttough they invariably move in
harmony and keep step in progress with such wisdom ; while
human beings, when unfolded in their affections for the sof'
and thrilling music of truth, not only obey divine wisdom in the
simple luxuriousness of spontaneous freedom, but, in addition
to such obedience, they receive and enjoy that handsome
healthfulness which naturally results from equilibrium with the
principles of such wisdom. It is true that medicines and magnetisms can and do contribute (sometimes) to the right devel-1
opment of the patient's inherent energies of health ; and so,
indeed, do all arbitrary appliances affect, either for good or
for evil, all bodies and forces with which they come in contact ;
but this surely cannot be interpreted and appropriated as a
sufficient foundation for the absurd doctrine that drugs, medicines, and magnetisms, contain, per se, virtues which may
displace or regenerate your vices and consequent misery.
N,ay, nay-listen, 0 suffering soul of earth ! and thine ear
shall catch the soft and grateful music of Nature's truths. The
authority and divinity of thy Father are impressed upon
uch speaking principle. Motion, Life, Sensation, Intelligence
-do not these principles rule, or ought they not to govern, in
every part of your physical body ? Do they not labor day an1l
night, both when you wake and when you sleep, for the full
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growth, refinement, and harmonious expansion, of all organs
and functions! Is not the unspeakable goodness of our etern11l
Father and Mother displayed within the temple of your individ·
aality ! What principle of wisdom was it that, before you had
a personal consciousness, built your bones and jointed them so
beautifully ! Do you not suppose that the same energy is with'
you this very moment_? Behold with what promptness your
windpipe expels a grain of sand or a bit of bread, which perchance invaded the province formed only to attract and enjoy
the pure air of heaven. With-what divine energy does the
spirit of blood work to heal the wound on the surface of your
temple ? A mote is in thine eye--instantly the tissues send
forth a flood of tears to wash it away! Thy stomach is stronger
in righteousness than thy brain. Ever since your birth the
digestive receptacle has been tempted, fed--crammed, jammed
and poisoned-with every imaginable good and evil thing, from
the outrageous inventions of the nurse, who first took you from
• the doctor's hands, to the last pastry cook's indescribable compound of table temptations. Your brain could not contain one
half the shadows which such substances cast upon it, neither
could your judgment dispose of a tenth part of such feeling in
the shape of thought and intelligence ; but your stomach pours
forth its fluid, and commissions its self-healing attributes so
promptly and perfectly, that all you can justly complain of is" indigestion ;" headache, of course, and intestinal disturbances.
Recuperation is natural to all living bodies. Every derangement, if curable at all, the self-repairing energies may overcome
with harmony. Only open your understanding to a knowledge
of those magnetic agencies, or perhaps mechanical aids, which
will remove obstructions, and thus put into Nature's hands the
reins of physical government. Man's fearfully constructed
body ia more than paralleled by his wonderful mind. This
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power is endowed with the tendency to work both ways ; it
will either bring disease upon the body or remove it. If
your own mind cannot begin the work, (which many times hap·
pens,) then avail yourself of the healing attributes of another
mind. If your entrammeled imagination still needs a visible
medicine to fix its faith upon, why-we are sorry for you-send
for the only physician in whom you believe; and then straight
way "let us pray" that he (or she) will give you the mosl
artistically smo.1J dose of medicine possible for his sense of
justice and adaptation to suggest.
The truth is, that, accidents excepted, the great majority qf
human bodily diseases are qf menta/, origin. Disturbances
begin in the forces and end in the forms ; therefore, by virtue
of a psychological and physiological necessity, the remedy must
commence in the form and terminate in the spiritual constitution. Swallowing a disgusting mass of medicine is never
necessary, any more than is a weekly dose of orthodox religion
indispensable to good morals and happiness after death ; and
yet, disgraceful and disagreeable as it is, there are millions of
our humanity who habitually take atrociously large doses of
both ! Ifrom all this, and innumerable other equally popular
outrages, "good Lord deliver us!"

"- PNEUMGOABTRICAL DISCOVERY.

CUAPTER VI.

A P~El!MOGASTRICAL DISCOVERY.
MAN is an immortal, self-conscious spirit, enveloped for
wise purposes by matter of a_ grosser sort, over which he is
designed, through his volition and intelligence, to hold the
supreme and exclusive control. His integral attribute for selfdevelopment and self-government surpasses the belief of his
uneducated judgment. He is reckless and faithless in regard
to the divine principles of his inner life, because he is boundlessly ignorant of the eternal riches that lie buried within the
soil of his spiritual constitution, and the penalty is embodied in
the form of DISEASE, whose miserable offspring are innumerable.
Thousands of our brothers and sisters-good and tender-hearted
people, who inhabit the hamlets and mansions of earth--are
dragging out a wretched existence. The kindest, most skillful,
best paid, and latest diplomatized physicians, can yield no perfect health to these " sin-sick " and suffering ones-and why !
Reoause, in too many instances, both doctor and patient are
eq.1ally ignorant of the psychological energies slumbering in the
human organization. Coarse, cruel, crude, bitter dn,tgs .'
What can they do for you, compared with the kindly offices of
the spiritual forces that bivouac in every part of your wondrous
organism!
Ou1 fielD disrnvery is not to be patented. We design it for
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the universal use and benefit of man. It is a self-adjusting ancl
inexpensive invention, for the exclusive good of those who,
from whatever parentage and subsequently producing causP9,
are summoned into the battle-field against the depredations and
unlawful invasions of General DeBility.
The insidious operations of this celebrated " General " are
delineated, and prescribed for, in almost every modern newspaper. "The Regular Faculty " proceed against him and all
his embattled hosts, with countless systematic poisons, all estab·
lished by Chemistry, and obscured from vulgar gaze by Latin
habiliments-" too numerous to mention." Thompsonians stren.
uously insist that the old headstrong " General " dreads the
formidable array of their forces-in classified battalionsLobelia, No. 6, Diaplwretics, Compositions, and Steam.' Hahne·
mannians, with indisputable argument, show that the most
certain plan is to ftgkt Jmcn the .first S1.f11Zptoms of insurrection,
invasion, or revolution-do this, promptly and scientifically,
and the valiant " General " will depart with his armed host,
overwhelmed and mortified with irreparable losses and defeat.
The Cold-and-Warm-Water Brotherhood, with unfaltering zeal
and undoubted intelligence, oppose themselves antagonistically
to Gen. DeBility's encroachments with various streams and
dispositions of the universal element-also, with napkins, compresses, bandages, straight-jackets, wet sheets, &c., t-o which tho
enemy generally expresses indignant messages. He grows
dnily more restive under such Guerrilla treatment, proudly
disdains the style of warfare, frowns upon the hydraulic establishments throughout the continent, and retreats to more safe
qunrters and mountain fastnesses, viz : to the families where
the " Regular Faculty " make their regular visits.
In these remarks we do not desi~ to misrepresent any system of medicine. We affirm that no medical system is master
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renowned and universal conqu~ror, Gen. DeBility Is
this statement a misrepresentation? We have knowledge of
akillful physicians, each with an extensive and lucrative prac·
tice, in whose families the General is an ever-present ghastly
~est. We ask: "Doctor, why do you not prescribe a remedy ·
for your diseased wife or daughter ?" And he honestly replies :
" I have tried every supposed specific, every known remedy for
auch cases, and each application or administration only serves
to aggravate the symptoms."
Well. then, try the new medical discovery announced at the
beginning of this chapter-not Kennedy's, recommended for
every disease the human skin is heir to-but Nature's pneu'ltwgtutrical remedies, with which, whether at ho:ne or abroad, you
are always abundantly provided.
What do we mean ? We will explain briefly as possible.
Man's fearful and wonderful organization is regulated, or may
be, to an almost unlimited extent, by two great positive and
negative conductors, viz : The sympathetic and the pneumogastric nerves, which, like all the lesser and more delicate neryes,
take their rise in the brain, which is the fountain-center of all
vitality and sensibility.
Of the first conductor, the Sympathetic Nerve, we will not
now write anything at length. It is a wondrous and beautifu]
magnetic telegraph cab1e, consisting of a connec~ed series of
polar centers, or ganglia, distributing branch offices through
all the internal organs, communicat.ing with nerves both spinal
and cranial, and conferring, by transmission, the principles of
~ife and sensibility to all parts of the organism. The reason
why we do not speak of this great Nerve in this article ia,
because, according to our careful and oft•repeated examina,..
tionr., it belongs to the great automatic hemisphere of mind,
and will be· the very last (because it is the highest and best)
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to ascend the throne of Will. Instinct, impulse, soul-life, heart.
essence, "the depths of the soul," as will appear in our next
chapter, are characteristic sensational attributes of the "Great
Sympathetic Nerve." This position is sound-psychologically,
physiologically and logically sound-therefore, we do not fear
to write it, nor to submit it to the candid consideration of every
progressive or regressive physician.
The Pneumogastric Nerve, on the contrary, communicates
no essential life or vital sensibility. But it confers upon the
internal organism vigorous energies and voluntary movements.
It is in direct and intelligent contact with the attributes and
designs of Will. It is, consequently, a voluntary agent of the
cerebral intelligence, a motor nerve, so to say, by which the
Volition may express its decrees upon the whole physical
economy.
THE DISADVANTAGBS OF IGNORANCB.

The more ignorant the mind, the cruder will be the manifestations of its desires and ordinances, and the more in bondage
is such an one to the voluntary nerves ; while with interior
knowledge come the requisite powers and purposes to rise out
of embarrassments into comparative freedom and independence.
We make these remarks because, as we too well know, there
are thousands of so-called intelligent persons, occupying high
official stations in every kingdom, whose physiological experience is in direct antagonism with what we affirm respecting the.
nature and capacities of this Pneumogastric magnetic conductor
of the voluntary energies. But if such, together with all doubting readers, will perseveringly experiment on themselves,
while desiring truth and health, we know that we shall receivt>
their unqualified indorsement.
Become clairvoyant a few moments, suffering read<>~-take
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the living subject, (your friend,) look straight into the <:onstitution of his voluntary system-and the facts, with regard to
the origin and function of this Nerve, will shine out upon your
reason. Keep your vision steadily upon the nether portions
of t-he brain. See ! a multitude of filaments put forth from
the side of the medulla oblongata, which, as a primordial nerve,
is a million times more sensitive than the brain itself. These
thread-like filatories immediately blend into two small, white
cords, filled with ce!_ebral substances (which appear as O'n$
conductor) forming a ganglionic battery directly beneath the
cranium, and thence descending through the cellular envelopment of the carotid artery into the neck, and downward, between
the subclavian artery and vein, into the pulmonic organism, and
terminating in various branchlets of nerves in the digestive
system.
See, too! as this mysteriously philanthropic conductor of
thought, and will, and emotion, proceeds into the far depths of
its mi5sion, how it lovingly twines around neighboring veins
and arteries, and how benignantly it divides its incalculable
wealth into private furtunes for the voluntary parts of the
throat, heart, lungs, etc. The big names for all these benevolent bestowments and bequeathments of the Pneumogastric
Nerve, are : pharyngeal, laryngeal, cardiac plexus, and plexuses
pulmonary and asophageal. Thus, in plainer language, the
l'neumogastrio Nerve, immediately on leaving the cranium,
wakes its will, and sets apart private fortunes (in the shape
of voluntary powers,) for the benefit of the mouth, the speaking organs, the swallow, the heart, the lungs, finally pervading
the entire stomach.
Now, let it be remembered, theee are the parts or organs
most diseased among men. These are the fighting grounds
chosen by that popular Commander-in-chief (of very many
6
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American women) Gen. DeBility. He marshals the minions of
disease from their hiding places, and parades them in battle
array upon just those territories in man where the pneumogas·
tric conductor is wisely and wonderfully distributed. Conse: quently, if mankind but knew it, each mind holds the power,
the long end of the health-lever, in the hands of his own
Will. At a moment's notice the mind may summon its mili·
tary battalions. When these powerful forces concentrate and
commence action, under the command of an enlightened
Reason, the myriad hosts of Gen. DeBility will at once speed
away, like affrighted chamois at the hunter's approach.
Do you doubt, suffering and frail reader! Then doubt no
longer, for see with your own vision the reasonableness of all
this, which is in store for all.
We shall show you that bile-for the most part--is the
broken down globules of the blood, and should be expelled.
Food contains carbon and hydrogen. Old and waste atoms of
the body are particularly loaded with the deadening and life
less carbon. This is the ammunition-the powder and shotused by Gen. DeBility. He takes deadly aim at your ever1
organ, and fires away ! His shots take effect, in the first
instance, upon the weakest parts, either internally or externally
-whether functional or constitutional-and down you go for
two or three days, (or as many weeks perchance) unfit for the
duties and manifestations of a Man! Now, although we still
recon1mend anti-bilious remedies to aid Nature, we ask your .
Will-powers to exert themselves righteously, and the following
is the initiative .
On the establish'ld fact that the Pneumogastric Nerve is a
magneto-motive conductor of mental decrees, we commend you
to yourself in the treatment and CURE-yes, perfect cure !-of
almost all throat, lung, heart, and bowel diseases known on the
American continent. But al! cures arc conditional
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The true causes of physical heat are not known. No cb.smis'
ean perfectly explain the hidden sources. The incident:ll phe
nomena of heat and temperature are well enough comprehended.
but the prime sources thereof are enshrouded in myst..!l!Y· Fire
is not essential to the heat and vigor of blood. The human
blood maintains a temperature of about 98 degrees in all parts
of the globe; the same beneath the equatorial sun as at the
extreme north, amid eternal snows ; and who, without our
philosophy of the human constitution, can explain the cause of
this amazing equilibrium of temperature ~
We declare that it is within man's will-power to manufacture
and preserve his temperature in any climate ; and more, that he
can maintain his health under any reasonable combination of
circumstances; notwithstanding the many ~rials, and privations,
and labors to which he is involuntarily subjected.
The common theory is, that by respiration the system
_,Ives and gives off the elements of heat. We say that this is
the proceu of generating temporary heat, but the cause thereof
lies in the spiritual principles composing the soul. (Let us pass
on, leaving this subject for the present.) Oxygen of the air,
entering the lungs by inspiration, mingling with the carbon and
hydrogen of the blood, is supposed to disengage and distribute
heat through tke system. This is not the pure heat of love- ·
the eternal warmth of the heart-but it is that which is wholly
oalorical and fieeting.
Instead, therefore, of breathing or eating for the purpose of
increasing the amount of "animal heat," we would counsel
mptratum a8 a means of transmitting spiritual vigor to the
weak and debilitated organs. The heart is covered with the
cardiac plexus, which arises from the Pneumogastric Nerve.
The lungs are supplied with many branchlets-nother plexus
of nerves-which, also, spring out of the same prime cond•lctor.
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J..astly, the entire digestive functions are pervaded and provided
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abundantly, and in like manner, from the same voluntary battery
at the base of thE\ brain-:fust under the WILL! "A hint to the
wise is sufficient." The organs and parts named are under the
immediate control of the enlightened mind. This is our "medical discovery "-try it, Brother and Sister-and keep trying,
until you rise red£emed and sanctified by the blessing and grace
of the God within you.
But how commence? First, if your weakness be general,
and the blood is loaded with cold matter, lay flat down on
your back, and, while breathing deep, and slow, and uniformly,
\V!LL YOURSELF TO BECOME HEALTHY-in your feet and hands,
in your knees and elbows, in your hips and shoulders, in your
bowels and liver, in your lungs and brain! The heart will take
care of itself. In cases where the weakness is generally distributed, all you are required to practice (while so prostratfld
and respiring) is the art of concentrating your Will and de~nr.,..
simultaneously on the extremities first ; then work upward and
inward progressively; and when, in the lapse of ten minutes
of steady, deep breathing, you have reached the brain, repeat
the process in the ascending scale, as indicated in the manner
aforementioned.
By this Pneumogastric treatment of yourself, you will
receive spiritual strength from the air-nothing is more
certain ! When, by practice, you can breathe deeply and heroically, and at the same time put your Will upon the restoration of
the general system, the art of fixing your mind upon some particuiarly diseased part will become less and less difficult. C011r
smnptive persons, by simply breathing profoundly, and willing
Rystematically, may enlarge their chests and lungs beyond tht
possibilities qf disease. Persons of cold temperature, with irregular habits and bad practices, may " right about face " and
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become harmoniil.ly healthy. Learu to dcpeud upon yourselfuse the infallible remedies of Nature-and, iu spite of priest or
doctor, you will "pass from death unto life."
T111E oF EXERCISEs....:_Jn acquiring this psychological power
ov~>r the destinies of your bodily state, and in becoming a Selfhealing Institution, whether home or abroad-it may be-necessary to practice (either while on your back, or standing, or
walking, or ridmg,) perhaps three times in each twenty-four •
hours. Never just before meals, nor soon subsequent to them;
but the true time is when chylification is going on ; about 90 or
120 minutes after eating. The spirit world will aid you, by
forming a secret conjunction with the pneu11Wgastric conductor.
It is certain, gentle sufferer ; do not permit yourself to doubt.
Nothing is too good in Nature, in matter, in spirit, or in
truth.
On.DEB. AND SYM.PATBY.-It may, however, be indispensably
necessary, in some cases, to avail yourself, at first, of the sym·
pathy and daily order of some loving associate. Or, in some
instances, it may also be necessary to secure a residence at
some Electro magnetic Institute, or Water-cure, where the
food and fluids for patients are prepared more in accordance
with the rnles of health and life. But it is far better to convert every lwme into a HMitk Estahliskment.
Arouse, my countrymen ! Shake off this contemptible inculnu of fashionable life, by which the good of our human nature
is often changed to bitterness. Abolish all desserts from
your tables. Never eat more than three kinds of solid food
for dinner. No drinking while eating. Masticate slower.
Drive all complainings out of your homes. Do good to all;
harm to none. The best blessing to ask " over meat " is,
for a cheerful and contented spirit with which to digest what
you swallow. All solemnity during meals is as irreligious u

&t
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excessive mirthfulness is vulgar. In short, suffering childrea
of earth let each so live"that when the snmmona oomes to join
The innnmer&ble caravan, that moves
To that mysterious realm, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent balls of death,
Thou go, not like a quarry slave at night,
Boourged to his dungeon ; but •uat<&imd And •ootW

By ,.,. unfu.ltering trust, 4ppro4Ch the f!T4tlt,
Lilct one who UIT<&p• the drApery of hit couch
...0 li., ""- to p!H.taJ&t . _ !"

~ lli<ll,
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CHAPTER VII.

PATHOLOGICAL OFFICES OF THE SYMPA·
THETIC GANGLIA.
IT is deemed best, since we are not writing these chapters
for the exclusive benefit of educated physicians, to express our
•
thoughts in language suitable to the comprehension of the
common mind. Now and then, however, we may be.permitted
to employ technical terms, because they best embody the
thought designed for the reader's understanding. And here
we will add that we hold ourselves. open to "more light," to the
end that we may explain and further illustrate what has been
freely, but perhaps too vaguely, communicated.
All the knowledge in our possession concerning the existence, anatomy, and pathological offices of the Pneumogastricnl
Nerve, was acquired by means of clairvoyant examinations of
the human body, extending through a series of years, and under
every imaginable degree and variety of mental condition and
external circumstances. Much, therefore, is a matter of mem
ory, from which we draw perpetual lessons, as from the well·
spring of a strange and multifarious experience. But while
writing upon these medical questions, as well as upon other
topics, there is, in addition to this available treasury of past
examinations, a present illumination of the intellectual faculties,
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and a finer clairvoyance also, whereby the things in human
bodies, about which we write, are made limpid and as systematic
as the trees in the landscape and the flowing waters thereof,
under tho .beautifu.l effulgence of a July sun.
Of the Pneumogastric Nerve, we trace its magnetic termi·
nations into the intestinal cavity, upon t.he muscular fabrics of
which its motive influences are freely exerted. This fact last
named, which is most perfectly exhibited to the inner vision,
might induce the erroneous impression that the Nerve itself
penetrates the lower abdomen, while, in ~act, it reaches and
centers only in certain portions of the upper viscera, but practically, (i. e., in the effect of Will upon this Nerve,) we were
perfectly correct in our last chapter, which the reader is
requested to re-examine and analyze.
The internal beauty of the human physical temple su~passce
the descriptive power of language. Viewed with the leaden
eyes of materialism, and studied from the wholly physiological
standpoint, the body presents nothing either "fearful or wonderful." Once open your spiritual eyes, however-fix their
analytical powers upon the anatomical structure of the nervous
system-and the wonders of a universe are instantly unfolded
to your understanding. Wheels within organs, tissues within
muscles, fibers within nerves, globes within blood, motion
within life, sensation within motion, and myriads of beautiful
processes going on in the several departments of the temple a'
the same moment-all impress the spirit-observer with ,mblime
and unutterable truths, and with gratitude beyond all bounds of
expression.
The principnl mystery of the nervous system is its invisible
influence or energy. Physiologists have long since supp(lsed
an identity between the so-called galvanic fluid and that potential principle which pervades and imparts divine dynamics to
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the whole nervous o1ganism. But we are now enabled to
approach the presence of more interior realities, and to com pre·
bend more truth respecting the nervauric mystery of man.
We are permitted to contemplate the human system in its per·
fectly dual structure, and to behold the labyrinthine passagt-s
and sequestered retreats of the Interior Life of Man. The
ohject of all such discoveries is the harmonization of the indi·
vidual, with special reference to the banishment of disease and
the establishment of pure health, as the basis of all spiritual
prosperity and progression.
The double structure of man's constitution is illustrated
through all its wondrous detail. Every nerve, however thread·
_like and delicate, is composed of two distinct cords-positive
and negative lines or conductors-each having a separate and
distinceofunction to perform in the organic economy. The positive nerve is filled with a conducting substance essentially
different from the material within the negative nerve, both
lying side by side in one membranous sheath, and discharging
different duties with the most perfect harmony and reciproca·
tion. It is beautiful to observe how all the nerves start out
from the primitive brain, (the 'I'Mdulla oblongata,) and proceed
in the performance of their mission in married pairs, two by
two, and how they never become confused and separated so
long as body and soul remain together.
The encephalos and its nerves constitute the basis of all
physiological existence. From the brain we proceed down·
wards and inwards. The spinal nerves, each brace of which
connects with the spinal cord, are systematically arranged in
pairs with reciprocal offices. One side of each nerve--or rather
une nerve within each tube-conveys nwtion,· the other, sensation. These motory and sensatory nerves start out from the
brain-matter, and extending down the whole length of the
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spinal column, they branch out upon. the several internal
organs, and distribute themselves to all external parts of the
system. Besides this general statement, with respect to all
the nerves, it should be observed that there are two systems
of nerves, which operate differently within the temple.
First, there are the long nerves and the plexuses ; second,
the sympathetic nerves and ganglionic centers. The firsi
ramify throughout the exterior parts of the frame, and are the
direct lines of sensational experience, connecting the intellectual
part with the external . world. Solids, ftuids, sounds, odors,
ethers, elements, objects-all get themselves reported upon the
brain by means of the five senses, and the nervous inftuences
by which the organa! parts of the system are perpetually
inspired. The ganglionic system, on the other hand, is an
internal structure for the direct maintenance of organic existence. The grand source of internal sympathy is sometimes
termed, "the great intercostal Nerve," which arises within the
brain, or from a joint contribution of the fifth and sixth pair,
and descends by the sides of the bodies of the vertebrm of the
neck, thorax, loins, and os sacrum. In the thorax it perforates
the diaphragm, forms the semi-lunar ganglionic plexus, and
proceeds to ramify, and fix ganglia, in all the abdominal viscera.
In fact, there is no part of the body neglected by this great
sympathetic ~onductor of automatic principles.
This great nerve-system within man's body is the connecting link between lower life and the instinct of the spiritual
constitution. It is quite dift'e~:ent from the Pneumogastric
Nerve, which conducts the will and decisions of the judgment
to the heart, lungs, stomach, etc. The sympathetic Nerveplexuses, on the contrary, collect and convey the pure automa,.
tic principles of integral motion, life, and instinctive energy, to
all the interior dtructures, to all the lymphatic vessels, and to
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every particle of living blood in the organism, by means of
innumerable filaments; so that, in a certain and positive senee.
all parts of the body are sympathetically related and tied by
*he bonds of affection together, forming one brotherhood of
interest and mutuality of functions, and making it quite impos•
sible for one member to suffer without disturbing the health
and prosperity of all other parts.
We repeat that the Sympathetic nerve confers nothing in
the form of sensibility or power of movement to the organism ;
and yet, what is far better, it is the grand conductor (almost
fountain) of vitality and instinctive justice to the different and
subordinate parts. Intuition is derived from the instinct of
this wonderful system of ganglia. Sensibility, excitability, and
irritability belong to the other system of conductors and the
brain ; but vitality, animation, instinct, and affection, belong to
the great Sympathetic department ; and so complete is the
inter-mechanical operation of these nerves and ganglia, that
intelligence and will are not necessary to the performance of
their appropriate functions. The pathological offices of the
sympathetic plexuses, however,· are measurably within the jurisdiction of the possessor, as ultimately the whole interior will
be subordinated to the voluntary powers of the cerebrum, when
man will put all diseases, as well as more hurtful enemies,
beneath his feet. The offices pathological are involuntary, yet
the vital ends are accomplished better when the individual will
1ecr.nd the operation.
It is well known that in the healthy brain there is a considerable quantity of phosphorus. In idiots this element is
deficient. Phosphorus not only exists in the tissues and fibers
of the brain, but this element is constantly and incessantly
secreted throughout the entire ganglionic systems. The
ganglionic globules urc !lunnli"rl ·~;•t, ; . ~nO. it is in part by
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means of phosphorus that the blood is empowered to eliminate
soul-aliment for the use of the brain and nerves. The direct
and . reflex action of the internal nerves, whether the mind is
sleeping or waking, and several metamorphoses at the looping
terminations of the involuntary conductors, are referable t.o the
electro-chemical action of phosphorus in the brain and blood.
:Many physiologists have supposed that even the "nervous
influence " is generated by the oxydation of the vesicular.
tissues, which is regarded as one of the four metamorphoses
accomplished in the empire of ganglionic jurisdiction. The
just and healthy action of the lymphatic system is inseparable
from the vigilant operations of the cerebro-sympathetic nerves.
By means of these internal Nerves the cerebellum is
apprised of any and every transaction in the vital department.
Thus, for example, if any nauseous and poisonous substance be
swallowed, the irritation occasioned by it in the stomach
would instantaneously be reported to the brain, which, in its
turn, would rouse the intellect and the involuntary system, and
each is forthwith summoned ~ "fly to the rescue " of the
aftl.icted part--while headache, dizziness, prostration of the
will, and. exhaustion, are eff~cts very likely to ensue. In this
manner one part telegraphs to all other parts through the great
Sympathetic Nerve and the brain, which is the central agent
and righteous ruler over the empire. And now let the remedial benefit of this be well understood What is that benefit!
It is this:
The intuition of the Sympathetic Nerve is wiser than the
best physician. Should water get into one of the air-pasAages,
the Nerve says-" expel it!" and your judgmE>nt obeys the
impulse to "cough it out." When your finger is bruised, the
Nerve says-" bind up the injured member," and your judgment responds, "protect it," but perchance you disobey. The
penalty in !!lome cases has been "dE>ath by mortification.'' You
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ar€ disposed to exercise when chilled, and admonished to sleep
when fatigued, because the Nerve's intuition so dictates to
your judgment. Do you obey? Or, instead, do you expose
yourself to unhealthy temperatures, and stave off the natural
sleepiness by artificial heat and ephemeral means of stimulation.
If so, you do not harmonize with the intuition of the ganglionic
system. You are guilty of disobedience. When diseased, the
Sympathetic Nerve says-" Rest, rest, rest; be soothed by
magnetism ; let the lymphatic vessels operate upon and purify
the adipose matter in your system: do not eat nutritious food
now ; be patient; let time work upon you." So the intuitive
ganglia prescribe for the prostrate patient--not.!lo the educated
physicians of the land ; though many of them know that this
course would be far best in the majority of cases.
The pathological value of the Sympathetic Nerve is exhibited in its lessons of what ' is best and most needful when
diseased. If the toad·, the turtle, the mole, the bee, the dog,
cat, horse, &c., (when left to themselves,) will properly pre·
scribe the remedies adapted to their peculiar or accidental
ailments, why not the more exalted and finely organized
human being? Man's ganglionic system says : " Give me no
drugs, but instead, gentle aids and magnetic principles."
But that great· experimentalist, the front brain, says-" Why
not try a box of pills, a bleeding, and a blister ?" And thus
many times, when the whole Sympathetic . system is ~rying
out against the injustice, the voluntary expcrimentalizing brain
decides to "try the nostrum." Once begun, it is hard to
prophesy the result. So, then, since man cannot immediately
affect the ganglia of the Sympathetic system by his will, let
him at least permit his judgment to be instructed by ~he wise
intuitions which are thus t.elegraphed to his sensorium and
thinking faculties.
I)
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CHAPTER VIII.

PHYSIOLOGICAL VIRTUE.
Go to the superficial, and therefore pomp<JfU, teacher or
profes801" of Physiology and Health, and he will merely educate
your perceptive organs and train your memory. It is the
inherent tendency of his school to educate and store your
retentive faculties by means of isolated facts and multifarious
observations. The experimental and never certain character
'>f his outward science and skill, is, therefore, inevitable, and
beyond the necessity of logical illustration. Even the most
unlearned-the unpretending and common mind-can discern,
at a glance, the unreliahleneu of much of the so termed medical
science of the day. The fact, we believe, is conceded, that very
few diplomatized and college-bred physicians pretend to master
any of our continental diseases-such as Dyspepsia, Hepatic
Disorders, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Erysipelas, and Consumption.
We trace the secret of this impotency, among medical men
of learning and research, to one cause, namely : the Professor&
of our colleges of medicine-with few, but glorious exceptions
-take the student out of himself, as though be were a spectator,
a foreigner, a secondary and subordinate fact, to the science of
health and the uses of medicine. The Regular Faculty seem
shoru of the natural faculty of truth-seeing. They are scholas·
tic m the department of ritualism, of formulas, of routine, of
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fadarianism; they can remember and quote illustrative remarks,
from this, that, and the other medical authority ; but how im·
poverished and used-up, how unscientific and shallow, how
wordy and flatulent, when we call their attention to the deeper
truths, to the sublimer realities, to the philosophical principles
of Life.
On the other hand, to see the undisguisable contrast,
obse1 ve how naturally the harmonia! teacher of health approach·
es hir subject and the student. He establishes, to begin with,
the ct 'llmon profound principle, that "Health is Harmony"that any, even the least, variation or departure from this fine
balance and adjustment of the vital energies, is " Disease."
If this departure and derangement be recent and severe, it is
termed "Acute ;" if of remote origin, congenital, or superin·
duced by violations upon healthy organs and conditions, it is
termed " Chronic."
And now observe further, how the harmonia! teacher of
Physiology and Therapeutics appeals, not to the student's percaptives and memory merely, but to all the groups of organs,
which are the physical foundations of the temple of Reason!
He interests the pupil in himself; he attracts and brings him
home. He then opens up to his intellect the realities of hill
own wondrous constitution. He explains the marvellous har·
monies and fair proportions of the physical organization. He
persuades the student out of his books into ~imself, and reveals
the invisible fountains of recuperative energy, that rise and fall,
that repel .and attract, that expand and cont.ract, that repose
and labor, in the beautiful empire of individual physical
existence.
What a glorious medical revelation ! The great men of the
Colleges pretend to disdain it, do they ! Shallow pretense !
Say, rather, that they envy the possessor of such simple, yet
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sublime knowledge of Nature and her Laws. Under the influ.
ence of this harmonia! te..ching, the student himself becomes a
systematic work on Physiology. His self-healing energies constitute the most scientific Pharmacy of curative preparations.
The inexhaustible treasuries of scientific lore are secreted in
man's organization. The true physician, the unritual, but
spiritual, teacher in the departments of physiology and health,
is certain to reach the unseen springs of life, and he invariably
depends upon the immutable fl.owings of vital energy for the
success of his prescriptions. But patients seldom take any
interest in the workings of the natural powers. Hence, frequently, to the efforts of the true physician the words of Pope
are lamentably applicable :
" Truths would you teach, or save a sinking land f
All fear, none aid you, and few understand."

By physiological" VIRTUE" we design to imply, not a careless confidence in the never-failing operations of bodily functions
-by which abuse and neglect are oftentimes surrounded and
defended-but we mean the co-operation of habits and daily
conduct with the requirements of the laws of life and happinesq.
For example : If your lungs demand pure air, in order to
circulate and purity the crimson current of life, you are viciou&
-morally and intellectually vicious-unless you supply that
virtuous demand. If your mouth asks for bread and you give
it tobacco instead, then you are not physiologically virtuous.
If your body calls for rest, quiet, or a change of occupation,
and you heed it not, or, instead, give it brandy and irritating
timulants, you are then violating the laws of organic virtue.
/
What follows ? All the vagabond troupe of vicious feeling&
which pervade, torment, betray, and crucify you, when you
would be at peace within the t~mple. The reverse of these
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conditions is equally-yea, even more-impressive and forcible .
That is to say, give your bodily organs the free use of whatsoever they in health demand, and cease feeding them while they
yet have the still small power to cry, • Hold, enough!" and
your virtuousness will bloom beautifully out upon every look,
1r11rd, and deed.
Rheumatism and analogous diseases are frequently caused
by inattention to-i. e., vicious treatment of-some of the
expanding and contracting principles that regulate the organism.
The two inseparable processes common to all animal bodies,
termed e,ulosmosis and ~-first, the attraction of fluids
and ethers from the external to the interior, and second, the
repulsion of similar elements from the mucous membranes to
the exterior surfaces-must be kept in a balanced condition,
otherwise health is overthrown in an hour, and "disease" (of
tlle sort natural to the person or the climate,) is the inevitable
C9nsequence. Vice, not virtue, prevails in such case. And the
nfferer, like Job, is wicked enough to fancy that "the arrows
of the Almighty " rankle in the marrow of his bones and in the
nerves of his flesh.
A bad state of the liver is inseparable from evil impressions
of men and things. A bitter-tongued and sour-stomached individual is no lover of music, though it may excite him, and his
•pinions of his fellow men will very nearly correspond to the
state of his bodily vices. " The green-eyed monster " was
never blest with fine digestion or a sweet breath. His food
was chang~d into the "gall of bitterness," and his cup of milk
into the tea of "wormwood," and equally perverted were all
his Impressions of men and the world. The doctrine of demons,
of devils, of evil genii, was conceived in the womb of physiological vice. " Hell " is the shortest phra<Je to express " burning
discord "--a great lxlit, on the way to suppuration-an inflam
. 6•
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mation of the brain, on the gallop to a hot delirium-an c.ry.
las, burning destruction into the flesh-an itch, with no power
to scratch-a violent discord, resulting from physiologicnl
viciousness, is the bottom of the oriental conception of the
" bottomless pit." The " pit " here referred to is no other than
the pit of the stumack, whereon the great fulcrum of the lever
of Health works, good or evil, just as the possessor, by his
habits and conduct, may at any time determine. " Our young
people," says a Thinker, "are diseased with the theological
problems of original sin, origin of evil, predestination, and the
like. . . . . These are the soul's mumps, and measles, and
whooping-coughs, and those who have not ~.aught them eannot
describe their health or prescribe the cure."

BRAIN-LIFE AND LUNG-I.IJ'lll

CHAPTER IX.

BRAIN-LIFE AND LUNG-LIFE.
TBE mathematical and sympathetic correspondence between
the visceral organs.and different sections of the brain, briefly
explained in foregoing pages, is beautiful and significant beyond
the common understanding ; and we know that. we shall be con•
ferring a permanent blessing by embodying, in a few more
paragraphs, the secrets and benefits of these wonderful relations,
processes, and representations.
Very intelligent and educated correspondents write us substantially as follows: "I have read your New Discovery for
general debility, &c.; the principles laid down appear reason·
able, but I cannot use my Will as you direct ; my appetite is
tolerably steady and good; my bowels operate regnlarly ; I
have no difficulty about sleeping; but somehow, I am unahle to
gain strength; my food does not build up any vital energy,"
&c., &c. Now let us consider the health fiOSpel.
The tender spirit of many suffering ones blends to sadness
and despondency. It is natural and righteous to desire to live
long in the land. The ha.rp-strings of the young heart tremble
when disease seems determined to corrode them, to break them
iu twain, to pbck the dew-drops of happiness from the flowers
of hope and health. An angel's visit is frequently interpreted
t.o mean, "Earth-child, come, come away!" It is sad to yield
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up thy heart as a trophy, a slave, to premature Disease. Thou
art designed and constituted for an ~artbly career " of threescore and ten years," and as many more as thy obedience to the
Laws of Health may add thereto ; but thou art not designed to
dwell in the dark, damp dungeons of corruption and diseasenot fitted for gloomy rooms of mortal suffering, while the earth
is filled with splendors and music, and the heavens are trembling with the soul-essence of the Infinite and Eternal. There
is nothing more desirable than pure, rosy, virtuous, meritorious
HEALTH. 0, that we could speak with the penetrative elo·
qucnce of an angel ! Would that we could " dip our pen in the
rose-light, fresh from fountains of the sun," and write out in a
few comprehensive celestial sentences, the whol~ gospel of
physical perfectJbility as the only basis of spiritual complete.
ness and endless prosperity ! But we must content ourselves
with the ink and language of earth, whereby to portray and
enforce the glory and virtue of bodily health and greatness.
EFFECT oF AIR oN MIND.-Few persons imagine that their
lungs are inseparable from their thoughts. Not that the pulmonary structures and functions occupy the heart of thoughts;
but that as a man inspires the physical atmosphere, so does his
mind conduct itself as to thinking, willing, and wishing. For
example : If a hUman being should be imprisoned in .a small
room, not properly ventilated, and not replenished with fresh
air from without-so that his breathing would be confined to
the same '\tmosphere for a great number of hours each daythe consequence would unmistakably be exhibited in the mental
operations of the victim. He would think in a circle, becaus6
he would breathe in a circle, and his digestion would be imper
feet. His thoughts could not bound cheerily over the landscape, because the atmosphere of the landscape does not enter
his lungs. Physicians and patients are habitually imaginin@
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tl.u.t a "change of scene" is the secret of benefit in many cases
of nervous prostt·ation. Although there is truth in this impression, yet it is far from divulging the absolute paramount cause
of the salutary results that sometimes follow pilgrimizing away
from home in quest of health. When once the real secret is
intelligently known, and when the knowledge accruing therefrom is promptly applied by the possessora, then may the
multitudes of sick ·ones save themselves the fatigue and expense
of journeys. If you wish to travel for recreation, first get a
stock of health to sustain you, in the shape of Air, Light, and
Electricity.
The shortest route to firm health is through the lungs and
pneumogastric nerves. Small lungs-small minds ; or, large
lungs and bad air-large minds and few thoughts. The oldfashioned orthodox churches were built and kept as tight as
drums during service; the effect was manifested in.the narrow
creeds and doleful doctrines concerning God and man. In this
connection we are reminded of FLoRENCE NIGHTINGALE, the
noble nurse who voluntarily went to the Crimean war to bind
up the bleeding wounds of the soldiers. She says :
"An extraordinary fallacy is the dread of night air. What
air can we breathe at night but night air? The choice is
between pure night air from without and foul night air from
within. Most people prefer the latter. An unaccountable
choice. What will they say if it is proved to be true that fully
one-half of all the disease we suffer from is occasioned by people
eleeping with their windows shut? An open window most
~oighta in the year can never hurt any one. This is not to say
that light is not necessary for recovery. In gr<:at cities, night
air is often the best and purest air to be had in the twenty-four
hours. I could better understand shutting the windows in towns
during the day than during the night, for the ~e rf the sick.
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The absence of smoke, the quiet, all tend to make night the
best time for airing the patient. One of our highest medica]
authorities on consumption and climate, has told me that the
air in London is never so good as after ten o'clock at night.
Always air your room, then, from the outside air, if possible
Windows are made to open, doors are made to shut--a truth
which seems extremely difficult of apprehension. Every room
mu;~t be aired from without-every passage from within. Bu\
the fewer passages there are in a hospital the better."
SINGULAR PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTs.-It is impossible to think
large, manly, beautiful, virtuous thoughts, while respiring in an
atmosphere of stagnation and consequent corruption. ;people
who sleep in close. ill-ventilated rooms, are forever dreaming a
set of monotonous dreams, loaded with vicious pictures, and
animated by strangers or demons made from the confined ah.
Idiots breathe superficially. They seldom respire like an
intelligent mind. · Timid persons inhale small quantities of air.
The crYWard has a ,arrow chest, and he only uses the upper
·portions of his lungs. If a blacksmith is about to lift a heavy
hammer, or strike a hard blow, he will (unthinkingly) expand
and fill his lungs to their utmost capacity. Why does the
strongest horse always have the broadest and deepest chest 1
The mind cannot expand and improve, morally or intellectually,
unless the lungs be large, full, and constantly and plentifully
supplied with air, fresh from the vintage of immensity. No
high and magnificent conceptions can be obtained in a confined
atlll(lttphere. l\Iountainous air is essential to mountainous
thoughts. The at.mosphere of infinity is indispensable to spiritual expansion.
Do you quest.illn these statements 1 Are they extravagant!
W c challenge you to a successful contradiction. The lungs and
the brain will correspond throughout in their capacithls and
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operations. While writing these sentences, we detect a "breathless, silence ever and anon. And why ? Simply because,
between the apprechtion of a thought and the formation of the
same into suitable language, the activity "f the mind is suspended by a sort of hesitation, and the respiration, as a consequence, is correspondingly suspended. . This same result is
brought on by an intensified effort to catch and appreciate a fine
passage of poetry, or some thrilling and sublime thought evolved
by an eloquent speaker: The audience is spell-bound, held " in
breathless silence " literally, until the impression is perfectly
received. Then respiration is deep and hearty, and, .with the
augmentation of muscular strength as a result of breathing a
large quantity of air, there rolls out the hand-and-foot applause,
so common to public assemblies. If an audience be deprived of
pure air, the best speaker cannot awaken expressions of
enthusiasm.
CoHlloN L.tHENTATioNs.-What is the cry of our fast-going
people? "My food does not perfectly digest!" This is the
saying all over America. "My poor head aches half of the
time !" So exclaim our young ladies. " My lungs are the best
par~ of me!" Which is, unfortunately, a somewhat common
affirmation. "But my liver is diseased and torpid." This is
the popular complaint. " And my bowels are slow and
aluggish."
Such miserable lamentations ascend from all the most fertile
portions of this glorious continent. Hundreds of physicians
attribute the prevalence of hepatic disorders to the conditions
of the soil, water, and air; others contend that the chief cause
i11 lurking in the constitution of man, and hold that disease is
an inevitable part of this existence; but there is, fortunately, a
very general interest awakened in the direction of physiological
knowledge and universal improvement, and the final fruit will
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surely be : tlte triumphant conquest Of individual man (fVer all
tmemies to his "bodily ease and mental tranquillity."
Is it not worthy of particular notice, good reader, that the
majority of individuals who, as invalids, incessantly complain
m the department of digestion, are the most constant violators
of physiological laws ? They assail their stomachs, day after
day, with indecent quantities of edible substances. They consign to their inward system quarts of unsubstantial stimulants,
and pou.nds of over:nutritious foods. And yet, notwithstanding
these incessantly accumulating embarrassments to a correct
digestion-which necessitate an extra quantity of exercise and
a greater supply of fresh air-such persons are invariably the
most unphilosophical consumers of the abounding atmosphere.
They breathe the most confined air ~t night in their unventilated
bed-rooms. and during the day many of them are too weal&
(indolent ?) to take a tong breath of life. Full breathing is
accomplished sol!'lly by the WILL-unless the person is about
to lift a heavy weight, strike a powerful blow, or jump a chasm.
l'hcn a deep inspiration is an involuntary act, dictated and performed by the intuition of the sympathetic ganglia.
STRUCTURE OF THE STOMACH.-The reader is aware that the
gastric secretion is designed to accomplish a separation of the
solid from the fluid portions of food. The substantial particles
- i. e., the glutinous, fibrinous, and albuminous portions of food
·-are carefully selected and separated from all the liquid contents of your stomach. But do you suppose that, separate from
tJte nerve-energy of brain-life, the stomach has any inherent
power to carry forward the chemistry of digestion? Do you
not know that the lining membrane of the stomach is thickly
corrugated with follicles, or pits, or minute waves of the one
substance-involutions of the mucous membrane-by which the
digestive batteries of the stomach are many tirues multiplied in
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power ? And do you not ult!O know that, in addilion to tho
muscular and semi-mechanical activities of the whole organ, the
fire and life of the lungs and brain are, or should be, incessantly
and fully communicated through the pneumogastric nerve to
evt~ry particle of flui11 and solid consigned to the interior '!
RELATION oF LuNGS To BaAIN.-To our perceptions it is
too clear to require further illustration, that the vivifying fire,
the soul-energy of the body, the brain-and-nerve Principle of
life, is absorbed by the lungs from the boundless ocean of
imponderable elements. Oxygen, so universal, is but the
vehicle of heaven's divine breath. The brain is master of
digestion ; so also of the just distribution of strength. The
stomach depends upon the brain for a supply of all forces necessary to accomplish digestion ; but the brain, in its turn, is
equally dependent upon the lungs for a requi~ite store of electric
riches and vital power. The celestial elements of infinity ride
straight through the lungs into the blood ; thence to the great
battery of all energy and digestion, the brain ; which immediately distributes to each part of the body the principles of
sensation, and life, and motion.
Deprive the lungs of heaven's invisible air-shut off the
supply of the vivifying principles of the divine infinitude-and
the whole beautiful machinery will immediately stop ! The
best food in the universe could give no strength, unless first
baptized in the spirit of the atmosphere. Air is the universal
blessing ! It cannot be fenced in by legislative enactments ;
but it can be kept out by the ignorance or inattention of invalids.
Some persons seem afraid to expand their lungs to their utm.()st
CIIIJ»':ity, lest something will break and let out the stream of
life ! Of course, good friend, you know that any sudden and
fJiolent conduct is attended with a greater percentage of risk.
Begin deliberately and practice daily, therefore, and you will
7
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find that the com'!lWn air is impregnated with an electric energy,
which pervades, refreshes, quickens, and energizes every part
of your physical temple.
VITAL ELECTRICITY.-Your blood cannot circulate without
t11e electric fire of the air; neither can a particle of food
rmmgthen you without it. Without the living energy of air,
which is obtained only by way of the lungs, no diet could be
made universally nutritious. Salivary juice, as it pours from
the little springs on either side of the cheeks and mouth, could
do nothing without the air's vivifying electricity. The gastric fluid-although loaded with its inherent pepsin, and the
acids, lactic, hydrochloric, &c., &c.-could accomplish nothing
without a constant supply of nerve-energy. The lungs must
absorb the electricity of the measureless immensity ; otherwise nothing strong can OC<'Ur, but death and transformation
will hasten into the temple.
Suppose chemistry does establish the fact, that all food contains oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, etc. ; yet it remains a problem
exactly how the heat-making and strength-generating processes
are maintained. If these important processes could be originated by the electro-magnetic battery, and if it were found that
a breathing soul was not necessary to the correct performance
of the digestive functions, then it would be perfectly safe
for mankind to violate the Laws of Health both day and night.
But the fact is that nothing vitally chemical can occur in
man's body without the superintendence of the chemical principle of life in the spirit. Nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous
substances, suitable for man's diet, are nothing in themselves;
they must be associated with, and indorsed by, the electric fire ·
of the brain which is supplied by· means of the lungs. All
the non-nitrogenized foods and medicines--starch, gnm, oils,
&c.-are nothing, unless empowered by the vivifying pri-ttciJil;
of the surrounding immensity.
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Breathe, then, good reader ! Take in large quantities of the
divine, immaculate fire ! Let every woman (and every lady,
aans Fashion,) give free play to her lungs ; and let every man
al11o '>pen his mouth to the blessings of air, ("No smoking
allowed,") so that all food swallowed shall be transformed into
the foundation of rosy Health, and every soul be a living fountain of gratitude and gladnoss. Bathe your body with pure and
beautiful water ; then rub your entire skin briskly with a soft
flannel cloth; lastly, make passes with your hands-so that an
eiectrical condition will exist externally, and, as a consequence,
the internal surfaces be supplied with healthy magnetism
The opposite of this condition is disease. When the surface is
bot or feverish, the vital parts are negative and electrical ; the
exact reverse of the state of Health-when the surface is
pleasantly cool with electricity, while the interior is magneti•:·
ally warm with vital energy.
THE GASTRIC METHons.-The reasons in favor of full and
intelligent respiration are numerous and easily understood.
Chyle is the last result of fundamental digestion. But, in itsel(,
chyle has no power to promote growth, give strength, or repair
the waste of the body. It is the successor of chyme. Chyme
is manufactured from the food in the first departments of digestion. It 1s a pulpy mass, impregnated or charged with electricity of the vitallic kind. When it passes downwards into the
second stomach, or duodenum, the pancreatic fluid and the bile
at once combine with it, adding a positive element, by which
chyme is transformed into a milk-white liquid (the chyle) which,
with the residuum, fiows steadily into and through au the small
intestines.
·what next! The numerous mesenteric glands, with the
lacteal vessels, commence their work of forming incipient eggs
from the chylio fiuid. The unchylified portion (the residuum)
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meantime passes onward into the larger and lower bowels, and
is thence rejected with the broken~down blood globules in the
shape of bile and relative excretions. This material is wholly
excrementitious. Now the thoracic "duct," so called, attracts
the chyle from the lacteal passages and mesenteric glands, and
pours it into a vein, which, from behind the collar-bone,
discharges its contents into the positive side of the heart.
Hera the chyle is mixed with the negative portion of the blood.
This ven.ms blood is no more nutrient than the chyle ; neither
can give strength and repair waste, unless cleansed and
electrified.
THE PuaxFnNG 0RDEAL.-How is this accomplished? By
means of the pure air of space! Yes, when heaven's divine
breath enters the air-chambers, the chyle is converted at once
into nutritious blood adapted to the multifarious necessities of
the arterial system, and the cold venous blood is at the same
moment unloaded of its death.burdens, in the form of carbonic
gas and useless water. Carbon is the principal element of
decay and death ; yet it is essential to life, and a good conductor of electricity. This carbon is seen in the dark color
of the blood. It must be disengaged and repelled from the
body, or disease will ensue. The vegetable world wants the
carbonic element. Death and life in the same organism !
So, therefore, the heart wisely and energetically throws
both the chyle and the venous blood upon the entire responsibility of the lungs. When the invisible air is instinctively .
drawn into tht pulmonary structures, the eternal life of the
dh·ine and infinite enters also, whereby the chyle is changed
as by magic into a constructive principle for the soul's good,
while the newly purified blood, re-baptized and confirmed in
the ways of righteousness, hastens upon its mission of benev6lence tc all parts of the physical temple.
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It ia generally known that, although the element mtrogen
remains nearly the same as to quantity, whether inspirud or
expired, yet the quantity of oxygen is lessened by every inhalation of air, and the quantity of carbonic acid is increased
with every exhalation, all which, without argument, goes to
establish the fact that human beings cannot with impunity
breathe over and over the confined air of improperly venti·
lated apartments-that small quantities of air will not suffice
to keep up the dynamic processes of beautiful health. One
hundred and forty-six Englishmen were imprisoned in a room
about eighteen feet square. The ventilation was insufficient,
there being but two small windows, in one side, to admit the
atmosphere, ancl the effect was very soon fully manifested.
Only twenty-three of the one hundred and forty-six strong men
were alive ten hours after ·their imprisonment in the dungeon!
From this terrible c~rcumstance the place received an appropriate epithet : " The Black Hole of Calcutta."
MoRALITY oF PURE AIR.-How many superficial breathers
are there, whose lungs never receive the full ventilation
required! Many a human system, we think, being tilled with
broken-down blood globules, and other deadly impurities, may,
with propriety, be styled, "The Black Hole of Calcutta!"
School-houses, churches, bed.chambers, legislative halls, and
every habitation, in short, occupied by organizations with lungs,
should be constantly supplied with plentiful quantities of air,
composed of twenty-one per cent. of oxygen to seventy-nine
per cent. of nitrogen--otherwise it will be impossible for the
best Doctors of Divinity to keep their congregation out of Perdition, and equally impossible for Doctors of Medicine to rescue
\heir families and patients from the trials of private Purgatory.
No true breathing/or remedial purposes can occur unless accomplit!hed by the WILL. It is 11trictly a Pneumogastric exercise,
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regulated by desigp. Any one acquainted with the physiology
uf respiration knows, that with every expansion and contraction
of the lungB-Qr whenever the air enters and departs from the
chest-many motions and changes take place in the abdominal
cavity, alimentary canals, stomach, liver, diaphragm, intercostal
muscles, &c., &c.
There is a deep and beautiful philosophy behind all this,
which our weak and feeble Brothers and Sisters would do well
to study and heed. Food cannot impart a particle of str_ength
independent of r;ke lungs. Do you believe this assertion?
Do you believe that no amount of finely-prepared and costly
nutrition can be nutritious, until the lungs perform their appro·
priate offices in the premises ? It is even so, dear doubtful
reader. Open the clear eyes of your Reason and see for yourself. Look straight into the breathing department, and judge
whether these things be so or otherwise.
Gross matter does not, cannot, strengthen the living, vital,
nervauric, immortal Principle. Your weakness is not struc·
tural. The bones are ·not suffering, but the life of them is
yearning for an increase of energy ; so of your internal
organs-the tissues, the membranes, filaments, fibers, nerves,
and muscles. These fine ponderables are destitute of the
imponderable principles. You fancy that matter in large
quantities will strengthen you. Hence you breathe little and
eat much. If you should exercise you would of necessity
6reatke more air.- then, indeed, it would seem that the food
does strengthen your body ; but, believe us, the facts are
that the imperishable elements of strength are drawn more
from the air than from the materials consigned to the stomach
I.et us look into this for a moment. It is undeniably
true that the food we eat seems to undergo chemical decom·
position independent of the pulmonary functions, but there is
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no mistake more fatal to a correct comprehension of the life.
giving processes. The story is a short one. Food is of no
consequence as a strength-generating substance, until, in the
form of chyle, it visits the pulmonary department and receives
cepulation and prolification from the electro-magnetic principles of the air. Oxygen is the royal conveyance, by which
the deeper vitalizing principles drive into the constituents of
ehyle. As soon as a fructifying and impreguative conjunction is formed between the chyle and the air, then, and not
a moment before, the food is prepared to build up and
re-make the ponderable organism. If the air is impure in
quality, or limited in quantity, the effect is instantly impressed
upon the fluid material. That our strength is not dependent
upon the amount of nutritious food we eat, is established,
beyond the possibility of mistake, by the fact that persons ·
with lung diseases, consumption, &c., usually eat far greater
quantities of food than perfectly healthy individuals, who yet
have forty times the volume of strength.
CoNCLUSION.-We need not further amplify. The facts
must be self-evident. Strength is born of the imponderable
elements of immensity. The great receptive mechanism-made
up of cells, blood-vessels, pneumogastric and sympathetic centers, vegetative ganglia, and bronchial tubes, ramifying in every
direction-is situated in the chest. The right side is more
largely supplied than the left, in order to give adequate space
and action to contiguous parts and organs. The atmosphere of
space, on entering this beautiful mechanism, empowers the
food to supply waste and to gratify the bodily needs. Strength
is the nat.ural issue of such supply and of such gratification.
Digestion is never perfect unless the respiration is full, and
performed in the baptismal font of pure air, which is a vast
ocean of life and energy at least fifty miles deep, and equal on
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all sides of the revolving globe. You will now, far more thn1:
before, understand the importance of breathing, (as directed,)
when using the pneumogastrical cure for pulmonary and
abdominal diseases. If you wish to acquire absolute strength
of body, if you desire a clear and well-balanced brain, if you
want a large mind and a more noble character-then, Breathe,
Breathe, Breathe " the breath of life, and become a living

souL"
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CHAPTER X.

BLOOU, BILE, AND BOWELS.
IT seems to us that the pleasures ·of health are beyond
description. To substantiate this conviction, we refer to the
stacks of medical works, to the entire catalogue of poetical
eulogy, and lastly to the eloquent reflections of every intelligent
invalid since the world began. The care-worn and diseased
physician remembers the time "when all life's sunny hours
were freshened by the breath of health." So, too, the poet
"with aspect wan and sunken eye," dreams of happy sunshine
days, when the music of birds, the ringing laugh of merry children, and the romantic scenery of youthful years, kept tune to
the heart-beatings of physical harmony. And thus, in short, it
is with every other mortal, wlio, being crippled and incapacitated by disease, reflects bllck through the golden hours, wheu
life's bright currents ran merrily through the Heart.
we this time use the word "HEART" in no spiritual sense.
The physical organ is the everywhere-acknowledged regulator
of life's magic stream. It dilates and contracts, when healthy,
with equal joy and pleasure. Like a jewel hidden in the
"bosom of the deep," like a bark on the trackless way of many
waters, so is the visible organ " heart " in its relations to the
crimson stream of life. It reflects the pleasures or the tern·
pests of the more inward soul. The wondrous dynamics of
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pulsation lie deep beneath the physical structures. The princi·
ples of motion and life co-exist and work like brothers in that
gentle current, the noiseless "blood."
Of the blood and the heart we have very much to write.
One thousand times, no doubt, our 11piritual eyes have peered
into the secrets of the life-fluid. Its constitution, its mission,
its beautiful operations throughout the whole physical mechan·
ism, and lastly, its diseases, have painted, with unrivaled pencil,
many most important truths upon our understanding. A few
of these we present, with the hope that some reader may receive
the truth and be thereby directed into ways of gladsome health.
FI!lST: The blood is manufactured out of materials consigned to the stomach. The physiology of this process is
exceedingly beautiful in health, but we will not dwell upon it.
SECOND : Digestion is a marvel in the chemical laboratory
of life. In health the mind is unconscious of this many-sided
process. The mucous membranes co-operate with the muscular
tissues ; fluids and ethers, time and temperature, acids and alkalies, reciprocate each with the other throughout ; so that, in
health, the most sensitive mind can realize nothing but pleasure
and the accumulation of abundant power to execute the duties
of life. The magnetic fluid, termed "gastric juice," receiving
its subtile energies from the brain, through the great sympathetic
nerve, can convert any soluble substance into a limpid nutriment. This is the ckyme, which, settling into the duodenum,
soon mingles with a discriminating fluid, termed pancreatic
juice_- and the bile, with its negative qualities coming in to aid
the processes of separation, soon ultimates the food into a fine
fluid (chyle) which is the material for the immediate produc·
tion of blood.
THIRD : Let no one suppose that the blood is red or blue in
the beginning. It is clear and odorless as pure milk, with but
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little coloring properties, when absorbed by the hair-vessels
Ulat line the sm~ intestines. At first the blood is composed
af innumerable eggs, which are originated in the lo.t:tMl mem ·
branes. These vessels and minute membranes consUute a
perfect ovarium, wherein the globules of the blood are primarily
formed, and from whence they are subsequently detached; when
ihey drop into the flowing currents and thence float off into the
general circulation. We do not give details, because they are
dP.emed unimportant for the purposes of this chapter, which is
to indicate a few facts in the cause and cure of disease.
FoURTH: The unnumbered spherical bodies or globules are
each a center of life to the individual. His blood is a moving
miniature sea of oval forms, of countless nuclei, of points and
pivots, upon which all the life-wheels turn and !!pin the web of
spirit. Each sanguinous egg is also a center of vitality for the
perpetuation of the race. Let the physical eye inspect this
ovarium, and let the chemist break its eggs, and classify
their contents, and he will speak (1) of red globules, (2) of
.Lymph globules, (3) of Ckylic globules, and say that the com
position of healthy blo'od consists of so much serum, so much
fibrins, and so much albumen: all which, by further analyzation, yield many mysterious properties--sulphates, phosphates,
~rbonates, chlorides, peroxides, &c., &c.-but the great internal facts and laws, which are fundamental to the existence and
healthy performance of blood, remain wrapped in folds upon
folds of materialism. In proof of this we refer to the custom,
not yet extinct among best educated physicians, of blood-letting.
What can more clearly establish their utter ignorance in respect
to the blood's internal nature and mission in the economy?
FIFTH : Not attempting a line of detail concerning the modus
?perandi of the circulation, showing how respiration gives color
snd vitality to the heart's fluid, we proceed at once to inquire
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What is Bite? What is it.s office in the digestive mechanism,
and how does it originate so many diseases 1 "Bile " is 1
bitter liquid, of a brownish green, very negative, and pervaded
with an acid mucous. What labor does it perform? According
to our examinations, we affirm that the hepatic bile, which flows
from tho liver into the duodenum, performs the office of separating the mucous and innutritious particles from those which are
suitable for becoming chyle and globules. Many troublesome
disorders originate just at this point, such as sick head,
gastritis, indigestion, dyspepsia, besides a multitude of symp·
toms which indicate discord of more or less extent and severity.
That form of bile which belongs to the oblong receptacle, termed
the gall-bladder, performs the office of still more liquifying tho
contents of the stomach and duodenum. It is composed of the
excrementitious portion of the hepatic secretions, which the
receptacle discharges through the " cystic duct" into the
bowels. Hepatic bile is highly carbonaceous until it impregnates the fluids of the middle stomach, when it becomes cold,
indigestible, and wholly excrementitious.
SIXTH: But there is one thing very remarkable ; this excretory and innutritious portion of the biliary fluid never passes off
the bowels unleS.s every part of the intestinal machinery is in
perfect and prompt working condition. The cause of this fact
is not explained by physicians. The usual term for the effect
The victim is sleepy, headthat follows is, " biliousness."
achy, stretchy, chilly, yawny, and "don't feel very well." It
is known that bile supplies carbl.lD to all the matter destined for
blood globules. But the pancreatic fluid is a powerful ally in
the work of separating dense from rare properties, and in preparing every suitable particle for chylification, into which the
great sympathetic nerve is perpetually discharging streams of
magnetic energy. The pneuroogastric nerve is most affected
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when the mind is fixed upon any subject too soon after eating;
for through it an electrical influence is steadily imparted to the
mucous membrane of the entire digestive system, a process
which too severe moral disturbance or study very soon impairs
and arrests. But bile is something more than all we have
described ; it is broken-down. blood globule&; it is the refuse
material of the entire ooarium; it is the mud of the
waters of life, the husks of the corn, the shells of the blood
eggs; and this is the reason why the whole body "travails and
groans in pain " whenever such debris, by etherization or
absorption, are taken up into the circulation instead of leaving
the temple, at the appropriate time, by the natural avenues.
The remedy adapted to one person may be non-effective in
the very next patient. A few simple rules are invariably effica
cious, both as preventives and curatives; such as regular meals,
proper mastication, not much fat or gravy, no heating stimulants,
no cakes or pastries, and punctual attention to eve-ry natural
function. But when tho debridation of the old blood regurgi·
tates into the circulation, there is, then, no such thing as wholly
removing it by dieting, bathing, brown-breading, nor by any
other gentle method popular with the "no-medicine fraternity."
Certain temperaments may, it is true, succeed by a persistent
course of diets and bathings; but the great mass of mankind
would, by such means, fail both in strength and in the object of
~heir exertions.
For this reason we shall prescribe preparations, very simple
in themselves, which cannot fail in aiding the process of chylificatim&; and thus, conseq:~ently, facilitate the escape of the
broken-down. blood globule& (or excrementitious bile matter)
from the circulatory and digestive systems. Let every socalled bilious Jr jaundiced person, inclined to symptoms
already mentioned, who is 'laboring with other sensations
8
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characteristic of over much biliary 1luid, mix one tea-spoon~
of powdered willow charcoal in a wine glass of pure Holland gin,
or water, and swallow the whole just before every third dinner,
or twice a week.
In severe cases, where the system is subject to great
depression for days together, with weakness and loss of appe
tite, &c., take the same preparation, with same quantity of
rhubarb, just previous to every dinner, and continue the po•
tions for eight or ten days.
Now abstain from all medicines of every kind for a number
of days. If, then, the bile and bowels continue to indicate
derangement, repeat the course as before ; being meantime
extremely temperate in regard to rich food, and avoiding expo·
sure to chilly atmospheres. There are more searching and
more simple remedies, but we will begin with charcoal and
rhubarb. The time, however, will surely come when men shall
scorn all medicine, all nauseous compounds of both doctor and
priest, and, breathing the sweet air of heaven, will sing, " The
ways of wisdom are ways of pleasantness, and All her paths aro
paths of peace."
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CHAPTER XI

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN MAGNETISM.
THERE is a very common superstition among popular medi·
cal men of the antediluvian school, that the intellectual
phenomena of magnetism (or "mesmerism"} are the concomitants of hysterical states of the nervous system. Old line
doctors attempt to transcend the otherwise insurmountable difficulties of somnambulism and clairvoya11ce, by the assumption
of imp~sture, or else by charging the mental manifestations to
nervous or cataleptic conditions of body and brain. It is, however, very generally believed that the majority of diplomatized
physicians are well supplied with ignorance concerning many of
the most vital processes of the physical organization. Chemistry has recently enriched the physician's understanding of
physiological phenomena. But chemistry does not unravel to
his mind the wondrous dynamics of the feeling and thinking
principles, which animate and govern the perfect and beautiful
organisms of men and women. The mental and spiritual phenomena of magnetism are yet new to most physicians, and we
do not, therefore, expect anything else from them than expressions of professional prejudices, emphasized by strong marks
of dogmatic denunciation. But there is, here and there, a
broad-hearted and knowledge-loving physician, who is capable of
putting a rational question, with an honest incredulity ; and
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who, consequently, is ever ready to exchange his learned errors
for new truths-is willing to make progress in scientific facts,
and to unfurl the " Union" banner of free thought and unlim·
ited investigation.
But it is not the design of this chapter to construct an argu·
ment for the genuineness of magneto-mental phenomena. We
can scarcely believe that such an argument is demanded by the
so-called scientific of the age, and yet we know that no class is
more in the rear of advanced discoveries than the graduates of
our institutions of learning. Many of our best students in
Medicine are unable to solve the first group of magnetic phenomena. They treat the alleged facts as obviously incredible
and impossible, and so permit themselves to be sufficiently
illogical to reject the facts, and spmetimes enough uncivil to
insult the "hewers of wood and drawers of water " who have the
audacity to present such phenomena for scientific examination.
The colleges and the churches are proverbially behind in the
essentials of knowledge and civilization. The unscientific
"people," the non-professional observers of Nature, and the
clear-eyed, matronly nurses of the sick, are the unconscious
champions of scientific progress. After these, like a loaded
omnibus behind the laboring horses, come the respectable host
of physicians and clergymen-riding, and enjoying themselves
luxuriously, in the cushioned chairs of our Collegiate and Evangelical Institutions. Millions on millions of human beings, as
w<'lll as creatures in lower grades of animation, breathed the
"breath of life " all unconscious of science-unmindful of thai
chemical knowledge which would explain the constitution of
atmosphere, and reveal the proportions of oxygen and nitrogen
to the thoughtless multitude.
So in every other respect. The people intuitively illustrate
the essential facts of science for centuries in advance of the
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acCtll'&te knowledge of the schools. In human magnetism this
remark is emphatically true-" the people," with little or no
education, are familiar with its essential facts, and have prac·
tieed the principles of the science long eras before the Colleges
reilect the first ray of light on the subject. But when tho
Colleges and Academies adopt the new science, and the profes·
sors ventu!e to instruct their classes in the fundamental princi·
ple11 of the phenomena, then behold the supercilious pomposity
of the learned dignitaries, who unblushingly inform the children
of the populace that Science has developed the new facts and
principles. The truth is, " Science " is nothing more than the
systematic observation and orderly arrangement of those natural
fact& and superficial causes, which have for hundreds of centu.
ries been com11wn and familiar to tke inluibitants of every
txJUntry. It is, therefore, no disadvantage to any experience or
philosophy, to say that it is not yet accepted and inculcated by
ialented men in high places. Because, as we have shown in
preceding remarks, the knowledge of Colleges, and the t:heology
of the Churches, are reflections of the facts and discoveries of
the Past. "The people," on the contrary, without education,
are masters of realities and principles not yet " dreamed of" in
the brains of our academical professors and evangelical teachers.
THE SoURCE oF MAGNETISM.-We employ the term " Mag·
netism " in its broadest sense-signifying the principle by which
one o)lject is eBabled to attract, repel, and influence another.
The source of this principle is SouL. Crystals, various mineral
bodies, plants, trees, fish, birds, animals, human beings--each
and all are endowed with the magnetic principle, because each
and all are endowed with a SoUL, which is the mystic life of
boundless Nature, upwelling and ever-flowing from the inexhaustible Fountain of the Great First Cause. (Students and
renders who are intellectually acquainted with the Harmonia]
~
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Philosophy, will not confound Suul with SPIRIT.) The term
"Soul " is here used to signify that harmonious combination of
the principles of Motion, Life, and Sensation, which '11W1Je, and
warm, and perfect the physical organization. Stones, trees,
animals, men, contain these principles ; the latter in a high
degree of development, while in the former, the principles are
comparatively dormant and unfledged. Each natural body of
matter is differently capacitated; hence, also, it is differently
supplied with the SoUL-principles. The consequence of this
difference is a magnetic polarity between one body and another
throughout the entire domain of Nature. And the consequence
of this universal polarity is the evolution and manifestation of all
the physical motions and mental phenomena, known or unknown
to science.
FAcTs ILLUSTRATIVE oF MAGNEnc PoLARITY.-The common magnet, as every reader knows, is at once positive and
negative. That is, the life of the metallic body makes two manifestations at the same moment. It will attract a negative
substance, and repel that which is positive to it. The positive
pole is charged with negative power, and the negative pole with
positive power, and the manifestations of the magnetic principle
correspond to these facts. The seed of a plant is negative to
the magnetic heat of the sun; consequently, the properties of
the seed, if sown in good ground, leap up toward the magnet,
as the needle points to the pole. This explains the growth of
vegetation. Thus the near relationship of magnetism and el£c·
tricity is demonstrated. They mutually attract and mutually
repel each other. Look at the common elect.ro-magnetic battery.
If the electric current be permitted to traverse the coil of wire,
it will convert •he rod of iron, placed in the center, into a powerful magnet; and this, in its turn, will set in motion a powerful
current of electricity, as it wer<~, by way of compensation.
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The human body is constituted on the same system of
polarity. Man is polarized from side to side, from end to end,
&om centers to the surfaces. His nervous system is a net.
work of polarities. From his inmost organic centers to the
glands of the brain, and from the brain-centers to the extremity
of every nerve, be is a perfect battery of magnetic artd elec··
trical potencies. The entire left side, from brain to toes, is
:~~gative. The left-side emanations are therefore tranquil and
attractive ; while from the right side, which is positive, the
emanations are powerfully repellant. Hence, man repels, and
works, and destroys, with his right side, right arm, right hand,
right leg, right foot, and brain ; while, with the corresponding
parts and members of the !4't side and brain, he attracts, and
subdues, and magnetizes whatever he is adapted to afi'ect.
The right side of the brain is frequently unimpressible, while
the left side may be easily overcome and paralyzed by the
magnetic principle. The right eye, in healthy persons, is the
keenest and best ; while the left eye is capable of more pleasurable vision. The left eye of a susceptible person will, for
this reason, more readily discern the color& of a substance.
The location, the size, the weight, and the distance of a body
are quickest determined by the right eye. If the reader doubts
these statements, let him experiment with his eyes and senses.
Close sour left eye and look at the leaf of a plant; then reverse
tho method, and your left eye will soon begin to see rays of
light, which your right eye cannot discover. In like manner,
if you have much susceptibility, your left hand will detect
heat in substances which are cool to your right hand, and the
reverse is equally true, only frequently practice, with care and
discrimination. For these reasons the right hands of man and
woman are attractive to each other, while, many times, the
hands of the same sex are mutually rep4: llant and unwholesome.
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Clairvoyants can detect the emanations of the different centers
by the color, which is natural to polarized principles.
THE PRACTICAL WoRKINGS oF THESE FoRcEs.-The source
of the magnetic force is the SouL, and the effect of the power
corresponds to its source-that is, the power is lodged in the
~~~~-~~~~~M~~~~~

psychological than physical. We will suppose, for illustration,
that two healthy persons seat themselves, (as in figure No. 1,)
to try t.he magnetic experiment. They naturally face each other,
which is in philosophical harmony with the polarities of the mag·
netic principles; that is, the right side of the operator is present·
cd to the left side of the subject. Previous to the experiment,
we will suppose each person to be in separate and distinct. states,
wholly independent of each other, with re~ect to sympathies
and antipathies ; which importanlt fact the artist has attempted
to illustrate, by the separate oval dotted lines surrounding each
individual.
The experiment is now to com·
mence. Could your mental eyes
be suddenly opened, as is the case
with clairvoyants, you would behold
a wondrous exemplification of a
great general law of Nature. The
right side of the two persons would
I glow with flame-like emanations.
At first a gray colored light would
stream faintly from the right side
of the brain, and thence downwise
Fig. 1.
to the ends of the right hand and
foot. The natural forces of brain, and lungs, and heart, and
stomach, would present a fiery appearance, but variegated with
many colors, like those of the rainbow, or like the electrical
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emanAtions of millions of differently constituted plants and ilower.s. The fingers would seem to glow like tapers in a dark
night. In short, the form of each person would seem to step
out of darkness, and to be filled with effulgence the most beautiful and attractive.
We are supposing, remember, that the operator and subject
in our experiment are magnetically related to each other, so
that there can be no failure in the progressive application of
the principles under consideration. The wonderful and complex
nervous system of man is a complete helix, a coil of wire, which
communicates electricity to the brain, which is the magnet, or
central power, of the organization; and the compensating process, as with the electro-battery, goes on in the shape of
centrifugal currents of nerve-life, (a finer electricity,) which the
brain discharges through the pneumogastric and sympathetic
nerves to all parts of the temple. We cannot now stop to detail
the beautiful facts of this process, but may on some future
occasion.
In accord with the magnetic law,
we next observe that the brain and
body of the operator become one o'er. mastering positive power, to which,
without resistance, the subject surrenders himself, both physically and
mentally, and the resulting manifestations are what is usually denominated "psychological." The partial
blending of the magnetic spheres of
the twain, is illustrated by the interlocking of the dotted lines, (see figure
Fig. 2.
No. 2,) showing that subject and operator are magnetically
more closely related as members of one body. In this condi·
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tion, the operator's SoUL is the center of attraction. The
subject's attention is identical with the operator's. By the
mere exercise of fancy, without the least mandate of will, the
operator may image his thoughts upon the subject's brain. He
may cause him to drink wine from a glass of pure water; to
hear the roaring of cannon and clashing of weapons on the
battle-field ; to feel the strength of a giant ; to catch fish in an
imaginary stream on the carpet at his feet ; to weep the tears
of sorrow at sufferings purely fictitious; to pray for forgive·
ness at the throne of an implacable potentate; and lastly, to
forget his own individuality, and take on the feelings and exhibit .
the striking characteristics of the operator, or of any one whom
the operator has the intellectual power clearly to shadow forth
in the positive odyllic light of his own mind. This psychologi·
cal law lies at the bottom of all that class of so-called " spiritual
phenomena," wherein, to the observer, it seems that·the spirit
or mind of the medium has vacated its temple in order to give
a foreign intelligence an opportunity of manifestation.
One step further on in this mag·
...:.·· ~··~··"··"···· ....~..-.:~ ·..··......... netic career will be followed by the
,._
complete blending of the vital and
./
\ mental spheres, (as illustrated by
f
\ figure No. 3,) in which ease are
j
· exhibited all those my11terious and
\
j glorious phenomena termed " Som·
\
f nambulism," "clairvoyance," "apirH
·\.
/ seeing," &c. The extent of man's
capacity in this peculiar state is not
easily measured. The subject is no
Fig. 3.
longer psychological or sympathetic.
Tlw condition is most favorable to very high perceptions of
nat'Jral truths. The clairvoyant is capable of medical examina.. .
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tiona; also, as a "sensitive," of testing the positive and negl\tive qaalities and polarities of crystals, metals, medicines,
waters, bodies, &c. Some persons there are who seem to be
hom with the last-named gift, and yet without th~ first symptoms of natural clairvoyance. Reichenbach terms such persons
• sensitives," because they are clear feelers rather than cl.:arM!ers, or clairvoyants. The German philosopher says : "Suppose, now, that there were a vein of lead, copper ore, or red
silver ore, not far below the surface, as they are often found ;
if a high sensitive were to walk over them, with attention, he
woald feel them and be able to tell their position. Stone-coal
exercises an odic influence, different from that of sandstone
and slate, in which it is found. If the sensitive has paid attention, beforehand, to the sensations which coal causes, he will
readily recognize them when he approaches a vein of coal.
Non-sensitive men will not be able to feel anything, but the
high sensitive will be able to say with certainty, Here or there,
this or that mineral may be found in the earth ; and, by digging,
proof will be found of the correctness of the assertion, which
appears so much the more wonderful from the fact that the
tteasure finder can give no satisfactory explanation of the man·
_ner in which he made his discoveries. The marvel is now
exposed: it is a purely physical effect of the odic force on the
human nerves; it works like a dark sense, of which we can give
no explanation ; and a multitude of instinctive actions among
brutes will find their explanations in the same way. And now
you have the whole secret of the divining-rod; not of the rod
in its literal sense, and of its rising, falling, and turning ; these
were only the hocus-pocus for the inquisitive crowd, who would
not be satisfied until they could see something.
''You perceive from this how great the practical importance
of sensitiveness, and what a career it-is destined to have. These
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sensitives and somnambulists will soon be sought and counted
as the benefactors of their neighborhoods and countries. To
mining, this discovery promises an extraordinary development,
and this not only by the discovery of new beds of ore, but also
for the running of their shafts underground, when the stratuu:
eludes the miner." We must here express our comiction, that
the pursuit of subterranean knowledge will not promote the
development or happiness of the "sensitive," or clairvoyant,
who so employs his spiritual power.
In order to exhibit the full
course of the magnetic experiment,
we introduce the ultimate state,
called the Superiqr Oondititm
The dotted oval lines, which illustrate the magnetic rapport of the
operator and subject, show (see
figure No. 4) that the twain are
related only through the vita.
powers and processes. The brain
is now completely emancipated
Fig. 4.
from the pre-existing magnetic
thraldom, and consequently the mind of the clairvoyant is intkpendent of all surrounding circumstances. Once for all, let
us remark, that the magnetic process will not guarantee to every
person these succeeding phenomena, any more than going
through college will insu~e to every scholar the development
. of a Shakspeare, a Bacon, or a Plato. Favorable proclivities
sncl organic qualifications precede the production of the mental
phenomena. Neither will it be possible for the magnetic sleep
to succeed the passes in every case ; all these effects follow in
a train of favorable causes and predispositions, or they do not
at all appear. A.nd :7et, in justice to the endowments of our
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oommon humanity, it is but simple truth to say that. there exist
in every person, of every nation, the germs and faculties of all
the grandest powers ever exhibited by any human mind. Their
de'"elopment and fruition are certain in the march of Time
Ulrough the ages.
MAGNETISM AS A MEDICINE.-Having briefly sketched the
action and mental effects of the magnetic principles, it is now
expedient to conclude our remarks in behalf of the sick and
suffering. The human body, in its normal and healthy condition, is endowed with every requisite power. But by ignorant
and negligent treatment, lhe natural vital forces lose their just
equilibrium, and the effects and consequences are soon visible
in material prostrations, in severe pains, or in silent and insensible decomposition. What physicians term "nervous influence " is really nothing but the magnetic and electric life of the
interior SoUL. Anhnals, including men, have these magnetic
endowments ; and the principles of vital action, in both the
human and animal kingdoms, arc exactly and universally identical. A loss of vital action is nothing but a loss of balance
between inherent forces, which a,e positive and negative, or
magnetie and electrical. And yet we do not hold that the currents generated by the metallic or mineral battery can ever bo
made to act as a substitute, because the principles of SouL-life
are as much more fine than atmospheric electricity, as the
latter is finer and more delicate than the gross and turbulent
water of our lakes.
Therefore we recommend the judicious use of human magnetism in nearly ail cases of disease-especially the use of
your own magnetic energy on different parts of your own body !
Your left side can treat your right side; your right side can
magnetize your left side; your vital centers can give the surfRees a thorough magnetic sweating ; your bands will do the
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bidding of your brain; and your brain will act obediently to ihe
commands of a well.ordered judgment. "Ah !" you despair·
ingly exclaim, " I've tried the experiment, and cannot succeed.":
We reply: "You do not succeed for the same reason that a boy
cannot swim, or skate, or accomplish anything correctly, until
the art thereof is fully and systematically acquired." We prescribe different remedies merely as palliati'IJe8 and aitU to your
final Ndemption from disease, and from the fear of death, but
tke radical remedy u 6tiiJ within your own individual

organization.
The therapeutic influence of magnetism may be exerted in
various ways, differing in every case with the temperament and
the nature of the disease, and for this reason we do not attempt,
in this chapter, to specify methods. It should, however, be
borne in mind, that to practice magnetism successfully, (as the
distinguished M. De Puysegur said,) "You must have an active
WILL to do good, a firm faith in your power, and a" acti11e confidence in employing it." Magnetism is a useful, a spiritualizing, and a sublime agent of energy and health. It is the
all-pervading "!f1npathy which connects us with the absolute
condition and sufferings of our fellow men. Owing to the delicacy and sublime uses of the magnetic power, it is susceptible
of remarkable mis-applications, much to the annoyance, perhaps
injury, of both the operator and subject. Prof. William
Gregory, late of the University at Edinburg, said: "I have
been informed, on perfectly good authority, of the case of a lady,
highly susceptible to the magnetic influen.ce, who could never
be magnetized if a certain person were present ; and I know
another lady, who is easily and· pleasantly magnetized by one
person, while the magnetic influence of a third individual is to
her insupportable."
The same exeellent authority says : "Another class of fail.
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ures depends on a different cause ; I mean, the prevailing
fallacy, that all eases of animal magnetism, in their different
stages, exhibit precisely the same phenomena; that is, that if
we have seen, or read of, a case, in which the various stages of
the state of somnambulism have each exhibited the principal
phenomena peculiar to such stage, the next case or cases must,
of necessity, present the same facts, and in the same order.
This fallacy is nearly universal, and the consequence is, that
many persons,·who have seen, or heard of (for example) thoughtreading, or clairvoyance in any other form, in one case, cannot
imagine that these phenomena may be absent in another. They
clamor for what they have seen before ; the exhibitor rashly
tries to produce it ; but the subject is an inferior one, or in a
di1ferent stage, and entirely fails to realize the expectations so
ignorantly formed. This, however, would be nothing, were it
not that the failure is seized on by many as a proof of imposture.
It proves, however, only this: that the spectators were mistaken in expecting the same results in every case, and the
exhibitor entirely wrong in attempting to gratify them. Every
case must be studied for itself, and, although certain general
laws apply to all cases, yet the variety in the details, both as to
their nature and degree, is infinite.
"Not only do different subjects differ in the nature of the
phenomena they exhibit, as, for example, when they can only
be got into different stages of the somnambulistic state, each
persisting in his own stage, but, even in the phenomena of one
stage alone, the same variety is observed. Thus, in the lucid,
•. or clairv:yant stage or state, some are utterly insensible to all
sounds save the voice of their magnetizer ; others bear every
sound, often with increased acuteness. Some will only answer
the magnetizer, or those placed by him en ra'fJ'jXYrl with them ;
Jthers will answer questions put by any one. Some retain their
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11enae of identity, others lose it. SQme require contact with
the person or thing to be observed, others do not. Some see
their own frame, in all its minutest details, as well as the bodily
state of other persons ; others see nothing of all this. Some
possess vision at a distance; others are devoid of it. Some
can read closed letters, or letters shut up in a box, or mottoes
inclosed in nuts; others fail entirely to do this, while they can.
perhaps, read our inmost thoughts, a feat which, possibly, the
letter-readers may not be able to accomplish."
We have now given you the general principles of the magnetic medicine treasured up in the organs and brain-centers of
your own individuality. An inflammation is a positive condition
of an organ or part ; therefore, apply your positive hand and
WILL to it. Why? Because two positives repel, and your
hand, being a healthy positive, will scatter the inflammation,
which is an unhealthy positive, and thus establish the natural
equilib;·ium. Your brain is loaded with blood! Not so. Your
mental magnet is surcharged and overstocked with vitalic currents-which should be engaged in other parts of your economy
--aud thus the dependent blood is not floated off. Some
doctors will bleed an apoplectic patient. This method is absurd.
No man's system ever generates more blood than it needs for
its own private use. But it is possiole, nay, easy, for the magnetic potencies to be thrown out of balance, giving rise to
co-ordinate symptoms of euess in one place, and of dejiciency in
another ; the remedy in all cases being the same, -viz : a resto•
ration of the magnetic equilibrium, between foot and brain,
between stomach and liver, between heart and lungs, between •
spleen and kidneys, and the inevitable consequence will be
perfect HEALTH. And now may our Father God and Mother
Nature, who are always in supernal harmony, save all the sick,
with an everlasting salvation.
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MAoNE·no PROOESSES.-There are various methods prac·
tieed by different magnetizers; but (says Morley, in his pam·
phlet on the " Elements of Animal Magnetism :") we think the
following preferable :
" If you wish to put a person into the magnetic sleep, cause
him to sit as easy as possible in an easy chair, with his head
reclined back, and require him to be perfectly quiet; sit down
before him, place your knees beside his ; then take his thumbs
in such a manner that the inside of your thumbs will touch the
inside of his. Concentrate your attention, and will him to sleep ;
after holding him thus about ten minutes, slowly raise your
hands, with the palms turned outward, to his head, then, turning
the palms inward, let them descend to his shoulders, and let
them remain there five minutes; then let your hands descend,
with the fingers pointed toward the arms, at the distance of
two or three inches from them to the extremities of his fingers;
let your hands then ascend, sweeping them off to the right and
to the left, to their extent, palms outward, as before; raise them
as high as the head; then descend, as before ; thus continue
from five to ten minutes, and lastly, lay the right hand upon the
pit of the stomach. Remember that unless you keep your
attention fixed, your will steady and unwavering, your efforts
will be in vain. The operation is principally intellectual ; many
make no use of the manipulations, and produce all the effects by
the mere energy of the will, at a distance from the patient ;
bttt· still, the movements of the hands give some assistance in
producing the magnetic current; the downward :zw>tions are
magnetic, the upward are not. Some persons are much more
nsceptible to the magnetic influence than others ; hence some
require a longer time in being put into the magnetic sleep than
others ; in some cases the processes are shortened, in others
they mnst be lengthened. There are some persons upon whom
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magnetism has no sensible effects. Another very successful
method is, to take the patient by one hand, and place the othet
hand on the head, and exert the will. as in the preceding case.
"But a comparative few that are put into magnetic sleep
become somnambulists. If a person in this sleep will answer
the questions of his magnetizer, he is in somnambulism. To
awaken the patient from magnetic sleep, make upward motions
with your hands before his face, willing him to awake, and he
immediately awakes.
"The magnetic sleep is highly restorative, and always should
be resorted to when the complaint is general ; but when there
is simply a local pain or disease, there is no necessity for it.
For headache, place your hand upon the part affected, and
exercise a constant and benevolent desire to relieve pain ;
and, after holding it there a few minutes, pass it lightly over
the head from right to left; if the pain is occasioned by the
stomach, next place your hand on it,· and proceed as with
the head. If the headache is accompanied with cold feet,
after holding the hand on the head for a short time, draw
the hands slowly from the head downwards, along the sides
to the knees ; soon the head will be relieved, and the feet
become warm. If the pain has existed for years, it is chronic,
and must have a prolonged treatment.
"In rheumatism, if local, place your hand where pain is felt.
hold it for fifteen or twenty minutes, then pass your hand
lightly to the extremity of the feet, and thus continue for ten
minutes; iut if the limbs are generally affected, make passes at
a short distance from them to their extremities, for an hour or
more ; if the disease is chronic, repeat the operation daily
until the relief is complete; and so of every chronic disease,
Says Deleuze, • I have seen a fit of the gout, so violent that
the patient could not put his feet to the earth, relieved by one
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sitting and cured by three, and the pains have not returned for
eighteen montha. I have also seen a somnambulist in fifteen
daya cure her magnetizer, who for a long time suffered with
the gout in the knees and feet. For this purpose she merely
employed passes along the legs, continuing them each day for
a quarter of an hour.. When the gout has mounted to the
head or chest, magnetism readily brings it down to the feet,
and then draws it off at the extremities.'
"We mean by pass, simply passing the hands or moving
them as we have stated.
"For toothache hold the hand on the part affected for a few
minutes, then pass the ends of the fingers slightly over the
'=heek from right to left.
" In biles, magnetize when the inflammation begins.
" For a felon, make passes along the arm as far as the
extremity of the finger, and then concentrate the action, and
then draw it off from the end.
•• It is not pretended that magnetism cures all diseases ;
some are beyond. ita reach ; but it is a valuable auxiliary of
medicine, and every physician should be familiar with its principlee ; and a general knowledge of them would relieve many
of the ills of life, and preserve multitudes from untimely graves.
Say11 Baron Dupotet, ' The value of such a discovery as animal
magnetism is to be estimated, not by the evils to which its
unskillful application may give rifin, but by the positive good
which may be derived from it. Already we have seen that
during the state of magnetic insensibility, the most painful surgical operations may be performed and the patient remain the
whole time in a state of perfect unconsciousness. Is this not
a boon to suffering humanity? This is not all; the most obsti.
nate and painful chronic diseases have been relieved and per·
fcctly cured by its application. It was the successful treatment
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and cure of diseases which had notoriously resisted every oth~
remedy, which compelled the rudest and most inveterate of
our antagonists to recognize the influence of magnetism.
and when these facts were demonstrated beyond all reasonable
controversy, it remained for them to seek in the umbrage of
their imagination the solution of the mystery. In epilepsy,
hysteria, neuralgia, chronic rheumatism, headache, I know of
no remedy so immediate and availing. How often have I seen
the victim of pain writhing in the most acute agony, sink under
its influence into a state of the most placid composure ! How
often have I heard thanksgivings and prayers breathed in gratitude to the Creator for the relief which the a.ftlicted have
hereby experienced! At Groningen, a girl nineteen years old
was suffering under hysterical spasms, which sometimes con,
tinned forty-eight hours ; after being magnetized half an hour
a day for three weeks, she recovered. A lady residing in Lon·
don, after a violent attack of fever, under which she was suffering in December and January last, was affected by convulsions
of every kind, but mostly by fainting, which often lasted two
hours, and it was difficult to bring her to herself. I was
present one day when the fainting was coming on, and tried to
make application of magnetism; I had scarcely begun to ope•
rate ·when she quickly recovered from the fainting, as though
she had been awakened from a dream, and from that. moment she
gradually recovered.' Says Dr. Elliotson, of London, one of
the most eminent physicians in the British empire, 'I know of
no certain cure for epilepsy but magnetism ; I have cured seve
ral by it.' Says Baron Dupotet, 'In many acute diseases, medi·
cine should be used with magnetism.'
" To cure a person . of any bad habit, as intemperance, he
must be put into the magnetic sleep, and then the magnetizer
must WILL with energy that the least participation in intoxicat.
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ing drinks, snuff, tobacco, opium, or whatever it may be, should
cnuse nausea, and he will be forever unable to partake of the
interdicted articles ; unless, in another magnetic sleep, the mag·
netizer should remove the interdiction. It may be equally well
npplied to anger, revenge, and every evil passion. Hence, the
phi!:mthropist, by a practical knowledge of this agent, has his
meana of relieving suffering humanity increased a thousand fold ;
and many frightful maladies will take their flight, before its
bright rays, from our globe.•
" CAuTioNs FOR 0PERAToas.-Says Baron Dupotet : 'I am
anxious to impress on the minds of those who may feel inclined
to try the experiment, that the operation is not always unattended with danger; for I have known instances of many, who, in
endeavoring to induce the magnetic phenomena, have placed
themselve11 in a very painful position, and the person operated
on in a very alarming state. Of course, animal magnetism, like
every other science, has its own laws, and these should be diligently studied, ·before any individual attempts to practice it.
M. de S. C., a retired officer, having heard a vague report of
animal magnetism, attempted to make the experiment upon his
own daughter, although she complained of no illness. He
merely wished to ascertain whether he could make her feel the
magnetic sensations. With this view, and without being aware
of the extent.of the mischief he was provoking, he laid his hand
on the stomach of his daughter and obeyed the magnetic injunctions. After a few moments of magnetization, she experienced
spasmodic attacks, and shortly was seized with violent convulsions; and her father, not knowing how to calm them, only
increased their intensity, and she thus remained for a week.'
"Says M. de Puysegur: 'A young lady of Nantes, of
• A periOD C&llllot be magnetized when under the influence of any
lug drillk, food, or anv excitement.
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distinguished birth, when on a visit to her relative, the Mar·
quis de B., was indulging, with the rest of the company, in
passing sundry jokes upon magnetism. Her uncle, M. de B.,
who outstepped, by his sarcastic remarks, every one present,
and was gesticulating with great freedom, began to direct his
pretended intluence upon his niece, when they both 11et about
magnetizing each other as fast as they could. At first, the
young lady laughed very heartily, but it was soon discovered
that this laughter was anything but natural ; and she was grad·
ually losing her reason; she followed her magnetizer every·
where, and yielded to his sole intluence. The spectators
attempted to separate them, but this only provoked dreadfnl
convulsions. Her magnetizer felt extraordinary sensations ;
the lady remained in that alarming state several days.'
"But if convulsions do occur, the magnetizer, by being calm
and firm, can soon quell them, by making passes at a short
distance from the patient, and directing the energy of his will
to soothing or calming them. An experienced magnetizer
rarely ever induces convulsions, and if he should, he can speedily remove them. In magnetizing for the relief of any local
pain, there is no danger ; so that any one can attempt it with
impunity. In nearly all cases where there have been convnlsions, they have occurred when attempts were made, through
mere curiosity, to excite the magnP.tic phenomena. Women
can magnetize equally as well as men ; all nurses should be
magnetizers.
"MAGNETIC TREATMENT oF !NS.ANITY.-Physicians are often
ignorant of its cause. There are portions of the brain that cannot bear the least pressure without derangement or fits. The
organs of destructiveness and combativeness are most easily
affected. When there is an equilibrium of the circulation of
t.be blood, there will be no derangement. Lack of circulation is
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the first cause of insanity ; then a portion of the serum does not
become blood. A bruise becomes bad blood, and pleurisy il'
produced by thick blood.
"Dift'erent organs become deranged, as eventuality, construc·
tiveness, secretiveness, and acquisitiveness-when the lastnamed organ and color are deranged, the person thus affected
will steal articles of a certain color.. The physician's first
object should be to ascertain what organ is affected. If mirth·
fulness is disordered, excite veneration. Try to draw the sui·
. plus blood from the brain toward the extremities by magnetic
paase11.
"Insane persons ought never to be opposed. Follow them
in their views, as if they were sane, by small portions, in due
season. Examine the patient's hands and feet; when they are
warm, and animal heat is equalized with moderate perspiration,
and the system is open, the health of the person is good
"Tranquilize the patient by dieting, and not permit him to
eat food that makes blood. The following articles are appropri
ate, namely: crackers, rice, and molasses, and avoid stimulants.
Palsy is produced by a similar cause as insanity. Never let the
insane know that you think them insane, as it makes them worse ;
and also eyeing them with suspicion does the same. The
reason why their best friends prove their worst enemies is,
because they eye them closely, which horrifies the insane, and
increases their malady, and begets in them extreme hatred
toward their friends. Insane persons should be talked with as
if they were sane and rational. They ought to see frequent
change of scenery, the oftener the better; and, in extreme cases,
let pictures in the room be changed hourly.
"Persons ~hat become insane by fixing their thoughts constantly on one thing, are hard to cure. Any person confined in
a white gla11s globe would become insane in six hours. Long
1
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and intense thinking on one miject will render any person more
or less insane.
" The doctrine of Election causes more insanity than any
other one subject, because it leads its believers to doubt and
melancholy, and finally to despair. Universalists are rarely
msnne, as they are buoyed up by hope, and are often cheerful.
All insane persons are costive. Typhus fever is a species of
insanity. The nerves of voluntary and invoiuntary motion are
opposite ; if the one class are unusually active, the others are
proportionally inactive.
"In addition to the other remedies, give a tincture of
Cayenne pepper and alcohol, and use the warm bath, with fri~
tion, by rubbing the patient with a wet woolen cloth.
"If the foregoing treatment was observed in the insane hospitals, in one week three-fourths of the patient-s would be
cured."
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CHAPTER XII.

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY.
IT is clear to a demonstration that " What we shall be doth
not yet appear." By interior investigation we arrive at the
ennobling conclusion that, in the future of individual progress,
man's innermost is destined to become UpperrlWSt in the sphere
of physical circumstances. We behold the consoling truth that
the human spirit is constituted upon the principle of master·
ship and self-sovereignty. Conceiving thus, we are well nigh
prone to exaggerate the present sphere of man's individual
responsibility. We are, like many Christian ministers, almost
disposed to accuse mankind of ·intentional wickedness, and
•.o say: "If men would but will better, they would do
better;" and because they do not so will, we are ever and
anon tempted to add, " Men should be compelled to righteous
ness," for ·they are radically capable of lives vastly more noble
:md harmonious.
This view would lead to censoriousness and vituperative
denunciation. It would put us out of tune with that "charity
which thinketh no evil." It would inspire us with pity, sarcasm.
irony, hatred, and contempt. It would embitter all our love for
mankind. It would cause us to quote condemnatory sentence&
from poetry, old sermons, and the Bible. But we are saved
from all this misfortune by the discovery that man's character
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is not self-made, but that it is a reflection of a combination of
onuses, over which, for the present, he has little or no control.
Tho truest Spiritualism is beautifully practical aa well aa
gorgt~ou~:~ly theoretical. The truth is known by its adaptations
With regard to man the truth is, that, while he is interiorly organ·
iscd for complete self-government and unlimited moral responsibility, he is not, in the present state of his spiritual development,
much more than a creature of external interests and circumstnnctlS. His outside, every-day, working Character is a
11roduct of his most positive surroundings. He acts and maniftlsts trait.s in accordance with the circumstances by which he is
oou1pdll'd to exist. He is a creature of motives, of interests,
of downright physical nece;sities. "A hungry man knows no
h~w ." It is a fixed maxim of common sense that" evil communications corrupt good manners." Good manners crop out from
good morals. Morals, therefore, are first injured and corrupted
by vicious associations. l\Iay it not be equally true that discordcmt external circumstances will unbalance the most lw:rmonious
cltaracter ?
The fertile sources of human discord lie back of man's birth_;
also in the sphere of immediate social and physical circumstances. Christians accuse the human heart of evil. We do not.
Because the world's evil and iniquity are traceable to the
world's outward constitution. It is vain for moralists to expect
spiritual beauty from persons overburdened with grievous
wrongs and misfortunes. In vain may preachers enforce the
practice of great principles upon minds well nigh crushed by ·
the weight of poverty and injustice. Thousands all around us
are compelled by their circumstances to expend their noblest
energies for the preservation of mere physical life. Otllers are
tied to the wheels of perpetual servitude. And yet others there
are, who, by the accident of birth, or from some other equall1
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external cause, are bound day and night by the tyrannical will
of heartless and soulless men-themselves the inheritors of
wrongs and injustice done to ancestors long since departed.
With body cramped and diseased, with soul fettered and stricken
down from its natal hour, with every external condition unfavorable to the development. of the gentle virtues and ·beautiful
attributes, what can you expect ? What may we bore from
delicate women who are wasting vital forces by the incessant
eft'urt to maintain themselves and families ? What shall we
expect from finely-constituted men, who, being crushed by
poverty, are straining every nerve to provide for the bodily
necessities of those dependent upon them? Beautiful minded
persons there are, who have not an hour to devote ~o mental improvement. They are chained to the labor-wheel of servitude,
and compelled to toil year after year for the benefit of others.
We wonder not that there are vicious men a~d down-trodden
women. We should wonder exceedingly if men and women
were not just what they are : the reflections at once of their
inherited organizations ~md social circumstances. The higher
apiritual spheres look down with unbounded charity upon all
human kind. Higher intelligences see that " the just and the
unjust" are alike the effects of antecedent and existing causes.
That the world cannot be reformed by merely appealing to
the moral affections, is clearly demonstrated. The well-known
and successful "Five Points Mission," of this city, was prosperous only when the physical conditit:ms of the abandoned population were examined into and absolutely improved. Just in
proportion as t~e bodily circumstances of the depraved were
reformed, in that same proportion did the inhabitants become
cont-ented and virtuous. All preaching of Christian morals,
prior to the physical improvements of the down-trodden, was
like water spilt upon the sand which yields neither fruit nor
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ftowers. In this manner it is demonstrated that physical slavery
is the cause of moral deadness and degradation. The soul ia
bound with the body ; they cannot, in this life, be separated.
Now, if you apply this reasoning to the political institutions
of a country, what will be your conclusions? You will at cnce
decide that great national progress is impossible under political
injustice and tyranny. A corrupt government is better than no
government at all, because the. people, under its diabolical
oppressions and obvious wrongs, make progress by their efforts
to overthrow its foundations. But such progress is replete
with cruelties and excesses. The people shed their burdens by
violent efforts. They break their chains by destroying those
who fettered them. All this is sad and lamentable, but it is
natural under certain physical conditions, and every despotic
government will know it in the coming future.
But there Is a more excellent way " to overcome evil."
A human soul gains nothing by fighting the conditions of evil.
If you quarrel with evil, it will overcome and vanquish you. H
will compel you to become like itself-ugly, bitter, hateful, sarcastic, ironical, combative, cruel, malicious, murderous. However good in the start, in the end you will be like that which
you have resisted and fought. Suppose a traveler should
lose his path in the mazy wilds of a vast forest. He cannot find
his way out, and a lonely death in the wilderness seems the
impending fate. What would you think of him were he to
commence cutting down the trees as the best means of escape ?
Would he not die in the useless labor ? If he should spend the
' same number of hours, and the same amount of strength, in an
intelligent effort to discover his way back to civilization, would
you not approve and applaud the wisdom of his undertaking ?
So of every other human mistake, misfortune, or evil. Do
not spend an hour in fault-finding and combativeness, but go
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straight over the "evil" to that condition which is "good.'·
Do not fight disease, but fu: your eyes upon the conditions of
Health, and put your body in a situation to be improved and
strengthened. Do not fight a private vice. All efforts to kill
'the vice will result in· your defeat. You may "resolve and
re-resolve," but you will" die the same." And why? Because
you have not attempted to overcome (or to go over) evil with
good, but instead, have spent your noblest energies and sweetest hours in vain attempts to conquer evil with evil. If your
ship is sinking, take to the life.boat, and pull for the shore.
H your neighbor be unjust to you, do not give the bad example
of fighting with him, but straightway put yourself beyond the
possibility of a like invasion. It is stronger and far more progressive to do right than wrong. It is far easier to contend
with an evil than to inaugurate a good ; and most people take
the easiest, and consequently the surest, road to failure. A
conquest is rare. If a man have an error, what will you do for
him! Will you quarrel with him and with his error, or will
you present a new truth to his mind ? Suppose the case is
your own, and you have an error or a vice. (You have many,
doubtless.) What will be your wisest and straightest rule of
conduct with reference to yourself? The wisest, we affirm, is
to progress away from it and them. Suppose you have the
ungentlemanly habit of using profane language. Now how will
you break up the habit? By endeavoring to remember what
words you should not use in conversation ? Far otherwise.
The t.rue way is to make up your mind as to the words you will
employ in communicating your thoughts. Suppose you are an
imbiber of strong drink, and you wish to cease the use of it
from this hour. (We hope you do so desire.) What is your
best course ! To fight against the propensity to intoxication ?
No, _Brother. The only certain way is to turn yo'lr back upou
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yourself, aud decide, not what you will not drink, but what you
wili drink, or die in the attempt! This is overcoming evil
with good. All progress is positive and aflirmative ; all failure
is negative and conservative. The first is characterized by the
development of superior conditions ; the latter by an attempted
overthrow of conditions that are low and evil ; and the result is,
that while the latter is struggling to overcome evil with evil,
the former is really tramforming et1il into good.
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CHAPTER XIII.

HOW TO DO GOOD.
WB receive questions substantially as follows: "How shall
a bdiever in the Harmonia} Philosophy most advantageously
li\"e for the world's permanent progress?" Or, "How shall a
true friend of Progress devote his energies so as to accomplish
t.h e greatest amount of good to his race ?"
Glorious questions ! A truthful answer is demanded by
every noble aspiration, and we shall, with all possible brevity,
attempt to evolve a few thoughts, which, we trust, will find
lodgment in the vast storehouse of intelligence.
Man, at last, stands upon the threshold of a true civilization. We mean exactly what we say-" threshold." For the
best one among us has not entered the temple further than the .
middle of the spacious vestibule. Behind him is the Cauldron
of the Past. Past opinions, thoughts of olden times, antiquated
religions, theories of departed philosophers, fables of the ancient
ages-all, in one conglomerated mass, is boiling, seething, bubbling, fermenting, over the fire of purification, in the Cauldron
of the Past. The fire of emancipated Reason is distilling the
clear wine of Truth from the fruit and grains of departed generations. Thousands in the march of civilization retain tenderest
sympathies for the traditions and doctrines of the earlier
periods. They shout with pain at the sight of decomposing
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creeds and falling temples of sacred error. Those who stand
on the door-step of spiritual civilization, beholding the destruction of the useless form& of past revelations, are the first to cry
out against those just before them in the onward march. But
those who han penetrated the vestibule of the Future era on
earth, are the first to behold the principles, and conseq1.1ent progress, of the human mind. To such, the vast realities of harmonia! brotherhood, crowned with the diadem of distributive
justice and universal liberty, loom up in the immediate future
of civilization, like the temple of happiness in the heart of
Deity.
The best man, the wisest woman, the boldest thinker, the
most lucid poet, the sweetest philanthropist--none of these are
wholly civilized. To send our institutions into Africa, to project our systems of religion into the Japanese Empire, to fix
the manacles of our incomplete government upon less powerful
nationalities, to bold up our examples as the best for the
heathen, is to extol a green civilization as though it were
adapted for common digestion. It would be not less injurious
to other peoples, than unripe plums to the stomachs of children
Flushed by the rapid development of successful machinery
overcl)me by the intoxicating stimulus of commercial expansion.
made vain by the discovery of unlimited powers of thought, the
vanguard shout " Victory !" and " Christian Civilization !"
when, in sober reality, we are but just stepping out of barbarism
into the vestibule of that "good time," which shall be a grand
joy unto all people.
We live in a glorious age, not because this is a civilized
epoch, when liberty and happiness are appreciated and enjoyed
equally by all, but this age is glorious because it is the bwl,
just before the era of flowering into magnificent beauty. In
their highest efforts of thought, men have not advanced much
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beyond a weak juvenescence, a sort of spiritual infancy, and
much progress is yet required in order to crown them with the
dignity and glory of adolescent wisdom. Therefore, to the
true friend of man, all life is practical. The real, true, harmonia! soul, does not speculate on the nature of his aspirations,
to the ,neglect of his co-ordinate duties. He wants t:
know what he can advantageously do to hasten the Better
Day, and to fit him individually to unfold, without pain or
regret, in another sphere of existence. He believes in the
principle of progress. He understands that it will forco him
onward, even though he should no_t attempt to liarmonize with
it, just as the ocean tide wafts forward the drift rubbish
upon its bosom ; but he naturally scorns the imputation of
being only a block-head, or a man of rotten wood, and therefore asks : " What can I do to accumplisk the most good for the
llace ?"
Noble Reader! Your soul hath honored its sublime consti·
tution in the putting of a question so benevolent and angel-liko.
We love thee now, more than ever, with a growing love, full of
joy and fraternal peace. We come close to thee, very near to
the inner life of thy being, and whisper a few words of counsel.
Dost thou hear them ?
Be not deceived. Thou art in the march of Civilization, but
not civilized; a believer in Spiritualism, but not spiritualized;
a worshiper of Truth, but not truthful; a lover of Wisdom, but
not wise; a seeker after Happiness, but not kaJlP'!I; a pilgrim
in the ways of Progress, but not progressive; and so the sub·
lime picture of life is broken in fragments at thy feet; the
whole of creation is often less stupendous than a small
part before thine eyes ; the good God of Nature is sometimes hardly equal to a man ; and, in the very nature of
things, thou art just as far from the Harmonia! state as a child
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is removed from the condition of Manhood. What is to be
done?
ANswER: BE A MAN. That is, whether brother or
sister, BE .a. WHOLE soUL. How? To all the faculties of
thy being, BE TRUE. Be true to all the dictates of thy
supP-rior powers. Speak the truth ; do not falsify. Get
kMwledge; do not propagate ignorance. Be spiritual; not
merely a Spiritualist. Exemplify freedom ; do not be a
slave. Become civilized ; do not remain in barbarism. Be
happy as possible just now, in your circumstances; do not
put off the hour of happiness. Make progress ; do not merely
preach it.
'Tis easy to counsel thee, dear reader, but how hard to
practice! Nay, quite otherwise. Truth·speaking is as easy
as truth·writing. It is more easy to do right than wrong.
Motion, to thee, is easier than stillness, even as happiness is
more pleasurable than discord. Doubtless you will fail a few
times at first, as children frequently fall between the cradle and
independent walking, but invariably the " right comes uppermost " after successive efforts to bring it.
Go forward and upward! The heavens are populated with
spirit-hosts adequate to thy necessities. Make the march of
mind a sacred reality, not the dream of the over-heated
enthusiast. Do your work nobly, with a spontaneous love for
it, and with energy. Do not look timidly back upon the
boiling cauldron of error. The fire of dispassion~te Reason
will purify the hell of all past deeds. It will burn and
destroy your vices, and all crimes, but not until you assist
in kindling the fire. Every soul is required to place some
fuel under the distilling crucible. Another man's merit
will not make you happy. It is ordered, and wisely, too,
that no idle man may long enjoy the food and fire of the
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mduatrioua. Bring fuel to the fire of reform, therefore,
and work to bum up your own evils. Set your alcohol on
fire. Destroy all your noxious weeds of vice. Let the
fumaoe of private redemption bum hotter and hotter, until
every penonal di.scord is consumed. Fix your whole heart
firmly upon w~ your higher faculties admire, and do their
bidding.
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CHAPTER XIV.

MIND AND MATTER.
powers and principalities exclude most men from
the society of poetry and eternal principles. Matter is a pow·
erful and controlling God; it is the "prince of darkness " to
millions of our throbbing humanity. Matter clings and clusters
heavily about man's interior Life; it is the dead freight of his
perilous voyage from the cradle to the coffin. Men are necessitated to worship at the shrine of Matter. They make it the
chief object both of masterly effort and spiritual contemplation.
Thousands reverence Matter incessantly. They bow down
before its altars. They bring to it many offerings-tithes of
mint, anise, cummin, and lip-service-covering its temples with
everything within the power of man to bestow ; with scientific
art and the works of genius, with developments of the noblest
talents-with everything, even life itself.
Mammon is but the servant of matter ; matter is but the
servant of soul ; soul is but the servant of spirit ; but, in this
l<1wer world, it happens that spirit, and soul, and matter, are the
servants of Mammon. No human soul is independent of ita
material surroundings. All human " Life is real " bondage to
matter. Individual "life is earnest" in overcoming this bond·
age. But" the grave is not its goal," because the soul is nol
destroyed by its environments. The physical circumstanoea
EARTH's
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"Jf the spirit are negative at last; but they are absolute and
positive in this sphere. Matter is the mind's jailer. Want is
the overseer who lashes the prisoner into his daily labors.
'Tis the mandate of matter which the mind obeys nine-tenths
of earthly time. The sight of objects, the taste of flavors, the
smell of Qdors, the cognition of sensations, the hearing of
sounds-thus the spirit looks out and lives through the grated
winduws of its prison castle. A defect in either sense is so
DlUch subtracted from the liberty and capacity of the mind.
Deficiency in blood or brain, and misplacements of either
material, or the slightest excess in any department, are
recorded mathematically upon the ledger-pages of the life book.
The universe, with its beauties, and laws, and harmonics, is
nothing to the idiot mind caged in matter. The gorgeous
heavens, with their unnumbered systems of suns and stars, are
1wtking to a soul bowed down by the daily drag of material
necessities. The ponderous globes of space, so attractive to the
uplifted mind of the philosopher, are nothing to my brother
who makes a God of gain. !\'latter and money surround him on
either side. He drives through his surroundings, and then they
drive through him ; and so goes his daily life, " to the last
syllable of recorded time."
The fair sky of heavenly truth never covers the earthly
mind. Angels do not dwell in the shades of pandemonium.
Matter is the raw material of Heaven and of angels. Strange
paradoxes! The world of matter is the region of discord.
The myriad forms of evil originate in the realms · of Matter.
The history of our beginning is a 11alutary history, because it
teach~s the lessons of progression and imperfection-how chaos
precedes order ; Matter, mind.
But it is a pleasant thing to die! Why ? Because the
countless shades of matter, like storm clouds and dreams of
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prison life, begin to move off and forever away. Matter, the
soul's prison, is abandoned. The spirit in quiet looks upon the
dim substance stretched and cold on the earth below. The
dark broad mountains of matter, where the thunders of earthly
disoord11 rave both day and night, are forsaken or exchanged
for flower-clad hills, "eternal in the heavens."
It is a pleasant thing to die, and to join t~e peacet'ul
brotherhood of the upper realm. The Divine Mind, whose infinite powers and principles fill all the temple of immensity, is
seen by spirit. Matter is incapable of oont4lmplation ; yet it is
the deep-hewn valley in which soul is cradled. The soul is the
chariot of the golden spirit; but alas! in this world, Matter is
both the driver and the steeds. Matter is molded into shapes
replete with grandeur and sublimity ; but the power to coguise
and enjoy is inseparable from spirit.
It is a pleasant thing to die, because, by a natural going forth
of the spirit, at the appropriate period of its history, the evils
of matter are more readily comprehended and overcome. The
music of spiritual waters floats into the new-born soul. Thf'
sickening shadows of terrestrial ignorance and misunderstand
ing depart among the broken urns, behind the curtains of time.
The principalities of falsehood lose their power. They fade
away. The pure light of a measureless firmament shines down
into the reMoning faculties. Whirling globes, supporting innumerable forms of life and beauty, fill the immensity with the
glory of God. Harmonies of the affections, touched by the
awakening love of celestial fingers, come up and down like the
'breathings of truth, causing the immortal hills to sing like birds
of a thousand voices. Outsprending landscapes become vocal
with an abundant harvest of eternal love-lessons, too pure for
earthly language to embody. And thus, the unearthed soul is sent
w school among the angels of truth and the Titans of wisdom.
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It is a pleasant thing to die, when the death is natural,
because the soul " makes a Sabbath day's journey " toward
Deity-gets nearer to the central Fountain of everlasting lifenearer in the sense of realizing more love and acquiring a
higher knowledge concerning the spiritual laws of the universe.
'fhe kindling fires of infinite life light up the trans-mundane
pilgrim with a larger and diviner comprehension. The great
cycles of the world's progression appear like changes in the
performance of an operatic drama. The rise and fall of
empires seem not more important than the shifting of scenes
in a theater-the lights and shades of an immortal picture.
It is a pleasant thing to die, and to get out of the prison
of engrossing and heavy matter, because its chemical transactions emancipate the spirit from the imperative besetments of
hateful appetites. Although the soul retains the effects, sad
and many, arising from the multifarious transgression& of the
principles that are indispensable to its progression ; yet, by the
fact of chemically altering the relations subsisting between soul
and body, the spirit is measurably empowered and inspired to
rise above its ruling earthly passions. With the body goes
tobacco, alcohol, stimulants, &c.; and with death comes the
power to be larger and happier. Some minds are vicious
because of physiological defects. Brains sometimes are imprisoned by a malformed skull, and spirit is embarrassed by a
hampered brain, and character is deformed as a consequence ;
so that, in contemplating our common humanity, it is wisest to
put down a large amount of evil to externals, which, in this life,
are positive in begetting personal manifestations. An accident
has been known to jar into life certain portions of a long-slumbering brain, whereby the prosy person was at once converted
into a poetic genius and partial musician. Imperceptible
alterations in the cerebral polarities will be followed by special
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changes in the character and habits of the individual. S\lrrow
ful persons may suddenly become joyous and gay ; drunkards
change into t.he finest examples of temperance ; vulgar souls
turn into the paths of refinement; and thus, "in the twinkling
of an eye," it iA possible for Death to elevate the character and
multiply the opportunities of a man. Even here, under th~
magic touch of human magnetism, the ignorant soul is suddenlg
converted into th~ embodiment of surpassing intelligence; and
by means of the same transforming influence, the mouth of the
dumb is opened, and the slow tongue is made to move with the
lightning flashes of eloquence. If a few passes of the human
hand can work changes so instantaneous and so marvellous upon
a human soul, while yet in the body, what are we not authorized to expect when Death bursts the "prison-house of clay,"
and gives the mental powers liberty to run to and fro "through
the balls of creation," in the natural exercise of all constitutional rights and inclinations ?
Yesterday we climbed to the loftiest summit of a dark,
broad, and beautiful mountain. We sought a solitary dwelling
place beneath the shadow of many trees. The beetling cliffs
lifted their stately summits on either side. The music of the
deep valleys below filled the temple with sacred melody. The
far-off silvery clouds, floating between our upturned eyes and
the summer sun, seemed to welcome our thoughts to the worlds
on high. We there obtained a wondrous vision of truth, and
law, and soul, and matter; and, for the thousandth time, we
acquired a lesson from Mother Nature to this effect-" it is a
pleasant thing to die."
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DIAGNOSES AND PRESCRIPTIONS.
THE leading pathological propositions set forth in this
volume, by which we trust all progressive physicians and
patients will be guided in the application of our various
prescriptions, are :
1. That all diseases originate in a disturbance of the soulprinciple, which consists of Motion, Life, and Sensation.
2. That the effect of such disturbance is a development of
local suffering, invariably in the region of the greatest previuus
weakness, or where there is the most constitutional tendency to
disease.
3. That the concomitants are an increase of motion and of
temperature, or ~lse a reduction of temperature and a diminution of motion, in the fluids and forces of the parts assailed.
From the above propositions we are authorized to conclude
that all diseases are characterized by active and passive symptoms or states ; and we hereby suggest, with all due deference,
that friendly physicians and all patients be regulated by these
principles in the administration of appropriate remedies.

Spring Time Diseases.
When w~ emerge from the Winter months into the terrestrial
thawings and atmospheric changefulness of the coming Sprin&
the eccentric action of this peculiar season upon the fluids and
solids of the body, is irregular and disease-generat.ing. Dense
fluids descend from the brain and lungs, and disperse through
the lower viscera-laying the foundation for various stomach,
membranous, and liver disorders, resulting in obstructions,
diarrha~a, congestions, and inflammations.
Meanwhile the
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lighter and rarer fluids ascend from the bowels and liver, and
diffuse themselves through the solids and nerves of the t.hroat,
face, and brain. These currental and vitalic changes occur io
every human body, just as surely as the upward flow of sap in
trees, at the very beginning of the Spring months. In the
perilous passage between Winter and Spring more children gei
sick, and more adult invalids depart for the next Sphere before
they should, than during any other season of the year.
PREVENTION AND REMEDIES : May holy angels throw their
strong, white arms around the multitudinous little ones of earth;
and may the understandings of all parents be opened to the true
ways of life and health. Especially do we pray for the protection and conservation of the diseased, the suffering, the famishing, and the unhappy. Let them organize themselves into .
systematic, thorough-going, wide-awake defenses against the
approaches and invasions of the ruffian, Gen. DeBility. Each
human being is provided by the Father and Mother with ample
constitutional means of resistance. Whole troops of WILLPowERS are garrisoned in every visceral organ of the body ;
indeed, it is literally true to say that every organ-from the
top of the head to the depth of the abdomen-is naturally an
impregnable fortification.
In~redible as it may seem, it is nevertheless true, that man's
body is a strong tower of defense, a fort of marvellous construction, which no atmospheric changes can affect or touch, if the
proprietor but understood the shielding power and vast sweep
of the invisible Will. Faith, knowledge, imagination, affection,
intuition, and fidelity, enter as ingredients into the composition
of WILL. It is not what phrenologists term Firmness, it is not
an obstinate and dogged principle of stubbornness in the mental
constitution-not a "will" and a "won't" propensity--quite
otherwise; by Will we mean the concentrated whole-hearted-
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lless of the brain and soul-life flowing like sunlight within the
blood to any desired part of the physical economy, distributing
the fertilizations of sublime health and strength through every
crevice, and tissue, and nerve of the dependent frame.
We admonish each of all our readers to put forth this regen
erating, this anti-suioidal, this immortal energy of the spirit.
Suppose that Spring is about to burst upon you, with its varied
terrestrial and atmospheric characteristics ; with its fickleness
of suulight, hesitancy of temperatures, and with its changefulness of electrical and magnetic currents. Go forth, then,
armed with well-balanced manhood ! Like a strong, wellformed, beautiful woman, go forth lovingly to greet and cheer
on the Spring; do not remain in the house all day, whether sick
or well, but walk forth, panoplied with the WILL-POWER, and
thank the universal Gud of Nature that in him you "live, and
move, and have a being." Be always very thankful ; let your
face shine with gladness, your cheeks blush with youthful vigor,
(although the record may be that you are more than sixty years
old,) and the host of overseeing intelligences will drop a "new
lease upon life " in your heart, which will then steadily beat
against your bosom as the nearest friend you have. Do not get
a "bad cold;" do not permit yourself to cough ; do not get the
habit of taking on rheumatic pains. All these ailments may be
prevented. Bathe your feet in cold water before walking ; keep
them protected against the dampness of the ground ; breathe
deeply while walking, allowing the breath to escape only
through the nostrils ; swing your arms, firmly shutting and
opening your hands occasionally ; be strong and energetic, not
flexible as India rubber, in putting forth muscular effort; get
honestly warm and generally fatigued--earn and deserve your
weariness-then, on returning to thy habitation, go into thy
chamber, lock the door against every external intruder, and
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resign thyself to the nourishment of slumber. Nature will
faithfully awaken yon at the right moment; , then, whether
sleepy and rested or not, arise and resume the business of the
hour.
During Spring months it is better to eat almost no meat..
Whether sick or well, this counsel is applicable to yon. "Ed
various kinds of simple puddings for dinner, only OM compound,
with bread and butter, at any meal. Farmers and merchants,
mothers and children-each and all, better keep "Lent,. and
grow healthy by fasting in the early Spring months. The following is a good dinner for two days of each week: " Take half
a pound of bread crumbs, half a pound of potatoes, boiled,
quarter pound of suet, chopped fine, two eggs, well beaten~
Mix with milk, and boil three hours." A large family, of course,
would require a larger pudding than these proportions indicate.
Abolish the demon, "coffee." Do not spend another copper
, to obtain this copper-colored tmemy of lung, liver, stomach,
bowels, throat, brain, and reproduction. Natur~ will allow you
to use black tea, not too strong; never oftener than twice a day,
seldom at night. Let all families manufacture a beverage for
Spring drinking ; to be used at any time, even at meals, instead
of warm drinks, ale, or porter ; for it will give a healthy fluidity to the blood before warm weather, open the bowels moderately, and assist the feeblest digestion.
A SPRING BEVERAGE.-Eight ounces of sarsaparilla, three
ounces of liquorice, six ounces of wild cherry bark, half ounce .
• of mandrake, one ounce of gentian, and half a teaspoonfcl of
each cinnamon and red pepper. Boil in three gallons of rain
water until the quantity is .about half reduced: Let children
and adults drink a wine-glass of this whenever thirsty. Do no~
sweeten it much ; nor allow yourself or little ones to indulge ia
aweeta.
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:Better eat an orange before breakfast than at any other time
during the day. Give your little children oranges without the
pulp or seeda. They cannot easily eat too many oranges in the
dpring. They contain very rare properties of strength to the sick
and debilitated. Dyspeptics would do well to walk before breakfast, and eat a couple of oranges, breathing as directed in the
meantime. Consumptive and bilious persons may obtain much
relief from the free use of oranges anywhere between early
rising and the second meal. Let every reader of the New
Philosophy givfl evidence of the glorious faith within him•

.

Orlgfn of Skin Diseases.
Our philosophy of diseases of the skin differs, in several
essential particulars, from the received theories of high medical
&uthorities. It is deemed necessary to explain our impressions
concerning these distressing afilictions, in order to answer, at
one and the same time, scores of letters from persons sorely
a1Bictecl with external diseases.
The opinion most generally received is that all eruptive
afFections originate from unhealthy conditions of the blood.
Pimples, pustules, blotches, scabs, itch, rash, salt rheum,
measles, scarlatina, fever sores, scrofula, cancers, tumors, erysipelas, small pox, &c., are attributed to depraved and poisoned
conditions of the blood. Thousands of patent nostrums are
mmnfactnred expressly to take pecuniary advantage of this
prevailing error and consequent weakness among men respect.
ing ~he blood-origin of all skin diseases. There is no exaggeration in the statement that, notwithstanding the barrels of
empirical syrups and quack tinctures made and swallowed per
annum, in order:to cleanse and purify the blood, the number,
and variety, and intensity of skin diseases, are constantly and
alarmingly on the increase. All through civilised society we
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observe the palpable evidences of scrofula, ery11ipelas, cancer,
small pox, &c., and the victims, as a general thing, re.,eive but
little assistance from the leaders of medical science. Manufac·
turers and venders of infallible medicines require their patients
to take their medicine according to printed directions on the
]abel. These printed directions, being literally translated from
the mysterious depths of the interna1 sense, in which their
authors wrote them, would read thus : " The manufacturt>r and
proprietor of this Sovereign Remedy (for all skin diseases)
cannot guarantee a permanent cure unless the directions be
faithfully and strictly followed; and these· important and
authoritative directions are, that this infallible preparation be
shaken and taken ' interrwlly and eterrwlly,' on which conditions alone the proprietor hereby promises to refund the price
of the bottle if a perfect cure be not effected."
The primary origin of skin diseases is the disturbed condition of the vital principle within the biood, by the positive and
negative operations of which, the bodily fluid is kept warm and
ceaselessly in motion. This position is established by the fact,
everywhere well known and acknowledged, that a1l persons arc
not susceptible to the same skin diseases. Certain temperaments do not absorb small pox, the itch, salt rheum, &c.;
while others will take on these and yet other skin diseases at
the slightest exposure. The -depravity, or derangement, originates first in the life principle ; then, as a logical sequence, the
external will receive the form and embodiment. The soul
(which is the vital covering of the immortal spirit,) is primarily
disturbed; and other consequences will follow, "as the night
the ·day," until the effect itself becomes a disease, and subsequently the cause of like disturbances within · the soul. The
blood is a dependent subJet:t of the controlling, animating prin·
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eiple; and the diseases of the body, therefore, are indications of
diseases existing first in the soul.
When a disease ultimates itself, and begins to organize a
life of its own, it is then self-evident that the truest treatmenl
is to disorganize the new comer and at once dispel it, some·
what as you would drive a wild beast from the threshold
of your house. But in the first instance, no treatment would
prove efficacious, unless directed toward the vital forces of the
entire organism. The true medicines are food, air, light, exercise, sleeping, &c., all which come within the jurisdiction of
love, WILL, and wisdom.
But suppose from a small bruise or scratch on the foot, shinbone, knee, or finger, a sore is organized and established. Do
you not see that the state of the blood is not the cause of the
ulceration! The blood may be perfectly healthy, and yet an
injury done to the anatomy of the skin may be, and often is, followed by the organization of a cancerous body, or of inflammatory and malignant sores. The anatomy and physiology of
the skin are sufficient to demonstrate that, irrespective of the
condition of the blood, the injured structure of the cuticle will
organize a disease of its own.
It is plain that, in many cases of eruptive diseases, the
directest treatment is the wisest. Cancers frequently return,
because, although sometimes perfectly remo'ved by external
applications, the membranes and blood-vessels (not the blood) of
the cuticle are ~ot perfectly restored to their original state.
The deranged and mutilated parts, after the tumor or cancer i~
removed, commence forthwith to malconstruct the bodily nutriment int~ another nucleus, which, in time, is likely to become
the center of a similar formation
Your blood might be as healthy and pure as that of an angel,
and yet, if the membranous layers, the delicate nerves, the
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refined tissues, and the conducting vessf 18 pf the skin be dis
organized, either by sickness or accidfnt, it will be next to
impossible for you to avoid the organiz1.tion of some external
disease. The only possible preventive as the judicious use of
your Will, and the restorative magnetbm of a magnetic hand.
Sometimes the act of '1"111Xnng a chronic sore with an emollient
salve, or simply by bathing and dressin5 it with the gentle hand.
imparts a healing power to the parts,cwhich the maker of the
salve appropriates and attributes to the virtue of his prescrip·
tion. The cause of the restoration is human magnetism, and the
Will. The arteries and veins form a net-work on the true skin;
it is also supplied with lymphatic vessels, with glands, and
capillary nerves; so that, in cases of accident or injury done w
the delicate parts, the risk is very 1;reat as against the welfare
of the syst.:m. The skin is full of t;landular lungs, so to speak;
its health depends constantly on· natural ventilation. If the
exhalation of bodily vapors be ret :rded by lack of cleanliness,
or if the inflowing magnetism of immensity be excluded by a
like cause, the consequences are (.ireful on the brain, and, ulu·
mately, within the soul-forces of ·be higher organism.
We make these remarks as practical hints to all patients who
apply our prescriptions for cutaneous diseases. We wish
the philosophy of skin affections to be practically comprehended
-namely : that the condition of the skin is of more importance
than the state of the blood-and that we do not propose to
purify the blood by syrups, "l)ut rather to balance the vital
forces and restore the structure of the ski.n to its original
condition.

Acute and Chronic ca,es.
"It is a. fearful thing· to teach," says that remarkable
book entitled the "Healing of the Nations," through the
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inspired mediumshipo of Mr. Linton. " The secrets of true
knowledge are hard 'to find, and when found are hard to be
explained. Hard to 1 find, because they tend, step by step,
towards the Center_!God ; and hard to be explained, because
all things are as rays ·\lf Him-and He cannot by aught below
Him be comprehended."
Not less difficult is' the discovery and explanation of the
true causes of disease al'Ji bodily misery. Here, for example, is
a patient, suffering with what several able physicians, in general
phraseology, term "a disordered liver." One authority says
there is in this case an excess of bile, a torpid state of the
liver, and mucous derangement of the stomach; another asserts
an excessive activity of the liver, a deficiency of bile, and sympathetic disease of the dig~stive system.
BYKPToMs. Yellownesl( of the white of the eye, dry skin,
bitter tongue, thick saliva, dull headache, redness of the nose
and chin, occasional ftushiugs and nausea, nervous irritability,
restlessness, deficient evacuations from the bowels, and irregu·
lar appetite for even the mo.lt agreeable articles of food. These
symptoms appear and disapp.tar, rise and fall, with considerable
periodicity of movement. About every twelve days they put
forth premonitory indications. They increase in number and
Tiolence, and culminate with pains in the back, shoulders, &e.,
ancl then subside, all within four days from the commencement.
But the patient is never in an amiable mood. Is it chronic
inflammation of the liver ? His mental irritability is incessant
and extreme. Sometimes he fancies that his heart is badly
diseased. At one time he is affiicted with impatience and
disgust·; is unreasonably peevish and flagrant in his combative
suggestions ; anon, without any t.pparent cause, he is mercurial
and impetuous in disposition ; and then oomes on a period of
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gloominess and bitter depression of feeling, enough to repel the
tender watchfulness of a sainted soul.
THE REAL DISEASE.-What is the real secret of all these
eigus and symptoms ? We have examined many such caaes,
and therefore know that it is not a disease of the liver, but a
chronic inflammation of the duodenum. This part is the short
channel between the stomach and the small intestinal system.
The gall ducts empty the bile into the chyme just at this
important junction, and right at this point, also, the ganglionic
magnetic energy is dissipated, resulting in muscous and
nervous derangement of the liver and bowels. This condition
is very common among American women. The great ganglionic
net-work, of magnetic and electrical conductors, is incidentally
disordered and incapacitated. All the biliary sigus and symp·
toms are traceable to this diseased state of the duodetlum; and
the mental irrascibility and quarrelsomeness are inevitable
where dv.odenitis, in chronic form, exists and prevails.
THE CuB.E.-Shall such a patient experiment with the pneumogastric forces of his own system ? Certninly, but it must be
accompanied with obedience to the laws of Health in other particulars. By stimulating food, passion, and excesses of various
kind, it is easy to overload the liver with blood.. It may secrete
too much bile for a long time ; then, again, it is hardly able to
generate sufficient for its own support. The chyme is neglected. The consequence is a redundant action in the duodenum-making the feebleness and oppression of digestion worse
and worse.
What is the treatment ? Besides using the Self-Healing
·principles, the patient must abstain from fluids for breakfast,
and omit his supper, taking only a roasted potato, with a little
bread, not later than five o'clock, P. M,; the dinner may be
composed of well.known healthy substances; no drinking while
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eating, and at no time in quantities sufficient to distend the
abdomen. Two hours after this meal he should put a large
cold-water bandage about the waist, well enveloped by a dry
wo.:~len cloth; then attempt to get a little sleep; after which
'take a walk, or some other sort of physical exercise. Pursue
this method day after day, until the inflammation is reduced in
the duodenum, but avail yourself of human magnetism fre·
quently. It is highly necessary ft>r this class of patients to
abstain from all hot-water bathing; but a sweat by vapor, per·
haps thrice a month, is not unprofitable in disorders of the liver
and blood. And now, gloomy sufferer! cheer up and act like a
man. To thee the poet hath well said,
"Many a foe is a friend in disguise,
M:any a trouble a blessing most true,
Helping the heart to bt> happy and wise,
With love ever precious. and joys ever new 1
Stand in the van,
Strive like a man I
Thia is the bravest and cleverest plan,
Trnsting in God while you do what you can.
Cbeerlly, cheerily, then I cheer up."

.

Your £rettings and quarrelsomeness are signs of discords
within you. You profanely imagine that the Almighty is con
cemed in the apportionment of your sufferings. Avray with
such conceptions. Be stoutly honest henceforth, and say: "I
have sinned against the laws of health, both knowingly and
innocently, and the true consequences are upon me." Shak.
speare, in the play of King Lear, says: "This is the excellent
foppery of the world, that when we are sick, (often the surfeit
of our own behavior,) we make guilty of our disasters the sun,
the moon, and the stars ;-as if we were villains by necessityfoole by Heavenly compulsion-and all that we aro evil in, by a
DiTine thrusting on."
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How to Exert the Will.
QuEsnoN.-" Dear Sir: You teach that every disease ma_J
be cured by the action of the Will, and more particularly • gen·
eral debility.' . . . . I can very readily understand the action
of the ' Will ' in the common sense of the term ; that is, to wik
anything dono is to do it. For instance : I have a very severe
pain or rheumatism in one of my members. I may wish and
desire it well, but that won't do it. But if I procure the proper
remedies, the cure is accomplished. Now is it not done by
acting out the Will? Would it not be like the wagoner when
he stuck fast in the mire~ He called upon Jove to help him
out. But a voice called to him and said: • Apply thy shoulder
to tho wheel and whip thy horses well, then call upon Jove and
he will help thee out.' "
ANSWER.-We are persuaded that our interrogator cannot
easily misconstrue the significance of the terms "'will " and
"willing," as applied to the action of mind in the treatment and
eradication of disease. WILL is the diplomatized plenipoten·
tiary of all the impulses of love, and it is equally the agent of
all the intelligent mandates and wishes of Wisdom; so that
when the whole mind, with righteous intent and totality ol pur•
pose, directs its neroauric ftwe8 upon any part of the body, the
effect cannot but be absolute.
Blood constantly goes in large quantities to the brain, in
order to give stamina and energy to its constitution and temperament. If the front brain be principally used, then the blood,
(or rather the magnetism thereof,) will concentrate at the head,
leaving the extremities and visceral organs comparatively desti
tute of their appropriate proportions of the vital power. On tho
other hand, a constant employment of the muscular system of
the extremities, including the vital organs, 'tfill attract the magnetic force11 from the brain, and, as a consequence, continuous
vigorous thinking becomes well nigh impossible.
Now we find by long and patient experimentation, that the
WILL, under the direction of both desire and judgmmt, is
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capable of throwing a magnetic force upon any muscle or organ
within the body. The true way to begin, is: to act upon the
oolu"'tary muscles of the extremities while lying on your back.
Cause the toes and fingers to open and shut simultaneously. In
a short time, both extremities will become warm and magnetic.
Then swell, and stiffen, and relax, alternately, the muscles of
the legs and arms. Deep, long breathing is indispensable to
nocess. At the next experiment, fix your wi~ upon the longi·
tudinal muscles of the abdomen. Cause them to dilate and fall
steadily and firmly.
After a few trials you can affect the liver, stomach, and
heart, just as surely as you open and shut your hand. Do you
not know that man's Will-energy is terrible in power! In the
medical realm the Will's self-healing attributes are little known.
We know that, with many good people, the theory of exerting ·
Will upon their sick bodies is an impracticability. But even
so it was for a long time wholly impossible for Dr. Winship to
raise 1,000 pounds from the earth, but he has done it again and
again. Time has been when a tenth part of that weight would
have fatigued him. Do you not recall the expressive anecdote!
"How much do you weigh, Jonathan!" asked a frail-bodied
merchant of a young New England farmer. "Wal," he replied,
"commonly speaking, I weigh one hundred and forty-five
pounds-but," he added, stretching his fine form up to his full
bight, and dilating every muscle with the magnetic energy of
Will-" but when
mad I weigh a ton.'" Does not our
rflader weigh a wn, also, and that, too, in a good cause-in the
direction of Health, for instance !

rm

Automatic Forces.
In examining the mind's internal mechanism, we get at nol
only the action of organs, but also discern the nature of the
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action. Each part of the mind diffuses a particular influence all
over the constitution, and the influences that have emanated
from all the parts constitute "sensation," or the lightning of
the nervous system ; and, inasmuch as human beings are organ·
ised uron the same principle, so it happens that an influence
imparted to another awakens in that other effects analogous to
those felt by the one who imparted it. Thus o. combative person, on imparting his organal influence, will cause another to
experience identical sensations. The same is true of every organ.
These facts are familiar to modern p!Jychologists. They
stand in the gateway between heaven and earth-preventing at
once too great credulity and too much doubt-for such facts
demonstrate, not only that the nature of man is double, but also
that he is not tlte cause of all spirit phenomena. The automatic
hemisphere of mind is quite as marvellous as is the counterhemisphere of voluntary powers ; and, when truly studied, man
becomes as much of a wonder before death, as when he returns
in the estate of spirit.
It would seem that man's own spirit ofttimes continues the
process originally instigated by invisible intelligences. They
may diffuse an influence upon his nervous system, which, entering into chemical combination with the sensitive elements,
they (the spirits) can neither control nor extract from their sub
ject. It is evident that many spirits have little knowledge of
their own abilities to control the influence they cast upon their
fellow men. The consequence is, that what should be volun·
tary, and under the control of the wishes or will of the subject,
becomes, instead, automatic and beyond management.

Man's Telegraphic Power.
The question is : Can the spirit within the earth body converse with another spirit in earth body without regard to
distance of separation; and, if so, under what connit.iona'
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ANswER.- The sublime scienre of spirit telegraphing is ye\
hidden in the laws of action and reaction, which pervade, and
more or less obviously govern, all forms and gradations of
matter. . Every organ in the brain, and every ganglionic center
in the visceral department, has its own peculiar sympathies.
These sympathies are distinct and available. The superior
organs generate exalted and expansive influences, which radiate
over all other organs in the same body, and outwardly, also, to
immense distances ; and these influences are positively certain
to touch and affect, in a similar manner, the corresponding
organs and centers in other persons, whether they be absent or
l>rescnt.
The entire history of mankind demonstrates the foregoing
principle. When a kingdom is involved in war, or when a
people cherish combative and warlike feelings, the populations
of both foreign and contiguous kingdoms are certain to realize
a corresponding moral, and perhaps political disturbance.
Thus, too, a frightful murder committed in one part of a great
city, or small village, is almost certain to be immediately
!lucceeded by several crimes of like magnitude and correspondlUg severity. Of rapes, suicides, accidents, robberies, treachery,
falsehoods, mistakes, errors, &c., the same is undeviatingly and
irresistibly true. The murder mania is thus explainable on
philosophical principles. Not understanding this law of action
and reaction, an exchange says : " There must be some evil
influence in the air, spreading murderous contagion, for murder
has become epidemic. Besides the home tragedies that have
recently appalled our city, the telegraph brings us intelligence
of others perpetrated at the same time in various parts of the
Union. Every day brings its record of fresh murders and
attempts to murder, and it is a noticeable characteristic of the
Jlresen\ bloody mania, that women and children are the most
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frequent victims." Now it is plain that the author of the foregoing remarks did not realize the law of social sympathy that
underlies all social phenomena.
" Behold what a great fire a little matter kindleth !" A
turbulent and wayward character in the habitation of angela,
would excite like feelings, and provoke like conditions in the
most amiable and lovely. Reason, on this law, appeals to
reason, love to love, hate to hate, disease to disease, health to
health, virtue to virtue, vice to vice, crime to crime; for the
laws of social intercourse and brotherhood are universal, and it
is folly of the sickliest kind to expect harmony in a part of the
world, while all other parts are telegraphing the message& of
discord into the finest deeps of the sympathetic soul.
Unlimited mental intercourse and !'!Ocial sympathy, there
fore, are productive of either pain or pleasure. Effects will
correspond to the generative conditions. We are desired
to define the conditions. Nothing is easier, or more simple,
or more certain of demonstration. What is true of two
individuals, will apply equally to any two kingdoms or nations.
Jhe paycho-teleg?·aphic law of one isolated soul, in the secreta
of its own dual constitution, is the law of telegraphing
between any two souls through any distance. What is the
law, and what the conditions of its operations, in the individual!
Briefly these :
Feet telegraph their sensations to the brain. There are
hundreds of material obstacles and prominences between them,
yet they sympathize and converse. Foot says : "I am lame
and sore from over-walking." Brain receives the telegraphic
message, and responds: "You shall be comforted." Foot
replies: ''Thank you-hope you'll keep your promise." In
this familiar manner each orgs.n converses with every other
organ, and then they all, individually and collectively, report
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at headquarters-at the universally acknowledged seat of gov
ernment-tke mind, which is enthroned at the mountain top of
all organizational existence.
What arc the conditions ! Manifestly these : that foot and
brain be connected by some subtile cords of sympathetic con·
t-act. The same cords are necessary between all other parts
and extremities. But bow can these conditions exist between
two oongenial s:tals, "wide as the poles asunder," and in the
external world ! Thus : by a mutual understanding that, at a
given hour of the day or night, when all the rest of the world
is shut out of the charmed circle, each will think a certain kind
and number of thoughts with reference to the other, with all that
distinctness and earnestness which would naturally characterize
a familiar face-to-face conversation. The amount of time to be
consumed in thinking such thoughts, and the exact method of
arranging them into sentences, or questions and answers,
should be a matter of prior mutual understanding. Note
down every thought ~hat bolts in upon the mind while so telegraphing. In this way a melodious concert of sweet sympathies
will be organized ; after which, notwithstanding the immense
distances, the twain may commune on the principle of the magnetic telegraph. We will cheerfully give more on these important points, if it be desired·
In one short sentence let us commit ourself to the longcherished conviction that, in the not far futuro of this life,
mankind will enjoy telegraphic intercourse independently of
physical agents and machinery.

Nature's Progressive Energies.
Nature's heart is filled with forces and principles of perfeotion, and nothing can resist their ultimate manifestation. A
IRrongly constituted man, for example, will recover from sick·
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ness t.n spite of blue pills and the lancet. So the whole body
of mankind, being filled with every adequate energy, and with
conquering principles, will make progress in spite of earthquakes, epidemics, b11d religions, oppressive governments, and
destructive wars.
It is true, howevh, that sections of Nature (below the
spiritual Man) constitute a kind of War Department-a West
Point Academy-where the quadruped brain (which yet remains
in some men) acquires the art of living by means of violence
and bloodshed. Life feasts upon death. Construction employs
Major-General Dest.ruction to superintend the progressive
advancement of organic existence. Tha~ which lives in the
world depends upon that which dies in the world. Destruction
spreads the table for the support of construction. All departments of Nature, therefore, are regulated by the mutually
operative wings of Progress, viz : Destruction and Construction, or Death and Life, or War and Peace. The bird eats the
fly, the owl cats the bird, the hawk eats the owl, man ,kills the
hawk, and so all the way up the steps of the organic growth;
and yet we hold that Human Beings are not designed to be
influenced and educated by our inferiors-by the fish, and birds,
and animals, that live and breathe at the foot of the throne on
which mankind sits-" a little lower than the angels."
Minerals, vegetables, and animals, climb up to the production :md position of Mankind by means of force-won possessions. Beasts have war establishments in their brain, and tt>eth,
and claws. Race eats race, as streams run into streams, to
make the ultimate. Force and violence are natural, until the
rpiritual is reached; then the spiritual is the natural, and force
and war are monstrous and unneressary. Let each reader ask
himself this question : "Is war congenial to my reason and
affections!" If the spirit within shall whisper "yes," thon
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bludbingly and sadly we write the verdict, that your develop•
mentis not spiritual.

Sptritual Briers and Thorns.
A certain correspondent addressed us as follows :
" Snt :-All I now require is a few direct, practical, inoffenr.ivc words. Can you explain to me the cause of my failure to
interest persons, of either sex, in my feelings and most cherished views of religion. . . . . I am dreadfully cast down at
times-hopeless, have thoughts of suicide, hate everybody, and
everybody shuns me as though I was a nest of vipers, or a tree
of poison and thorns. . . . Do give me a simple ' Whisper ' of
explanation, and I will remain forever obliged."
REHEDY.-Abolish from your mouth everything, whether
fluid or solid, which is not necessary to meet the demands o."
honest hunger, and to quench the burnings of honest thirst.
One hundred days from the commencement of this mode of life,
you will begin to feel and to act like a new man. Your impatience will be diminished, your irrascibility of temper and your
overtaxed nerves will rapidly subside into peaceful conditions,
and your excessive sensitiveness will depart ffOm the surface
of your external character.
Now begins the struggle between the Will of your awakened
aspirations and the propensities of your inherited and acquired
characteristics. Buckle on your whole armor, Brother, and
prepare your will for a conflict with passion. Your wrestlings
with the Satans of inherited diacords and propensities will be
aterncst and most painful in your bed-chamber. Your disposition is hard to control. Sensitiveness is an effect of your
diseased brain and nervous system. You are easy to imagine
yourself "misused .. _ .. slighted"-" insulted." 0, bow easy
it is for you to think evil of your own best friends. All
alone, in secret--where no human eye can see your frowns, and
the bitter curl of your lips, and where no human ear can hear
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the low blasphemy of your wrathful mutterings-ye'J, 1n your
bed-chamber! Thus, Brother, you convert yourself into a
thorny tree of poison, bearing bitter fruit to those about youa thistle bush, which children dread, ana which even birds and
beautiful animals will not visit. Everybody walks around you!
People would go ten rods out of their way to shun your dark
frown, and to avoid your complaining tone of voice.
And yet you think " folks are at fault " in all this, and
intend merely to annoy and to offend you, because of your
.unpopular opinions. Not so. Love begets love, friendship
enkindles friendship, good nature and civility awaken good
nature and civility. Try it, Brother, and mark the fact! People
will soon forget to hate you for opinion's sake. Everybody
and -their children will say : " We like M - - - ; we love him
dearly; he's so good and so cheerful; but we don't like his
doctrines-that's no consequence among friends." We admonish you to contemplate subjects which will lift
"Thy·thoughts
Far above the dllBt of world&"

It is impossible' to think or to act unworthily of your better
nature without degrading the waters of life at their fountain
head. Take heed! No more littleness: no more ~ffending
the image of purity in thy bosom ; no more hostility to the
practical teachings of Harmonia} Philosophy; no more secre~
violations of the sweet processes of daily life ; no more supposition that you can do evil, or think evil, and yet escape the
consequences in all their magnitude ; no more imagining that
the sight of guardian spirits is dimmed by the walls of your
chamber, or that. you can be a brier-bush in social life, a poison
tree in the garden of the family, a thistle in the hands of friend·
ship, and yet be loved, and courted, and aided in business by
vour neighbors and acquaintances. Come, Brother ! be simple
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tnd strong, sweet and healthy, intelligent and affectionate,
spiritual, harmonious, hopeful, and free as the air of celesti:ll
mountains. When you think that you are worthless and unimportant, or when thoughts of evil sweep through your mind
toward a fellow being, then read the following inspiration, by
Bailey, the author of Festus :
"Nothing is lost in Nature-so, no soul,
Though buried in the center of all ain,
Is lost to God: e'en there it works His will,
And burns to purity. The weakest things
Are to be made examples of His might-:The most defective, of His love and grace,
. Whene'er He thinketh well. Oh I everything
To me seems good, or tendencing to good;
The whole is beautifull and I can see
Nought absolutely wrong in man or natureAs from His hands it comes who fashions all,
With qualities iL germ that shall unfold
All holy as His word. The world is but
A Revelation. His Spirit breathes upon us
Before our births-as o'er the formleBS void
He moved at first-and we are all inspired
With His Spirit. All things ~re God, or of God."

Cause and Cure of Impatience.
"Intellectually speaking," says a reader, "I delight in the
speculations and beautiful theories of Spiritualism-in them I
am a sort of connoisseur, walking about, superficially it may be,
like one in the corridors and halls of a royal gallery of immortal paintings. Yet every day, or whenever I attempt to fix my
attention upon any one of the pictures, something seems to
blind my eyes so that I cannot see. A feeling of impatience
seizes upon my thoughts, so that I fear that I can never reali:;e
anything of the • Harmony • prescribed in your writings as prerequisite to true spiritual enjoyment. . . . . . Why is this?
Will you oblige me so much ns to explain the cause of, and
prescribe a remedy for, this impatience ?"
REIIBDY.--Oorridors and halls of Art are frequently visited
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by individuals who have in no way qualified themselves to study
tho ~l'i.rJmphs of genius and inspiration. Many people look at a
pir1.11ro with such haste as to completely "blind their eyes" to
its intrinsic merits. Many correspondents write to us for
in11Lructton in psychical laws, by which in a few weeks, or
mllr.~hs &t most, they may enter upon all the pleasures and
sph-itual benefits of the" Superior Condition." Such ambitious
onllfl d<.> not often remember that every Captain on shipboard
served a term of years "before the mast," or among the
"hands'' by which the common work of life is accomplished.
Experiunce makes perfect, and time, with obedience to the laws
of peraonal improvement, brings the legitimate reward. Nothing is truer than the saying, that " The wny of the transgressQr
is hard."
The writer of the above experience is a "transgressor.'·
This will explain the failures of which he complains. In
approaching the "beautiful theories " of the Harmonial Philosophy, and while attempting to fix his" attention," his thoughts
fly off like sparks from the blacksmith's anvil. He finds himself a sort of "connoisseur," and nothing more, and then
behold the consequences. He is deprived of the interior
enjoyment which he intellectually sees hanging in luxurious
profusion through the halls and corridors of the Spiritual
gallery of Inspiration and Reason. All because he is a "transgressor." Of what? Of the psychical laws of QUJET. Ilia
motive and mental temperaments push him beyond the tranquil,
point, making meditative study out of the question, and of course
"a rolling stone gathers no moss." He is nervous, hasty,
precipitous, in desperate haste, in a flutter, and feels hurried ;
and, neglecting to analyze the sources of his impetuous impulses, he is more than half inclined to be superstitiuu&, like a
goodly number of chaotic minds, and charge his lack of con-
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ft"atration at a particular point to the intervention of
.. 8pirits."
Friendly reader, see to it that you do not superstitiously
lrnce your mental impatiel\ce to a false source. Believe us,
the cause of your defeat is nestling in the unbalanced con•
dition of your temperaments. When you would do good, evil
(or chaos) is present with you. Cultivate the Will-power, and
hold.your thoughts to their purposes. Give yourself more ti'lJU
to enjoy a truth. Drink deeply, but with great deliberationalways taking a long breath of meditation between each
draught, while at the flowing spring of spiritual realities.
Divine ideas require very respectful attention. Speed in
spiritual things is impossible. It takes the beet parts of a year
to raise a moderate harvest of good thoughts. In the cold and
stormy "winter of discontent "-which every soul is certain to
experience-such harvested thoughts will feed and nourish the
INTJmlOJL

Od-Force and the Odoscope.
The etymology of these terms has been given by the learned
Reichenbach, in the following translation by Hittell : Od is a
force analogous and nearly related to the other forces already
known to science. It includes a group of natural events,
{Vorgaenge,) improbable but perceptible to the senses, for
1rhich we have no measure or agent save the human senses,
and even these only under peculiar circumstances of the sensi·
tive impressibility.
The reason why it bas hitherto escaped scientific investigation, and bas even been directly and stubbornly repelled and
excluded by science, lies in the want of a universal odoecope or
tdometer, whicl. might be placed within the reach of every one,
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and whereby its existence might easily be demonstrated before
the eyes of all the world.
And again, the reason why no odoscope has yet been discoverable, springs from the nature of od itself, because of its
power to pervade all things and all space, without accumulating
in any place sufficiently to become perceptible to mankind generally. There are insulators for heat, electricity, and light,
but I have been unable to find any for od. This want of confi.nabilitY., I have thought proper to use as a hint for a name
which might be suitable for the varied combinations of scientific
nJmenclature.
Va, in Sanscrit, means to blow. In Latin Vado, in old Norse
Vada means I go quickly, I hasten away, I 1l.ow. From that
Wodan, in old German, means the all-pervading; it changes in
various dialects to Wuodan, Odin, signifying the all-pervading
power which is finally personified in a German deity. 'Od' is
consequently the name for a force, which, with irresistible
power, rushes through and pervades universal•nature.

Physics and Metaphysics.
P&oPOSITION.-Metaphysicians sometimes present man to us
as a mere machine, and at times as the soul of all machinery,
or even the great Mechanic. Now, "who shall decide when
doctors disagree 1" But is it really so difficult to show what
part of the divine drama he plays ? Cannot his whereabouts be
defined to the common understanding to know whether he is an
individual of duty and responsibility or not 1
There is certainly a vast deal of darkness, uncertainty, and
error, in relation to this, among those who have joined the
r<'form discipleship. Some consider themselves machines, and
will rest in quiet till they are operated upon ; while others
consider themselves souls, or mechanics, and are ever positive
and active, turning the world upside down in reform or deform,
they littlE> know or little care which. If men are machines they
are not responsible; if they arc mechanics, they are.
·
The above opens a great and important question. If mind
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c-an act in the absence of predominant motives, he is a mechanic;
if not, he is a machine. And it either can or can'1UJt; it is an
absolute alternative, and no law can fail to have a direct bearing
upon the yea or nay. I therefore submit this question: Can
mind act in the absence of predominant motives ?
ExPLANATION.-The most skillful navigator on the mystic
sea of metaph_ysics will sometimes misguide his ship. He
occasionally will, with the best phrt:nological chart, and with
the best mental compass, steer into quicksands, and founder
in sight of port. We have witnessed sad shipwrecks upon
rocks with which far less intelligent pilots were perfectly
familiar. Time never was, and the day will not soon arrive,
when every man will escape the perils of progress. The storms
of discord are natural, and the disasters consequent upon them
are natural also, and we compassionate and pity the mind that
would fight against Nature.
Now we say, and with due reflection, that certain men, with
certain temperaments, are natutal fatalists, and such are, by
necessity, quite mechanical in nearly all their thoughts and
conduct. They are fixed fast in the wheels of incorrigible destiny. They move with the motions of the world. The laws of
oause and effect--of Necessity-are, to such, clear as the principles of mathematics. They are spiritual Neeessitarians,
natural machines, fatalists, presbyterians ; and there is no honest philosophy, no true logic, no natural religion, that can drive
them from their strong fortifications.
Why not? Because they have not only the inexorable laws
of logic to sustain them, and to explain their positions. but
tr.perience also ; so that, as a correspondent truly remarks,
"there are things in man's most intimate economy which perrectly stump the imagination."
Especially eo, because there are other men, with other temperaments, who feel an integrality of indestructible powers ;
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who do not act from sensuous impulses ; who receive an~ yet
control the influences by which others are overcome and com·
polled to act; who giYe fashion and shape to the circumstances
about them, just as the potter molds the moistened clay. They
work from -within, and their action is in consequence of self·
conscious nnd self-authorized impulses. They believe in " free
will," and in self-originated motives for conduct; and they
laugh at those who profess to act by necessity, in obedience to
fixed laws.
'Vho will answer our correspondent's question : " Can mind
act in the absence of predominant motive?" Or, is not action
by man a result of sJme power superior to his will? Is not
his will a subject, not t :nnstcr, in the circle of existence?
Our reply (how unsatisfactory!) is YES, and No. Different
temperaments, with different experiences concerning the same
matter, will entertain different conviction• Some are masters,
while others are slaves, within the same set of circumstances.
Human experience a11d observation, therefore, are ample on
both sides of this question; and the consequence is, that doctors
differ, and erudite metaphysicians disagree ; for Nature and
Truth are on both sides of this question also.
And we experience no conflict when so contemplating the
answer. We perceive that man (i. e., mankind) is both a Latitudinarian and a Necessitarian. Not every man, indeed, but
only he who is rounded out. The true man is self-poised, selfintentional, and grandly .responsible for his conduct; and yet,
here comes the paradox, he is perpetually obedient to the fixed
laws of the Infinite.
The human individual's responsibility is comnumurate
with, or in proportion to, the mind's power to conceive of justice
and freedom. He who seeth the way to do better, and yet
goeth not therein, moved thereto by his love of justice, is
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responsible to the Divine presence which worketh within both
day and night. Let the gospel be full-spread everywhere, tha~
Man, in the wondrous duality of his being, is forever a master
over conditions, but a subject of the laws by which those conditions are generated. That is to say, Man is subject to the
law of digestion, but he is, or should be, master, with respeoi
to .the tXJ'IUlitions and kinds of food.

'Marriages of the Temperaments.
When quite a boy (says a correspondent,) my father was
born into the Spirit World. Since then I have lived in sixteen
different homes. Have seen a very few happy and orderly
families. The many are full of "angles," discords, and contentions. I see two great causes of all this : first, we come
into the world deformed, either physically or mentally (caused
by an ignorance of the natural Laws of reproduction ;) second,
the nutritive-sensuous temperament tries to marry and live with
the motive-mental temperament (caused by an ignorance of the
natural I,.aws of marriage.) Now, I ask, which of these two
cauaes is the most prolific in depriving the married of true happiness ? I have seen the lower temperaments live happily
together, while I know of no instance where the lower and the
higher temperaments were happy in marriage. The first feed
upon "pork;" the latter upon "thought."
EXPLANATORY REPLY.-We deeply feel the responsibility
which attaches to whomsoever assumes to analyze and treat
upon this forbidden subject--" marriage." There is certainly
no relation of profounder import, of wider range, more delicate,
or influential on human affections, prejudices, and destiny, than
tl:at to which our observing correspondent asks our attention.
Having lived through all the life of sixteel) families, felt their
dillcords, relished their contentments, and observed from the
Harmonia! standpoint the many and diverse causes of their
anbappiness, he comes upon the stand as a witness, in the full
use of ell his senses, declaring that on" of the " two causes "
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prevails in every case where suffering and discord gain the
\SCendency over pea.Cc and harmony. And his question is,
•'Which of the two is the most prolific source of trouble among
th ll married ?"
Our reply in this connection must be brief, though the theme
demands lengthy elucidation. And in our answer we include all
professional persons of every country, laborers, mechanics, rich
and poor, philosophical and uneducated, because the Central
principle is not partial and unjust, but universal and everywhere·
applicable-viz.: that blood.love (which is a reproductive passion,) and spirit-love (which is a divine attraction,) can never
assimilate and dwell harmoniously in the relation of marriage
In strictest truth it may be affirmed that no human or so-called
supernatural authority can ever join such temperaments in true
nuptial relation. They live a tedious life, compounded of
misery, detestation, bitter mockery, and what is worse, doing a
cruel injustice to the consequent progeny. Priests may perform at the marriage altar, and say, "What God hath joined
together, let no man put asunder," but Nature and Nature's
God say, " These persons are not one, but twain, being unmated
in essence, wherefore no power in heaven or on earth can pronounce and crown them as 'husband and wife.' "
The true and effectual remedy, as we have many times
affirmed, is a universal kn.:~wledge of and obedience to the natural law of temperamental adaptation. Legalized unbinding, or
divorcement, according to the decrees of statute law, though
in many cases absolutely necessary and just, is, after all, but
treating effects, palliating the pain of consequences, while the
sources and producing causes in society remain in full supply
and energy. We say, then, incorporate a knowledge of such
temperaments as may be joined in wedlock, wit.h every young
person's education; thus multiply the number of tight mar•
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riages, of happy homes, and diminish the sum of human
misery. (See fourth volume of the "Great Harmonia.")

Progression of Primaries.
The philosophy of the progressive development of primaries,
through proximates to ultimates, is peculiar to the·Harmonial
Revelations of Nature: The hypothesis cannot be traced to any
other form of truth. We hold that aH matter goes an infiniU
fiUmher of tim..es through every link of the endless chain of pro·
gression. It flows back and forth, down and up, in and out,
without cessation, from the commencement of one eternity to the
birth of another, before it reaches the highest form and sphere
of organic life-i. e., the physical body and spiritual constitution
of MAN. We are delighted with the latest chemical discoveries.
They bring out and establish among scholars, and, therefore, in
the schools of our land, the very principles for the perception
and advocacy of which the sectarian portion of the world
labels us with unbrotherly names.
Law of Contagions.

Sympathy, or contagion, is the general law of human nature.
Every aet of a human being is referable to some particular
organs of mind. These faculties emit an influence which acts
corresponding!I upon the like faculties of other persons. Hence,
vice, as well as virtue, is contagious. Those who live in the
midst of fraud, poverty, vice, and profligacy, necessarily absorb
the degrading nervauric magnetism thus generated, and lose
some of that higher influence which stimulates and builds up
the superior faculties.

Exhausted Primates in Man.
A Philadelphia correspondent sends us the following curioua
diagnosia, which he received from a medical practitioner, whc
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resides not far from the " bub of the universe." The patient,
writing for information on some obscure point of the diagnosi~s,
says : " Some six weeks ago a person, in Boston, had a flaming
advertisement representing himself as being able to cure very
difficult cases of disease pertaining to males and females. l
wrote to him, and stated my case in full. I will give you SOllie
extracts from his letter, viz.: 'Cold water never alone could
cure you, for you, as well as all other human beings, are compounded of some seventy-five primates, one or more of which
has become exhausted, and, therefore, must be restored before
you can regain perfect health. In your case, the absent primates
appear to be, 1st, Lime ; 2d, Manganese ; 3d, Phosphorus ; 4th,
Iron ; restore these to the system (after treating the chronic
inflammation of the parts involved,) and you must get well at
once.'
·
"He then describes tlie treatment which is necessary, and
adds, 'This will cure you perfectly, just as surely as that one
and one make two.' I did not try this treatment, as his charg1:1
for furnishing the medicines was fifty dollars.''
ANswEa.-Our correRpondent wants us to solve many questions concerning this doctrine of the "primates "-whether
they consist of metals, salts, &c.-and whether man must take
" cordials," &c., in order to keep his " primates " in sufficient
quantity and equilibrium. We answer, that the learned words
at the head of this paragraph, contain considerable intelligence
when applied to soils or plants ; but they mean absolutely
nothing when applied to the constituents of the human constitution. The diagnosis above given is without foundation in Nature.
It is simply unsound and ridiculous in the eyes of Science ; and
the theory is dangerous to the millions who know little of the
chemistry of bodily existence.
All substances in the world are composed of sixty-four (not
seventy-five,) simples, called "primaries," because we first find
them in rocks. These rocks, by means of pulverization during
the labor and lapse of ages, result in soils. From these soils
YeR;etables are :::!!<:>Ide d. which lift up and still more perfect and
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~ethle tbe " primariee." 11Dtil they become sufficiently atten.
uated ad potentialised to unfold and sustain the organization
of &Dimala. !fu'a coutitution is a reservoir for all the uJti.
mo.ta (or proximates,) of rocks, soils, vegetables, and animals

He does not exist nor aubaist on the primaries. The baaio elemeDtl are irst taken up by the lower orders of plants ; they
progrets through all the ascending grades of vegetable bodies,
till they form part of the air, and water, and food of animals ;
and, still pasaing gradually upward, they (the primaries,) uJti.
""* iD the human organism. Man, therefore, is composed of
altimatea; DOt of crude "primate&."
ID. view of this truth, how shallow-not to say mischievousis the above diagnosis ! The patient must take medicine com.
poaaded of groae and indigestible primaries ! Rocks, metals,
earthy matters, muat be dissolved or mixed with liquor and
lp1lp1 and ~en spooned out to the unfortuntlte victim ! Chew.
~of itaelf will expose the fallacy. The higher orders of
wnl not appropriate the cnule properties of the sixty-four
uples. It ia necessary to feed plants with the manures of
other plants, or with fertilizers that have been refined by pass·
iPs hudrede and hundreds of times through the life-processes
oflower orders ofanimals. For this reason, our intelligent farmers
IBCIJaoniaulturiata find valuable manures in fish, in pulverized
MDII of aoimala, and in lime composed of the infusorial remains
of cleparled ages.
Tlle wuth, then, is precisely and unmistakably this : Mau is
aompoaded of ultimates (which were once contained in the
priluriet and proximate&,) nntl it is, therefore, impossible to
~ him, or to cure his maladies, by dosing him with
era4itiee ud mineral masses ; for these all are foreign, incompaUWe, 8IUl ooaaeqnently disadvantageous, if not poisonous, to
ldl phJ*iealiiDd spiritual constitutions. U all readers will, from
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this hour, obey the simple laws of life and health-as to diet,
sleeping, drinking, exercise, breathing, willing, and magnetism
-they will find all deficiencies of body, and even the evils of
t.rnnsgressed laws, gradually supplied and transformed to good.
"Throw physic to the dogs," scorn the chicanery of advertising
pretenders, and at once set up for yourself. This prescription
will cure you as certainly as that" two and two make four," and
our fee is ttot fifty dollars.

Sources of Vegetation.
The vegetable kingdom is composed of materials derived
from the mineral kingdom, which is hidden in the earth's
deep bosom. Whence the materials composing the mineral
world ? From the four primal elements of all matter-viz :
Fire, Heat, Light, and Electricity.
In all searchiligs, we terminate in these four original principles. By "Fire " is not meant the condition of matter iq
flame or combustion, but the .finest state of material motion, out
of which issue Heat, Light, and Electricity. The finest motion
of matter results in the illumination of matter from its own
inward sources. Electricity of immensity is the conTeyance of
all Yital action in the universe. Fire, Heat, and Light, are passengers in the omnibus of Electricity. They get in this chariot
of infinitude, and the integral motive-principles propel it through
every avenue of boundless Nature.
The omnibus stops for a moment at the different stations
along the interminable highways of infinity ; and, at such a
moment, passengers enough leave it to start the organization of
a world like this globe on which we live. Fire, Heat, and Lighs
-the three grand primal principles of matter-retire from the '
Electrical chariot in minute particles, and forthwith unite,
chemically, for the origination of a planet. [The first stage of
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a planet is invariably that of a comet.] Then onward rolls the
triumphant chariot of Electricity ! Passengers are permitted to
terminate their ride at just that point in space where they expe
rience more attraction to sojourn than to proceed. But it ill
very strange, yet true always, that only a sufficient number of
passengers (or particles,) alight from the shining vehicle, to
commence the new planet in that particular locality.
You perceive that Fire, Heat, and Light-the primary principles of all matter-contain the requisite properties for the
composition and ultimation of all mineral, vegetable, animal, and
human bodies. Of the life-forces and spiritual sources of these
different bodies, we do not now say anything ; believing that,
with the foregoing sketch of the origin of planets, and of their
elemental primarie!!, you can settle many other problems to your
perfect satisfaction. Think, contemplate, and you will see
"How Father God,
From the .mote shell-fish gasping on the shore,
From men to angels, to celestial minds,
Forever leads the generations on
To higher scenes of being ; while snpplled
From day to day with His enlivening breath,
Interior orders in succession rise,
To 1111 the void below."

How to Balance the System.
PRoPOSITION.-" You say, 'Harmony is possible only when
both brains, back and front, are equally exercised.' Physicians
have told me that my continued poor health was the result of an
undue activity in the frontal lobe of the brain, which robbed the
rest of the system of its vitality, and that I must stop thinking,
and cultivate other faetL ties or departments of the brain. Very
likely this is good philosophy, but the question is, how to do it?
If my health depends upon the answer to this question, it certainly is a tJe1"'!f impor:ant one."
ANsWER.-Your physicians are scientifically right.

AD
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undue activity in the voluntary ':lr frontal lobe ef the brain, ia
certain, imperceptibly, to refine, spiritualize, and attenuate the
sanguineous and muscular systems ; but physiologically viewed,
the opposite effect is certain to be a corresponding amount of
debility in the vital organization, resulting in a variety of func-tional weaknesses and prostrations, wholly unfitting both mind
and body for cheerfulness; naturalness, and even ordinary beauty
of expression. The philosophy of all this we cannot stop to
present, but will at once define a few simple rules in favor of
restoring an equilibrium.
First. Observe, with cheerful gratitude, the taste, the flavor,
of everything you eat. Think of its odor, also, and endeavor to
appreciate, by feeling, the goodness, and the virtue or sweetness
thereof. Acquire the habit as soon and as peifectly as possible.
(Of course, you will not eat or drink any substance, or fluid,
unless its flavor and odor are wholly congenial.) The habit of
thinking upon foreign subjects while partaking of food, is very
unphysiological, and even wicked. We have oftentimes, while
dining with a friend, been interrogated upon some abstract
subject ; but our answer has uniformly been, "one tking ca a
time." In truth, no mind can be illuminated while in the pro
per act of feeding the physical organization. Be entertained
witk your food. Social converse, with natural feeling, and the
mirthful chattings which. naturally come of it, make business
enough for the brain while eating. The ghostly, stately, ministerial, iceberg dignity of some believers in old theology, during
the happy precess of food-taking, is hurtful to both body and
mind, and will be rebuked by every physician whose brain is
sealed with the crown of common sense. Be genial, be good,
be grateful.' these are the only infallible anti-dyspeptic medicines ; the only perfect remedy for torpid liver and constipation.
Second. Never read upon any deep philosophical subjects
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After twelve o'clock, A. M.; nor upon any occult, abstruse, or
spiritual question, after four o'clock, P. M.; nor attempt to
meditate in the regions of sublimity, ideality, conscientiousness,
or veneration, after the eve11ing's repast.
None of these
'ru.les are positively applicable, except in cases where the
c~rebrum, the front brain, has gained the supremacy over the
~ntalic · forces, and has, in consequence, become involuntary in
the performance of its thought-generating functions. This
almust every intelligent physician will tell you.
Tkit·d. In regard to food, clothing, and exercise : You
1equire very little fluid of any kind. Solids from either king·
dom, the vegetable or animal, in small quantities. Hunger is
indispensable to gustatory enjoyment. If yon do not get truly,
stoutly, and universally hungry-so that every mouthful is a
grateful luxury at the time-then wait, go without both solids
and fluids, until Nature's infallible voice, " slay and eat," is
heard emanating from every joint and organ. Then obey; but
only as you would feed an infant. The whole digestive system
l"ill "cry for more," doubtless; but give to your mouth feelingly and temperately. The divine God-code of laws is written
all over the membranes of your mouth and digestive system.
Believe--obey-be grateful-and thus convert every meal into
an act of worship-just as the bee gathers honey, as the bird
sings, as water makes music, while performing innumerable missions in Nature.
Do not be too conscious of existence by means of thinking.
Some persons think, and think, and think, until they think them•
selves into a sickly nervous fluid. Such become intensely aware
of self--of individual feelings--of besetting wants and needsof egotistic necessities, which many times become impcrntiYe
md uncontrollable. All this is disense. Feel nobly, and think
only as you feel, except in the morning hours, when it is right
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and healthful to think, and read, and study, and conttmpiate.
whether your feelings coincide or not. Let every one, young 01
old, sick or well, rich or poor, try to acquire these intellectuai,
these social, these harmonia! habits of life. They will bring
healing in their wings.
Of Clothing : Always wear next to your flesh what ~~ most
congenial to the cutaneous sensibilities. Protect weak snd sensitive places with more garments than you wear upon healthy
parts of your body, and do this in opposition to whatever
" fashion" may prevail in the surrounding world of dress. At
another time we propose to take up this dress-question, and
will, therefore, abstain from further remarks in this connection.
Exercise should always be directed to reach and strengthen
the weakest and most undeveloped parts of t.he body. A private gymnasium is less expenlrive than a silk dress. A whole
family may be benefited by an outlay per annum about equal to
the cost of tobacco for the masculines during that period. Long
walks are, many times, worse than no exercise whatever. Horseback riding in the afternoon, or driving about in a11 open carriage, is much better than long walks-especially the formeryet, as the human constitution is made for everJI imaginable
variety of motion, no one exercise can ever comprehend and
stand substitute for all other kinds. And remember, that what
we term " Rest," is not inaction, but a change of occupation ;
a different form of motion, another employment of the same
JJ'I.uscles and identical faculties.
Finally, dear friend, we admonish you to begin-although
tLit~ may be a late day in your earthly life-to be harmonia/,
and natural. Untrammeled by the demon-influences of old
theology ; free from the yoke of bondage to the dismal superstitions of popular creeds ; open to the warmth and light of infinite
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love and wisdom, as displayed all around you, as incarnated
even in your own personal organization-we counsel you, in thr
na]JJe of all these blessings, to systematize your daily habits of
feeling and of thinking, so that a beautiful healthfulness may bo
conceived and brought forth, as the beginning of your everlasting salvation from discord and unrest.
'

.An Orange before Breakfast.
QuESTION.-" DEAR Sm : As I am always for knowing the
why and wherefore of things, you will confer a great favor on
me if you will state the reason why you prescribe that a person
shmdd eat an orange in the morning, when walking out early,
and slwuld, after returning, go to bed again."
ExPLANATlON.-The medicinal properties of citric acid, or
the acid of lemon, are positive and useful in several conditions
of the system. But we prescribed the milder form of acid to be
derived from the citrus aurantium, which is the Latin for
Oraage. If the acidulated juice of orange be consigned to the
stomach while empty and weak, as it is in the morning, the
effect, on a few trials, will be exhibited in the dieappearance of
bile (alkaline matter,) from the duodenum, a revivification of the
digestive powers, and a cessation of nervous headaches. But
neither of these desirable effects will follow the eating of an
orange before breakfast, unless the other directions are punctually adhered to, especially the walk and the sleep previous to
taking the customary substantial food of the morning.
The reason why ·sleep is particularly necessary after a mornin6 walk, and before breakfast, is, the restorative influence v:hich
a repose of blood, bone, and brain, at that hour, is certain to
exert upon the entire organization during the rest of the day
011 the other hand, active employment of the brain, or muscular
labor, or long walking in the early morning-without a rest and
tl('ep after such e:tP.~cise, and before eating-is quite likely to
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result in an increase of digestive prostration, considerable head.
ache, greater nervous irritability, and a more general lassitude.
The orange juice is gratefully refrigerant and cooling to the
heated membranes of the dyspeptic stomach, distilling a fine
positive power upon the pneumogastric centers, and preparing
the blood-making system for the healthful discharge of its extraimportant offices. (We say all these things, remember, as applicable, chiefly, to the Debilitated.) The sleep remedy is of the
greatest consequence in debilitated conditions of the blood and
nervous system. · Consider the ability to sleep after a morning
walk, and before eating nutritious food, as an accomplishment;
of great individual merit. It will bring you an abundant;
reward-peace, refreshment, satisfaction, health.

Early Rising Triumphant.
Miss l\Iartineau is a great advocl!-te of Early Rising. She
says : " I speak from experience here. For thirty years my
business has lain in my study. The practice of Early Rising
was, I am confident, the grand preservative of health, through
many years of hard work-the hours gained being given, not to
book or pen, but to activity. I rose at six, summer and winter,
nnd (after cold bathing,) went out for a walk, in all weathers.
In the coldest season, on the rainiest morning, I never returned
without being glad that I went. I need not detail the pleasures
of the summer mornings. In winter, there was either a frag·
ment of gibbous moon hanging over the mountain, or some star
quivering in the river, or icicles beginning to shine in the
dawn, or, &t worst, some break in the clouds, some moss on the
wall, some gleam on the water, which I carried home in the
shape of refreshment.. I breafasted at half-past seven, and had
settled household business, and was at my work, by half-past
eight, fortified for seven hours' continuous desk-work, without
injury or fatigue."
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O'f:Uections to Early Rising.
PaoviDENC!;, R. I., June, 1860.
DEAR SIR : I have often read with .interest your medical
productions, and, as far as actual effort has gone, think I have
derived material benefit from your disclo1mr~s and suggestive
declarations. But will you not dissect the following, againl!t your
{.heory of Early Rising, which may be found in Hall's JmtmG-~.
~,· Hwlth, volume 7, page 116. He says :
" :Br!'akfast should be eaten in the morning, before leaving
the house for exercise, or labor of any description ; those who
-do it will be able to perform more work, and with greater comfort and alacrity, than those who work an hour or two before
breakfast.
"Besides this, the average duration of the life of those who
take breakfast before exercise or work, will be a number of
years greater than of those who do otherwise.
" Most persons begin to feel weak after having been engaged
five or six hours in their ordinary avocations; a good meal reinvigorates, but from the last meal of the day until next morning,
there is an interval of some twelve hours ; hence, the body, in
a sense, is weak, the stomach is weak, and in proportion, .cannot
resist deleterious 11gencies, whether of the ticrce cold of midwinter, or of the poisonous miasm, which rests upon the surface of the earth wherever the sun shines on a blade of vcgeta
tion or a heap of offal.
" This miasm is more solid, more concentrated, and hence,
more malignant, about sunrise and sunset, than at any other
hour of the twenty-four, because the cold of the night condenses
it, and it is, on the first few inches aboo;e the c;oil, in its most
solid form ; (but as the sun rises, it warms and expands, and
ascends to a point high enough to be breathed;) and being taken
into the lungs with the air, and swallowed with the saliva into
the stomach, all weak and empty as it is, it is greedily drank
in, thrown immediately into the circulation of the blood, and carried directly to every part of the body, depo11iting its poisonous
influences at the very fountain-head of life ."
Now, if this is really so, your many readers ought to know
i\ and act accordingly.
Yours, for truth,
E. T. D.
ANsWEa.-We can perceive no "poisonous mi:.sm" a few
inches above the soil, except in regions where large bodies of
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vegetation and stagnant waters are undergoing rapid deoomp~
sition. The ordinary reduction of temperature, by which dew
is condensed from atmosplwnic humidity, or the corresponding
elevation of the temperature, by which the same dew is returned
to the upper air, are changes more to be provided for. and
shielded from, than any of the miasm consequent upon them
The true external protection is dress ,- while food is natuuH.)
the snfeb"'lard of the inner man ; in addition to which may toe
mentioned exercise, and the active breathing inseparable therefrom.
All the moving millions of lower animated Nature-the birds
an,d worms, the quadruped world, and almost every form of
vegetable life-follow the solar laws with instinctive precision
They seck repose and recuperative slumber when the sun sets,
and with auroral light they awaken to the duties of the day.
The period of magnetic attraction commences in our latitude
positively at the moment of full sunrise, and although it is
chemically true that unvitalic ethers rest upon the soil, both in
the evening and in the morning, yet is man physically capable
of separating the good from the imperfect, and that, too, without making the process a matter of design.
The civilized method is, judicious clothing and sufficient feeding of the body, which is the chemical factory for the elaboration of the form in which we shall hereafter appear. Man should
not tr(\ublc himself about fogs and miasms in this latitude.
With regard to Early Rising, or exposure to the evening air,
the wholt! physiological law is fulfilled by attention to ono
point-TEMPERATURE. Let this vulnerable point be well guarded,
and all the rest will redound to his advantage. It is demon
strably certain that all human diseases originate in a reduction,
or in too sudden and too frequent alteration, of the bodily temperature. Keep this temperature as nearly as possible in a
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atate of equilibrium, or guard against too rapid tranaitions, and
you are almost absolutely impen-ious to the encroachments
and bombardments of disease.
In keeping with this philosophy of health and disease, we
prescribe for the " Debilitated " an early morning ramble, the
eating of an orange, at least thirty minutes of quiet sleep, and a
light hand-bath-all previous to the first meal. In many cases
the luxury of sleep is unspeakably better for health than eating.
The French proverb: "He who sleeps, eats,"-is the verdict of experience. For digestive derangements and nervous
diseases, where the brain is involved, we know of no food so
good as an abundance of dreamless sleep.
We agree with Dr. Hall, that much exercise or protracted
labor before breakfast is unphysiological. It will eventually .
prostrate the vitalic powers of the finest constitution, and
shorten the natural period of earth-life. We do not, therefore,
recommend much labor before the first meal. But we do enthusiastically urge the practice of" early to bed and early to rise," with
a substantial meal to start the dutief! of the day upon, as the
moat rational and harmonizing life for intelligent human beings
to live. And we believe that all who receive the principles of
Harmonia! Philosophy, will be willing to obey the voice of uninraal Mother Nature, when she calls her human offspring
through the myriad voices of the lovely landscape, and through
the golden light that comes streaming with such rich luxuriance
from the regions of the far-reaching Aurora.
The doctrine of late to bed and late to rise, will meet the
wishes and suit the habits of the night-loving population of gas·
lit cities. It is very delightful to believe, after excessive midnight debaucheries, or with the fatigue consequent upon volup·
tuoua indulgences, or after late novel-reading and intemperate
\abits, that the earth is covered with a "poisonf•US miasm "
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about the period of sunrise. It is so pleuant to sleep on, with
the assurance of medical men that it is unhealthy to rise early
with the singing birds! Nay, not so. Be up and doing while
" the day lasts," for the earth is then filled with the innumerable splendors of the infinite Father.

Physical Strength and Energy.
Physical strength is the primal inheritance. Men could
conceive of the principle of power when they could not comprehend the spiritual quality of love. It is natural, therefore, in a
certain stage of human development, to believe in giants, heroes,
and in gods of boundless powers. Great men, because good and
wise, arc remembered and venerated only by the cultivatedfew
who appreciate spirit and cherish ideas. But mighty men,
because physically ponderous and strong, are the historical
companions and crowned gods of the millions. The glury and
power of God were revealed long prior to the finer and higher
attributes of lnve and wisdom
It is, consequently, natural for children to enjoy stories of the
feats of huge giants-marvellous tales of some great strong man
who could carry the earth upon his shoulders, or eat it, 8.8 some
legends say the first men did. In keeping with this infantile
law of growth, the first entertainments and amusements were.
physical ; the first memorable exploits also ; and the gods were
promoted and adored in proportion to the demonstration which
they made of skill, cupidity, and muscular supremacy.
Thus Hermes, or Mercury, represented as a pleasing young
man, with bright eyes and a cheerful countenance, became the
universal favorite. He was the champion of the physically
strong during a considerable ·era in human history. Believing
parents would relate his mighty deeds and crafty exploits to
~heir children. He roguishly purloined the sword of the grcd
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god, Mars ; took many ponderous tools from the blacksmith
shop of the grizzly Vulcan; stole the girdle of Venus, and the
scepter from the mightiest god, Jupiter; killed the hundredeyed Argus; fastened the strong lxion to a wheel in the infernal world ; sold the pc>werful Hercules to the Queen of Lydia ;
delivered the mighty Mars from the superior power of Alcides;
and for these exhibitions of physical energy and skill, Mercury
was appreciated, promott>d, and worshiped.
It is natural, we repeat, to believe in gigantic energies, and
to admire extraordinary feats of bodily strength. W c respect
great physical power in man, as we venerate noble mountains
in Nature. It is respect and fear ; not lo-re. Pigmies are
oftentimes both pretty and pitiable ; but giants are at once fearful and a refuge of strength ; and to this conclusion the intellectual world is rapidly hastening.
Swimming schools and gymnasiums are developing on every
hand; ball playing in summer and skating in winter, for the
young or adult of either sex; and innocent. games or entertainments, not injurious to good morals, but promotive of intellectual power, are multiplying in exact ratio to the invention of'
labor-saving machinery.
We were encouraged and delighted, as well as astonished,
when authentic news came that Dr. Winship, of Boston, had
succeeded in lifting the enormous weight of one thousand, om
hundred and thirty six pounds, and that he did not doubt hia
muscular ability, one of these days, to raise a ton from the
eartlJ! The extraordinary feat inspired us with unspeakable
gratitude. We realized more than eTer the omnipotency of
truth and mind over the material muscle. It was all attributable to tM wellspring of spirit and power within the human soul
--for every philosopher knows that matter, of itself, is power·
leu and dead, depe'Q.ding every instant of tiQle upon the mental
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forces for motion, life, energy, and government. Bo, too, when
we heard that the New York gymnast, Ottignon, was enlarging
his establishment, and improving his system of physical train
ing, and that similar healthful institutions and enterprises were
being inaugurated in other cities, for the physical benefit of
pupils of either sex, we rejoiced exceedingly-for we believe
in bodily perfectibility o.s a foundation of true moral develop.
ment.

Power-Generating Habits.
We will give you a portion of the interesting testimony of
Dr. Winship, of Boston, whose experience in power-generating
habits is good ~uthority :
"I was nearly seventeen years of age," be says, "before I
aeriously undertook to improve my physical condition. I was
ihen but five feet in bight and a hundred pounds in weight. I
was rather strong for my size, but not strong for my years, and
my health was not vigorous. I am now twenty-six years of
age, five feet seven inches in bight, and one hundred and fortyeight pounds in weight. l\1y strength is more than twice that
of an ordinary man, and my health is as excellent as my
strength.
" What has produced this astonishing change in my physical
oondition during the last nine years ? I will attempt to sum up
a few of the proximate causes that may have led to thia
roeult.
" I have breathed an abundance of pure, fresh air almoat
eonstantly.
"I have exposed myself sufficiently to the sun.
" I have eaten an abundance of wholesome food.
" I have drank less than a quart of spirituous liquors, ancl
le11s than a gallon of fermented.
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.. I have U.!ed less than an ounce of tobacco.

"I have taken, nearly every day, about half an hour's gym•
D&Stic exercise in the open air.
" I have conformed to the customs of society only so far aa
they were not at variance with health."

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Among other important conclusions, we find the fol·
lGwing :
" That increase of the muscular power was attended with
increase of the digestive.
" That one means of increasing the digestive power was to
increase the muscular.
"That many articles of food had formerly proved injurious
_ to me, not because they were unwholesome, but because I was
unable to digeat them.
" That a person may become possessed of great physical
strength without having inherited it.
"That, by increasing the strength, a predisposition to certain diseases may be removed, and diseases already present,
removed or mitigated.
"That increase of strength cannot long continue on a did
exclusively vegetable.
" That increasing the strength made excretion take place less
from the skin, but more from the lungs and the other emunc·
tories.
" That what benefits a part of the body, benefits, more or
lou, the whole.
" That long before I succeeded in lifting 1,100 pounds with
the hands, or in shouldering a barrel of flour from the floor, I
had ceased to be troubled with sick headache, nervousneas, and
indigestion.
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" That a delicate boy of seventeen need not despair of
becoming, in time, a remarkably strong and ltealthy
man."

Preparation of Healthy Food.
Dr. Trail, in his excellent pamphlet, has es:pressed numer
ous valuable thoughts on Dietetic Rules. "Mter all," he
remarks~ " the most difficult part of the Hygienic system is the
management of the dietary. Few persons know anything about
hydropathic cooking ; and so perverted are the appetenccs of
the masses, that to talk to them of physiological victuals is very
much like talking to a. brandy-toper of the beauties of 'clear
cold water,' or to a tobacco-smoker of the virtues of a pure
atmosphere. Bread, which is, or should be, the staff of life, has,
by the perversions of flouring-mills and the bakers, become a
prolific source of disease and death. Much as the Health
Reformers declain1 against the abominations of pork, ham, sausages, and lard, as articles of human food, I am of opinion that
fine flour, in its various forms of bread, short-cake, butter-biscuits, dough-nuts, puddings, and pastry, is quite as productive
of disease, as are the grosser elements of the scavenger
swine.
" Nearly all the bread used in civilized society is made of
fine, or superfine flour, which is always obstructing and constipating, and which is deficient in some of the most important
elements of the grain ; and it is still further vitiated by fer•
mentation, or by acids and alkalies, which are employed to rcn·
der the bread light.
" Pure and wholesome bread can have but three ingredients
-meal, water, and atmospheric air. The water is only useful
in converting the meal into dough ; and the atmospheric air
aerves to expand its particles, so as to make light and tender
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br ead. Ir properly managed, bread can be made as ligl1t as ordi·
nary loaJ-brcad with no other rising than atmospheric nir. To
effect this, three essentials must be regarded. 1. Tbe do11gh
must be mixed to a proper consistence- neither too stiff n:r
t.oo aoft. 2. The dough must be cut or rolled into cakes, or
pieces, so u to expose the greatest possible surface to the heat
of the oven. 8. The oven must have a brisk, or quick

&re.'"
l:n keeping with the foregoing thre11 essentials, the Doctor
gives a number of healthful directions, several of which we
quote. We commend them to our readers generally, whether
aick or well, students or farmers.
BOJLBD GJL.lnrs.- Wheat, rice, hulled corn, and samp, boiled
until the kernels are entirely soft, but not broken nor dissolved,
rank Dext to bread in wholesomeness. They may be eaten with
spup, sauce, sugar, milk or cream, or fruit.
WJJUT-IIBAL 0JLI81'8.-Mix the meal with water, cold,
wann, or hot, into a stiff dough ; roll it out as thin as possible,
ad cut into small narrow pieces, or strips, and bake in a quick
onn. These are excellent for sour stomachs and irritable
bowels.
:kn-BJLEAD RoLLs.- Bye-meal (unbolted rye-fiour,) may be
made into bread-rolls, or batter-cakes, in the same manner as for
vheat.-meal bread rolla. They are very light and delicious.
Lo.u.BJLEA.D.-Very good loaf-bread may be made of six
puts of 1rheat.-meal, two piU'ts of com-meal, and one part of
mealy potatoes, mixed with boiling water, and baked in the
ordiDary way.
P&mT-BILBAD.--Stewed apples, pears, peaches, pitted cherl»lack onrranta, or berries, may be mixed with unbolted
lov, ad made into fruit-bread. A little sugar added will con.
wri the article into fruit-cake.

me,
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RtcE APPLE PuDDING WITHOUT 1\-Iru:."-Boil rice till nearly
done, then stir in sliced tart apples, and cook about twenty
minutes.
Gn.mDLE-CAxEs.-Oat-meal, wheat-meal, or com-meal, may
be made into a batter by mixing with cold water and baking on
a soap-stone griddle. Some prefer hot water for oat-meal.
SQuASH CuEs.-Mix flour, or meal, with half its bulk of
stewed squash, or West Indian Pumpkin ; add. milk sufficien•
to make a batter, and cook on a griddle.
SouPs.--Split:.:.peas, beans, barley, and rice, are employed iD
the preparation of hydropathic sonps. One pint of split-peas,
boiled for three hours, in three quarts of water, makes one of
the best soups for vegetarians. Some add a trifle of sugar.
Bean soup is made of similar proportions, and then boiled in a
covered pan for four or five hours. Rice should be boiled until
entirely soft. Barley should be soaked for several hours, and.
then boiled slowly, in a covered pan, for four or five hours,
Tomato soup, made in the following manner, is a pleasant and
wholesome dish : Scald and peel good ripe tomatoes; stew
them one hour, and strain through a coarse sieve; stir in a little
wheaten flour, to give it body, and brown sugar in the proportion of a tea-spoonful to a quart of soup ; boil five minutes.
Okra, or gumbo, is a good addition to this and other soups.

Food of Vampires.
There is a Spanish fable, fc:mnded on a very ancient fact,
traditionally descended from the earliest population of thd
country, to the effect that persons bur.ied in a trance would, in
a few weeks, revive, and ask for food and fresh air. On one
occasion the learned doctor ordered the arisen patient to drink
a cup of blood taken from the arm of a healthy person. The
~sult was astounding. While the man, from whose arm the
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blood was drawn, soon languished and died (no doubt from the
operation of some other cause,) the patient, who so greedily
imbibed the crimsoned fluid, rapidly recovered, and lived long
in the land. But he was feared by the superstitious, and after
his death, the most alarming stories were told of his midnight
wanderings in quest of living blood.
In a few instances thereafter, where persons, entombed in a
irance state, experienced a bodily resurrection, the doctors fed
them the blood of bullocks. This, also, had the restorative
infl.uenco, and so rapidly, that blood puddings became a rare but
popular dish, in Southorn and Central Europe.
This was the origin of the fable of Vamptres. But it would
be interesting to trace the fancies of mankind upon the Vampirism of the middle ages, and even not more than an hundred
years ago. See the very extraordinary report of a surgical and
military commission, made about a century since, on the subject
of Vampirism in Hungary, or some province adjacent-many
gf the victims were " hey-dukes." The so-called Vamp ires, it
would appear, were buried alive, in a state of epidemic trance,
and their neighbors complained of being grievously haunted by
their appearances. A number of them were exhumed (some
after a burial of many weeks,) and exhibited signs of life, in
fre11h blood at the lips, and in cries and groans, when their
heads were cut off, or when a stake was driven through them, as
they revived.
Naturalists, rejecting the demoniac significance of the term
apply the word to various kinds of bats and vulturous birds ,
many of which, even by the best writers, are supposed to
destroy human beings by sucking their blood. But this is no
more true of certain bats, than it is of spiders and other crawling creatures of the tropics.
There is a moral, however, to all this: that human being11
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should nt!ver be entombed alive, nor while in a death-like tranf.o,
howe,·cr profound, but only when real disorganization shoJ4
1aave -:ommenced.

The Uses of Animal Food.
In contemplating the future of humanity, nothing is mo.l"e
vividly clear than the total abolition of all animal diet. MeD
will not slay a11d eat when they become true philosophers and
spiritualized poets. But the world is physiologically adapted,
at the present era, for the consumption of animal su]>stanccs.
Any total abstinence will be attended with an exaltation of the
mind, a quietude of the pneumogastric and sympathetic nerves,
an indisposition to hastiness of temper, and an increase of bodily
powers to resist disease. And yet, we do not recommend total
abstinence, but would urge a temperate use of fish, flesh, and
fowl-i.e., not more than once per diem, at dinner. And it
would be far better to abandon their use utterly during four
months of every year. Select the months when your appetite
dictates a change. We suggest April, May, July, and August.
Beefsteak, when eaten to excess, wilt swear outright in
human speech and conduct. But it is very remarkable that
a fruit and vegetable diet, persevered in for years, both winter
and summer, will not build factories and elaborate railroads. If
we insist upon the development of gigantic enterprises, the
diets of the gods must be suitable for giants. Poets, musicians,
artists, and the truly spiritual, will not so construct and exe.
cute ; therefore, they need not the ferocious and heroic diet
Food, like dress, must have reference to occupation. A frail
physical system, with enfeebled blood-making powers, will survive longer, and accomplish more, on a moderate meat diet.

Food as a Medicine.
The human system is pervaded by all its impressible eJe.
ments. Every organ in the brain iRa centar whence irradiates
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an inftuenee, which, blending with the emanations perpetual
from each neighboring center, mingles and diffuses itself through
all subordinate parts. Hence, either food or medicine exerts
an influence upon the ·whole constitution at the moment of abso·
lute contact. All good medicines are, therefore, nutritious to
lhe entire system, and all good food is, or may be, medicinal in
ita influence--as water, for example, which, at the same moment,
ia both nutritious and therapeutical.
The best Materia Medica, therefore, is the best apportioned
cupboard of food ; and the judicious use of eatable and drinkable substances, is the best medical treatment. Certain articles
of food will bring on constipation of the small intestines ; con.
sequently, those substances will either cure or palliate undue
relaxations, diarrhma, and watery discharges. Some kinds of
food will generate mucous, filling the healthy system with
cotarrlwJ predispositions, including lung and throat irritations
and oppressiveness; therefore, those substances-butter, beef,
eggs, oysters, and wild game-may be depended upon, in mod·
erate quantities, for all the blood and vital strength which the
debilitated may require.
The Hahnemannian School has fully demonstrated the instan·
l.aneous and universal effect of a medicine upon the entire con·
!titution on the moment of proximity, and by so doing, our phi·
losophy is established, which teaches that there can be no
boundaries fixed between medicines and articles of food. Human
L'ings get sick under the influence of food. Does not this
rove the power of food to produce health ? Physicians arr.
needed more to instruct the world regarding the rules of com·
JUtm sense in human life. Heat, light, air, exercise, sleep,
food, clothing, magnetism, water-beh<rld ! these are our gred
go<ld PBT8JCUNS. Where these doctors prevail, the people aro
all healthy, happy, and beautiful.
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The Evils of Gluttony.
It has been the remark of every intelligent foreigner who hu
enjoyed the opportunity of studying our social customs, that no
people on the globe eat as much as Americans. Medical men
in our midst attribute the prevalence of dyspepsia chiefty, if not
altogether, to this gluttony. We begin, they say, to stuff in
childhood, we continue it through adolescence, we persevere till
middle age ; and when, at last, the stomach succumbs, wom out
by over-tasking, we lament for the rest of our lives our compulsory abstinence. It must be confessed that these charges
are substantially true. In the dwellings of· the comparatively
poor, as well as in the households of the rich, there is, on the
average, twenty per cent. more food consumed than nature
requires, or health will allow. So universal is this national foible, that few are really aware of it. Hundreds and thousands
of men, women, and children, in these United States, daily eat to
excess, yet will smile incredulously when first accused of it.
To this gluttony, more than our climate, is to be attributed
the sallow complexions we have as a race. To this, also, may
be traced that tendency to depression of spirits which is equally
characteristic of us. The over-loaded stomach is never permitted to have rest, and, as a consequence, the skin acts sluggishly, the mind feels dull, and a lassitude pervades the entire
system. Let any one of our readers, who has been accustomed
to hearty meals, and who complains that he feels stupid after
dinner, and indisposed to work, try for a week or two a more
frugal diet ; and our word for it, he will find that he sleeps bet.
ter, that his animal spirits are higher, that his intellect acts more
clearly and rapidly. Even his personal appearance will improve,
his complexion becoming clearer, and his eye brighter. Nor is
it our sex al{Jne that would be benefited by more temperate eat.
ing. Many a fair belle who now fties to cosmetjcs, would be
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tastly lovelier, without the aid of art, if she were less fond of
lu1cious cookery, and more self-denying in disposing of it.
It would be a curious, but instructive calculation, to count up
in dollars and cents the amount wasted in the United States, in
excessive eating. We have no doubt that the aggregate would
buy up food, year by year, for all the famine-struck nations in the
world. Millions would be inadequa~e to represent the total.
Think how much greater the realized wealth of the American
people would be, if a healthful temperance in eating had characterized them for the last two generations ! There would have
been, in that event, more than enough to liquidate our whole
foreign debt, including all the money borrowed for our railroads,
eauals, coal mines, &c., &c. It is probable that, on the average,
one-fourth of the money now spent on the table, everywhere
ihroughout the Union, might be saved, not only without injury
to those eating, but positively to their advantage. Intempermce in food is almost as general as intemperance in drink once
was, only the former, from being less immediately deleterious,
does not attract so much notice.

The Secret of Longevity.
Perpetual youth (says a modern poet,) was the fountain for
which the chivalrous Spaniards sought, with the enthusiasm
inspired by sincere faith in its existence. Thnt there is far
more youth for the human race than is enjoyed, there is no
doubt. The average life of man has been, and ever will be,
affected, in ita length and pleasures, by his habita. It is, we
'believe, no fable, the tale of men living centuries in the earlier
ages of the world, when the habits and pursuits of men were
purer and simpler than they since have been, and riow are.
There is, even now, a great difference in the longevity of men
of di.ffurent races and nations ; a difference traceable to, and
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only to be accounted for, by the difference of their manner of
life. In our communities, we can mark the same difference in
the nverage term of life, by glancing over the different castes
and professions of society. The author, artist, lawyer, physi·
cian, and merchant, are not proportionately long-lived, compared
with the men who dig trenches, carry the bod, wield the sledge,
or guide the plow. Why is it? Because lifo is sooner fretted
or worn out by excessive than by slight friction. The man who
labors with both body and mind, whose sphere of action gives
greater exertion to the nerves, upon which sensibility and the
acuteness of the intellect rest--whose physical and mental wheels
whirl electrically-cannot, and, if he studied the philosophy of
cause and effect, would not, expect to Jive as long as be whose
machinery felt but the equable ftow of' life's current. The mosi
intellectual. as a class, are proportionately short-lived. They
are so by reason of the greater friction to which their organization impels them, and also, because, as a class, they seek and
accept artificial stimulants, which, however accelerating to vivacity or power for the moment, fearfully cut short the term of
life, and which the man of quieter organization seldom or never
indulges in. The American people, could they have their tastes
and feelings so changed, that honest, peaceful agriculture, would
be the goal of their physico-industrial ambition, and the whole
nation be transformed into simple-lived and happy peasantry,
with plenty to eat, drink, and wear, and no inordinate craTing
for more-three generations would not pass without lengthen
ing their average life at least one-fourth. They now hurry
themselves out of the world, by exciting and straining the deli·
cate net-work in which soul and body are compounded. And
this goes to prove that life, peace, and pleasure, are granted to
man just in proportion to the truthfulness of his thoughts, habits.
and pursuits.
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All professions or acts which accelerate decay and death are
more or less false. Byron thought gin enabled him to compose
more freely and· rapidly than he could otherwise have done.
Other authors, artists, and high intellects, have thought the
same of coffee, opium, and tobacco, and for the moment were
correct; but every unnatural tension of nerve and ,spirit pro·
duced by these agencies brings a reaction, the effect of which is
the loss of stamina-of life. Byron, without his gin, would
have been not only clearer and cooler beaded, but his nerves
would have stood by him a quarter of a century longer. He
burned them by his intensifying process. The true source of
the fullest physical, mental, and moral power, will, by-and-by,
be understood as based upon the simple stnd natural healthfulness of man's organization ; and as man learns that his life can
be prolonged and made more valuable, pleasurable, and noble,
by keeping its fountain healthy, the false pursuits, habits, and
agenries, which now stimulate him to disease and death, will be
abandoned. There is no reason why man slwuld not live as long
now as in the patriarchal and truly .Arcadian days. Nothing
prevents it but his habits of life.

:Magnetic Disturbances.
Mankind are very impressible to magnetic disturbances,
especially in certain conditions of the atmosphere. The skin
is organized so exquisitely, that every such disturbance is likely
to ultimate upon it, or else in the glands of the bowels, throat,
or lungs. The almost certain preventive of scarlet rash and
consequent fever, is, first, bathe the body in cool (not cold,)
water ; then dry it with the hand ; and lastly, 11noint the whole
surface, a11d wrap it in soft flannel. No stimulating drinks or
heating foods ; only rest and nursing. Let the Self-Healing
Energia operate through a few days of quiet and human mag.
netism.
REMEDIEs.-Unnumbcred remedies suggest themselves for
human ills, but we do not make mention of them, because, what
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will operate effectuoll y in New York or Massachusetts, would have
little beneficial influence on the same disease in illinois or Iowa
Hence, we give only such general directions as cannot fail in
the multitude of cases, and in any latitude. In order to get the
full benefit of the Self-Healing Energies, and to unfold to yonr
own understanding the philosophy of Nature's curative principles, we admonish you to spend no more money for medicines,
but save your dollars, and, when diseased, avail yourself of Rest,
simple Food, peaceful Spirit, and the Magnetisms of Friendship.

Antiquity of the Bath.
The delightful and health-sustaining practice of BATHING(says Culbertson's Circular,)-may be traced to the earliest times.
In many of the ancient religions, the purifying effects of water
had either typical or virtual significance. The Hindoo temples,
as well as those of most other nations, were generally by the
side of some stream, or were furnished with artificial means of
bathing; while in the Hebrew ritual, cleanliness is specially
enjoined. All had their sacred rivers, and travelers are still
told of the virtues of the Nile, Ganges, and J umna. Through the
lapse of centuries, from the days of Noah to Presnitz, water haa
been esteemed a remedial agent. The baths of the. Romans
were often magnificent, and although despoiled and ruined, the
traveler is still amazed at their extent and number. In Russia,
the use of the Vapor Bath is general, from the Emperor to the
poorest serf. Through all Finland, Lapland, Sweden, Norway,
and the vast Northern Empire, there is no hut so destitute as
not to possess its family Vapor Bath. Equally general is the
nse of the Vapor Bath in Turkey, Egypt, and Persia, among all
classes, from the Pasha to the poorest camel-driver or Arab
boatman. Even the Red men of our forest have more fully
appreciated the advantages of the bath than their more civilised
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auocesaora. They had, and still have, their Vapor Baths, by
throwing water upon hot stones, and standing or sitting in the
steam. In America, ·the Vapor Bath is much less known and
appreciated than in the continents of Europe and Asia, and yet,
in no country are they more needed. In England, and all othct
moist climates, the akin is kept in a supple condition, the cuticle pliant, and the pores, or orifices (every one of which is an
excretory organ,) are habitually opened. It is for this reason
that the blood is so readily discernible, giving n fine color to
the face of the English lady ; and thus, we find the English
complexion better than that of France and many other countries,
while we rarely meet with that pallid appearance so common to
the inhabitants of our cities, or the sun-burned and opaque complexion of the inhabitants of the country. While all other
organs of the body are equally healthy with those of England,
the immediate surface of the skin is less so, and hence, all tho~:~e
diseases common to the surface are more prevalent in America
than in England. Some of these diseases of the surface are
readily communicated to any weak organ, and thus, in some parts
of the country, colds and coughs prevail.

Pseudo Health.
The reader will consider himself hereby authorized and duly
commissioned to " whisper " the ensuing statement to every
iJJdividual who "enjoys miserable health," or whose symptoms
ate variable-now up, now down-under the treatment of some
college-bred physician, to wit : That it is impossible to commu·
nicate health and strength to the human body. Let the remark
be a thousand times emphasized and enforced from the mouth
of every sacred canon: That no human body can be stimulated
up into a healthy and harmonious condition. The constitutional vigor is increased or diminished only by and through the
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Pneumogastric and Sympathetic Nervous Syst.ems; and these
Systems, with all their manifold complications and diversified
ramifications, are dependent upon that Power of Will, which,
(being warmed by hve and directed by wisdom.) occupies the
chambers and convolutions of the brain. AJI health is born
legitimately. It, like Venus, arises out of the "foam cf the
aea" of life-the BLooD. Nothing can develop Blood save te
process of digestion, the organs of which, in order to fulftll their
beautiful mission, require to be supplied with plain, nutritious
food. A roasted potato is more nutritious than eight ounces of
fish or fowl ; and a quart bowl of porridge, made of equal parts
of Indian meal and rolled Graham crackers, is more health·
generating, and more strength-giving, than two pounds of porter•
house beefsteak. In like manner, you will find it chemically
true that five long, deep, well appropriated inspirations of pure
air, are more invigorating than a cup of either wine, bran-ly,
or coffee.

Tea, Coffee, Alcohol, and Tobacco.
The following is extracted from a letter written by a young
man of this city :
" Is it possible that it became necessary, in the progress of
the world, that mankind should degenerate physically, and be
exalted, or strengthened, mentally ? Is the mental temperament gaining on the nutritive and muscular? Did man need
such drugs for any such purpose ? In a word, have they a
mission, directly or indirectly beneficial to the race? Just as
a young dullk naturally takes to water, so did the writer lovo
Tea, Coffee, and Tobacco, before he used either. My experience teaches that most drunkards are men above mediocrity.
• E. A. Poe is a remarkable instance. And it really seems that
the brightest, keenest, most refined and delicately organized
minds, are most susceptible, and the readiest victims of stimulus.
Why is this ? Please reply to
A YouNG MAl'!.''
ExPLANATION.-WhE-n mankind were simple, unartistic, igno.
rant, and undeveloped, their physical and mental wants were
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few and simple, and, therefore, easily satisfied. Limited capa.
cities demand limited means of subsistence. The simple-minded
have simple desires, and such seek only simple gratifications.
But as the law of Progress- began to swell the buds of human
·intelligence, and to expand and enlarge man's capacities for dis·
oovery and mechanical innntions, in that same proportion did
the ~.ability, and irritability, and irrascibility of the mind
increase and multiply. High susceptibilities of organization
are indispensable to the development of Art, Music, Science,
and Spiritual Experience. Poetry, Philosophy, Literature,
Architecture, &c., are impossible to coarse and low-toned minds.
Exalted refinements of the voluntary parts of the brain, and great
delicacy, also, of the whole ganglionic nervous web-work there·
unto attached, are prerequisite to the conception of fine principles in any department of human interest.
Para:ats, of such exquisite refinement and consequent genius,
transmitted, not their talents and superior proclivities to their
:>ffspring, but, instead, all the excitability, and irritability, and
restivmus; and thus, many times, the children of very superior
parents receive only such miserable inheritance by the fires of
procreation. Consequently, as you readily perceive, such off·
aprings are diseased in many ways, especially in their nervous
aystems; and such, therefore, search for the appropriate remedies as "a young duck naturally takes to the water."
Originally, and by themselves considered as medicines, the
'l""arious stimuli used by different races are pure and appropriate remedies for diseases of the nervous system. Tobacco,
coca, opium, hashish, alcohol, tea, coffee, &c., are beautiful and
appropriate medicines. And the all-wise Father principle of
man's existence unerringly led the East Indian, the Greek, the
Italian, the Chinaman, the Monks, the Indian of America, and
the nervously-diseased of all countries, to the perfect remed't
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for the evils absorbed by parentage and from the mother's milk.
Hence, it is not strange that many desire these stimulants even
before they use either-for diseased organs, covered with their
appropriate ganglionic nerves, are instinctively actuated toward
the natural means of procuring health. The brightest and mosl
promising persons are sometimes irresistibly moved to subdue
the irrascibility of their high-toned organizations. Tbus, the
most " delicately organized are the readiest victims of stimuli."
But the roughest and grossest natures, with low-toned and
limited mental capacity, join the army of intemperance from
sheer imitation, when young; and subsequently they continue
in such habits, even after judgment and conscience rebel, from
the tremendous force of a misdirected appetite, which will noi
" down at the bidding."
Our meaning may be better understood regarding stimuli, if
we here remark that, according to our investigations, alcohol and
the popular drinks are not irritants or stimulants, except in thair
primary, or first and immediate, effects upon the ganglia and
nervous system. Their secondary and absolute effect is the
exact opposite of excitement and irritation. Tobacco, opium,
tea, coffee, &c., are debilitants, and prostrating to the nervous
organism. They generate a temporary fortitude, beget a stoical
indifference, and a disposition to take no part in surrounding
vehemence and boisterousness ; they impart a fictitious equa·
nimity, a tranquilness, an imperturbable composure, amid the
raging delirium and fuming excitements of a discordant society.
And it was solely in consequence of these desirable effects that
the human race was, in the first instance, led to the diseavery
and use of several stimulants. But, strange to say, these same
medicines will generate exactly opposite ejfocts in the nervous
systems of those who, in health, use them as socializing agents
and as llabitual luxuries; that is to say-tobacco, tea, coifee,
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I'Um, &c., will beget in healthy persons the same excitalnlity,
and ir·ritahility, and irrascibitity, which symptoms these reme·
dies are given by the God of Nature to destroy in "those that
are sick."
But the time bas at length come on earth, we think, when
people may erect the standard of Health. This standard wm'
permit the use of remedies only in cases of disease and suffer·
ing. All stimulants and weeds are medicines. If our parents,
by the force of any imaginable cause or habit, imparted to our
nervous system a love for stimuli, it is our individual prerogative to e.xalt Will, and Wisdom, and Love, above the hereditary
bias. "A young man " must be A MAN--on hie own account,
and for the promotion of his own individual prosperity, both on
earth and in the Spirit Land. His dear mother may have lil·ed
and worked through long years of suffering and excitement, the
friction and . hardship of which she may have sought in
ignorance to overcome, by recourse to tea and coffee, or: perchance, by the use of opium and snuff; so, too, his headstrong
and not well-educated father-fired with energetic blood, and
with the irrascibilities consequent upon some transgressions,
either physical or mental, may have resorted to alcohol and
other so-called stimuli, as means of oiling the wheels of lifeimparting the mad wish (or appetite,) for delightful sensations
tO the nervous system of our "Young 1\'lan." But there is but
one absolute remedy, namely : INDIVIDUALIZE YOURSELF, and set
out to control your appetites by the WU.L, which is the center
of gravity in the possession of every individual mind. Remember: The gods help those who help themselves-in other
words, you will have plenty of friends when you do not need
lhem. Hence the necessity of SELF-FRIENDSHIP.

Belt-Rectiftcation in this World.
STATEMENT.-" In my soul there is a feeling of evil done by
itself to itself. Having lost nil my former faith in oral confes•
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eions, and being without hope of relief through importunate
prayers-yet feeling that my nature needs something arbitrary
to guide it, something external to do as a penance-! take the
liberty to inquire bow, in the light of Spiritualism, am I to
satisfy my own soul, how reconcile myself to myself, how over
"ome the evil effects of past deeds, that I may become once
again happy in my heart?"
REMEDY.-There is a glimmering of truth in the Catholic
doctrine of penance imposed upon sinners as a preparative
remedy for the removal of their sins. But the philosophic
method, .which can heal i11 any measure the wounds self-inflicted
on one's own spirit, by non-obedience to the highest attractions
of the soul, is this : To cheerfully and promptly set about the
performance of all possible offices of benefit to the universal
brotherhood of Man-commencing with self-justice, both phy·
sical and mental, which includes the ha.ppiness of the other self
(the conjugal counterpart,) and extending such kindly oftices
and offerings, whenever opportunity sh!ill offer, through every
link of the golden chain which unites man to man, the human
soul to Mother Nature, and all, in one glorious eternal union, to
Father God.
'

The Meaning of the Term " Principle.''
In the New Philosophy, the term Principle is employed with
two significations, which should be observed by every one who
sets out to master its metaphysical and trans-mundane teachings.
"Principle," in the first place, means an immutal;lem/Xk tf
action. In this application of the term, we mean to embrace
every expression of matter, also every established and un'llter•
able rule with respect to mind or science. A mathem11tical
p1inciple, for example, signifies the unchangeable law that regu•
lates the science of numbers. In like m~tnner, a physiological
principle means the fixed mode of action natural to organs and
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functions. When the mind thinks of Principle, with this appli·
cation of the term, it thinks of an immaterial, non-substantial,
undiscernible rule or mode of being and acting.
"Principle," in the second place, means an immutable and
immortal substance--ethereal, spiritualized, beyond the detection
of the five senses, yet as real, as material, as much the oppo·
site of nothing as anything substantial and indestructible can
possibly be:
In this sense we employ the term Principle, when speaking
of man's soul and spirit ; also, when referring to Nature ·or to
Nature's God. "God is a spirit "-the same is true of Nature
-nd both are substantial, inter-intelligent PRINCIPLES. Their
immutable modes of action are also "principles," but this is
true only in the first definition : for the second use of the term
is applicable to that whick acts, rather than to the action.
A person may discover and conceive of a method of matter,
and he may call that method "Principle," and yet it is possible
that the same person entertains no clear understanding of that
which thus acts before his senses. In such case we term the
man a sensuous or a scientific reasoner ; but if he can eompre~end the second meaning of "Principle," then, we say, he is a
metaphysician and a spiritual philosopher.

Which is the First-the Body, or the Spirit?
QUESTION.-Does the spirit grow up out of matter ? Is it
the refined product of material organization? Or, is the mate·
rial organization the manifestation and product of spirit ?
ANswn.-All formation and organization are the effects of
eternal Principles, which are inter-intelligent and divinely per.
feet in all their operations. These Principles are: Association,
.Progression, and Development. The first manifestation is a
"velation of the first law ; next comes an UD'\"ailing of the seo•
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ond principle ; lastly, the third principle is disclosed in all tLe
splendor of its immortal powers. In all parts of the •• stupen
dous whole" these three Laws are fully revealed to the mind 'lf
the philosophic observer.
Now comes the answer to yoar question : Matter and mind
which are two principles, move onward as essentially One substance. The two eternal principles begin at the fountain vortex,
flow up from the abysmal depths of the God-center, and, top
tker, move outwardly through suns, planets, minerals! vegetables,
and animals-terminating their diversified pilgrimage in the
formation of the human type. What is true on our earth, ia
equally true on thousands of other planets in space.
Body and soul grow tip simultaneously upon the summit of
all the lower kingdoms. Man's spirit is unfolded by the joint;
action of his body and soul. The spirit is not first, but last, in
order of development. Do not understand us to teach tha'
body and soul, like husband and wife, become parents to the
spirit (in the sense of creating it,) but this : that the SPJJUT is
attracted to and enthroned within the body-and-soul temple, by
means of the perfect order andform which the twain establish
in the embodiment. Spirit, therefore, becomes sovereign over
both body and soul, as it were, by invitation and attraction, and
so man's individuality is fixed.
After man's individual existence is established, then the three
actuating LawR, before mentioned, commence and continue their
work among the mind's attributes.

Incorrigibleness of Blood.
QuESTION.-poes a religious education overcome, as some
assert, all the inherited predispositions to evil1
11

A Nl:IWER.-No ; for the orip;inal or progenitory bias of blood
the root-life of the mind. Education is a graft upon the lif•
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tree, which will bear fruit like unto itself, but the vital source
i.e orgaftization. You will remember Amintor's speech to
Evadne, in the play of the "Maid's Tragedy," wherein ante.
natal propensities, stronger than education, are thus painfully
acknowledged :
- - " Do not mock me
Though I am tame, and bred up with my wronp,
Which are my roster-brothel'B, I may leap,
Like a hand-wolf, into my natural wildne1111,
And do an outrage. Prithee, do not mock me I"

An important question suggests itself just here, with respect
to the remedy for constitutional defects of character, but which
we will not now consider. Let the first birth be right; a
treasury of pure love and sweetness; a harmonious infancy "that
opens like perpetual spring."

Do Infants grow up in Heaven?
QUESTION.-Do infants grow up to the proper stature after
death ? If so, shall we recognize our little ones when we go to
them?
ANSWER.-There are many things to be written on the subject of infants, some of which may come up hereafter for consid.
eration, but now we will only answer the question propounded
One who bad died an infant, and become an adult in the
spheres, returned to its parents yet on earth, and caused the
medium psychologically to perceive it as it appeared before
death, some twenty-two years previous. The seeress accordingly reported the departed one as yet in its infancy. The
description was so complete, in every particular, that the listen·
ing parents could not but acknowledge the presence of their
darling spirit child.
In like forcible and convincing manner, when parents enter
the Spirit Land, the grown-up children gone before will, by cer•
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tain internal signs and intuitive appeals, pc.~fectly satisfy tht.
parents of the relationship subsisting between them. Not by
psychology, but by the force of intuitive wisdom, by which time
is annihilated, and the spirit is enabled to comprehend its own
history and dependencies. By the wisdom of intuition you will
again meet the loved one lost. Remember that Intuition
"Unv&ila all Natnre"slaws and miracles.
The world's incomprehensible Is no more,
But all is pl&in as new-born starry spheres."

Why Primary Processes are Discontinued.
QuESTlON.-Wby are not man and the animals produced now
as they were at first?
ANSWER.-Because the ultimate processes of Nature have
superseded the fundamental methods ; just as the spinning of
wool and cotton by machinery takes the place of the hand-loom,
the distaff, and the spindle, of the last century ; or, to use
another figure, just as the humau head takes precedence of the
body in carrying forward the functions of organic life.
But do not misunderstand our meaning. We know of no
era in the earth's history when men and animals were produced
in a manner differing from the present universal law of procreation. We, however, do observe a period in the extreme past
when plants merged into animal organizations, and another more
recent epoch when the highest animal structures started, through
the reproductive organism of the prepared femaie, the lowest
types of the human family. But we do not behold any time
when the forms of plants became animals, nor any transformations by which the forms of the highest animals became human
beings. We teach, therefore, that the human race was started
in the perfected spermatozoa of the highest animals, but not that
the structures of the highest animals were gradually modified
and promoted by progression to the form of man
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The reason why primary processes are not continued must
be obvious to every thinker.

Unity of the Universe.
The atmosphere of truth is never darkened by the clouds of
fear. Only .those go astray who do not realize the holy influ
ence of trut-h. Can you not attract higher int~igences ? The
chain of causation is never severed, though it may seem to be
broken, when some unseen Spiritual confusion disturbs the general harmony. Nature's empire is governed by immutable laws.
Hence the poet was misinspired when he wrote" In Nature's chain, whatever link you strike,
Tenth or ten thousandth, breaks the chain alike."

Not so, reader! Nat~ue is the conjugal MATE of the Infinite
Mind. Each is a perfect translation of the other. And the
higher the intellect, and the purer the affections of man, the
greater is his appreciation and enjoyment of the " stupendous
whole."

remporary Marriages.
Should one who believes that his soul-companion is in the
Spirit World, ever marry in this life ? and would not marriage
be rendered unhappy by the entertainment of such a belief?
ANSWER.- The divine law of true harmonia} marriage-that is,
of one man to one woman, each being the other's counterpart and
equal-is eternal in its power over human destiny. Only the
wandering, the uncompanionated, the pure-loving, can feel at liberty to marry. No heart can yearn in purity for conjugal fellow·
ahip, unless ita fountain of love is unsought, or if sought,
unsatisfied and unmated.
It is impossible, we think, for those who sincerely and
devoutly believe that the heart-mate is waiting for them beyond
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the tomb, to enter upon a worldly marriage-to consent to a
mere legal mockery of the genuine-for sensual gratification and
temporary purposes. Disappointment and loneliness would
infest their earthly hearts, and deadly di~.~cords would prowl
through their haunts and habitations. Happiness can bloom
immortally only upon the life-tree of an eternal conjugal union
But the belief that no smd is tobeforeveralone-thateach heart
will one day be indissolubly joined to its trne mate-should
inspire the world with unspeakable joy.

What is Evil?
·Many minds are greatly troubled with the puzzle of Christ.
endom, namely, the Origin of Evil.
We answer briefly, that the Origin of Evil islgno~ance, and
that the Origin of the Devil is Evil. The blue heavens are a
mixture of darkness and white light. Nature is a vast magnetic machine or battery, with a positive and a negative pole,
and man is the armature. Man is an intermediate being, and
connects the two opposite poles. He joins the animal and the
angel worlds into one. The consequence of which is, that he
receives the antagonisms of the one, and feels the attractions of the
other. Evil is the raw material of this life; the incident of thd
good which is to come. Darkness is driven away only by the
approach of light. Our want of development is the only absolute evil. The Devil never lives in the presence of Wisdom
and Integrity.

Where goeth the Soul of Things.
PRoPOSITION.-A correspondent writes: "You establish
that animals and plants are not immortal, but what becomes of
their thinking, sensitive, and life principles after their death!
Where goeth their soul1'
ANII\\"EJt.-According to our investigation, now continued
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for more tlan twelve years, the soul of nothing is necessarily
immortal as to its shape or form; neither, in an essential sense,
is anything susceptible of annihilation. Only ultimate forms
arc eternal. The internal form of man is an ultimate form ,
therefore, his internal form, with its glorious endowments, is
eternaL But the forms of plants and animals are transitional
forms ; therefore, such forms, with all their life principles,
eventually cease from existence. Only the form ceases to
exi11t ; the life principles eternally continue.
But whither go the soul principles of animals when they
die ! Into the illimitabie sea of life that throbs and surges
around, above, and through us. The bodies of animals and
plants decompose and blend with the substances of the material
world ; so the souls of these transient bodies dissolve and mix
with the vital principles of the spiritual universe, which encompass us on every side boundlessly. The earth is incessantly
producing new bodies, new fish, new plants, new animals, &c.,
and into these last developments the elementary principles of
previous bodies freely enter, on their way up to MAN.

Habits and their Consequences.
QUEsTioN.-" Although I have read much, I am not satisfied
with what I know of Tobacco, Alcohol, and Syphilis. Why were
men so constituted as to love the first two, or engender the last!"
ANsWEJt.-By a close and cautious examination, we are
forced to the conclusion that no human being is constituted to
love either alcohol or tobacco. The effects that follow the first
use of alcohol are pleasing and tranquilizing. The memory of
this temporary relief from worldly annoyances and fatigue, is
the ma6Jlet that draws thousands to drink more, and more,
and yet more, until the habit is fixed beyond the power
of will to resist. And this i.i true even after judgment and
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conscience have combined against the habit. The use of tobacoo
is at first an affair of imitatirm among boys ; subsequently it
becomes an independent, injurious habit, uncontrollable by tho
individual's will.
:Mother Nature is very kind and just to all her loved children. If they obey her best laws, she crowns their deeds with
happiness. If, however, they remain under the guidance of
lower laws, she metes out to them the philosophical consequences of their misdirection. She crowns conjugal love and
true marriage with the diadem of happiness ; but she as justly
generates disease and corruption in the vitals of- those who
violate her sanctities.

Put on the Will Power.
DISEASE.-" I am a sufferer from no apparent disease, but
possess little vigor of either body or brain. I desire to know
1f this arises from some defect o£ organization, or is it a weakness I may some time surmount!"
REMEDY.-It is unworthy an immortal spirit to surrender its
powers to that lawless wretch, the meanest sinner among five
hundred diseases, known in these parts as "G:&."'r. DE BtLITY."
Concerning the duration of bodily infirmities, we give answer
in the poet's words :
"Naughtetemal is
But that which is· of God. All pain and woe
Are therefore finite. Can the robber steal
From God? All souls ar~ His, and Him der!v d,
And thus are good, and Good alone u null•••·
But Evil, having birth from second causes,
Created things, groBB matter, and their laws,
Is not from all eternity with God,
But hath a recent origin, and thus
Hath not an endleBS, but a casual being,
And must expire where Us reign began."

Obey the laws of bathing in cold water every morning; ariM
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early ; go out into 1\Iother Nature's auroral embrace; rest half
an hour before dinner; put on the Will Power ; step strongly;
and thus summon forth your yet dormant energies. You may
conquer.

The Evll of Suicide.
Persons who die by sudden accidents do not suff(,r intel·
lectually and morally, because their misfortune is purely pby
Biological or physical (the same in this respect as that of the
suicide,) while the deliberate or desperate taking of one's own
life is attended, in the other world, with the superaddition of
all the intellectual disqualifications and moral darknesses which
were antecedent to, and consequent upon, the state that led to
the ignoble act. No individual can go self.sent and abruptly
into the Spirit Land, without ultimately discovering the secret
cause of the deed to have existed within his own mental consti·
tution. This is certain, no matter bow great the earthly provo·
eation which primarily induced the person to consummate the
act. It is the vivid consciousness of this individual unworthi·
ness that, for a lengthened period in the other life, causes the
regrets and sufferings of the suicide.

Hahnemann's Materia Medica.
There is much truth in the following remarks by Dr. Hempel: Who would not rather give his child a few pellets of
hepar sulphuris, spongia, bichromate of potash, etc., to have it
cured of croup, than to have it bled, purged, crammed full of
emetics, and to have its skin bli11tered by vesicatories ? Or who
would not rather be cured of pleuritis or pneumonia in two or
three days, by taking a few pleasant., harmless pellets of aconite,
bryonia, belladonna, etc., than by submitting to all the tortures
of the regular treatment for three times the length of time
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required by the Homeopathic practice? The obstinacy and
blindness of the pretended " regular " physicians are truly
wonderful ; they all have it in their power to shorten the suf.
ferings of their patients by treating them Homeopathically, and
yet, there is not one of them who would only condescend to
look into Hahnemann's Materia Medica, much less to call upon
those who have studied it, and who would be glad to inform
their dissenting brother practitioners of the treatment to be
pursued in particular cases, and to gradually initiate them in
the principles of our art. There seems to be a gulf between
the Homeopathic and Allopathic practitioners, which can never
be filled; there can be no intellectual fellowship between those
two classes of men, and nothing is left to the Homeopathic physicians except to appeal to the common sense of the public, and
the brilliant results of their practice.
An Inta.J.lible Catholicon.

The Eclectic Medical Review gives the following, from a
young lady who was fashionably educated at boarding schools,
and indulged in idleness at home, so that there was neither
strength nor elasticity in her frame: "I used to be so feeble
that I could not even lift a broom, and the least physical exertion would make me ill for a week. Looking one day at the
Irish girls, and noticing their healthy, robust appearance, I
determined to make a new trial, and see if I could not bring the
roses to my checks, and rid myself of the dreadful lassitude
that oppressed me. One sweeping day I went bravely to work,
cleaning thoroughly the parlors, three chambers, the front stair•
and hall, after which I lay down and rested until noon, when
1 arose and ate a heartier meal than for many a day. Since
that time I have occupied some portion of every day in active
domestic labor, and not only are all my friends congratulating
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me upon my improved appearance, but in my whole beingmind, body, and spirit-do I experience a wondrous vig~r, to
which I have hitherto been a stranger. Young ladies, try m1
catholicon."

How to Live One Hundred Years.
Ralph Farnham, the veteran of Bunker Hill, says : " Though
I am in my 105th year, I am not past all usefulness ; I split my
own kindling wood, and build my own fires. I am the first one
up in the morning, and the first one in bed at night. I never
sleep or lie down in the day time, but rise at five, and retire at
seven, and this I continue summer and winter. I have always
been temperate, and for over thirty years past I have not tasted
a drop of spirituous liquors, or even cider. I was never sick
in my life, so as to require the attendance of a physician.
About twenty-five years ago I broke my thigh by falling on the
ice, and bad a surgeon to set it, but this is the only time a doctor ever attended me. I live on plain farmers' diet, drink tea
and coffee, and eat a very light supper, never eating meat after
dinner. I have no doubt it is owing to these abstemious and
regular habits, and the awidance of medicine at all little ailmmts, that my life has been so prolonged. I voted for Gen.
Washington for President, and have voted at every Presidential
election since."

A Word to Mothers.
Fanny Fern has contributed the following excellent medi

eal instruction to mothers, on the subject of air and exercise :
" Consider it your religious duty to take out-door exercise without fail, each day. Sweeping and trotting round the house will
not take its place : the exhilaration of open air and change of
scene are absolutely necessary. Oh, I know all about ' Lucy'•
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gown that is not finished,' and • Tommy's jacket,' and evt'n
• his ' coat, his buttonless coat thrown in your lap, as if to add
the last ounce to the camel's back ; still I say-up-and out !
Is it not more important that your children in their tender
years should not be left motherless ? and that they should not
be born to that feeble constitution of body which will blight
every early blessing! Let buttons and strings go ; you will
take hold of them with more vigor and patience when you do
return, bright and refreshed, and if every stitch is not finished
at just such a moment (and it is discouraging not to be able to
systematize in your labor, even with your best efforts,) still
remember that • she who hath done what she could,' is entitled
to no mean praise. Your husband is undoubtedly • the best of
men ;' though there are malicious people who might answer,
That is not· saying much for him! Still, he would never, to the
end of time, dream what you were dying of: so accept m7
advice, and take the matter speedily in hand yourself."

The Use of Calomel.
There are numerous and various reasons why we do not
approve of the administration of calomel in any case. The
best medicine that can be given for an inactive liver, is a tho
rough mechanical manipulation of the stomach and bowels
including the liver side, and the lower extremities, twice every
day, in connection with a judicious use of food, air, exercise
and sleep. In some cases, the administration of mercury, as 1
medicine, may not leave any serious effects behind, becausE
some constitutions are strong enough to repel both its disease
and the scientific nostrums ; but in every case where the systeu
of the patient is prostrated by disease, and where it cannot
master the mt'rcurial preparations of science, we have observed
a subjection of the patient's blood and bone (and brain some.
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Row to Keep the Teeth Olean.
In order to keep the luxury of a sweet breath, we advise,
first, a cheerful and grateful disposition ; second, regular meals,
temperance in quantity, and a prompt digestion. On the subject of teeth cleaning, we quote the teachings of modern chemistry : Microscopical examinations have been made of the matter deposited on the teeth and gums of more than forty
individuals, selected from all classes of society, in every variety
of bodily condition ; and in nearly every case, animal and vegetable parasites, in great numbers, have been discovered. Of
the animal parasites, there are three or four species, and of the
vegetable, one or two. In fact, the only persons whose mouths
were found to be completely free from them, cleansed their
teeth four times daily, using soap once. One or two of ·these
also passed a thread between the teeth, to cleanse them more
effectually. In all cases, the number of the parasites are greater
in proportion to the neglect of cleanliness. The effect of the
application of various agents was also noticed. Tobacco smoke
and juice did not impair their vitality in the least. The same
was also true of the chlorine tooth-wash, of pulverized bark, of
soda, ammonia, and various other popular detergents. Th&
application of 10ap, lwwever, appeared to destroy them instantly.
We may hence infer that this is the best and most proper spe·
eitic for cleansing the teeth. In all cases where it has been
tried, it receives unqualified commendation. It may also be
proper to add, that none but purest white soap,frufromall dU.
coloration, slwuld he used.

Sweet Oil in Relation to Poison.
In the first of the Harmonia! series of volumes, we urged
the immediate use of swee' oil, to be followed by an eme,ic, in
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eases where active and deadly p~isons had been swallowed
The prescription was treated as worthless by many so-called
scientific physicians. Now, however, we learn by the Tribun4
that " M. Blandlet, of France, has called attention to a very
curious toxicological fact, namely, that greasy matters have the
power of diminishing considerably the solubility of ars~nious
acid, either in pure water or in acid and alkaline liquids. Thus,
in contact with grease, the poisonous properties of arsenious
acid are much decreased, and, at the same time, it becomes
more difficult to render its presence evident by chemical reactions. A very slight quantity of greasy matter, according to
M. Blandlet's experiments, reduces the solubility of arsenious
acid to one.fifteenth or one-twentieth of what it is when it is in
a pure state.
" This explains why arsenic, taken in the form of powder,
remains sometimes for a considerahle interval in the body without producing injury; it explains also how it is that, in eases
of poisoning by arsenic, this substance has not readily been
detected in such portions of the body or the aliments which contain much grease. It seems to teach, also, that cream, for
instance, is an excellent antidote for arsenious acid. Morgagni
states, in his writings, that, in his time, the Indian boatmen
used to astonish the bystanders by swallowing, without hurt,
large pinches of arsenious acid, having taken the precaution
beforehand of drinking a quantity of milk, or eating some greasy
matter. As soon as the public retired, the boatmen got rid of
the poison by vomiting."

Change of Clothing.
D~;> not be in haste to put off woolen garments in spring.
Many a "bad cold" (who ever saw a good one?) rheumatism,
lumbago, and other aches and pains, are lurking in the first SUD•
thiny days, ready to pounl!e up(ln the incautious victims who
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have laid aside their defensive armor of flannel. All 1udden
changes in the system are attended with more or less of
danger, but the body can accommodate itself to almost any
condition, provided it be assumed gradually. The use of
flannel guards against sudden changes of temperature. In n
warm day, when perspiration flows freely, if it be allowed to
pass off rapidly, the quick evaporation carries with it much heat
from the body, and a chill may be produced, followed by the
derangement of some function: as "cold in the head," or
unnatural discharge from the bowels. Flannel contains much
air in its meshes, and is, therefore, a slow conductor of cold or
heat. Evaporation proceeds from it . more slowly than from
cotton or linen, hence its excellence as a fabric for clothing
Many persons wear it next to the skin the year round, and find
it a shield against prevalent complaints in summer. No general
rule can be given as to this ; it must depend upon the constitu.
tion and employment of the individual. In all cases, however,
flannel should not be laid aside until the weather is settled
permanently warm.-Med. Journal.

An Unhealthy Occupation.
Nothing is more beneath the estate of either Man or Woman
than sacrificing health because some money is to be gained by
it. If your occupation is not agreeable to your happiness and
bodily health, kaw it at once and forever, just as you should
flee from the presence of any o'er·mastering evil, and hence·
forth pursue some calling in which you will feel at home and
healthy. Allowing the love of dollars to eclipse our manhood,
and especially to do evil that a selfish good may accrue, is wor·
thy the execration and the condemnation of every honest and
philanthropjc mind.

Impure Water.
Bet. a pitcher of water in a room, and in a few hours it will
have absorbed nP:>rh·n 11 " · - - --. : · 1 · ,
'
•
•
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room, the air of which will have become purer, but the water
utterly filthy. The colder the water is, the greater its capacity
to contain these gases. At ordinary temperatures, a pint of
water will contain a pint of carbonic acid gas, and several pints
of ammonia. The capacity is nearly doubled by reducing the
temperature of the water to that of ice. Hence, water kept in
a room awhile, ia always unfit to drink. For the same reason,
the water in a pump-stock should all be pumped out in the morning before any is used. Impure water is more injurious to the
health than impure air.-Ec. Med. JourrwJ.

The Arsenio Eaters of Styrla.
According to an article in the Pharmaceutical Journnl,
arsenic is commonly taken by the peasants in Styria, the Tyrol,
and the Satzkammergut, principally by huntsmen and woodcutters, to improve their mind and prevent fatigue. The
arsenic is taken pure, in some warm liquid, as coffee, fasting,
beginning with a bit the size of a pin's head, and increasing to
that of a pea. The complexion and· general appearance are
much improved, and the parties using it seldom look so old u
they really are. The first dose is always followed by slight
symptoms of poisoning, such as burning pain in the stomach,
and sickness, but not very severe. Once begun, it can only be
left off by very gradually diminishing the daily dose, as a sudden cessation causes sickness, burning pains in the stomach, and
other symptoms of poisoning, very speedily followed by death
As a rule, arsenic caters are very long lived, and are peculiarly
exempt from infectious diseases, fevers, &c. ; but unless they
gradually give up the practice, invariably die suddenly at last.
In. some arsenic works near Salzburg, the only men who can
stand the work any time are those who swallow daily doses of
arsenic-the fumes, &c., soon killing the others.
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ot Frost-bitten Persons.

A medical writer says : " With regard to the treatment of
ftoost-bitten persons, the part atrected should be rubbed with
cold water or snow, and then with fl.u•ds of a medium tempera•
ture, in a cold room ; cautiously bring the patient into a warm
atmosphere, and administer small quantities of cordials or warm
tea, then cover him up in bed, and encourage perspiration.
Even where the patient seems quite dead, or has lain as if dead
(or days, you must give a. fair trial to these remedies. When
poor Boutil1at, the French peasant, who awoke crying out for
drink after his four days' sleep in the snow, was brought to his
friends, they wrapped him in warm linen, dipped in aromatic
water, and this was but too probably the cause of the poor fellow's feet mortifyin~~;.
How cold slaughters its victims we do not exactly know
eome say it paralyzes the heart ; others think that the cold, t<
use a popular expression, drives the blood inwards, and kills by
apoplexy. The irresistible sleepiness that creeps over a per·
son 'lost in the snow,' is well known, and has often been
described; if once it is yielded to, death, under the forlorn circumstances usually present, is sure to result. But, undoubtedly, it may kill at once. Persons have been found stone dead
standing upright at their posts, all the machinery of life having
stopped at once-the mouth half open, as it was when the las'
groan was uttered ; the limbs still in the position they assumed
during life, and having undergone, through the peculiar anti4
1eptic nature of the cold, none of the changes we find after
other forms of death."

Infiuence of Cod-liver Oll and Cocoa-nut Oil.
Dr. Thompson, in a paper read before the Royal Society,
1tates, that he found that, during the administration of cod-liTer

18
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oil to phthisical patients, their blood grew richer in red oorp111
cles. The use of almond oil and of olive oil was not followed
by any remedial effect ; but from cocoa-nut oil results were
obtained almost as decided as from the oil of the liver of th.
cod. The oil in question was a pure cocoa oleine, obtained by
pre~;sure from crude cocoa-nut oil, as expressed in Ceylon and
the 1\Ialabar Coast, from the dried cocoa-nut kernel, and refined
by being treated with an alkali, and then repeatedly washed with
distilled water. It burns with a faint bh,Je flame, showing a
romparatively small proportion of carbon, and is undrying
The whole quantity of blood abstracted, for analysis, having
been weighed, the coagulum was drained on bibulous paper for
four or five hours, weighed, and divided into two portions. One
portion was weighed, and then dried in a water-oven, to determine the water. The other was macerated in cold water untii
it became colorless, then moderately dried, and digested with
ether and alcohol, to remove fat, and finally dried completely,
and weighed as fibrin. From the respective weights of the
fibrin, and the dry clot, that of the corpuscles was calculated.

The Brain of the Negro.
According to the investigations made by Prof. Tidemann, of
Heidelberg, the weight of the brain of an adult male European
varies from three pounds and three ounces to four pounds and
eleven ounces troy weight; that of the female weighs, on an
average, from four to eight ounces less than that of the male
The brain usually attains its full dimensions at the age of seven
or eight, and decreases in size in old age. At the time of birth,
the brain bears a larger proportion to the size of the body than
at any subsequent period of life, being then as one-sixth of the
total weight ; at two years of age it is one-fourteenth ; at three,
one-oighteenth ; at fifteen, one-twenty-fourth ; and iti the adub
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period, that is, from the age of twenty to that of seventy, it
is generally within the limits of one-thirty-fifth and one-forty·
fifth.
No perceptible difference exists (says Prof. Tidemann,)
either in the average weight or the average size of the brain of
the negro and of the European, and the nerves are not larger, rela.
tively to the size of the brain, in the former than in the latter.
In the external form of the brain of the negro a very slight dif.
ference only can be traced from that of the European; but there
is absolutely no difference whatever in its internal structure,
nor does the negro brain exhibit any greater resemblance to
that of the orang-outang than the brain of the European,
except, perhaps, in the more symmetrical disposition of its convolutions. The facial angle in the negro is smaller than in the
European

E1fects of Tea on the Body.
The general theory of chemists hitherto has been that te11
lessens the waste of the body, and so sustains the bodily powerH
with less nourishment than is otherwise required. Dr. E. Smith,
at a recent meeting of the Society of Arts, gave the result of
some e:r.pe!-'iments he had made to ascertain the truth of this
theory. He found that if there was abundance of food in the
system, and that, especially, of the farinaceous or fat kinds, tea
is a powerful digestive agent, and, by promoting the transformation of food, it aids in nourishing the body ; but with a deficiency of food, it wastes the tissues of the body, and lowers the
vital powers.

The Evil of Over-dosing.
"If a Christian man offers a proper prayer to the Lord, short

md to the point, and then stops, aa all sensible men do, many
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persons think it's no prayer at all, and that tke petitioner mull
he a fiery stupid sm t of a fellow, not having sense enough tlJ
know how to pray. Such persons would read Christ a lecture,
if he were here now."
The foregoing sensible remarks are taken from the "Union
Baptist Church " organ, the Christian Banner, published d
Ft·edericksburgh, Va. We respond, "Amen," and proceed fur.
ther to remark, that most persons think that a doctor who
does not prescribe an enormous quantity of physic to a sick .
patient, is no doctor at all. " Daughter, thy faith hath made
thee whole," is too Homeopathic for the great majority of man·
kind. They dose the Almighty with large quant.ities of pray. r,
for the same reason that they swallow large doses of medici •0.
namely, because they have not progressed out of ignora1t..-.e,
1Uperstition, and error.

Bow to make Iron Magnets.
QuESTioN.-" Is it possible to bring common cast iron into
the state of permanent magnetism ? Is such magnetism better
than the hand in disease?"
ANSWER.-It is well known that any bit of iron, properly
related to the earth's magnetic currents, will become perfectly
magnetized. According to the Professor of Natural ;I>hilosophy
at Lou vain, the artificial process of magnetizing cast iron is simple. Coft'ord Crahoz, at a late meeting of the Academy of..
Science, at Brussels, presented the Professor's modus operandi,
which is equally practicable for any person, who, with economy,
wants a permanent magnet. The Professor takes a bar of gray
, cast iron, which he brings to a red heat, and then sprinkles it
fln both sides of three-fourths of its whole length with pruuiate
'?{ potassia, and puts it, then, in cold water, and when cooled, it
is magnetized with a strong electro-magnet. It may also
be used for a horse-shoe magnet. The human system is com.
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posed upon magnetic principles, and is, therefore, the best
battery for healing purposes.

Food for Ini\mts.
Says a writer : No mother would feed a child on the milk of
a sick cow, if she knew it ; but is there any reason to suppose
that the milk of a sick woman is more healthy than that of a
sick cow? Either must inevitably be sources of disease. The
_cows in New York, fed on distillery slops, are no worse oft', and
no more diseased, than thousands of mothers, who live on
unhealthy flesh, and drink, not the slops, but the liquor of tho
distillery, with the additional poisons of tea, cotree, tobacco, and
various drug medicines. What ·with diseased mothers and distillery cows, our children have a hard time of it ; and so, te11 or
twelve thousand die every year in this single city. And this
appalling mortality, far more frightful than the cholera, goes <Oil
year after year, and nothing is done, because we think it inev·
itable, and have got hardened to it. I have written upon this
snbjeet for years, and I am determined that people shall think
upon it. When they have once thought, there is no fear but
they will act. There is no man with a human heart in his
bosom, and there can be no woman, who must not feel interested
in ascertaining the causes of infant mortality, and the means of
staying its terrific progress.

American Improvements in Surgery.
Probably no diseases (says the Illustrated News,) have been
so inctfeetively and unsatisfactorily treated as those attacking
the spine, the hip, and the knee, the reason being found in the
fact that but little has been accurately known of the real nature.
progress, and cause of these maladies. A recent dil!coTery has,
however, thrown considerable light on these subjects, an l prom.
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ises to be of considerable use in the treatment of a large claaa
of sufferers.
Dr. H. G. Davis, a physician of this city, ia
the author of this discovery. From researches and investigations prosecuted during many years, . he has found that
wherever any joint whatever is stiffened from any cause, and
the ends of the bones are closely pressed together by muscular action, a very small area of each articular surface receives
the whole pressure, and by the action of a well known law, thia
pressure produces waste, first destroying the cartilage, and then
attacking the head of the bones beneath. The area of pressure
being thus gradually enlarged, the destruction of the bone
spreads, until at length the case becomes desperate. The point
originally decayed has extended, and spread, and deepened,
and now an operation is indispensable, the limb being, perhaps,
inevitably sacrificed, and the life of the patient placed in jeopardy. Now it is evident that as, according to these statements, the whole mischief results from the continued muscular
pressure on the joint, the first and chief object must be to
remove this pressure, and to relax, for a considerable period,
the muscles producing it. The simple apparatus which Dr.
Davis has devised for this purpose, bas been exhibited before
the New York Academy of Medicine and the Medieo-Chirurgical College. We learn that it has also been adopted by Dr.
Buck in the New York Hospital, and with more or less modifi.
cation by Dr. Sayre and other eminent surgeons. Its results
are stated to be very satisfactory.

Bite of a Rattlesnake.
The Petersburg Express publishes the following from a
reliable correspondent: A carpenter, while engaged a few
days B:.!O in pulling down an old house and removing some of the
rotten tim be · net · the ground, was bitten by a rattlesnake. 1D
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a few moments his .finger was swollen to four times its natural
sir;e, and a red streak commenced running up his hand and
wrist. A deadly languor came upon him, and his vision grew
dim, clearly indicating that the subtile poison that was coursing
through his veins was rapidly approaching the citadel of life ..
But a remedy was tried, merely by way of experiment, which,'
to the surprise of all present, acted like a charm, the componen•
parts of which "!'ere onion, tobacco, and salt, of equal parts,
made into a poultice ; and at the same time a cord was bound
tightly ar<?und the wrist. In two hours afterward he was so far
recovered as to be able to resume his work. I knew an old
negro who cured a boy who had been bitten by mad dog, by
the same application.

a

Modern Luxuries Everywhere.
When we refiect upon the extreme luxury in which the poor
and middling classes live, now-a-days, as compared with much
richer people of former centuries, we cannot but wonder how
our respected ancestors could have existed at all. We have but to
go to a closet and turn a faucet, and we have fresh, cold water ad
libitum. We have but to touch a brass key in the corner, and
the gas furnishes us with a fine and plentiful light. We communicate with our distant friends in the twinkling of an eye, or
go to see them with the speed of the wind. Yet, all these luxuries, and many more, inexpensive and common to us, were
unknown to our forefathers. Who can say tho world does no•
progress!

Electricity in Vital Precesses.
May not that great binding chain of the universe, that universal pot•er, that wonder-working principle, whose intensity
eontinues the same at all accessible distances from the earth's
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1111rface-" electricity "-be also the origin and universal cause
of vitality and life, both animal and vegetable, by which the
instantaneous action of thought and feeling is telegraphed
throughout the animal frame ! Let us inquire, and by way of
illustration we will take an acorn or an egg. Now, it is well
known that neither an acorn nor any other seed will germinate
if kept dry, nor will an egg produce at the common temperature
of the atmosphere (at least in this country,) but both will inev
itably perish if their position is not changed.
If the acorn, or a grain of wheat, or of any other plant, be
buried in moist earth, nil the requisite conditions necessary to
its growth are fulfilled, because we surround• the seed with the
means from whence the nutriment for the organization and con•
struction of the plant is derived ; and the electric circuit being
also completed by that simple act, such nourishment is distri
buted by the circulating current generated, as has just been
pointed out ; and this electro-chemical process constitutes, in
fact, the only vitality of plants. The suspended 'Vitality of
seeds may be regarded as analogous to the broken galvanic, or
electro-telegraphic circuit, in which the electrical action ia
suspended.

Positive and Negative.
QuESTioN.-The terms Positive and Negative are often used
m our Philosophy as distinct and absolute. Will you give your
views of the distinctive significance of these terms !
ANsWER.-We have used these terms with two meanings.
First, which is an inferior use, to designate the difference
between power and weakness, or between that which is passive,
(negative,) and the opposite term for whatsoever is active and energetical. But ·we have a second and higher definition, which ia
most common in the New Philosophy, namely: "Positive" iJ
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applied to any power which works from the surface toward the
eenter; while, of course, "Negative" would signify any equal
power or fellow-principle, which commences at the in'I1Wit and
works outwardly to the circumference. With the latter sense the
terms are applied to Love and Wisdom-to woman and man.

Bow the Roots ot Plants Feed.
The following query is important : " Can the roots of plants
take up only such substances as are dissolved in the ground,
and thus prepared for them, or can they themselves dissolve
them!"
This question pas been solved by Liebig, and by experiments made before the Society of Natural Science in Carlsruhe. He has proved that the roots of plants, by giving forth
some acid-probably carbonic acid-do dissolve the alkali,
ammonia, and phosphorus in the soil. Dr. Sehimper showed
the meeting, as a further proof of Liebig's doctrine, some peb
bles, which evidently bad been eaten in by roots of plants. The
fact was visible; the process, however, is not yet clear.
This valuable discovery of the great chemist goes clearly to
show us why the rains and floods cannot wash out of the ground
the substances forming the food of plants; on the contrary, we
now know that the earth takes from the liquids which touch it,
and solidiy appropriates substances which the roots of the plants
again absorb by their action. In the same way we clearly perceive how plants can draw from the soil substances which au
eolid!, and which are not soluble by water.

Corn-ftelds and Magnetism.
"Will you give your opinion relative to invalids visiting cornfields, and inhaling as much as possible of their atmosphere!
Also, the best method for throwing off the influence or dit·
aue Nceived while magnetizing the sick ?"
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ANSWER.-It is of the utmost importance to invalids, and
not less to persons in good health, that the pure air of growing
vegetation be absorbed without measure. The exhalations of
corn-fields are particularly healthy and nutritious. The atmo
'!ph ere of many flowers is secretly refining, and is emasculating
as well. But the emanations from pine, hemlock, and cedar
are far more salutary. Meadows are not at all beneficial to the
sick. Better visit some high place, where the light of heaven's
effulgent sun shines more than half of the day. Repose there,
and breathe in the spirit of health and contentment.
After magnetizing the sick, wash your hands thoroughly,
and manipulate each by the other until they are perfectly dry
and warm. Another washing would make your exemption
certain.

Rain and .Electricity.
The scientific world of Amerioa has not been willing to see
anything favorable in our "Philosophy of the Production and
Fall of Rain," published in the Harmonial Man, but the
" British Association " has bestowed more attention on the
subject. Mr. Weekes, of Sandwich, writes as follows to Mr.
Rowell, wh_o, at the British Association, suggested the possibility
of bringing down rain from the clouds at pleasure : " I have
from very early life been an assiduous experimenter· with electric kites, atmospheric exploring wires, &c. Now, I beg to
assure you that it has several times happened that, when my
kite bas been raised immediately under a distended, light, fteeoy
cloud, at a moderate elevation, a free current of sparks hu
passed from the apparat.us during some ten or twelve minutes ;
I have suddenly found myself bedewed with a descent ofjitN
misty rain ; a1ul on looking up, luwe seen the cloud on u/Mda 1
wr.u operating surprisingly reduced in magnitwk."
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Thoughts of a few Good Heads.
Emerson says : Nature makes fifty poor melons for one that is
good, and shakes down a tree-full of wormy, unripe crabs, before
you can find a dozen dessert apples ; and she scatters nations.
of naked Indians, and nations of clothed Christians, with two ot
three good heads among them. Nature works very hard, and
only hits the white once in a million throws. In mankind;
she is contented if she yields one master in a century. The
more difficulty there is in creating good men, the more they
are used when they come. I once counted in a little neighbor·
hood, and found that every able-bodied man had, say from twelve
to fifteen persons dependent on him for material aid-to whom
he is to be for spoon and jug, for backer and sponsor, for
nursery and hospital, and many functions beside ; nor does it
seem to make much difference whether he is bachelor or patri·
arch; if he do not violently decline the duties that fall to him,
this amount of helpfulness will, in oD~ way or another, bo
brought home to him. This is the tax which his abilities pay.
The good men are employed for private centers of use, and for
larger influence. All revelations, whether of mechanical, or
intellectual, or moral science, are made no~ to communities, but
to single persons. All the marked events of our day, all the
cities, all the colonizations, may be traced back to their origin
in a private brain. All the feats which make our civility, were
the thoughts of a few good heads.

Curative Properties of Grapes.
Dr. Harpin, of Metz, has published a very interesting
account of the curative effects of grapes in various disorders oC
the body. They act, first, by introducing large quantities of
luida into the system, which, passing through the blood, carry
oft", by perspiration and other excretions, the effete and injurf.
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ou11 materials of the body ; secondly, as a vegetable nutritive
agent, through the albumeroid of nitrogenous and respirat-ory
substance which the juice of the grape contains ; thirdly, as a
meJicine, at the same time soothing, laxative, alterative, and
defarative ; fourthly, by the alkalies, which diminish the plas·
ticity of the blood, and render all more fluid; fifthly, by the
various mineral elements, such as sulphates, chlorides, phos·
phates, &c., which are an analogous and valuable substitute for
many mineral waters. Employed rationally and methodically,
aided by suitable diet and regimen, the grape produces most
important changes in the system, in favoring organic transmutations, in contributing healthy materials to the repair and reconstruction of the various tissues, and in determining the removal
of vitiated matters which have become useless and injurious to
the system.

Dreams in Disease.
You must not deem all your "night thoughts" the whisperings of departed spirits. You are not in perfect health. In
your present pathological condition, it is but reasonable to sup·
pose that, at best, your " dreams are but mind-clouds-high and
unshapen beauties-like mountains which contain much and rich
matter." Bailey, in "Festus," said: "Dreams are rudiments
of the great state to come. . . . . We dream of what is about to
happen to us." But such dreams are the inspirations of the
sleeper, when his bodily state is not much diseased, and when
the slumber is nearly perfect and harmonious. Be not overmuch troubled.

Sleep, without Dreaming.
It is better (says a medical authority,) to go to slet.lp on the
right side, for then the stomach ia very muoh in the position of
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a bottle turned upside down, and the contents are aided in pas11·
iug out by gravitation. If one goes to sleep on the left side,
the operation of emptying the stomach of its contents is more
like drawing water from a well. After going to sleep, let tht>
body take its own position. If you sleep on your back, especially soon after a heavy meal, the weight of the digestive
organs, and that of the food resting on the great vein of the
body, near the backbone, compresses it, and arrests the flow of
blood more or less. If the arrest is partial, the sleep is disturbed, and there are unpleasant dreams. If the meal has been
recent or hearty, the arrest is more decided, and the various
sensations, such as falling over a precipice, or the pursuit of a
wild beast, or other impending dangt>r, and the desperate effort
to get rid of it, arouses us ; that sends on the stagnating blood,
and we awake in a fright, or trembling, or perspiration, or feeling of exhaustion, according to the degree of stagnation, and the
length or strength of the effort made to escape the danger.
Eating a large, or what is called "a hearty meal," before going
to bed, should always be avoided : it is the frequent cause of
nightmare, and sometimes the cause of sudden death

Patience, as a Medicine.
Patience and serenity of disposition should be cultivated as
a reTTU!dy, to neutralize the irritability and fretfulness of the diseased organs. The electro-battery can do but little good. A
faithful medium, when under the true Indian influence, can
restore life to failing limbs. Sleeping with the head northward
results in establishing the magnetic (or warm) forces in the
vital system, and in directing the vital electricity (cold) upon
the brain and cerebral nerves. Sleep, dreamlessness, and health,
are the natural consequences. Always sleep with your mouth
closed.
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Summer Foods and Drinks.
The following sensible whisper is taken from Dr. Hall's

Journal: Physiological researches establish the fact that acids
promote the separation of the bile from the blood, which is then
passed through the system, thus preventing fevers, the prevailing diseases of summer. All fevers are "bilious," that is, the
bile is in the blood. Whatever ~s antagonistic of fever is cooling. It is a common saying that fruits are "cooling," and
also berries of every description; it is because the acidity
which they contain aids in separating the bile from the blood.
Hence the great yearning for greens, and lettuce, and salads, in
the early spring, these being eaten with vinegar ; hence, also,
the taste for something sour-for lemonades-on an attack of
fever. But this being the case, it is easy to see that we nullify
the good effects of fruits and berries in proportion as we eat
them with sugar, or even sweet milk, or cream. If we eat them
in their natural state, fresh, ripe, perfect, it is almost impossible
to eat too many, or eat enough to hurt us ; especially if we eat
them alone, and not taking any liquid with them whatever. Also
is buttermilk, or even common milk, promotive of health in
summer time. Sweet milk tends to biliousness in sedentary
}Jeople; sour milk is antagonistic. The Greeks and Turks are
passionately fond of milk. The shepherds use rennet, and the
milk dealers alum, to make it sour the sooner. Buttermilk acta
like watermelons on the system.

Effect of Wearing Silk Dresses.
A lady correspondent. propounds the following question :
" HO'W does the wearing of silk dresses affect u.s ladies ?"
ANswEa.-The wearing of " silk dresses" exerts a variety
of wonderful inO.uences u:1on both body and soul. We have
seen examples of intense chronic suffering occaeioned by the
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habitual wearing of " silk dressee " too tight over the regior.
of the diaphragm. Instances are on record, also, where tlu
lenr;tk of " silk dresses " bas inveigled the wearer into divers
and sundry difficulties. Deplorable cases are known where tlu
price of "silk dresses" bas disturbed the financial equilibrium
of very re11pectable progenitors. That alarming and epidemical
phenomenon of the age, known as the trailing of " silk dresses '
over tobaeco-stained pavements, is rapidly developing among ·
st.nsible classes a psychological disease called "disgust." In
young female minds we have observed, with some beautiful
exceptions, that the wearing of very fine " silk dresses " produces an enlargement of certain cerebral organs-developing
the symptoms of insulation, superiority to poor folks, pride,
approbation, and temporary shallow-mindedness. The physiological effect of" silk dresses " is not much, however, unless
the wearer is nervously-diseased and dreamful. Then the fabric
is too electrical 'for health.

Corruption and Groans.
Mr. Emerson, in his late volume on the "Conduct of Life,"
says : " There is one topic peremptorily forbidden to all wellbred, to all rational mortals, namely, their distempers. If you
have not slept, or if you have slept, or if you have headache, or
sciatica, or leprosy, or thunder-stroke, I beseech you, by all
angels, to Jwld your peace, and not poliute the morning to whick
all the ko•.uematea bring serene and pleasant tlwt ghts, bg corruption aJtd groans. Come out of the azure. Love the day.
Do not leave the sky out of your landscape. The oldest and
the most deserving person should come very modestly into any
newly awakened company, respecting the divine communicationB, out of which all must be presumed to have newly come
A.n old man, who added an elevating culture to a large experi·
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enee of life, said to me : 'When you come into the room, I
ihink I will st11dy how to make humanity beautiful to you.' "

Cotton for Garments.
The best fabric for purposes of health is composed of
flax and wool. Silk is a third-rate article for garments. It
should be woven with linen or woolen, to supply the demand1
of physiological laws. Cotton is a neutral, or pa.ssive substance
on the body ; while linen is constantly electrical, and woolen
powerfully magnetic. Silk, being a non-conductor of life and
vitality, is inclined to exhaust the entire body through the
nerve-forces. Linen and wool, woven into one fabric, are best
for stockings, undershirts, and garments for the skin.

A Cure for Cold Feet.
If you have cold feet, immerse them morning and evening
in cold water, rub with a rough towel, and run about your room
till they burn. In one month you will be entirely relieved.
This advice is excellent, and the remedy is good, " all ·other
things. being equal," but the truth is, that nothing external or
internal can cure cold feet if tlie stomach does not promptly
digest its daily food. A cheerful spirit, plenty of simple nourishment, whole shoes and cotton stockings, with appropriate outdoor exercise-these constitute the true medicine for cold feet.
Zinc and copper plates, worn in the stockings at night, are very
useful when your vitality is depressed.

Red and Black Pepper.
In the treatment of disease, black pepper is a powerful ana
useful irritant, and there are conditions of the stomach, bowels,
and brain, in which pepper tea, or a few grains mixed with
sugar, would act very beneficially. But it is not wise to use
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pepper every day. The effect is telegraphed to the meml.rnnes
of the head, throat, and lungs. Pepper cannot be digested. It
is foreign to the nature and composition of the blood, and is,
therefore, propelled through the stomach and intestines by tho
coercive influence of the peristaltic motion. No doubt many
persons have headache and bowel diseases from the constant use
of such an irritant. Use no pepper, either black or red, except.
as a medicine.

The Wonders of Blood.
The liquid of the blood is colorless, and its red appearance is
due to the presence of innumerable little bodies floating in it,
which are so small that three millions of them are contained in
a drop which may be suspended on the point of a needle.
These corpuscles are sacs filled with a compound substance, and
it has been ascertained what both the film of the sao and its
contents are composed of. Each one of these little bodies has
its own life. They are formed, and grow, and die; and it ie
calculated that nearly twenty millions perish at every pulsation
of the heart.

Milk and Water as Beverages.
Children naturally love artificial beverages-especially the
milk of goats and cows ; and they love to imbibe the unfermented fuice of fruit and berries, because such drinks .are as
natural for mankind as is pure water from the spring. In grape·
growing countries men drink more wine than any other fluid ,
yet, beastly intoxication is a sad condition rarely seen in those
regions. But of the future we prognosticate thus : Wine,
water, and milk will eventually displace and banish alcoholic
drinks, and all falsely-artistic table beverages will, in like manner, be swept from the earth ; then, when sound health and
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common sense shall become the rule-nd not, as now, the
exception-the " wine-cup will be forever broken, and righteous
ness will everywhere pr.Jvail." " Fly swifter round, ye wheels
of Time, and bring the welcome day."

Minerals in Vegetation.
M. Eugene Risler maintains that iron plays a principal .
part in the nutrition of plants ; he shows that in the roots,
seeds. and white portions, it exists as a protoxide, while in the
green portions it is in the form of a peroxide. Expose vegetables to air and light, and the protoxide becomes a peroxide
with a rapidity proportioned to the . intensity of light. The
chlorophyll is green because it combines the two oxides, blue
and yellow ; and they form a voltaic pair, which decomposes
water and the carbonic acid held in solution, the carbon and
hydrogen entering into the organism. Nocturnal nutrition is
oxidatiou, diurnal nutrition is deoxidation, and the vegetable
t.issue is formed like the weaver's, night being the warp, day
the woof, with the iron of the chlorophyll to serve as the shuttle.

Man in the Animal State.
" Do you think that man existed first in a germinal capacity in the first forms of animal life, and then grew up througla
them, developing more perfectly as he ascended !"
Our investigations bring us to this conclusion : tha~
just as a Building exists, in a germinal state, in the mind of the
architect first, then in all the materials accumulated, and lastly,
in all the many and various forms which such materials are made
to assume in the constructive process, until the idea is accomplished ; so, in like manner, the design of a ~Ian, male and
female, was the original idea or conception in the spirit of
Mother Nature and Father God; that this vast machine11
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3f means (of minerals, vegetables, and animals,) are the appro
priate materials of construction-through all which Man germ
inally lives, until fully organized as an entity.

Twenty-one Systems.
We have received many letters from students of physiology,
who wish to read the old authors with light furnished by the
Harmonia! Philosophy. Much will depend on their own good
sense and untiring industry, while studying. We would call the
attention of all who love to study man's constitution-" fearfully
and wonderfully made "-to the beautiful natural divisions of the
textures of the corporeal organization. They may be divided
into three times seven systems, thus:
1.
{1.
Mucous.
2. OSBeOus.
Medullary.
2. SE>rous.
S. Canilaglnoue
3. Synovial.
{ 4..
Fibrous.
4.. Glandular.
5. Fibro-Cartilaginous.
5. Dermoid
6. Muscular, animal.
6. ~idermoid.
7. Muscular, organic.
7. Pilous.

{1.
2.
3.
(.
5.
6.
7.

Cellular.
Nervous, animal.
Nervous, organic.
Arterial.
Venous.
Exhalant.
Absorbent, with their gland.L

.A Medioine for every Home.
Not only should we cultivate such tempers as serve to ren·
der the intercourse of home amiable and affectionate, but we
should strive to adorn it with those charms which good sense
and refinement so easily impart to it. We say easily, for there
are persons who think that a home cannot be beautiful withoul
a considerable outlay of money. Such people are in error. H
costs little to have a neat il.ower.-garden, and to surround your
dwelling with those simple beauties which delight the eye far
more than expensive objects. Nature delights in beauty. She.
loves to brighten the landscape and make it agreeable to the
eye. She hangs ivy around the ruin, and over the stump of a
withered tree she twines the graceful vine. A thousand arts
ahe practices to animate the sense and please the mind. Follow
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her example, and do for yourself what she is always laboring tc
do for you.-Colton.

Wretchedness at Home.
It is not a medical whisper, but a short sermon on Love,
and Trust, and Faith, which many require for bodily recupera·
tion. Perhaps you have lost the bright fresh feelings of the
soul. If so, you fancy your body diseased. Stand straight up
before yourself, then, and let the native power of your soul
shine and work into your daily life.
"0h, It Is great to feel we care for nothingThat hope, nor love, nor fear, nor aoght or ear&h
Can cbeck tbe royal ravishment or lire ;
Bot like a meamer mown upon the wind,
We fling oar sools to Fate and to the Fomre.
--On I said God onto the 8onl
As to tbe eanb, forever. On It goes,
.A rejoici'll[f 114titJt of the i•ifinit.As a bird of air-an orb of heaven."

We administ.er the foregoing as the rerMdy best suited to
heal many infirmitie'l! ; the balm for many a broken head and
heart ; the best medical whisper in our pharmacy for hundreds

The Pleasures of Home.
QuEsnoN.-A correspondent asks : " Suppose all marriagea
ble persons should, from this day, marry in accordance with
what you term ' temperamental adaptation,' do you think the
ordinary broils and vexation.s of human homes would cease
nltogether ?"
ANswEa.-.Jf the writer bad made a more comprehensive
supposition (including all the married throughout the world,)
we should reply affirmatively ; excepting, of course, all such
ordinary "broils " as those which are indispensable to med
the demands of honest hunger.
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Let the already truly married practice the principles of Har•
monial love and wisdom toward each other, and let those about
to eml ark upon the conjugal existence, regulate their attachment5 and lives by spiritual delicacy and private truthfwness.
W o can guarantee that such a home will be a natural
Sanctuary of heavenly blessedness. "The family circle" would
shine like a ring of diamonds. Each throbbing heart would be
a well-spring of love, tenderness, grace, and gladness. Good
angels would go in and out of such a sunny home, just as the
healthy chil~ren thereof would glide to and fro, on the swift
feet of unrestrained enjoyment. A diviue joy is certain to
pavilion such a happy home, and one tender bond is sure to
embrace all hearts ; for it would be the royal house of the
indwelling God, and the very "gate of heaven."

Sympathy with an Amputated Limb.
It is a truth that man's soul does not leave an amputated
limb and take up its residence in the interiors of the living
body until after the lapse of many days ; even though, to all
external sense and seeming, the violently removed and buried
member would indicate no possession of life. The brain maintains a nervo-vital record and governmental sympathy with each
part of the lower organism, and such sympathy cannot be with·
drawn violently nor hastily. After death, as we have frequently
observed, the vitality treasured up out of a limb severed from
the body, elaborates the spiritual limb in exact harmony with
&he form and proportions of what Nature had first decreed. So
that, in the immortal state, each maimed and deformed individual
appears, not as he externally looked at the moment of death,
but, instead, in such form and embodiments as he would have
possessed if Nature's designs had not been arrested in their
development; in this world.
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An authentic instance of eerebro-vital sympathy with an
amputated limb, will illustrate the principle. Recently, at
Tower's Mill, in Lanes borough, Mass., a young man named Jerry
Swan•as caught by the arm in some machinery, and the limb
was so badly broken and mangled that immediate amputation
was necessary. This was successfully performed, but, according tQ the Pittsfield Eagle, Mr. Swan's connection with the dis·
severed limb did not cease with the operation. The Eagle says:
" On recovering from the stupor (produced by the use of chloroform,) Mr. Swan still complained sorely of an aching hand.
Late in the evening his distress became very great, and he
insisted that the hand was cramped by being doubled up. The
limb h~td been placed in a small hoi and buried. His attendants dug it up andstraightenea the hand, and he was soon easier.
This morning the limb was again buried. But he soon complained of a sensation of cold and great pain in it. It waa
accordingly taken up again, wrapped up, and deposited in a
tomb, since which he is again relieved."

The Infiuenoe of Indian Spirits.
Indian spirits are robust, healthy, and sympathetic ; but they
seldom confer wisdom upon their mediums. In the Spirit Land
they are exceedingly officious and useful in many ways ; particularly in receiving and taking sympathetic charge of the spirits of persons who have just died in hospitals, by accident, or
on :he field of battle. They exhibit the finest shades of sympathy and brotherly love, but are rarely wise and prudent in the
employment of their powers. For this reason, principally, the
gregarious tribes of the Spirit Land are subdivided into classes,
as in a school ; and thousands of illustrious wise men, once so
called on earth among men, delight in appointing themselves to
the office of monitors and teachers among the classified Red men
who are so grouped in the celestial aphere.<.
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State o£ the First Man.
QUESnoN.-" Was the first man created in a state of infancy,
or did he emanate from the Divine Hand in a high state of in tel·
lectual development !"
ANsWBR.-Whatever is right and authoritative derives its
sanction and power, not from popular opinion or statute law,
but from the true order and harmoniousness of the universe.
Divine revelations, so calJed, are nothing, unless they coincide
with the teaohings of Nature, whence such revelations derive
whatever of truth and authority they may inherently possess.
The teachings of Nature are explicit to this point : That the
" first man " was bom just as the first child in any family is
bom (white exc«dingly young,) and that he was not "created"
in a perfect state of intellectual development, but commenced
the journey of life crowned with every glorious endowment, yet
clothed with ignorance or inexperience.

The Caging of Birds.
We ~ontemplate the operations of our loving Mother, and
solicit instruction from her million voices. From every mouth
we hear the electric word-" Liberty !" A bird is a beauteous
bit of ascending Nature on wings of flight. Man is another
form of the same Nature, walking upright, the Lord of all
beneath his exalted mind and commanding position. He is good
and glorious in his government when the spirit of freedom prevails in the least of things about him ; but what shall we say
of his lordship, of his influence and administration, when he
outs the wings of Liberty, cages the birds of paradise, and
enforces obedience by his will with a rod of iron ! Judge of
yourself what is right.

Spiritualistic Superstition.
QUBSnoN.-" You have, on at least one occasion, hit Spiritualists pretty severe raps for being 'superstitious.' By
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unbelievers, all Spiritualists are supposed to be superstitiowr.
Will you please define what you mean ?"
ANswER.-We denominate all persons superstitious, who,
with excessive credulity, and no absolute evidence, attribute
unusual physical sensations to the work of spirits ; also, they are
superstitious who imagine th~t their own mishaps and discords
were developed by the special intervention of the invisible. n
iR 11uperstition to believe that a medium is influenced by any
disembodied intelligence to do or say anything earthly and sen.
sual. We hold every one individually accountable for all unworthy speeches and physical indulgences. Let all Spiritualists
believe that "every good and perfect gift cometh from above,"
and reversely, that every discordant and miserable influence is
generated beneath, in the regions of the flesh, and we will assure
them that the " mediums for evil spirits " will number far less
than at present.

True and False Hospitallty.
We think that if friends and strangers would deal with each
other candidly and gently, without dissimulation and hypocritical etiquette, they would never be driven from each other by
distrust and enmity. It is the most malignant form of hypoo•
risy to invite persons to call upon you, while, secretly, you wish
they would not ; and it is, perhaps, not less injurious to extend
the hospitalities of your house to individuals, while, in truth,
you dislike them, and want them removed from your vicinity.
But there is a higher development for you and all, namely, to
feel the spirit of unjversal adoption, whereby, at all times, you
can impart Jwspitality and kindness alike to friend and stranger,
without violating the principles of self-justice and truth. It is,
however, far better to be honestly and undisguisedly exclusive.
than to be hypocritically hospitable for the purpose of acquiring
reputation for benevolence and philanthropy.
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Would You Stop the Flowing River?
Many correspondents will find .our answer in the following
lines:
"He who cheeks a child with terror,
Stops ita play and stills ita song,
Not alone commits an error,
But a great and moral wrong.
" Give it play, and never fear ito
Active life is no defect ;
Never, never break its spiritCurb it only to direct.
" Would you stop the flowing river,
Thinking it would cease to flow?
Onward it must flow forever;
Better teach it where to go."

·.a.'he Duty of the Skin.
Some curious facts were presented in a recent lecture of
Dr. Thudicum ou the Turkish Bath. The human body can bear
800° of heat. The perspiration from a clean skin has an agreeable odor or none at all, while a disagreeable one is the produ~t
of an ammoniacal salt, formed of urea and volatile acid. The
ventilation of the bulk of tissue-cellular and muscular-is the
peculiar duty of the skin.

Traveling as a Medicine.
The principles inculcated in our philosophy of Disease, are
within the intellectual grasp of every reader ; and we think that
every patient is physically qualified to apply our rules of treatment. The scientific name of your disease is of no consequence,
eo far as the application of this philosophy is concerned. The
state or symptoms are the all-essential questions. Life is worth
nothing without Health as its crowning glory, and even this
glory.is worthless without those spiritual feelings which exalt
00
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and beautify cxistence. Rely on your Self-Healiug energiea
Traveling is vastly better than medicine for every one who can
not break up a tedious routine of habita and feelings at home.

Vegetarianism among Animals.
There are many animals that practice nothing but pure
Vegetarianism, and yet, as characters, they do not improve.
Linnams states the cow to eat 276 plants, and to refuse 218;
the goat eats 449 and declines 126; the sheep takes 887, and
rejects 141 ; the horse likes 262, and avoids 212; but the hog,
more nice in its provision than any of the former, eats but 72
plants, and rejects 171.

A Word to Magnetizers.
If you want wisely to affect your patients, do not talk to
them while bestowing the benefits of your manipulations. You
cannot ask questions, and keep an intelligent conversation with
your patients, while exerting yourself to overcome their diseases. You need all the breath you can inspire, while your
patient needs a perfect tranquillity of the mental organs. Practice with the strictest composure, with ceaseless assiduitv, with
loving kindness, with the sweetest devotion to the oauae of
Health and Happiness.

Infusorial Reproduction.
The polypi are reproduced just as the blood globules and
most cellules in animal bodies are formed-namely, by buds or
eggs cropping out from the vital parts, attaining to perfection,
and then dropping off somewhat as apples fall from their producing boughs. Among the infusoria there is no direct organic
contact for purposes of reproduction; for, like most medusa .and
worms, each individual is hermaphroditic, having the reproduotive organs of both sexes.
•
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Value of Sunlight in Houses.
The following fact, says a good authority, has Lecn estab
lished by careful observation ; that where sunlight penetratt•a
all the rooms of a dwelling, the inmates are less liable to sick·
uess, than in a house where the apartments lose its health·
invigorating influences. Basement rooms are the nurseries of
indisposition. It is a gross mistake to compel human being11
to reside partially under ground. There is a defective condition of the air in such rooms, connected with dampness, beside&
the decomposing paint on the walls, and the escape of noxious
gases from pipes and drains. It is strange that buil~ers persist
in doing violence to humanity, by still erecting houses with
basements.

Enlarge your Thoughts and Perceptions.
Perhaps your experience is replete with items of imperishable wealth. Never expect inspirations of truth, however, until
you ascend to the altitude of Principles. The eye that permanently contracts its scope to the points of diamonds, however
valuable in themselves, is not capable of surveying the chemistry of elements, nor is such a mind capable of feasting upon
that happiness which results from the grander and freer employment of the intellectual powers.
We hope and expect to impress hundreds of thousands with
tho belief that there i8 no antagonism between enlightened Rea.on and Nature's kigkest, '11W8t central Trutk, whick i8 Father
God. If mankind will reverently learn the lessons of Nature,
and become intelligently receptive, like the unconscious flower
which unrolls its petals to receive the vivifying heat and light
of Heaven, they may very rapidly bud and blossom into
happy families and progressive Brotherhoods.
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What and Where is Heaven 'l
Heaven, as we use the term, signifies the soul's HarmonJ
with Deity ; so that, in very truth, such a person can say : "1
and my Father are one." This, and this only, is HEAVBN.
Country, climate, time, space, infinity, eternity-these have
nothing to do with the soul's true Heaven. Wherever the
human spirit beats thankfully and melodiously with the pulsa.
tions of the Soul of Nature, there, in that spirit's silent deep, is
the kingdom of peace and righteousness.
Yet, in the outward immensities of the universe, where the
stars are suns of immeasurable magnitude, and where myriad
groups of them form circles inconceivable, there are substantial
worlds, or locations, which we term " Spiritual Spheres."

How to Quiet Children.
Let them have a goodly supply of bodily activity during the
day-time. Give them nothing sweet, except your smiles, after
the second meal. Avoid domestic contradictions in their pres·
ence, and never give way to anger in their absence. Never give
a child either tea or coffee. Many little ones crave and ask for
stimulants, because of hereditary bias and the force of daily
example. If your child is very irritable, give its body a good
rub-down, as you would dress the limbs of a young colt, just
before delivering it over to the safe keeping of the guardian
Angels of the night.

Don't Stand on the Track.
The train, says a railroad gazette, may steal suddenly uron
you, and then a little trepidation, a slight misstep, a slip of the
foot, and we shudder to think of your crushed and bleeding
body. So, in t.he journey of life, perils are around you on every
hand. But don't plant yourself in their path and defy them;
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Clon't stand in their track and disregard thero. Perhaps you
:mow and then take a little intoxicating drink. My friend, if so,
.::you art~ standing "on the track," while the car of retribution
~mes thundering on-moving in a right line-approaching
""''fith steady and rapid wheels. Will it not bear down and crush
::you ! Perhaps you spend an occasional evening with a party
~r friends, amusing yourself with cards or dice, staking small
sums to make the game interesting. My friend, you are stand·
ing "on the track." Thousands have stood there and perished.
Don'i wait to hear the panting of the iron steed, and the rat.
tling of rushing wheels, but fly from the track. At a safe distance, stand and view the wrecks which yon ponderous train
will spread before you. Look well to the ground on which you
plant your feet, and forget not, for yet these many days, our
parting words : "Don't stand on the track."

Pure Alcohol as a Medicine.
A correspondent writes for information respecting the
efect of pure alQohol on a scrofulous system-especially as a
remedy in cerebra't embarrassment8-<lccasioned by a humor
partly inherited, and aggravated by a diseased condition of the
liver.
ANsWER.-The human system cannot appropriate the liquid
known as alcohol. Years after it is imbibed, yon will find it in
the serum and other fluids of the brain, and in precisely the
eame stAte as when it was originally consigned to the stomach.
If the blood would accept of alcohol as a component part, or if
the solid and tissual structures of the body would temporarily
convert the liquid into their uses, then the voice of wisdom
would proclaim the utility of an alcoholic remedy for disease.
But all this is impossible. The whole body, under the govern.
ment of the brain, says to alcohol . "Monster ! stay without the
temple." And yet, we know that there are circumstances and
.~~~
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conditions of the brain and nerve-system, when alcohol, in a
modified form, is one of the best medicines within the reach of
man. Snake poisons, and some forms of insanity, will yield to
its counter-irritations. But let no man expect a better brain, a
finer digestion, or a more active liver, from the use of forbidden fluids.

The Disgusting Habit of Chewing.
Go where you will, says Dr. Dixon, in his Scalpel, on board
of any steamboat or rail-car, and you witness the disgusting
habit of chewing every variety of unhealthy mess, nuts and
candies, that may be offered by traveling hucksters, and immediately it is transferred to some human mouth. It would almost
seem that everybody in America is half starved ; the chewing,
munching, spitting, and tooth-picking, has become disgusting to
every decent foreigner. Nature requires food periodically; there
is no mistaking the call; when hungry, the stomach and salivary
glands are prepared for it. As a general rule, instinct indicates
what is wanted, and when it is wanted; and whoever habitually eats whenever food of any description is placed before
him, will never reach middle life in health. Even animals know
better, for when their hunger is appeased they will stop. What
a poor slave is he who has learned to chew tobacco! He must
always have a big box in his pocket, a big quid in his mouth,
and a big dish for t.he juice. Poor fellow ! if he had no company in this filthy habit, everybody would believe him crazy.
You say you can leave it whenever you choose. Then clean
out your pockets, your mouth ; .get your linen purified and
bleached ; burn cotton till the disgusting odor is removed, and
quit.
The present annual production of tobacco has been estimated
by_an English writer at 4,000,000.000 pounds ! This is smoked,
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ohewed. and snuffed.
Suppose it all made into segars,
100 to the pound, it would produce 400,000,000,000. Four
hundred billions of.segars! Allowing this tobacco, unmanufactured, to cost on the average 10 cents a pound, and we have
$400,000,000 expended every year in producing a noxious,
deleterious weed. At least one and a half times as much more
is required to manufacture it into a marketable form, and to dis·
pose of it to the consumer.

The Madness of Intemperance.
Judge Johnson, in sentencing a culprit to death, said: "Nor
shall the place be forgotten in which occurred this shedding of
blood. It was in one of the thousand ante-chambers of hell,
which mar, like plague-spots, the fair face of our State. You
need not be told that I mean a tipplil)g-shop, the meeting-place
of Satan's minions, and the foul cesspool which, by spontaneous
generation, breeds and nurtures all that is loathsome and disgusting in profanity, and babbling, and vulgarity, and Sabbathbreaking. I would not be the owner of a groggery for the
price of this globe converted into precious ore. For the pitiful
sum of a dime, he furnished the poison which made the deceased
a fool, and this trembling culprit a demon. How paltry
this price of two human lives ! This traffic is tolerated by law,
and, therefore, the vender has committed an offense not cognizable by earthly tribunals; but, in the sight of Him who is unerring wisdom, he who deliberately furnishes the intoxicating
draught which inflames men to anger, and violence, and bloodshed, is particeps criminis in the moral turpitude of the deed.
Is it not high time that these sinks of vice and crime should be
held rigidly accountable to the laws of the land, and placed
ander the ban of an enlightened and virtuous public opinion !" ·
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The Evils

o~

Opium-eating.

The eYils of the too prenlent habit of opium-eating are well
illustrated by a case recently reported. Dr. Kozierachki, in a
foreign medical journal, says that he waa called to see a lady
aged thirty, who had suffered since her thirteenth year from a
painful affection of the heart, and had obtained eaae by taking
opium, increasing the dose from one-eighth grain to thirty
grains, so that. at last. two hundred grains were taken daily.
Mter a while, epileptic fits came on. She had a prematurely
old appearance, was deaf of one ear, and had lost almost all her
teeth. Being one day unable to procure her accustomed dose
of morphine, and having to pass twenty-four hours amid pains
at the heart and repeated ~ainting, she became so much prostrated that, when next day her accustomed dangerous anodyne
was brought her, she was seized with a convulsive attack, &Dd
died.

The Opium-eater's Insanity.
Nothing bot a potent determination to abandon the use of
the opium will effectually cure it, and compensate for its customary effects. If there be a venous enlargement, extending
upwardly to the brain, the fact is against an independence of
the drug. You may pacify sometimes, by applying fomenta.
tiona of bitter herbs to the stomach ; and, internally, a teaspoon twice full of the tincture of hops in a little common black
tea, without milk or sugar.

Substitute for Strong Drink.
A correspondent asks for information respecting the nature
of intoxication, and whether there is any remedy or substitute
for it. The case is that of a respectable and intelligent man, who,
unfortunlltely, it a great lover of rum, and often gets beastly
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drunk. His passion for strong drink is more powerful than his
will, and his slavery is, therefore, absolute.
RI:M.EDY.-All attacks of disease and discord are periodical.
They are developed and governed by the retiremeut of one set
of forces and the ascendancy of another ; so that all remedia]
enterprises must be instituted with strict reference to tke week
(and particularly to .tke day of the week,) when the patient usu·
ally yields to " the passion for strong drink." Passion is not
as a sleeping lion aroused from his lair by the presence of temp·
tation, but it is the reaction of a class of discordant facultiesand this explains why some persons experience and demonstrate
anger without any sufficient apparent cause, and explains also
why many very noble characters yield to the ruthless govern·
ment of some silly weakn~ss far beneath their moral and intellectual status. Of course, no patient can be cured of his " passion for strong drink," unless his whole soul be fully inspired
with the sublime wish to be a whole Man.' Take this as the
bottom-work of the foundation, then watch the period of habit.
ual intemperance, and forestall it by shielding the appetite
in every conceivable way-by withholding the customary table
tempt.at.ivns. This system should commence at least three days
before the " passion " is stealthily developed to its overmastering bight. When the patient (commonly termed "the drunkard,") is impassioned and mad for his intoxicating beverage,
administer the following :
Extract Hasheesh (Indian Cannabis,) 15 grs.
Sweet Flag-root (Acorus Calamus,) pulverized perfectly,
1 scruple.
Mix well, and divide into fifty powders. Give one eyery
two, four, or six hours, according to the intensity and incorrigibleness of the victim.
In some cases a much .ft·ner preparation would be required. Once pass the sea~~on of temptation,

'1'11B BABBDiG&B

or
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eacape the period of pauion. and the battle ia mue &ban half
won. But there is another remedy for this malady.
An English Cure fbr Drunkenness.

There is a famous prescription in use in Engluad (uya the

Spri11gjield Repuh/ica11,) for the cure of dnmkenneu, by which
thousandA are said to have been assisted in recovering themselves. The recipe came into notoriety through the efForts of
John Vine Hall, father of the Rev. Newman Hall, and Captain
Vine Hall, commander of the Great Eutem steamship. He had
fallen into such habitual drunkenness, that his most eam.en
efForts to reclaim himself proved unavailing. At length be
10ught the advice of an eminent physician, who gave him a prescription which he followed faithfully for seven months, and
at the end of that time bad lost all desire for liquors, although
he had been for many years led captive by a most debasing
appetite. The recipe, which he afterward published, and by
which so many other drunkards have been assisted to reform,
is as follows: " Sulphate of iron, five grains ; magnesia, ten
grains ; peppermint-water, eleven drachma; spirit of nutmeg,
one drachm; twice a day." This preparation acts as a tonio
and sti~ulant, and so partially supplies the place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents that absolute physical and moral
prostration that follow a sudden breaking oft' from the nse of
stimulating drinks. In cases where the appetite for liquors is
not too strong, the medicine supplies the place of the accus
tomed drams entirely, but 1\Ir. Hall continued the use of
liquors at first with the medicine, diminishing the amount
gra1lually until he was able to throw away his bottle and glass
altogether, after which he continued to take the medicine a
month or two, till he felt that he was wholly restored to self.
control, and could rejoice in a sound mind in a sound body.
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Physical Evils are Transient.
An uncle of mine (says a correspondent,) aged eighty-five
residing here, after having been a habitual tobacco-chewer for
1'~!J1't than sixty years, about two years ago lost all appetite for
it, and has had no desire to taste it since ! There was no change
in his habits, and be was always more healthy than most men.
Some Spiritualists say that the love of the tobacco, alcohol, &c.,
adheres to man in the spirit-life. But may it not be, as in this
inatance, that, by some peculiar chemical or physiological change
in the organism of the spirit, the appetite may leave them immeciiately on their introduction into the other life !
~latural

and Artistic Beverages.

Man is an artist, a natural inventor, and his intellectual
endowments, urged by the inward force of his diversal wants,
among other necessities and inventions, impel him to compound
his foods and to artificialize his drinks. It is, therefore, strictly
natural for man, while passing through the transitions from a
crude Savagism to a spiritualized Civilization, to drink and eat
many hurtful (because artificial) inventions of his own unfolding
genius in the direction of art and discovery. But the primordial and instinctively simple beverage is pure spring water. It
is the most unartistic, the cheapest, most poetic, altogethe1
beautiful, and the healthiest.

lilian's Voluntary Powers.
Our philosophy teaches us that man, beginning his earth-life
aa an automatic being, will, when ultimately unfolded
in all the hidden centers of spirit, become wholly voluntary ·
that then, solely through the energetic fiat of his untrammeled
will, he may direct or withdraw vital forces to and from any par&
ofhia organiaation. In this way, we hold that man will "heal
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himself" when aftlicted with disease, and shield his body from
the ruthless assaults of epidemics and contagious disturbancq!.
In shor~. we believe that man is organized to triumph over all
his enemies.
At this proposition, the doctors level their shafts of ridicule.
"I scout the doctrine," says one, "because the mind's voluntary powers are fixed within certain well-defined and unalterable limits," &c.
We reply, that no intelligent physiologist can venture to fix
the domain of mind without some knowledge of psychology-a
department of science as yet scarcely known to our best medical scholars. Man is unspeakably superior to fish, bird, or
beast ; and is endowed with powers greater than all the millions
below him. The voluntary powers of the inferiors' brains are
but partially understood.
The Alpine bunter will tell you that the Chamois, a beauuful creature among the everlasting mountains, is capable of running at the rate of one hundred and twenty-five miles per hour.
The Ostrich will run swifter than the fleetest horse.
Certain fish seem to fly rather than swim.
Some birds can dart against, and through, the adverse ~erial
currents, and will make nearly two miles per minute, showing
that they might, if kept in one course, encompass the earth in
less time than is required for a fast steamer to cross the
Atlantic.
The crushing might of a cannon-ball is less than the awful
force with which a Whale strikes the ocean's bosom. The
powerful drumming of the Gorilla upon its own breast can be
heard at the distanoe of half a mile. Some muscular animal•
like the Buffalo, can dive from ten to twenty feet under water.
And all these exhibitions of velocity and strength, take their
rise from tlw 1Joluntary centers of tlu animal's brain. Ia not
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tnan destined to be, and to do, more than any creature which is
inferior to his exalted make and station ? We believe that he
is--do you still doubt, reader !

The Mind in Sleep.
QuESTION.-"Do you think that the mind, in sleep, is independent of the body ! If so, does it wander in the Spirit Land !
If such be the case, why is it that spirits are supposed to be
taken by surprise when they die here, and waking, find themselves in a strange place!"
ExPLANATION.-Our answer in this place must be brief,
more particularly because the subject has been considered in
the third volume of the Harmonia.
Notwithstanding all our investigations in the realms of mind,
we have no knowledge of an instance where spirit escaped the
body, except by means of thought, idea, or consciousness, until
the moment of final dissolution. But through the medium of
idea, feeling, or clairvoyance, the apparent escape and the seeming independence of the spirit, are enough complete to impress
both subject nd witness with a conviction of absolute certainty.
We held this belief for nearly three years.
The philllJophy of mind is the same as the philosophy of a
riv~r of pure eternal water. Man's spirit is a substance, composed <.>( &11 the divine essences and principles. Its consciousness is the effect of motion, just as the waves of water are the
results of some disturbing force. The mind may be quite still
during sleep ; therefore, during sleep, it may be wholly unconlcious. If the substance of the mind is in motion during sleep,
it will then, of necessity, be both conscious and dreamful. It
may, however, be exalted into clairvoyance, so that, through
light (and even through all the spiritual senses,) the mind
may extend its personality, or conscioumeu, into new scenes and
usociationa.
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Electricity and Phosphorus in

Animals.

An in'festigator of the faculties and habits of certain fish and
insects, asks to be aided " by a few impressions on two points :
First, whether the lightning-bug is endowed with a power of
collecting and discharging electricity the same as the torpedo or
electric eel, and second, whether this power is functionary or
under the control and direction of the fish's and insects will!"
A.NsWBR.-These questions reaeh down and jut out into the
realm of particulars. Our impressions may be too general for
your purpose, but they are at your service. The lightning-bug,
10 called, is capable of generating and emitting light from thA
presence of that mysterious substance which was first diseoverell by the Alchemists, b1lt now everywhere known as Plw&p1wrus, an essential element of all animal organi1ation. Tbe
generation and employment of this phosphorescent light seems
to be subject to the insect's will. There are many impressive
instances on record where this fire-fly has destroyed poisonous
spiders and consumed their webs, when the necessity of selfdefense urged the little creature to persistent action.
But nothing of this is true when we come to examine the
means of self-defense peculiar to the torpedo, ray-fish, eleotrie eel, etc. With these beings of the ocean, the truth seems
to be, that, by means of their digestive membranes, they can
generate and accumulate the electric fluid in large quantities.
This they do with wonderful rapidity when excited by either
fright or anger. The under-skin becomes distended and puffed
like that which holds the quills of the "fretful porcupine."
Thus, the electric eel is charged like the Leyden Jar, and
can, unlike the jar, emit sparks without coming in oontad
with any other body. It is now prepared to wage an aggressive war, or to do battle in obedience to the instincts of selfpreservation. Fishes of this class can, at will, emit sparks in
all tlirections, can give off brilliant emanations, which often
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prove fatal to the recipient, and can direct the lightning of
their privately-forged thunderbolts, which seldom fail of hitting
the mark. The electricity employed is identical with that
formed in the vital centers of all animal organisms.

Causes of Hemorrhoidal Inftrmities.
More than two-thirds of the sick who write to us for pre.
acriptions are afilicted with kemmrlwidal troubles, commonly
called "piles," of which there are many forms and painful
aymptoms.
Tn C.a.usE: Pathological physiologists have for a long
period said that piles are produced by a dilatation of the blood·
vessels in the walls of the rectum ; that the cellular coatings of
the lower orifice, by becoming enlarged and ilabby, protrude
and discharge mucous or blood ; and with this explanation, they
have classified piles as (1) blind, (2) mucous, {3) bleeding, (4)
e:zcrescential.
The first form is known as a thickening or swelling of the
membranes and vessels within the rectum ; the second form is
a discharge of mucous from what appear to be ulcers, but which
is usually nothing more than a pus exuded from excoriated surfaces within the anus ; the third form, attended with pain and
uneasiness, is characterized by a discharge of blood during
evacuation ; the fourth form, and by far the most difficult to treat,
is known by the existence of ileshy tumors in the upper walls ·
of the rectum, ilat or fig-shaped excrescences, which are com·
monly removed by surgical operation. But we perceive a bet
ter explanation.
The causu of piles begin at tho brain-in the center of all
energy. They signify an unbalanced condition of the nervous
1ystem. The registration of this nervo-disturbance is made
upon the negative side of the circulating system, namely, upon
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the veins, and the local development of the condition is invaria
bly wherever the body is the weakest. The disturbance in one
person may be called "liver disease;" in another, "costive·
ness;" in a third instance, "apoplexy;" or "piles," if the
rectum and lower bowel11 are the weakest or most taxed part of
the venous system. That piles originate from mental rather
than from physical disturbances, may be easily demonstrated.
Piles may result from ana:Uty, or sorrtmJ, Or suffering, or from
long-continued excitement of the feelings in any direction.
Straining and anxiety during pregnancy and parturition have
frequently brought them on; or occupying the mind with reading papers or books while engaged in the function of evacua.
tion. This habit is as dangerous to the lower intestines and
rectum as it is disgusting and offensive to every fine sensibility.
It is a very common cause of piles. Any mental occupation
foreign to the proper and prompt performance of the function,
is positively certain to stamp the impress of disease upon the
weakest part ; and, inasmuch as, while engaged in this particuiar function, the vessels and fibers of the rectum are distended
and principally taxed, so is inattention at the time most likely
to produce one or more of the above-mentioned forms of hemorrhoidal disturbance.
It should be remembered that the veins are negative to the
arteries, and that mental disturbances are more likely to telegraph themselves upon the most negative parts of the venous
system ; which explains why little children, and even animals,
ure sometimes victims of piles and diseases of the anus. And
it is worthy of very particular remark, that piles are periodical
in their appearance, painfulness, and disappeart~nce. If, for
example, you suffered most from them in April, last year, you
will be very likely .to experience a return of similar troubles
•bout the same time this spring. Or, if you sutTer moat from
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piles in the after part of the day, the symptoms will revive
during the s~e hours to-morrow ; thus giving your mind the
impression that pen'odicity is a law as much in disease as in
health.
REliUIDY.-The treatment recommended for this dieease,
is different in different schools of medicine. The remedies
are almost innumerable, and yet, the disease prevails
throughout civilization. · Thousands have the piles withou&
-whispering the fact to their nearest friend. People seem t;o
regard with indelicate suspicion, if not :with mortification, certain parts and functions of their organization. Excessive modesty is not the sign of intelligence and refinement, but it is,
rather, a symptom of conscious embarrassment-a momentary
loss of self-possession-while in the presence of those who are
supposed to think unworthily of the subordinate functions of
physical organs. Intelligence and refinement, instead of masking and falsifying themselves in fur,t.ive glances and prudish
expressions, will throw a white halo of significance and respect
around the least of things.
Physicians of every school, when they ascertain that their
patient is afBicted with piles, will prescribe, in addition to pby.
sical treatment, mental quietude and freedom from muscular
exertion. The disciples of Hahnemann have found sovereign
remedies for piles in their minute pellets and powders, because
they very judiciously st&-ted with the theory that the disease
is a spirituoJ disturbance ; and hence, logically, that prolapsus
ani and hemorrhoids will yield to the spiritual parts of Nux
vom. and Sulphur, Belladonna, Arsenicum, Carbo-veget., Mer•
cur. sol., Ignatia, Cocculus, or to the active principle of some
other remedy or combination in the pharmacopmia of infiuitesi·
malism. All the succcss of homeopathic physicians, according
to our perception, is attributable to the practical application of
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a correct theory in their possession, that disease is spirituat in
its origin, and that symptoms, consequently, are !he voices of
the internal disturbances, which may be hushed and forever
silenced by the prompt administration of whatever they (the
voices,) infallibly call for-this, more than the "like-cures·
like " principle, is the central secret of the triumphant progres·
sion of Homeopathy. But more of this hereafter, when we
come to write a few articles on the " isms " in the world of
Medicine.
In order to treat piles, or prolapsus ani, successruily, it is
necessary to obey all the psychological by-laws, and comply
with all the mechanical conditions which the disease suggests
to the understanding. First, you must cease straining to discharge the excrementitious contents of the intestines ; second,
you must conform to rules heretofore given, by which " costiveness " is effectually cured without medicines; third, you must
not occupy your thoughts and dissipate your Will-power while
performing your bodily functions ; fourth, you must not procrastinate the hour of obedience to this demand of your beins, but the
utmost system and regularity are required, &lld if your daily
labor calls you early, so that you cannot attend to this function,
then adopt the hour before bed-time as the most appropriate,
and insist upon teaching your intestines to respond promptly at
this period ; fifth, if the vessels or lips of the anus protrude after
the operation, lean forward and push them fully upward within
. the orifice, to their proper position. Nevar neglect thia
mechanical adjustment of the fallen and distended vessels, for
there are reasons why the contracting muscle11 cannot always
accomplish this important result. If the vessels are allowed to
remain without the rectum for a few days, they become strangulated aud hardened-perhaps uleerous and exceedingly sore-
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eo that a surgical operation is sometimes the only way of escape
from results more serious.
Ointments and salves are not curativA. They seldom do anything more than soothe the external and exposed parts, while
they almost certainly inflame the cellular membranes of the
rectum. The drug stores are full of quack medicines for piles,
hernia, &c., not one of which is likely to accomplish more than
temporary relief. One of the best palliative treatments is that
of our hydropathic establishments-correct diet, f~;equent bathing, and cold water syringes. But the cure, whenever accomplished, occurs by and through the restoration of the primeval
equilibrium between the nervous and the venous systems, or,
more properly speaking, by establishing a balance of the spi·
ritual forces (dynamics,) in the circulatory organism, which
includes every possible ramification of the veins and arteries,
beginning in the brain, pouring through the mtJderator, called
the " heart," and diffusing its life-principles to the minutest
bounds of the structural economy.
Recently our attention was arrested by the assertion of a
scientific gentleman in this city-one of our first inventorswho declared that, without being able to give a philosophical
reason, he had been cured qf pile.s by simply carrying a Jwrseckutnut in kis pantaloons' pocket. The discovery of this peculiar power in the horse-chestnut was accidental on the part of
another gentleman, who had been previously cured. It was
found that, so long as he carried the chestnut about his person,
the piles, although exceedingly annoying and painful before,
were kept in subjection, and at last entirely overcome.
We have examined the emanations of the horse-chestnut
since the above fact came to our knowledge, and do not hesitate
to prescribe the experiment to our patients. Indeed, we do no'
recommend it as an "experiment," but as a remedy; inasmuch
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as the active principle o£ the nut is friendly to the removal of
hemorrhoidal swellings ; but it is not a remedy under violations
of by-laws and conditi(•ns already specified.
The subtile penettations of certain metals and plants are
exceedingly curious and magnetical. Much superstition and
folly have been developed by too much reliance upon the virtuus
of various herbs and mineral bodies. And yet, there is a scientific truth at the bottom of all mythology, aluhemy, and astrology.
The ancients were peculiarly, but often erroneously, impressed
with the spiritual properties of salts and herbal preparations.
Alchemists, for example, found much spiritual (i. e., dynamic
and psychologic force or) energy in what they termed the
" Volatile Salt of Vipers." One writer says: "To judge well of
the effects which this Volatile Salt can produce in our bodies, we
must know its manner of operation, which is to open, to comminute,
to pierce, to attenuate, and to drive to the extreme parts of the
body, and through the pores of the skin, all the impurities and
all the strange bodies that can get out by those ways. Further,
it is an enemy to all corruption-very friendly and very agree•
able to our nature, which it assists and fortifies, enabling it to
expel, not only by the pores of the skin, but by siege, and by all
the emunctories of the body, the superfluous humors which
molest it; whence it comes to pass, that it produces admirable
effects upon a thousand occasions, curing a great number of
sicknesses, or, at least, giving great relief therein, even in those
that are most refractory and most difficult to cure-such as apo·
plexies, lethargies, convulsions, agues, and many other maladie1,
believed to have their source in the brain."
With this singular quotation from one of the ancient alcbem·
ists, who was evidently impressed with the a:~ml powllrs and
odyllic energies of mineral bodies, we will conclude-hoping to
hear from correspondents after carrying the horse-chestnut for
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It ~eems to us that the constant presence of the
chestnut for the cure of particular diseases, will arouse and con·
eentrate your pneumogastrical powers.

a few weeks.

Piles Cured by Horse-chestnuts.
FREMONT, Ind., June, 1861.
To A. J. DAVIS: Recently, in conversation with a gentleman (a mason by trade,) he stated that, some years since, he
was attacked with the piles; which readily disappeared, in consequence (as he verily believes,) of carrying a horse-chestnut in
J,.is pocket, 11-nd continued well for about five years ; during
which time he carried it (the chestnut,) in his pocket; becom
ing worn out, he threw it away. The disease returned in a few
weeks, but was again promptly removed by resorting to the
·same remedy, which he still uses.
He also informed me that an acquaintance of his (also a
mason,) related to him a similar experience respecting the sanative influence of this apparently very simple remedy.
S. W. CoRBIN, M.D.
Truly yours,

The Cause and Cure of Hydrophobia.
"MY DEAR SIR: Please inform me, as soon as you possibly
can, what is the best medicine for preventing or curing Hydro·
phobia. Mad dogs have been lately very numerous through
this neighborhood. Do, for humanity's sake, inform your
readers what is the most efficacious treatment of Hydrophobia,
and you will, I assure you, be instrumental in saving many of
your fellow beings from misery and an untimely grave."
A:rrsWBJL.-The best known natural prevention of the disease
called "Hydrophobia" is, a wholesale destruction of all dogs
in Christendom. But the pound of " cure" is more popular. Of
the symptoms of Ra/;ies in the human being we need not say
anything. They are, unhappily, familiar to thousands. The
poison may remain latent in the human body for days, weeks,
mont'hs, and even gears, and then break forth with all its terrible sympton11 of paroxysmal destruction.
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T:auTKENT.-The wound just made by the bite of a rabid
animal, should be thoroughly and instantly cut open, so that the
vessels will bleed freely, and all the parts should be immedi·
ately syringed or soaked with diluted aqua am~onia {spirits of
hartshorn.) This remedy will give much pain, but it is of
utmost importance. It is a good precaution to bind the upper
portion of the wounded limb firmly with a strong ligature, in
order to prevent the absorption of the subtile vapor into
the circulatory system. This bandage may be safely removed
in a few hours. After thoroughly drenching the wound with
weak spirits of hartshorn {spirits of camphor will sometimes
act as a substitute,) the parts may be drawn together, and then
carefully covered with arnica court-plaster. This plaster can
be obtained of any homeopathic physician, and of most druggistl!. (Better get the ammonia and the plaster at once, for 'tis
said that "a wise man foreseeth an evil and hideth himself.")
One thing is necessary--4. e., a free disoharge of venous blood
from the parts bitten. If there is tardiness in this respect,
apply a suction force to the wound without delay. All this will
act as a preventive.
REDDY IN LAST STAGEB.-In case the system is contaminated with the Rabies, and the premonitory symptoms of the
culmination begin to appear, then have nothing whatever to do
with drugs. Tinctures of scull cap, musk, elecampane, chick
weed, &c., &c., ad infinitum, are worse than nothing ; let calomel, and all the myriad forms of recommended drugs, entirely
alone ; and instead, put the sufferer into a very hot vapor bath,
as near 150Q Fahrenheit as possible, and continue the sweating
process for nearly twenty minutes. After which astonish the
patient with a shower of cold water, and immediately cover him
with blankets in bed. This will be followed by a desire to drink
some cold fluid. Instead, give a tumblerful of atrong red·
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pepper tea containing one tea-spoonful tincture lobelia. (Pro
cure a bottle of this tincture MW.) Perhaps a paroxysm will
immediately come on ; if so, repeat the sweating process, with
even more beat, if possible, for ten minutes ; then, as before,
give the tumbler of cayenne tea and the tincture of lobelia.
It may be necessary to put the patient four times through
this terrible ordeal. But as soon as the system is excessively
weakened by the steam process, and the sickness at the stomach
is succeeded with copious vomiting, the crisis is passed, and all
danger of a fatal termination is removed. While vomiting, it is
well to give a little spearmint or sage tea. If, however, the
paroxysmal indications reappear, let nothing deter you from
administering, still more vigorously, complete repetitions of the
course above prescribed.
In some incorrigible temperaments the 'Virus of the animal
Rabies resists the most energetic remedies for several hours,
and even days, especially after the final symptoms have been
fully developed. The snake-stone of most countries, and the
mad-sttnre, also, will neutralize the psychological vapor of Rabies,
but not unless the individual is aware that the charm is within
his possession. For it should be borne in mind that one-half
of the deaths by hydrophobia, as by cholera, owe their origin to
the erroneous belief of the patient that death is inevitable.

Vapor Baths :f.br Hydrophobia.
Some twenty years ago the following case was stated in the
Boston Transcript: A gentleman suffering from hydrophobia
aonceived the idea of suicide by means of a bot vapor bath. He
entered the room when the temperature was about two hundred
degree~, expecting to be suffocated, but soon fell into a profuse
perapiration, and was permanently cured. Sometimes a sudden
plungt- in cold wnter will break the paroxysm
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Galen's Remedy for Hydrophobia.
A favorite remedy for the bites of the rattlesnake, and in
cat1cs of hydrophobia, was introduced by Galen, '.!nder the namo
of " )lad-wort." The Latin name for it ia " .M"a1'1'tlhivm VwJ.
gare," which, being boiled down and done into plain English, iJ
the common "Hoarhound," so generally and wisely used in
cases of coughs and asthmatic affections. There is, unqueatiouably, a medicinal quality in this "mad-wort," which, if perais'ently used both in the form of poultices and as a drink, would
neutralize the venomousness of snakes and rabid dogs. Lel
this be remembered when no other remedy is at hand. There
is much experience in its favor.

Coup de Solell, or Sun-stroke.
This malady is produced by exposure to the heat of the sun's
rays. It is a modified form of apoplexy, and is most likely to
attack persons of bad digestion, or of bilious and intemperate
habits. The brain fever which succeeds a sun-stroke, is daD·
gero~s. Prevention is better than cure.
Experience hu
shown [says a military writer,] that troops serving in warm
climates greatly need protection from sun-stroke, often quite u
dangerous and fatal as the fire of the enemy.
The judicious care and foresight of the British ofticera, in
the recent campaigns in India and the Crimea, protected their
soldiers from the danger, by thick white linen cap cotJen, haT·
ing a cape protecting the back of the neck, which refteoted,
instead of absorbing, the heat of the sun.
Farmers and teamsters-indeed every one much exposed to
lhe sun's rays in mid-summer-might save themselves t'rolll
headaches and sun-strokes by this simple cap. Sun-stroke•
may also be prevented by keeping a wet handkerchief or napkin
in the hat. This is the best remedy for any person whose bead
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is accustomed to aohc while exposed to the sun's rays. Alway•
have two or three small holes in the top of your hat.

Proper Amount of Sleep.
Sleep is of the utmost consequence to the nervous and debili·
tated. But it should be had at night or before dinner; not
afternoon, nor at irregular periods. Henry W nrd Beecher hath
well said : Me'Q. vary with regard to the need of sleep. A nervous man can get along with, perhaps, from five to six hours'
sleep, while, perhaps, a phlegmatic man requires to sleep from
eight to nine hours. The amount of sleep which a man requires
depends upon his temperament. It seems strange to some that
the most active men sleep the least. Men that work fasteft
sleep fastest. A nervous man does everything quick ; he
sees quick, and hears quick, and steps quick, and works quick,
and sleeps quick. He does twice as much in an hour as a
phlegmatic man, and he only requires half the time in which to
do up his sleep-work that the phlegmatic man does. Every man
ought, from his own experience, or from the advice of a physician-one who knows something-to determine what amount of
11leep he needs, and then take that amount. He that steals
ne<?essary sle~p from the night, steals from the Lord. He commits a theft for which God will visit him with punishment, in
the shape of suffering and premature old age.

Sleeplessness-its Cause and Cure.
We know a person who presents a wonderful instance of
wakefulness. No medicines can cause him to sleep naturally ;
not even drowsiness comes upon his diseased and tremuloua
nerves ; and he is moved in despair to exclaim :
"0h. Sleep:
Nature's soft nurse I how have I frighted thee,
That thou no more wilt weigh my eyellda down,
And atesp my aenaea in forgetfulneaa 7"
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CArsE AND RoEDT.-The cause of all sleeplessness is inaepo
arable from the condition of the ganglionic system. The center1
of life are temporarily changed, and the mind trembles and
wabbles in its orbit, somewhat as a planet would if thrown from
its polar relations to the sun. The llem«Jy, therefore, cannot
be found in anodynes, opiates, &e., but in the re-establishment
of the nervous and cerebral motions. This can be accomplished
by tne " Movement Cure " in some cases; in others, the result
may come on by applying the magnetism of a harmonious and
healthy operator. Chronic wakefulness may be greatly eontrolled by eating plentifully of onion soup from twice to thrice
per week. All sedatives, anodynes, and somnolent medicines,
--such as opium, morphine, laudanum, hasheesh, tobacco, &e.are at variance with the natural repose of the sympathetic gan·
glia. The loving and harmonious are invariably the 8'UH!t!tut
6/eepers; but the stoutest slumberers are they who work much
and think little.

How to Procure Refreshing Sleep.
An unbalanced condition of the brain and its dependencies
constitutes the cause of an " oppressive fullness " in many
cases, lllld also explains the source of much mental fatigue _and
bodily weariness, on awakening in the morning.
REKEDY.-Every night, before retiring, subject the posterior
portions of your head to a thorough rubbing, chafing, and smiting, by the hands of another. While endeavoring to sleep, do
not forget to breathe fully many times. The habit of reading
and thinking;or of talking upon any exciting topic, after nightf\11,
is never promotive of the physical harmonies. Extreme seaaitiveness, either physical or mental, should be regarded u a morbid condition.
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JJad Dreams every Night.
We know a truly refined and poetry-loving person who ia
troubled nightly with dreams, the most grotesque and detestable. The case is not unusual.
REMEDY.-Do not gratify your appetite with too many kinds
of food. When a child, you were injured with affectionate
expressions in the shape c.f candy, raisins, nuts, and rick ~.
Yes, you were, good patient-don't deny it. These are the
worm-generating "evil spirits " that now beset you in dreams.
Sleep with your head toward the North Pole hereafter, and
always go to sleep on your right side. Eat or drink nothing
after seven o'clock P.M.
Origin of Physical Beauty.
A family physican (who is a sort of Abernethy in his way,)
says: "You may laugh at me as you like, Miss, but, I tell you,
it is a positive fact, which you are at liberty to disprove if you
can, that, when Venus rose from the sea, the rising took place
the very first thing in the morning, or else she never would
have been the beauty she was !"

Earth's Polarities at Night.
In this world, the external body is identified inseparably
from the spiritual body ; that is, the Motion, Life, and Sensation of the latter are distributed throughout the former, as water
through a sponge ; so that, whether in sickness or in health,
ibe two bodies are practically and consciously one and the some.
The distinction between these dissimilar bodies is realized in
advance of death only by those who enter the trance, or tho
atate of complete clairvoyance.
All the earth's electrical currents flow northward. These
are oold. The human brain is supplied with more blood than
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all the body besides. The head ia, therefore, 1rU1I1 and mas
aetie, bu~ sleeping with your head northward is bes~· because
&ben the earth's eold luida low over i~ and preserve a healthy
.u.te. The feet 1rill be warmer in proportion. While sleeping
with the head southward has the effect to deprive the e:drem.ities of their proper animation, and to fill the brain with extra
hea' and uneasy dreams. Eas' and North are healthy; while
South and W es' 1rill produce nervous disease in the sleeper ;
but these remarks apply only to this latitude and longitude.

The Gospel of Self-Hea.ling.
As all disease is the opposite of Health, and as all discord
is the opposite of Harmony, so is the power of Health and Harmony identical with that by which disease is maintained. We
would, therefore, counsel all fathers and mothers to heal their
children by "laying on of hands;" not in anger, but with the
full knowledge that healthful magnetism is the natural medici1111
for all sick bodies. The nerves convey disease or health in
proportion as they are falsely or righteously inluenced.

Unequal Bodily Development.
A correspondent writes a historical statement of his daughter's physical condition, which reveals a sad case of unequal
development of the limbs, to which no ordinary treatment ia
applicable ; but it may be possible to bring the motor nerves of
such a patient under the control of the will of Indian spirits, in
which case there are great probabilities of cure. Under
ordinary circumstances, however, we counsel a castor-oil rubbing over the affected parts, every other night, with rapid
manipulations on the neck and across the hips. Do not despair,
for such a patient may become a light in your home ! We would
DOt have you administer any drugopathical preparations.
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Confidence in Mother Nature.
QUEsTioN.-" Why is it that poets, philosophers, and men of
acience, as a general thing, discard revealed religion ?"
ANSWEJL.-Minds that think independently and with
becoming care-expanding day by d~y with the out·1lowings of
facts, beauties, . laws, and principles-very soon ascertain that
God made Reason, and, therefore, did not make an unreasonabk reuelationfor mata's guidance.' God's natural revelation is
congenial alike to the fool and philosopher, to the Hindoo and
Christian, while man's written revealments are suggestive ana
spiritual, yet invariably egotistic and uncertain. Wordsworth
says:
"N!Uure never did betray
The heari that loved her ; 'tis her privilege,
Through all the years lf this our life, to lead.
From joy to joy ; for she can so Inform
The mind that Is within us, 110 impress
With quietness and beauty, and so feed
WUh lofty thonghla, that neither evil tongues,
Baehjudgmenla, nor the sneers of selfish men,
Nor greetings where no kindness is, nor all
The dreary lntercouree of daily life,
Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb
Our cheerful faith, that all which we behold
.&:re full of blessings."

Put confidence in your nature, and you shall be strengthened.
The gods of the beautiful Summer World will bless thee. By
daily obedience to the Self-Healing principles of life, thy condition 1till become more attractive to the upper good. The
Etemal Father and ?rlother of " spirits " have written their
commandments in the human constitution. Look within and
upward. Read such books only as contribute to the sum of
practical wisdom. Do not strive to acquire knowledge too
rapidly-think, act, enjoy.
224t
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Rema.i.n in your own Climate.
The climate of Pisa, in Italy, has been long considered
favorable to persons afBicted with bronchitis and consumptive
diathesis. It is very mild and moist, but many times relaxing
and oppressive, to persons of northern nationalities. We would
recommend you to remain in your own climate, obey the laws
of Nature, keep your spirit happy by doing good deeds, and take
those simple remedies prescribed in this book for consumptive
conditions.
"Oh Health!
Oh happiness ! our being's end and aim ;
,
Good, pleasure, ease, content. whate'er thy name,
That something, still, which prompts the eternal sigh,
For which we bear to live, or dare to die."

Softening of the Brain.
This condition is very common ; the heart is proportionally
hardened. Professional, but more frequently business men, are
its subjects. The predisposing cause is sumptuous living.
After a morning fully occupied with bus_iness matters, a man
comes regularly to a dinner of various and highly·seasoned dishes
of fish, IUld fowl, and fiesh, with every adjunct to excite and
gratify the appetite. He partakes freely of food and wine, in
excess, to be sure, though, perhaps, never to the extent of gluttony or inebriety. The papers are read, cigars are smoked, a
few hours are passed socially, and the evening closes with a hot
supper and abundant punch. If a man living thus continues
successful in his plans and his business, he may go through life
with no other physical or mental infirmity than the pain and
irrascibility of gout, or the distress and gloom of dyspepsia.
But if it be otherwise, if he meet with a reverse of fortune, or
if some grief or chagrin come upon him, then he is exceedingly
liable to this fatal disease, which is the joint product of luxuri·
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ous living and some torturing anxiety or disappointment.-Set
Report of D:a.. J oBN E. TYLER, Superintendent of the McLean
Asylum.

How the Will Acts on Nerve-Centers.
Physiologists cannot determine in the living subject the
exact condition of the nerve-bat.teries located at the base of the
brain and in the spinal cord. These centers in color are gray,
derived from the positive substance of the cord ; and by fibers
(or thread conductors,) they communicate with every muscular
tissue in the organization. Your Will can, through the magnetic forces of these centralized batteries, reach and .ramify
through every part. Practice a few days, as we have admonished you, and your ex.perience will sustain our philosophy.
One correspondent writes that the Willing-remedy, applied
to herself for deafness, has already benefited the parts ; but
complains that the exertion of Willing, accompanied with the
suitable manipulations, has the eft'ect to induce sleep.
Many patients would be delighted to have similar results
follow their pneumogastrical efforts. If, however, every patient
so affected would take a foot-bath of tepid water, while in the
act of manipulating and Willing, we are sure that a cheerful
wakefulness and other benefits will ensue.

The Will-energy at Work.
See how that fellow works! (says a writer); no obstacle is
too great for him to surmount; no ocean too wide for hitr to
leap ; no . mountain too high for him to scale. He will make a
stir in the world, and no mistake. Such are the men who build
our railroads, dig up the mountains in California, and enrich the
world. There is nothing gained by idleness and sloth. This is
a world of action, and to make money, gain a reputation, and
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exert a happy influence, men must be active, persevering, an4
energetic. They must not quail at shadows, run from lions, or
attempt to dodge the lightning. Go forward zealously in what.
~· yqu undertake, and we will risk you anywhere and through
life.

The Man who can Will.
Mirabeau said : " Why should we feel ourselves to be men
unless it be to succeed in everything, everywhere. You must
say of nothing, That is beneath me, nor feel that anything can be
out of your power. Nothing is impossible to the man who can
Will. Is that necessary? 1'kat shall be: this is the only la\Y
of success." Whoever said it, this is in the right key. But
this is not the tone and genius of the men in the street. In the
streets we grow cynical. The men we meet are coarse and torpid. The finest wits have their sediment. What quantities of
fribbles, paupers, invalids, epicures, antiquaries politicians,
thieves, and triflers, of both sexes, might be advantageously
spared! Mankind divides itself into two classes-benefactors
and malefactors. The second class is vast, the first a handful. A person seldom falls sick, but the bystanders are ani·
mated with a faint hope that he will die : quantities of poor
lives ; of distressing invalids; of cases for a gun. Franklin
said : ''Mankind are very superficial and dastardly ; they begin
upon a thing, but meeting with a difficulty, they fly from it discouraged; but they have capacities, if they would employ them."
Shall we, then, judge a country by the majority, or by the
minority 1 By the minority, surely. 'Tis pedantry to estimate
nations by the census, or by square miles of land, or other
than by their importance to the mind of the time.-Emer.stm.
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Gall and Spurzheim's Works.

In the history of the investigations of phrenological science,
we first meet with the celebrated Gall. This physician was the
first to make practical observations upon the living brain. But
Doctor Spurzheim's classifications and works have superseded
those of Gall in popular estimation, because the former was the
most successful in bringing the facts of mind more clearly and
simply before the world.
It has been ascertained that the front lobe of the brain
exerts an in1luence which is invigorating and refining to all
the senses and the nervous system, but that its effect upon the
muscular and osseous systems is somnolent and debilitating.
Harmony is possible only when both brains, back and front, are
equally exercised. (See "A Remedy for an Unbalanced Body
and Brain," on another page.)

What the Will can Do.
QuEsTioN.-" Do you mean to convey the idea that a person
who has inherited ner'IJOU8 infirmities may ever, by careful, conscientious use of the internal, self-healing powers, become so
• redeemed and sanctified ' as to have • a sound mind in a sound
body'? Can one with undeveloped concentrativeness make use
of the practice recommended in Pneumogastrioal remedies ?"
ANsWEB..-Yes ; we certainly mean to teach that mind is
destined to stand sovereign master over all beWw its exalted
plane. Matter--the body-is below the soul ; therefore the
IOU! is capable of instituting an absolute government. " Practice makes perfect," is an old and a true proverb. The method
cf applying the Will-power is as simple as walking, moving your
band, or speaking, for all such motions are from the Will. Why
not extend the operations of this power over all parts of the
dependent organism!
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Forms of Temporary Insanity.
A Friend of Reform wants to know what medicines or proparations will produce temporary insanity-meaning a menta)
derangement of a week or tw~d then pass oft' without entailing disastrous consequences.
ANsWBR.-There are several medicines, besides alcohol,
capable of inducing an insane condition of the brain. Our
[nsane Asylums show that from one-fourth to one-third of all
casee admitted, have been made insane by the habitual use of
alcohol. This fluid, although it mixes readily with the serum
(or water) of the blood, never ceases to be alcohol. It produces
a contraction and condensation of the tissues, and liberates the
brain for the time being, very much to the enjoyment of the
mind and social feelings ; then ensues the second stage, called
inebriation, or drunkenness, which is an insanity, exhibiting a
melancholy derangement of the intellectual faculties ; a11d
lastly, the individual is correspondingly depressed, relaxed in all
the fibers, and rendered unfit for the manifestation o{ eith. Jr
mind or muscle. The middle stage is proauctive of all those
oddities and eccentricities which usually characterize the inebriated individual. Thus, by the temporary insanities produced
by alcohol, we get :
1. The Fighting Drunkard.
2. The Social Drunkard.
3. The Mirthful Drunkard.
4. The Political Drunkard.
5. The Burly Drunkard.
6. The Cowardly Drunkard.
7. The Melancholy Drunkard.
8. The Religious Drunkard.
9. The Blasphemous Drunkard.
10. The Voluptuous Drunkard.
11. The Sentimental Drunkard.
12. The Beastly Drunkard.
You will observe that, fundamentnlly considered, the ooncli•
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tion t>f the Drunkard is that of insanity. The variations are trace·
able to the natural propensities of the individual character, which,
at such times, are not modified and controlled by the deeper life
and understanding. This sort of mental derangement may be
produced by the administration of a great variety of prepara·
tiona.
American Hellebore (Veratrum Vi?"ide,) Henbane
(HyO&Cgamw,) Foxglove (Digitalis,) Skunk's Cabbage (SymJiocarpus,) Thorn-apple (Stramonium,) Indian Hemp (CannahU lndicus,) Tobacco, Prussic Acid, Spurred Rye (Ergot,) &c.,
&c., and yet many other sedatives and inebriants may be mentioned, which, given either. in tincture or by decoction, will, if
taken in continued or over-doses, produce temporary insanity,
and many visionary symptoms, always varying with the hereditary characteristics of the individual patient. The consequences
of temporary insanity are not necessarily lasting or disastrous,
And yet, years are sometimes wasted in the effort to restore dis·
eased nerves.

Brain Rest Absolutely Necessary.
Brain rest is sometimes better than medicine, particularly
in oases where the nervous system is deranged, and the digestion enfeebled. We cannot promise restoration of a nervous
patient, even under favorable conditions, in a period of less than
six months. We counsel you to engage in some employment
not intellectual, during the period consecrated to the process of
recuperation. Over you, at all times, is the Summer Land.
You will receive, if you deserve, aid and comfort from its
inhabitants.

Cause of Brain Fits.
In some cases we detect a diseased condition of the gangliG,
extending each side of the spinal column.

The upper portion
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of the spinal cord, the medulla ohlongata, is enlarged as by an
inflammation in its substance. The motor nervu are, consequently, disturbed; the right side being sometimes more diseased than the left, imparting an involuntary wish and tendency
to roll or whirl as an amusement. As the nerves of seeing, and
hearing, and tasting, arise near the diseased parts, it is but reasonable to expect that these senses will be gradually impaired.
REMEDY.-There are but two paths of approach to the seat
of the disorder-one, through the nerves of the stomach ; the
other, through the spinal column. Raw onions should be
applied externally over the stomach every day, in the form of a
poultice ; also a small one, well macerated or grated, should be
administered every morning and evening, mixed in molasses if
desired. Magnetic treatment is capable of reaching the throne
of the disturbance, through the spinal column. It should be
used faithfully, with the human hand. It is necessary to keep
the patient's head erect, or in a natural position, which may be
effected by girdling the neck with a hair cushion.

Treatment for Eplleptio Fits.
Fits of unconsciousness are caused by a sudden strangulation in the nervous circulation, which, from many causes, may
take place along the track of the Pneumogastric nerves, somewhere between the brain and the bottom of the stomach. An
account of symptoms is deemed unnecessary.
REMEDY.-The philosophy of curing this frightful malady is
simply the removal of the tendency to arterial strangulation,
and the consequent nervous suspension in the route of the sym·
pathetic and pneumogastric nerves. An equal distribution of
the vitalic forces is absolutely necessary. We, therefore, conn·
sel you never to yield to the temptations of your appetite, to
•ner-eat or to drink largely of any fluid. When a fit of hunger
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overtakes you, beware! for even then inverted Nature is preparing to adjust itself by a shock called "epilepsy." This surprise of the nervous system is accomplished by the righteous
:»peration of long unbalanced forces. But, unhappily, if Nature
does not attain her balance by a few shocks, the tendency ie
toward a greater loss of equilibrium in the brain and its rami·
fied· influences. Therefore, a gradual failure of memory and of
intellectual vigor, evon to imbecility, are the resulting consequences.
We make these remarks in order to enforce the import.
ance on parents, and mankind generally, of early attention to the
fundamental causes of this malady. Remove the nervous strangulation, and instantly all the symptoms will depart ; and the
same is philosophically true of all nerve-pain, cramp, spasms,
and paroxysmal affections. But in advanced stages of this disease, the treatment must be varied to suit temperaments and
occupations. In every case of long-standing, we prescribe butter
milk, whenever the thirsty symptoms begin, and it may be drank
plentifully in response to the extra sensations of hunger. Wear
a compress or bandage of either crushed wormwood or life.
everlasting around the waist every night. During the day wear a
little linen saek of equal parts of powdered belladonna and ironrust directly on the pit of the stomach. Do not fear the progress of this disease after you adopt the means of overcoming
the causes in the arterial and nervous systems.

Fits of Indigestion.
Sometimes what is termed " Falling Sickness " is caused
by a peculiar kind of indigestion. In such case, the disease
becomes sympathetic with the digestive functions, and may be
controlled mainly through the pneumogastric nerves.
RDJEDY.-Never eat out of season; nor between mealll; noi
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even an apple or a few nuts. No fruit or berrie1.1 for supper
A rigid system of hygiene must be enforced by the ~authority of
your will and reason. Make the following paste : Powdered
leaves of stramonium, one ounce; flower of sulphur, two ounces;
Spanish fly (cantharides,) powdered, twenty grains ; iron filings,
one ounce ; and a small piece of burgundy pitch. Amalgamate
these ingredients over a slow fire by stirring constantly. Put
about one-quarter of this magnetic paste into a thin kid sack,
and wear it next to your body, immediately over the pit of tho
stomach. It should be renewed about once in every six weeks.
This, in connection with your Will-power and correct habits.
will cure.
More than half of your distressing infirmity is caused by a
periodical stagnation of nutrition in the small intestines. The
chyle is not appropriately absorbed through the mesenteric sys·
tem. The sympathetic and pneumogastric ner\"es enter their
just complaint at the throne, and seek from the brain (and the
mind,) a full recognition of their wrongs, and plead for ample
reparation. The effect of this struggle is a prostrating
paroxysm.

Brain Fits and Incipient Epilepsy.
" Some two or three hours after eating (says a correspondent,) frequently, my eyes begin to blur, and after awhile I
become quite deranged, very nervous, and at times so nervously
excited that it would take ten men to hold me. These paroxysms will last about an hour, when I am wddenly r.'llieved, and
become exhausted and weak, perspiration will roll off me, and
my nervous system is all unstrung. The only relief I have ever
found bas been obtained by eating ! Eat.ing will stop the trouble, if done when my eyes begin to blur ; though lately that has
not had so good an effect as formerly. I have increased very
much in flesh within a few years."
REMEDY.-The case is similar to one we treated and cured
iD 1847. Memory brings back every internal fact of the patient.
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There was a disease all through the mesenteric system. The
lacteal vessels refused to drink up the chyle at the right h<;u: ;
the sympathetic nerves promptly reported the rebellion at the
brain ; the brain sent dispatches over the pneumogastric nerves
that the digestive collections must go forward ; and so encr·
getically did Nature insi.ft and pe1·sist, that the patient was
thrown into violent paroxysms-incipient epilepsy. Our treat.
ment was very simple, and the same is adapted to many persons
-viz : Take the extract of chamomile, half a drachm ; camphor,
ten grains ; cayenne pepper, one scruple. Of these substances,
well mixed, make seventy pills. Take two about an hour after
breakt'aa!t and dinner for one week. Subsequently take but one,
and only when the symptoms re-appear. Use the Will-power
energetically.

Philosophy of Neuralgia, or Nerve-pain.
Very many suffer from periodical attacks of this indescribable pain. Sometimes the distress fixes upon nerves within the
atomach, in the left side, and often the pain is most unendurable in the forehead, behind the eyes, showing that there is an
exact correRpondence between different sections of the lower
organism and different strata of the brain. Thus : If the bowels are diseased, the base of the brain is disturbed, and the
patient suffers alternately in both regions; in like manner, the
middle portions of the brain sympathize with all derangements
of the liver and stomach ; and in consumption, as in all cases
of bronchial irritation and debility, the superior parts of the
brain are involved in more or less disturbances. For this cause.
u general observation declares, all consumptives are more
hopeful and less desponding during the several stages of tho
malady than patients afBicted with any other known disease.
Thia i.e lroe, because the superior organs of the brain are affected
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and slimull~ted to activity whenever the upper part of the lungll
are diseased.
With these explanatory remarks, we call attention to the
eau!IE'8 of nerve-pain, and affirm that no human being can experience any such pain unless there be first a compression or
embarrassment somewhere in the functional or circulatory system, by which the blood has been forced into some capillary or
hair-like vessels, thus tying up, or ligaturing, so to say, some
of the important nerves which convey the elements of vital-life
from the brain-batteries to the different organs in the bodily
structure. And, therefore, no one can ever be perfectly cured
of what is termed " neuralgia," until the circulatory systems
are in perfect running order. Not a particle of bile, of brokendown blood, or of unworthy material, must float in the empire
of veins and arteries. All magnetic-passes, all palliative mixtures, all nursing, and pett.ing, and waiting " patiently " for the
pain Lo subside, will amount to almost nothing. If Nature is
able to restore the balance of circulation, with or without medicines, the patient is suddenly relieved and cured ; but if the
internalligaturing of nerves by the blood-vessels is established,
then, alas ! the victim is destined to be a sufferer of pains, more
or less endurable and aggravating, for months or years, or until
the angels unlock "life's flower-encircled door," to show the
worn-out pilgrim of earth the holy scenes of the Summer Land.
REMEDY.-Many plans may be adopted to restore the arterial
and venous circulation to a perfect balance. The Thompsonians
and Hydropathists are about equally successful in accomplishing
this 1·esult. They sometimes cure severe cases, as do the
llomeopathists also, with a marvellous degree of celerity and
completeness ; but we know of instances of incorrigible nervepain, wherein the chieftains of every sy11tem of medicine, and
even Nature herself, gaYe the patient over to the law of Pro.
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gression, which steadily marches through the tomb. The law
of Cure, however, is as plain as the eleventh commandment,
viz : Establish an equality of operations between part and
part. That is, equalize the bodily temperature ; dit~tri·
bute the activities of the heart, and brain, and stomach ; and
then, having liberated the nerves from their special embarrass·
mente, the patient will experience instant relief; and, with care,
the sufferer may never have a return of the indescribable agonies of neuralgia.
Let all patients, suffering with this nerve-pain, commence
at once to take t.wo thorough bodily sweating& every day, either
by meaiJs of vapor baths, or by packing in many folds of cotton
and woolen quilts. It will be necessary to drink some very
warming tea, suo}} as Crawley, or Ginger and Red-pepper, in
order to facilitate the process of perspiration. The entire body
should be bathed with bay-rum, or with weak vinegar and salt,
immediately after the sweating, which should continue at least
fifteen minutes. The patient should invariably wear sheepskin
moccasins at night, and during the day also, if the pain threatens to return.

Drug Treatment for Neuralgia.
Some time since we published a recipe to cure neuralgia.
Half a drachm of sal ammonia in an ounce of camphor water, to
be taken a tea-spoonful at a time, and the dose repeated several
times, at intervals of five minutes, if the pain be not relieved d
once. Half a dozen different persons have since tried the recipe,
and, in every case, an immediate cure was effected. In one, the
sufferer, a lady, bad been subjected to acute pains for more than
a week, and her physician was unable to alleviate her sufferings,
when a solution of sal ammonia in camphor water relieved her
in a few minutes.-Med. Journal.
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Remedy for a Sudden Neuralgia.
In cases of violent attacks of nerve-pain in neck, teeth, t'aoo
ears, and head, we recommend the following mixture ; Wine of
opium, 30 drops ; sulphuric ether, 1 scruple ; fluid extracts of
belladonna and yellow jessamine (i, e., gelseminum,) of each 1
drachm; put into 1 ounce of lavender water. Saturate a linen
cloth with this mixture, and apply it for an hour or more over
the region of the pain.

Spasms, Periodical.
In such ca11es there is much irritation in the medulla olJkm.
gata-meaning that portion of the spinal cord which is situllted within the bones of the skull-and the tendency is to the
rapid development of tubercles. The patient is subjeot to
spasmodic fits about every ten days, preceded by a craving
appetite, hot head, cold ·extremities, and sallow complexion.
The patient may be fleshy, and well developed in physical prop~>rtions , and yet in general health be very unsound.
REMEDY.-Watch the approach of the premonitory symptoms. Face them resolutely, and work to bring about a hata1&ce qf temperature. Wrap the feet and legs in many folds of
flannel. If they do not freely perspire, but are only hot on the
surface, then chafe them with a little flower of mustard before
enveloping with flannel. Stop all food of every kind, except a
little porridge, full twenty-four hours before the spasms usually
appear. During the crisis, let the patient rest on a small pillow
filled with hops and a little camphor.

A Passive Use of the Pneumogastric Remedy.
:Ma. DAVIS: Allow me to give a testimony concerning that
which has proved of much benefit to myself, and might be of use
to others. I tried your first general directions for the applications of the Will-power (given in your HERALD OF PRoGRESS,
;,f June, 1800,) but without receiving any benefit. Being susceptible to influences of spirit-mind, I got the impression that I
should assume the passive instead of the positive condition, and
become as negative as possible, observing the same rules of
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time, &c., as you directed. I soon felt the recuperative powers
of my system becoming active. Six months have passed, and
I haYe been gradually, but steadily, gaining all that time.
I reason of the change in this wise : Mine being an active
positive temperament, the Will-power had exhausted or over·
taxed those faculties or prgans of my system which were neces
sary to convey the life principle to the diseased parts ; conse·
quently, passivity, rest, and the influx of spirit-power which I
invoked at the time, and very perceptibly felt, was best adapted
to my condition.
Thine, for truth and investigation,
MARY M. BISHOP.

There is a Purpose in Pain.
We have, from the first, described "pain " as the language
it is the voice of divine life in
man, crying for health and happiness. It seems that Owen
Meredith does not teach differently. He says :

ot discord in the soul-principle;

"There is purpose in pain;
Otherwise It were devilish. I trust in my soul
That the Great Master Hand which sweeps over the whole
Of this deep harp of life, if at moments it stretch
To shrill tension some one wailing nerve, means to feteh
Its response the troest, most stringent, and smart,
Its pathos the purest, from out the wrung heart,
Whose faculties, flaccid it may be, if less
Sharply strong, sharply smitten, bad fail'd to expreaa
Jnst the one note the great final harmony needs.
And what beat proves there's life in a heart ?-that it bleed8l
Grant a canae to remove, grant an end to attain,
Grant both to be just. and what mercy in pain!
Cease the sin with the sorrow I See morning begin l
Pain most burn itself out if not fuel 'd by sin.
There Ia hope in yon hill-tops, and love in yon light,
Let hate and despondency die with the night!"

Remedy for Pain in the Face and Neck.
In reply to the questions of many correspondents, wt1
republish the following: Extract of cicuta and stramonium,
each five grains ; laudanum, half an ounce; brandy, two ounces;
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Put these ingredients together, and add one ounce of alcohol ;
then warm and shake the composition until its constituents UP
in a complete state of amalgamation. (Get the medicine and
keep it in the house.)
DxRECTIONs.-Bathe under and behind the ear, under the
jaw, on the cheek over the aching teeth, and put a piece of cotton, saturated thoroughly with the liquid, into the ear ; change
this frequently, continue to bathe as directed, and relief will
almost immediately follow.

Pain in the Neck of Housekeepers.
There is a wonderful network of glands, batteries, and lifeconductors, or nerves, in the back parts and at the sides of your.
neck, which are disturbed by clogging matters whenever you
have over-exercised about the house. The true remedy consists in bathing your neck and back-head thoroughly every morning, in pure cold water ; to be followed by self-manipulations
and gymnastic exercises. Squeeze your throat wheneyer it is
threatened with soreness, and gargle with red-pepper. Chew a
few chamomile flowers before breakfast.

Remedy for Pain in the Joints.
The causes of such pains and lameness are entirely " too
numerous to mention." We will tell you how to remove every
pain and ache, which originates from rheumatic and negative
conditions in the joints, or from a sudden sprain and local tension
of t.he tendons near a socket. Make a powerful decoction of
bumt coffee, say half a pint; to which add four ounces of chloroform, and one ounce of cajaput oil. This magnetic wash should
be kept tightly bottled, and used Yery sparingly ; a few drops
at a time on the parts affected, to be followed immediately with
manipulations for ten or fifteen minutes.
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Sciatica Neuralgia.
This is a disease of the sacro-sciatic nerve. The pain, lame.
mess, and special symptoms, may exist independently of othet
:JDervous derangements. We have examined numerous eases of this
ldnd, but never have found what some physicians term an infiam
:mation of the nerve; although, in many instances, the neurilemma
(or nerve-sheet,) has been considerably enlarged by an excess
of fibril heat. The nerve-pain is principally owing to a l!ort of
strangulation of the nerve itself. The life-principles of health
and vigor cannot freely circulate through their appropriate conductors. Sciatic pain, or rheumatic neuralgia, is a common
effect from such conditions. There is no quicker or shorter
road to take to reach healthy conditions, than that of handfriction and magnetization. The parts need to be rubbed vigorously, and then manipulated, every day. When the pain is
severe, apply a poultice of burnt salt and baking soda--one teaspoonful of the latter to four table-spoonfuls of salt--mixed in
a sufticient quantity of common meal.

Pain Between the Shoulders.
Your excruciating shoulder-pain is caused by a derangement
of the hepatic functions. The pneumogastric nerves report
your liver d.isturbances in the shape of pain, and a fatiguing
ache on the right shoulder, near the neck. The nerves of the
head sympathize and throb with the confusion of sensations in
the system.
REMEDY.-Adopt the Will-cure at once. Straighten the
body, and breathe deeply several times in the fresh air before
breakfast, which should consist only of one boiled egg and a
piece of stale bread. Not more than one cup of any warm
drink. Practice throwing your arms backward, and, meantime,
give your shoulders a variety of sidewise and churning motiona
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Indigestion is the ~ain cause of the whole disturbance. Let some
good friend pound and pommel you about the waist before goin.l(
to bed.

Pain in the Right Side.
As a general remedy for right--side pains, we recommend a
thorough manipulation of the left side, from the shoulder down
to the hips, so as to affect the action of the spleen, kidnPy,
heart, stomach, and intestines. These organs and parts, by
being invigorated and surcharged with functional activities, will
send aid and health to the suffering on the opposite side. This
is the b.est method, often, when one side is healthy and the
other diseased. Surcharge the healthiest parts, and they will
naturally magnetize their disabled neighbors in the visceral
cavity.

Sudden Pain in the Breast.
This peculiar pain is caused by a sudden compression of small
vessels, accompanied with the generation and confinement of air in
the cellular tissues, all which indicates a weakness in your general
system. The best treatment for immediate relief is a thorough
steam-bath ; keep up the sweating for many hours, by means uf
hot bottles, &c., and the use of crawley tea. Wear a very warm
garment or bandage of lamb's skin next to your body in winter.
Frequent sweating will aid you ; always avoiding sudden
changes : and exercise in the house when yoo cannot go out.

Deficient in the Cords of the Leg.
A mother states that her daughter, ten years of age, is defi.
ci;lnt in the cords of one leg. The muscle is not fully developed, the foot turns in a little, and there is every indication that
the tendons, toward the extremities of the muscles of the limb,
are deficient and nearly useless.
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REMEDY.-lt should be remembered that the muscles and
tendons are like so many ropes and cords, by which parts of the
body are_changed or kept in proper position ; and, further, that
every muscle is compounded of many fihers, very delicate in
material and structure, which are fed by the brain-life through
the nervous system. The true remedy for a deficient muscle,
therefore, is to be found in the brain of its possessor. Tell the
patient, then, to fix the mind on the parts which are to be
restored, and next, to throw a volume of WILL into the cords
of the weak and trembling limb. Take each step with great and
firm resolution, and stop walking the moment the resolution is
weakened. To strengthen the general system, and to prevent
spasms, we prescribe a bowl of wild cherry tree bark tea, for a
few weeks, to be drank between Mondays and Wednesdays.

Hot Head and Feverish.
A friend writes: "My head is hot and feverish most of the
time ; my stomach is very much out of order ; also my liver
and kidneys are somewhat affected ; in fact, I am diseased all
over." REMEDY.-Use the Will-power, as heretofore described;
correct your daily habits of eating ; and take the following
" rough and ready " remedy : Two gallons of old cider; add
half a pound of rusty nails, and half an ounce of rhubarb-root.
Let this preparation tincture for one week. DosE.-Take one
wine-glassful immediately on rising in the morning. Add one
more gallon of cider in a few days. Eat plenty of stewed apples
aud bread for breakfast ; no meat until dinner ; never drink
auything intoxicating.

Remedy for "Lock-jaw."
The terrors of tetanus may be dissipated by a strong, steady.
oerved magneti1er. The disease is not necessarily dangerous
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It may be controlled by magnetizing the feet into a 1 erspira·
tion, and by administering the homeopathic preparation of
Aconite and Belladonna alternated, or Mezereum and Merciurius, thirty minutes apart, for six hours. There are several
methods of relaxing the contracted fibers, but we would place
magnetic treatment before all the rest.

Remedy for a Sti1f Ankle.
A patient writes an account of his stiff ankle, which has
been disabled and troublesome for about three years. There is
a hard swelling on the outside of the joint, as large as a hen's
egg ; and a kind of puff swelling on the inside ; with much pain
and wasting away of the limb. REMEDY.-Adopt the system of
diet recommended for patients afllicted with itch or erysipelas.
Frequently lay the hands on the parts affected, thus open the
pores of the skin to let the disease escape, and keep up the
operations every day until the swellings disappear. Apply
nothing else during the day-time. Every night put your foot
into essence of peppermint and sweet oil, bathe the swellings
thoroughly, and then envelop the parts in eat's or woodchuck's
fur. Use the entire skin with the fur next to the ankle.

Membranous Rheumatism.
There is a neuralgic disease of the membrane abQut the
bones. This affection is known by exquisite sensitiveness ot
the limbs and joints, with occasional pain of the severest kind,
but with little or no swelling of the parts and joints so suffering. REMEDY.-Take as much bodily exercise as possible with·
out incurring excessive fatigue, and this every day. After such
a walk, or (which is far better,) work out in the sun until 1uite
warmed up, cover the affected parts with a preparation of soap,
aayenne pepper, lobelia, and camphor. Thus: One pound of
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eommon soap; one tea-spoonful of red pepper ; two ounces of
fine·cut tobacco (or lobelia;) one table-spoonful of powdered
camphor. ~dd water enough to blend these articles together
her a slow fire. When cold, it should be of the consistency of
common paste. Give the rheumatic parts a coating of this
paste, and wrap them up, excluding the air, with thin leather or
oiled silk. A great fact in all rheumatic affections, is inactivity
of p»tions of the system. Bring all parts into action as rapidly
as possible. Use such articles of diet as will keep the bowels
alive every day. Avoid all narcotizing remedies. Opium,
internally, is no friend in this disease ; it gives you a ticket
from Bad to Worse; better purchase a passport to the High·
lands of Happiness. Work your passage.' Examine the laws
of health relative to diet, and do not dare to act contrary to
your best light.

Remedy for Periodical Rheumatism.
Prepare the following magnetic liniment : Oil of hartshorn,
of mace, and of lavender, of each four ounces ; stir them into a
prepared mixture composed of one pint of alcohol and the
whites of six eggs perfectly amalgamated. On the first scnsaaation of uneasiness of the rheumatism, give the parts a severe
hand-chafing at night. It would be far better to get a friend to
curry you down, and dress the affected members from top to
bottom, as you would manipulate the limbs of a favorite trotting
horse. · Then apply the magnetic liniment in small quantities
When the pain becomes severe, use the mixture twice or thrice
per day; but it will be necessary at such periods to sleep in
tightly-fitting ftannel garments.

Periostitis and Headache.
There is more than one beloved patient who is strong-bodied
jet remarkably sensitive and weak-headed; not in the intelled
24
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val part, but in the fibrous membranes, which clothe the sur
face of the bones. The head will ache, and the teeth also, even
when the general health is sound. Shall we name it "Pet,iostitis" ! meaning a rheumatic inflammation of the Periosteum.
Yes. that term is sufficiently descriptive of the seat and cause
of frequent headaches. In such a case, put cold water behind
your ears, and on the back of your head and neck, b¢we gou
bathe any other part of y()Ur body, each morning. Do not wel
the top and front of your head. Keep these portions dry in the
morning.

Nervous Burnings and Pain.
It is not uncommon for an American woman to displace some
of those physical energies that are necessary to the possession
of harmony and happiness. She is excessively nervous at times.
But anodynes and sedatives are not the remedy. For the pain•
ful and burning symptoms she should use no preparations in the
shape of stimulating washes. Her pathway to Healt.h leads
through obedience to the pneumogastric and self-magnetic remedies. It will be necessary for the patient to retire very early,
supperless, and without warm drinks of any kind. For breakfast and dinner, she may eat and drink whatever and as much
as her appetite and reason will honestly prescribe. About two
hours after dinner, each day, it will be necessary for friendly hands
to rub and pommel the patient, as hard and rapidly as possible,
without severe pain, upon the neck and shoulders, down the entire
spine, and all the way ar?und the waist. Meantime, remember,
full respirations are necessary. Magnetism, alone, wouldamounl
to nothing to one in tmoh a condition. The patient needs the benefits accruing mainly from vigorous mechanical pressure and judi·
cious buffetings. But these latter remedies will also prove non·
availing and injurious, unless bestowed by the hand of benevolen~c and Aympathy.
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"'eakness and Emaciation.
A correspondent writes that his companion " is tall and
~l.~nder, very poor in flesh, but rich in spirit; she has a lively,
1 ll::lt..1elligent mind, quick of perception; and is as good a wife,
~ll::lt..d judicious a mother as can be found." But she is afflicted
ith a general incapacity of the muscular system. He says :
- She is a strange compound of strength and weakness. She
~~hes with water every day ; eats no animal food ; works hard ;
~ ~n easily walk three miles per day ; has a good digestion ; good
~bite teeth ; regular bowels ; regular and painless in her men- trnation; warm feet, etc.; yet feels excessive weakness; faints
-~metimes ; small appetite ; dandruff on her head ; is very
~maciated and weary; slightly inflamed eyes; white, odorless
~ischarge, in small quantities, from the vagina ; is troubled with
-.sleepy feeling, but never with any such thing as depression of
-.pirits, for she is a Philosopher 1"

'!"-""

REKEDY.-There is a sure medicine for the emaciation and
•ymptoms above described, which are not uncommon among
'Women in this country. It will consist of dietetic influences
for the invigoration of the absorbent and secretory systems.
There is a deterioration in the constituents of the blood. There
is no want of iron in the system (for the bile is sufficiently
charged with ferruginous elements derived from milk, eggs,
water, and vegetables,) and yet there is a want of appropriating
power in the alimentary canal and symphatic absorbents generally. And to set the entire system in good working order,
than which the music of the spheres may not be more harmonious, we recommend for breakfast, one soft boiled egg, with
bread and butter, and one small glass of strong beer. \\rith
your dinner (which may be composed of anything you wish suit·
able for the season,) drink a tumbler of weak tea of wild cherry
tree bark. For supper, which should not include fruit or cakes,
yon may drink a cup of Homeopathic chocolate. Experience
bas proved that a person thus affi.icted, may eat all kinds of
light bread and biscuit not containing potash, soda, or othor
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similar ingredients, and not too fresh ; cakes composed of meal,
eggs, sugar, and a little butter; buckwheat cakes not raived
with fermenting powders ; light puddings and dumplings of
wheat, Indian meal, rice, oatmeal or bread, without wines, spices,
or rich sauces; hominy, Indi~ mush, rye mush, groats, pearl
barley, potatoes, turnips, carrots, spinach, cabbage, cauliflower,
asparagus, green or dried peas or beans. It will be necessary
to use vaginal syringes, two or three times per week, of strong
motherwort decoction, or warm water containing from threo
to five drops of sulphuric acid.

Remedy for Weakness and Pain.
'l'his unbalanced condition between the sensory nerves ar.d
the nerves of motion, may be overcome by establishing an equal
circulation of the magnetic energies between the brain IDd
extremities. This equilibrium can be accomplished only by
and through a persistent course of magnetic treatment. You
should be pounded, rubbed, manipulated, and lastly, oiled from
head to feet, at least once a day for many weeks. Home is the
beat place.

Treatment for Painless Paralysis.
Symptoms of paralysis in one or both limbs, affecting the
face and .brain, call for continuous magnetic treatment. The
blessings of health will flow through man's form much quicker
and more permanently under the proper external circumstanoea.
But there is another method which may reach many suiferera,
• viz : Tn.ke one-third pound opium, macerate (soften,) it in suli·
cient water for two or three days, occasionally working it over
with the hand. Then add muriate of ammonia, one ounce; oil
of cinnamon, or of cloves, two ounces ; alcohol, one pint. Mix
thoroughly and add one pint of water DosE.-A very little of
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ahis preparation will penetrate the magnetic membranes of the
system. It must always be used externally, and in con.
"".meotion with olive oil in case the smarting is too severe. The
11pine should be bathed with this tincture once a day, from the
11eck downward-then your arms and legs-concluding by bath·
ing the soles of the feet thoroughly. We pray that the watch
ing angels will extend healing hands to every Brother.
~mtire

Remedy for a Multitude of Sins.
A patient says : "About three years ago I got under what i11
called ' conviction for sin.' My feelings were horrible beyond
the power of any pen to describe. Such feelings continued for
six months, until my mind was almost lost and my body shat.
tered. . . . Spiritualism has done wonders for me mentally,
but the body is afRicted as follows: 1st. Nervousness. 2d. Pain
in the region of the kidneys and across the small of back.
3d. Great prostration and general weakness. 4th. Fever most
of the time, nearly always after dinner. 5th. Headache, gloominess of mind, disposition to look for evil. 6th. Costiveness,
beat in head, face often flushed, pain in legs, sweat under the
arms all the time, but not any other part of my body." Thi~
catalogue, though brief, covers the symptoms of very many of
our countrywomcn, and there are also diseased men, who have
the . most afRictive disturbances, including horrible feelings
developed by "conviction of sin."
REKEDY.-Stop voluntary sinning from this hour, and your
mental condition will improve wonderfully fast. As a medicine,
eat nothing between breakfast and supper ; never eat any bread
fresh baked; no pancakes or salted food of any description ;
with this understanding, we will prescribe for you-for everybody with these symptoms-the following Chylifier: Cinnna·
mon bark and nutmegs, bruised, of each one table-spoonful ;
cardamon seeds, horse-radish, ginger-root, mandrakes, and
Turkey rhubarb, powdered, of each two table. spoonfuls; let all
these macerate-that is, soften and dissolve in water sufficien'
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to Cl•ver them and more-fur twelve days, in a light vessel, theD
strain and add two quarts of cider brandy or half a pint of aloo·
hol. Use this remedy without sweetening, if yon possibly can.
DosE.-A tea·spoonful, with or without water, at the usual din.
ner hour, and the same on retiring for the night. In some
cases the dose may be doubled: not, however, if the feverish·
ness is increased thereby. Take a warm water wash-oft', or a
thorough steam-bath, once every week, for a while.

Resignation as a Medicine.
The initiatory step toward a cure, in many nervous diseases,
is resignation. Your body and all its nerves will improve when
your wind voluntarily yields allegiance to existing conditions.
Do so at once. Will yourself into a state of comparative care.
lessness. Become passive and resigned-not because of the
necessity, but from wish and intention. It is a sad spectacle to
behold a human soul compelkd by disease to be passive and
tranquil. Such is hopelessness and frail weakness. Perhaps this
is not yet your condition. Listen, therefore, and be strong in
your weakness. Resign virtuously and beautifully out of the still
fountains of prayer and will. We style this course the first step
to physiological restoration. We do not counsel you regarding
food, sleeping, clothing, water, &c., for all these things you may
have attended to from your youth upward. Only this: Resign
while you can. Allow yourself to become an invalid. Have the
luxury of doing while you may before yielding because you
must. Observe, now, that we teach you to be pal~sive spiritn·
ally, and thoughtless as to the action of medicines, and indifferent whether you get well or go hence. Yet you should
exercise early every stormless morning. Return and resign to
rest; the manipulations will benefit you. Let I!Ome friendlJ
hand give your body a thorough castor-oil rubbing once a week;
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use flannel cloths only on parts of your body most sensitive
while exposed to the cold air.

Remedy fur a Falling Memory.
Several correspondents have written for prescriptions
adapted to restore the memory. We will answer all of them, in'
general terms, that failing of the powers of memory is a symp·
tom of inactivity and decay in the thought-substance on the surface of the brain. The true remedy consists in a reinvigoration
of the digestive organs by a temperate use of food. It will help,
to sponge off the surface of the body in cold water every morn·
ing. Great care must be instituted about the appetite. Thousands eat themselves out of all their most retentive faculties.
Dyspeptics are invariably disqualified for the retention of beautiful memories. They recollect distinctly what did not suit
them at the last meal. If you want to put your brain in good
condition, never load your stomach with anything. Neither
smoke nor chew tobacco.

Bow to Overcome Morphia.
We have heard from many victims of Opium, 1\'Iorphine,
Snuff, &c. Some deny the existence of any power of reform in
themselves. Others think they have the requisite Will-power,
but plead ignorance of its application, as the principal reason
why they do not apply it instantly. A suffering lady, under the
dangerous mastership of Morphia, has written for information
and remedy.
RoEDY.-Resolve to live a natural life or die in the effort
Be inspired with great power of Will. This is the beginning
of redemption. Refuse to take another portion of the Master.
Put it beneath your feet; plant your heel on the Serpent's
head; arise, loved patient! in your spiritual might, and to )lorphia
say : " Get thee behind me, Satan !" Having passed the hour
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for taking the customary portion, your only next step is to
reduce the quantity of food at least one-half, and do not increase
the amount at any subsequent meal, for many days, although the
pangs of hunger may smite you severely at times. If a "gnawing " is felt, take a little lemon juice on sugar, or drink a small
cup o.f strong coffee without milk and food. Avoid fruit between
meals. Green fruit, well cooked and not very sweet, or a tablespoonful of Indian meal, in a cup of water, every morning, will
act as a cathartic and diuretic. Lastly, provide yourself with the
homeopathic preparation of camphor, and, for a few days from
the hour of resisting the evil, take a portion of it as substitute.
Remember, you have the power of "Self-Healing" treasured
up within your organism. E¥oke it at once ; believe on it;
and the gods will cover you with their benedictions. [We have
recently beard from the "suffering lady," just alluded to,
assuring us that she did conquer the habit.]

Treatment for Nervous Debility.
In cases where the system is chronically affiicted with a nervedebilitation, the symptoms varying with changes of the season,
but never quite removed, we prescribe a complete and thorough
change in the habits of life. For fashionable persons, in independent circumstances, the adoption of habits of working, eating, and
sleeping, like farmers or mechanics, is advisable ; and, ptr contra, those who live by the sweat of their brow, should be permitted to rest a few weeks from their labors, aided meanwhile
by the abundance of the wealthy, until their worn and weary
bodies can recover somewhat of natural tone and power. Let
everybody work enough to deserve the food he eats and the
raiment he wears ; let no one be compelled to earn sufficient to
Jupport another in idleness ; the sick, the aged, and the inf~ntile,
are naturally exempt from labor ; but no Health can exist in a
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world where two-thirds are under-fed and over-worked, and
where the residue are over-fed and habitually cloistend in
mansions of luxury and indolence. If all should work some
every day, "the world would be the better for it." Doctors
and ministers could very soon be spared from such a world.

The True Elixir of Life.
A correspondent of the Knickerbocker gives the following
testimony : " I am a WOMAN : have been through all the ' experiences;' hooping-cough, measles, dyspepsia, ' nerves,' 'blues,'
et cetera; have ' died daily;' and, at last, come to life, health,
and happiness, having found the' Elixir of Life '-Exercise and
Fresh Air. I began with the homeopathic dose of half a mile;
felt the thumb-screw torture at every joint; persevered. ; and
now count ten miles a trifle, in all weather, and at all times ;
never take cold, dyspepsia, '~erves,' or the doctor's stuff; and
in consequence, never get cross."

Depression of the Vitality.
Many persons complain of a depression in all the vital forces.
The patient is frail and failing from a general deterioration of
the functional processes. Your true medicine is human magnetism, but circumstances may be against you ; therefore, as a
revimfying tincture, we prescribe : One quart of Holland Gin ;
put in it caraway, fennel, and mustard-seeds, of each, bruised,
one ounce ; gentian root, mandrake, and thoroughwort, of each,
bruised, half aa ounce ; then put it all in a bottle or jug, and
add half a pint of olive oil and a table-spoonful of finely-powdered cloves. Always shake before using. DosE.-A teaspoonful or more after awhile, whenever your weariness is most
diiicult to bear.
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Cause for Aphtha Chronica.
The patient, if a child, is very weak, and poor, and puny.
He vomits much. His food seems to do him but little good
His flesh is soft and flabby, and the skin looks dead. He sweats
nearly all the time when asleep.
The depleting cause of this disease is in the nervous depart.
ment. The ganglionic forces are weak. There is, consequently,
a preternatural apathy-a morbid suspension of the energy of
the brain in relation to the digestive processes-and, perhaps_
an aphthous condition of the whole alimentary canal. Physicianew
usually expect to find evidences of this disease upon the tongue
and gums, inside of the lips, and on the palate, iri the shape of"
little white ulcer11. With these indications, the disorder is com·
monly termed "thrush." But aphtha lactucium is the bes~
and most comprehensive word to convey the whole meaning.
Old persons are sometimes thus affected just before physical
death. It is often a final symptom.
REMEDY.-Make a little pudding, two or three times a week,
of equal parts of rice, barley, wheat-flour, and hearts of mullen,
all perfectly pounded and macerated together, and boil the wholu
compound until it is thoroughly done. This will be a curative
food for the suffering. It may be given with milk, or in sweetened water. An onion poultice should be applied over the
stomach in the early part of each day. Let it remain on about
two hours. The onion is capable of invigorating the prostrated
nerves of the digestive system. Let the patient sleep with the
body, from the hips upward, considerably elevated. Ne~er
give it food more than four times in twenty-four hours

Derangement of the Liver.
The patient complains of great languor and low spirita;
brick-dust depoait from kidneys ; inclined to costiveness; sour
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•tomach frequently ; complexion yellow, with brown spots here
-nd there on the face ; no great suffering, but much depression
111nd weariness.
C.&usE AND REMEDY.-The liver is the sugar-making organ in
tl.e human economy, and is the first of all the visceral confederates to report any deficiency or excess in this particular. The
above symptoms prove that there is an excess of bile (or old,
worn-out, broken-down blood globules or eggs,) and ibat there
is too much sugar and alkali sent out from the liver. The condition of the kidneys and stomach, taken in connection with the
pallor and languor, are evidences unmistakable. The true
remedy consists in a cheerful spirit (a very difficult medicine to
obtain under some circumstances,) and plenty of nutritious food,
which must be selected wholly from the vegetable kingdom.
For supper eat no stewed berries or fruit. Nothing sweet, nor
aour, nor salt, but only a tumblerful of Indian meal porridge,
with a little unbuttered bread. Retire very early ; arise, if possible, before the sun; walk out, breathe, and think of the Sum·
mer Land. Cultivate the spirit of Hope. Truth is more lovely
than persons ; worship it ; let them not enter the sanctuary of
Thought. For breakfast drink one cup of black tea (sans milk
or sugar,) and eat nothing. Let hunger assail the citadel. Do
not yield. For dinner eat whatever, and as much as, your appetite demands. Never sleep after dinner. This course of treat
meu't will effect a cure in about four weeks. Take a mild
cathartic two or three times.

Torpid State of the Liver.
The symptoms are as follows : The eyes seem to swell in their
11>ckets. Severe pain in the front and lower portions of the
brain ; giddiness. Extreme sickness ensues ; vomiting of bile,
and discharges from the bowels, until t.he lower system is
4leplet<-d. Then you are prostrated, unable to labor, only able
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to sleep and groan. Food is loathsome ; and your tlesh is wastir.:g
slowly away. You have these turns from six to ten timu
a year. Quarts of medicine have flowed down your throat.
Powders, pills, plasters, poultices, and other pestilences, have
been used in your behalf. You have no faith in the Water
Cure, because you have " tried it;" no faith in the Old School,
for you have " paid it" all your dollars; and you, therefore,
want-THE REMEDY.-This is very simple, and was from the beginning-to wit : during the period of comparative freedom from
the symptoms, let your friend rub and pound the parts most
affected. Frictionize just over the liver ; manipubte the stomach and bowels; chafe the skin upon your back; and lastly,
squeeze and smite the legs and arms. After this process is
completed-which should be in the early part of every daylet the same hands anoint your surfaces, and then wrap them in
thick flannel. Previous to the manipulations, it is proper to
wash and cleanse the skin of its perspirational accumulations.
Rabbit's oil is the most penetrating for this purpose, but olive
oil will answer, if mixed with a small quantity of oil of spearmint. In addition to this, take charcoal mixed in Holland gin.
The ancients were not unscientific in the use of sweet-smelling
oil upon the body.

Remedy for Persistent Biliousness.
Many want to know how to overcome a constant inactivity
of the liver, biliousness, jaundice, headache, fever, chills, &c.,
which abound in many parts of this country. REMEDY.-When
the system· is clogged and surcharged with broken-down blood,
wasted tissue, semi-oxygenated fluids (out of which corruption,
all manner 'of jaundice, biliousness, headache, melancholy, fever,
chills, &c., are brought forth,) the only remedy cc-nsists in a
persistent and judicious course of cathartic treatment, such as
rhubarb. and charcoal in gin or water : a tea-spoonful of eaeh,
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every night for, perhaps, a week; then every other night, for
some ten days or longer; lastly, once a week, as long as there
remain any symptoms of torpid liver, or any disease whatever.
If the operation of th.e medicine produces weakness, yield to it,
and rest both day and night. Persons should use l~ss or
more of the rhubarb, according to their intestinal susceptibilities. Dietings, nursings, and milk and water tr.eatment,
in incorrigible cases of biliousness, are simply trifling with a
formidable o~emy.

How to cast cut the Devll.
A mother, having a little faith in the Swedenborgian phasu
of Spiritualism, and considerable more faith in "good, old.
fashioned New England Presbyterianism," is alarmed for one
of her eldest children, who is a partial medium, thinking it possible that some "evil spirit " has taken possession. The symp·
toms are variable, but the following is given as a synopsis :
Occasional flushes, or a circumscribed spot on one or both
"beeks ; the eyes become dull ; the pupils dilate ; an azure
semi-circle runs along the lower eye-lid ; the nose is irritated,
swells, and sometimes bleeds ; occasional headache ; an unusual
secretion of saliva; furred tongue ; breath very foul, particularly in the morning; appetite sometimes voracious, with a
gnawing sensation in the stomach, at others, entirely gone ; occasional nausea and vomiting ; violent pains throughout the abdomen; bowels irregular, at times costive; belly swollen and
bard; urine turbid ; respiration occasionally difficult, and
accompanied by hiccough ; uneasy and disturbed sleep, with
grinding of the teeth ; temper variable, but generally irritable.
CAUSES AND REMEDY.-Our decision in such 11 case (religious
predilections being set aside,) is, that the patient has not been
well educated in matters of eating and drinking ; has from childhood used too much sugar, ate bread made with salcratus, too
many buckwheat pancakes ; and that, as 11 sad consequence, the
patient is a " medium " for evil and diabolical " spirits " in
the horrid form of " Wqrms .'" We cheerfully give directionl
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for exorcism of the invadera. In order to auccesefully "cut
the devil out " of your child, first reform the diet, abolishing
bad bread and all sweet articles of consumption ; secondly, give
the sufferer a cup of tea made of a little of each-sage and
sweet fern-every forenoon ; or rhubarb and charcoal once or
twice a week. May the " devil " soon depart both from your
creed and family !

Dyspepsia and Despair.
This is a disease of the mesenteric glands of the ganglionic
nerves in the digestive system, affecting the intellectual and
better facult.ies of mind. Depression and mental dyspepsia are
natural syruptoms under these conditions.
REMEDY.-Evoke your whole manhood! Never say "die."
Take a tea-spoonful of Charcoal, in hot water, twice or thrice a
week. Take a lemon, cut off the end, fill it with white sugar,
and then slowly squeeze the contents into your mouth. This,
and nothing else, is your last meal: Your nights will soon
become periods of rest and invigoration. Rise early. Sleep
before breakfast, if possible. Your morning meal must not be
watery ; nor your dinner ; neither should you ever taste a par·
ticle of fruit or berries between meals. Thoroughly oil your
whole person with sweet oil, perfumed as you like it, once per
week. When thirsty, use lemon and sugar; not anything stimulating, nor cold water. Believe in Nature's remedies-they
will not fail you.

My Dyspepsia and my God.
Alas ! madam (said a plain-n1inded deacon,) I have seen too
many aouls go to
No sooner has
Infant Baptism ;
let him leave off

perdition by what you call " Health Refol'lll.''
a person quit coffee, than he disbelieves in
with tea goes his reverence for the Eucbaris~ i
eating p<>rk, and he will discard the dCictrJDI
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of Vicarious SufFering ; let him take no more medicine, and hc
stands in danger of the heresy of Universal Salvation ; and by
tho time he is a finished vegetarian, he will deny the doctrine
of Plenary Inspiration, and drift straight into the quicksands of
Infidelity. No, madam, give me, rather, my dyspepsia and my

God.

Loosenesf:l ot the Bowels.
Many persons are afBicted with an almost continued looseness
of the bowels; sometimes troubled after meals, or whenever
the least excited.
REXEDY.-The Pneumogastric Cure will perform wonders
in all such cases ; for the stomach and bowels throughout are
wholly under the scepter of the sympathetic and pneumogastric
nerves, through which the Will-power works like a lever over
its ful~rum. Lea~, however, t.he patient is deficient in volitional ability to " heal " himself, we prescribe for all ordinary
forms of summer complaints, relaxation of the bowels, diarrhooa,
&c., simply and only this: Chew a few cluves triJer'fl day-better
between breakfast and dinner. Avoid drinking largely between
meals. This remedy will cure even chronic cases of looseness.

Heat and Pain in the Bowels.
There ia ofttimes a subdued inflammatory disease of the
muscular texture of th£' intestines-lmost enteritU ; also a
tardiness of action in the mesenteric glands, causing weakness
and distension to result from much eating ; defective chylification at times ; an almost neuralgia of the sympathetic ganglia
throughout the bowels.
REXEDT.-Beware 'of everything which tends to etltaticus,
(physical irritation.) In your programme of eatable artieles,
the following must be omitted : " Old smoked salt meat, Bllltcd
Aah, veal, geese, ducks, the liver, heart, lungs, or tripe of a.ni.U.. Banoid butter, old strong cheese, lard, fat pork, turtles,
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terrapins, oysters, raw or cooked, hard-boiled eggs, omelets.''
Adopt this plan, but eat regularly of whatever else suits your
taste. Envelop your bowels in oiled silk every night, or rub
with sweet oil, and wear au apron of fine fur on the surface of
your abdomen all day. Let every person afilicted with neuralgic
pains in the stomach and bowels adopt the fur-remedy at once.
It is equally good for coldness of the intestines, tardy digestion,
and ltabitual flatulency. But manipulations and the Will are
indispensable in all cases.

Cure for Sick Headache.
For years some poor soul is severely afilicted with a nervous
sick headache, which gradually wastes his body aw~y. and brings
his existence to an end. He bas tried every remedy within his
reach, without relief. REMEDY.-Such a case is not hopeless. We
almost know that it can be tuned up and made healthy-on condition, of course, that the patient will strictly follow the prescrip
tion hereby imparted. First. He must particularly scrape the
tongue every night and morning. Remove all debris of the salivary
glands, and wash away from the mouth all miasmatic epithelium,
so that the tongue shall be clean and capable of accomplishing the
first offices of digestion. Second. He should drink nothing stimulating of the alcoholic character, must not eat as much meat as
be may sometimes crave, and, particularly, he should fast at
least twelve hours previous to the usual period of attack.
Third. The sovereign remedy may be confidently administered
--namely : Drink a glass of very sour buttermilk instead of supper, and repeat the dose a few minutes before breakfast. The
milk should be used at night only a few times previous to the
usual sickness. The object is to remove the fibrile action
throughout the body, which is the cause of the progressive
emaciation, and nothing can do this but a remedy that shall supo
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ply lactic acid to the blood, and at the same time overcome ita
extreme alkalinity. In most cases this remedy will prove a
cure for sick headache, more especially when the stomach i•
sore and the kidneys weak.
An Inveterate Dyspepsia.

Pain soon after eating breakfast, bloating immediately afte1
dinner, and "a horrid nightmare almost every night," or n
dreadful headache about every third day. REMEDY.-Eat precisely that which you know gives you the least suffering, and
u much of it as you want; but omit your supper, without deviation, until completely cured. Instead of tea or supper, eat a
lemon, only a little modified with white sugar. Before break.
fast, drink a tea-cupful of sour buttermilk. We think that this
course will cure you, because your dyspepsia ia wholly owing to
a deficiency of lactic acid in the system.

Remedy for Bilious Vomiting.
Persona affiicted with bilious vomiting, and sometimes diar·
rhma, should eat 'I'Wtking after dinner. Let this be a rule day
after day for months. Hunger will be a good medicine. First
thing on rising, mornings, drink a tumbler of cold, weak, black
cherry bark tea, which may be prepared during the preceding
evening. A little powder of camphor, or of salt, laid on the
tongue after the vomiting commences, will stop it, and prennt
diarrhma.

Swelllng of the Abdomen.
A Boston lady describes her case as follows : " For a few
months past I have been troubled with a swelling of the abdomen, and hardening at the same time. There is no pain o.t all
accompanying this swelling, but it alarms me. It occurs nearly
every day--sometimes, indeed, ntore than once a day ; is flelle'
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larger than usual in the morning before rising, but as 1100n u 1
bathe myself, it swells and hardens almost before I can get
dry."
C.a.usB ANt' REMEDY.-This is the second instance of a peculiar affection which bas come before us in the department of
human di11ease. The anterior surface of the intestines is
covered with adipose matter, called "omentum," which, in persons of fleshy proclivities, is abundantly deposited between
strata of the serous membrane. The mesenteric gla1;1ds, through
which the lacteal vessels pass to the thoracic duct, are somewhat inflamed. From thence n gas is rapidly diffused between
the intestines and the membrane that contains the omentum.
The sudden swelling and hardening are natural concomitants of
this intestinal transaction. In one case, where this condition
was permitted to exist for over two years, the patient died wit-h
a tumor ·(fleshy and fatty in composition,) in the abdomen.
Another, with identical symptoms, recovered by abandoning all
drinks at meals, and taking, every forenoon, a very warm sits
bath for fifteen minutes. For every such bath make a strong
decoction of hemlock boughs. It is essential for the patient to
perspire freely in the bath.

Water in the Stomach.
In most cases, we observe that the accumulation of water in
the side, stomach, bowels, or about the heart, is caused, in the
first place, by the derangement of the liver, and, in the second
place, by generation of gas in the lower stomach and small
intestines. REM.EDY.-Drink nothing between meals, and no
more than a tumbler of fluid while eating. Twice a week, take
a table-spoonful of powdered charcoal in a wine-glass of warm
water, about one hour before dinner. It may be necessary to
rest or sleep a few minutes while under the immediate influ-
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enoe of this medicine. For " Prairie Itch " there is nothing
'better than the tea of yellow jessamine ; also wash the body
..._ith strong decoctions of lavender and hemlock bark.

C)ure fbr Habitual Costiveness.
A constant constipation may be cured without recourse to
artificial means. Graham bread and plenty of apple-sauce for
"breakfast ; no meat, no hot cakes oftener than twice a week , no
coffee at any time ; and very little fluid of any kind. This
method is adapted to all persons whose occupation keeps them
within doors. For an immediate relief, take a table-spoonful of
Indian meal or Graham flour, in a tumbler of water, before
breakfast, quite early in the morning. Perhaps several doses
will be necessary.

A Bilious Medicine.
The system of every bilious patient is radically impatred
It must be built up by the most persistent effort of Will. In
addition, we prescribe a bitter medicine, as follows : Mandrake
root, pulverized, one drachm ; orange-peel and cloves, of each
one table-spoonful, well pounded. Put in one pint of good brandy,
one pint of water, and one pound of brown sugar. Stand one
week; then add another pint of water. DosE.-Commence with
a tea-spoonful before meals.

Evils .of Eating for Amusement.
A Newburyport (Mass.) paper says: "A young man resid
ing not a thousand miles from Beck-street, being disappointed
in going to the Bluff, last Monday, consoled himself by consum·
ing the following refreshments, in addition to three hearty
meals : Five sheets of gingerbread, three glasses of small beer,
be glasses of nectar. three large pickles, twenty cocoanut oakes
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six ounces chocolate cream drops, ten cigars, seven large apples,
half pint of peanuts, four cent!' worth of old cheese, one stick
of candy, one pint of new milk, f(ur glasses of ice water, and
an emetic, which was ordered by a physician, to save his life for
further duties."

Tone of the Stomach Destroyed.
When your stomach is inclined to burn, and to refuse every
ordinary article of food and drink, the true remedy is hand
:magnetism, applied to the spine and over the stomach. Drink
the mildest tea of roast onions occasionally. Rye bread, well
toasted, is better than wheat for a weak digestion. Swallow
uncooked Indian meal, or chew wheat berries
Your diet should henceforth be more nutritious. Not either
" fish, flesh, or fowl," but the grains that grow in the sunlight.
Make a pudding of equal parts of Barley, Wheat (cracked,) and
Corn. Eat this as the principal article for your dinner. Abandon desserts of every description, and take a light breakfast.
When the stomach continues weak, with weariness in the
fore part of the day, but a better state of fet:ling as evening
approaches, we recommend the patient to eat nothing hearty till
dinner. Sleep, an hour in the forenoon, is particularly useful.
.A New Test for Diabetes.
Professor Paine, in his Juurnal qf Eclectic Medicine, says :
Drop one or two drops of the urine upon a slip of clean tinned
iron, hold it over a fluid lamp, evaporate the fluid, and continue
the heat. If there is sugar in the urine, a rich, reddish-brown
color will appear on the place from which the urine is evaporated.

Remedy for Urinary Weakness.
Some children, as well as adults, have an inveterate habit
of wetting their beds at night. It may le proper to denomi•
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-mate this disease Diahetes iruipitm. It is caused by a superabundance of serum in the blood, which contains a too large
proportion of saccharine matter, unassimilated. The urine at
first is clear and sweetish, but very soon gives off vapors pecu·
liar to the general condition of the system .
.:.RBHBDY.-Hygienic means are always in order, and essential to a cure. That is, the unfortunate victim should eat or
drink nothing sweet or sweetish ; nor may the stomach lind
bowels be fed with starchy food, such as potatoes and frer.h
bread. A morbid state of the blood is the cause of the weakness in some children ; but in nearly all cases the primary causa
is a too frequent use of milk and sweet diets, puddings, etc.
No 11.uid should be taken with meals, or at any other time, unless
the thirst is intense, in which case use strong lemonade without
sweetening, or a tea-cupful of water, medicated with from one
to three drops of diluted sulphuric acid. Twice a week the
body of the patient should be thoroughly anointed with sweet
oil, dissolved with a little of each-spirits turpentine and alcohol. Always bathe and manipulate from head to feet, except
when the patient has some local in11.ammation, or special pain.
17 The disuse of all starchy and sweet foods, the use of the
WILL as both a policeman and a physician, and the acid drinks
recommended, is a good treatment for the great majority of
cases.
Severe and long-standing sufferers with incipient
Diahetu, may aid their cure by putting one ounce of cascarilla
bark, one drachm each of cloves and cinnamon, pulverized, and
four ounces of lemon-peel, in one pint of best port wine. To
tincture one week. DosE.-A tea-spoonful, with a Graham
cracker, for supper.

Ho-w to Stimulate the Xidneys.
A bilious state of the system is sometimes attended with an
obAtruction of the 11.ow of urine,-which tends rapidly to aggravate all the symptoms, and to inaugurate the disease called
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jaundice, which, in tum, is not unlikely to affect the hepatio
functions, and ultimately the lungs.
.
REMEDY.-There arc many articles in the vegetable kingdom
calculated to stimulate the kidneys. Balsams, turpentine, dulcamara, digitalis, juniper berries, spirits of nitric ether, &c. ;
but the most popular with a few practitioners over the Atlantic,
is a remedy called Stork's-bill' (erodium cicutarium,) which
grows in several parts ofthis country. Dr. Bryerley, of Cheshire,
England, gives, in the Medical Times and Gazette, the following directions for its use : " The mode of preparation is, to
infuse an ounce of the dried plant (every part of it,) in three
pints of water, stewing it in an oven until two pints remain.
The dose for an adult is four or five fluid ounces three times a
day; probably more may be needed in some cases. The Stork'sbill is indigenous in England, where it grows abundantly on
sand-hills near the coast, but it has been introduced into this
country, and is to be found on the shores of Oneida Lake, in the
State of New York."

Medicine for a Weak Stomach.
Sweet fern, if pulverized and chewed about an hour before
dinner, would prove higly beneficial to a weak stomach. Swallow the juice only ; not any of the herb. Sweet flag is not good
for nervous characters. A sweet disposition, used abundantly
between sleeping hours, is a royal remedy.
The roots and berries of (Aralia ra.cemosa) spikenard arc
sometimes efficacious in dyspeptic disorders. Botanic and
Eclectic physicians attribute Stomachic and mild Balsamic or
stimulating properties to this common herb. The alkaloid
extract is occasionally used. We have found it useful. only
when combined with two or three other medicinal herbs of more
power.
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There are two ways of preventing and of curing dyspeptic
eonditions-thc manly and the mean ; the manly by going to the
table twice a day, and nobly curbing the beastly appetite, say·
i.ng : " I will eat this and so much, and no more by a single atom."
":l'he mean or ignoble, by having " this and so much, and not an
atom more," sent to a private table; the " this and so much,''
"the quality and quantity, having been determined by the observed
instincts and needs of the system; 'each man being a rule for
laimself, under the guidance of a wise physician, or of an uner·
ring and competent judgment of his own.

:Remedial use of Sugar.
A little reflection will inform you when, and in what oases,
the use of sugar or syrups is consistent with health. · Sugar
may be advantageously used only whenever patients are not diseased in their nutritive functions. Digestion is sometimes
injured by the too free use of sweets. For this reason we do
not often prescribe " syrups " for our patients ; as, in this country, the majority of diseased persons are dyspeptics, or greatly
debilitated in their organs of nutrition. In the stomachs of
such patients sweets become acids, and thus many unpleasant
symptoms are developed.

Oure :tbr a Sour Stomach.
The causes are various. The remedy is simple : Use a few
drops of pure lemon acid just before eating. But your food
should be plain; no sugar, or sweets, or pastries; eat plenty of
rye bread, and sometimes chew chamomile flowers.

Boney and other Sweets.
The nectar of flowers, gathered by bees, is a watery solution
of oane eugar. In the process of this transformation, the cane
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sugar is decomposed into three different kinds, which eonstitute
honey. The heat which the bees maintain in the hive causes
this change. Weak acids, as well as heat and moisture, can
effect a similar conversion of cane sugar. Your digestive
organs C?annot, in this northern climate, dispose of large quan•
tities of sugar. Health demands very little of either sweet or
sour. Children do not need more sweet than is contained in
the milk and fruit they ev~rywhere naturally consume.

Sweating of the Extremities.
This is generally produced by an inactivity of the absorbent
system. The mesenteric glands are diseased, causing symp·
toms not unlike indigestion and torpid liver, but the effect on
the nerves is debilitating and harassing. REMEDY.-Horseradish and Turkey rhubarb, of each one ounce, infused in one
quart of good brandy for one week. Then add one pound of
brown sugar, one tea-spoonful of powdered cloves, as much red
pepper, and mix by shaking frequently. DosE.-One tea-spoon~
ful, with an agreeable quantity of water, whenever the sweating
of hands and feet is most profuse and troublesome. You
should never take more than three doses of this preparation in twenty-four hours.

Worms in Children.
Some children have a predisposition to this distressing and
disgusting form of disease. The long round worn, or lumbricoid
ascaris, is very common. The tapeworm is rare, but danger·
ous. The usual symptoms are griping pains in and about the
abdomen ; variable and voracious appetite ; fetid breath and
9ccasional nausea ; w~sting away of the body ; disturbed by
troublesome dreams ; dizziness ; bloating of the stomach ; pain
and itching at the navol ; grinding of ~eth while sleepi11g i
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-piJking and irritation of the nose ; and sometimes slight convul·
sions.
THE REKEDY.-Stop all sugar and sweets of every descrip·
tion; no pi~s, puddings, cakes, or preserves ; bathe the stomach
and bowels in diluted oil of cloves. Mix a little of finely-pow.
dered cloves with whatever the child eats for supper. Weak
clove tea is excellent. But the quickest and least dangerous
remedy is an injection of a tea-spoonful of linseed-oil in a sufficient quantity of warm water. This may be used twice or
thrice a week. Constipation must not exist. With costiveness.
a cure of the depraved condition will be impossible.
Adult intestines are not exempt from such verminous visitations. We shudder when we recall what we have witnessed in
human bodies. Vermifuges are numerous. For an adult, three
grains of pulverized Indian Hemp (Apocynum CannalJinum,)
twice a day. Male fern tea, for children, or tansy and wormwood steeped together, and drank every other day. We would
recommend injections of a weak decoction of cabbage-leaves.

The Prepared Female Organism.
QUESTION.-" MR. DAVIS: In your answer to a correspondent's question, 'Wh/. are not men and animals produced now
as they were at first .' you say: 'We do observe a time when
the highest animals started through the reproductive organism
of the prepared female,' &c. Now, the question I wish answered,
is this : What do you mean by the prepared female?"
ANSWER.-Readers of the volume of Nature observe tha~
each chapter of material development is marked by deep-reaching changes in the fluids and solids of the globe-vast crises
and earth-wide revolutions-accompanied by the retirement or
extinction of one set of physical conditions, and followed by the
inauguration of new and superior circumstances in the material
oon11titution of things. These changes, or crises, or revolutions,
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or whatever you wish to term these transition points and pas·
sages in the globe, llre far more perfect, and, therefore, lese
conspicuous and less remarkable, in the world of organized animation. By Clairvoyance we anticipate the results of scientific
discovery, which will be this doctrine of the origin of the human
species : That mankind came not from the progressive transformation of the physical organisms of the superio~ animals or
TroglodyteJJ, but by and through the advanced reproducti~
organisms of females of the ante-human types, which had, in
this particular respect, arrived at a fruit-bearing crisis or ckangt!
in regard to procreation, whereby a higher type (the first human
organizations,) entered upon existence. The particular philosophy of all this will be explained in our little volume on " The
Reproductive Organism."

The Presence of Milk.
QuESTION.-Dr. J . P. C. . . •. , low.&, relates a remarkable
case, and asks whether the presence of milk in the breast is not
an infallible sign of an advanced stage of gestation and preg
nancy?
ANSWER.-No ; the secretion and accumulation of milk in
the breast is not an infallible sign, because there are many wellestablished exceptions. And yet, as a great general principle,
the fact of pregnancy is invariably accompanied by this kind of
evidence. Man's organization has been known to secrete and
convey milk to one of the breasts, and thus to support life in
a very young child. Captain Franklin, in his interesting narra·
tive of his journey to the shores of the Polar Sea, relates the
case of a young man, of the Chipewyan tribe, who, having lost
his wife three days after giving birth to a son, actually nursed
the child from his left breast, and long subsequently it wu
ascertained that he had discharged the duties of wet nurse
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~ward several little members of his son's family. He per·
:f"c>rmed these offices, so unbecoming to his sex, from gratitude
to the " Great Master of Life " for permitting him to save hia
:.:notherless infant son.

CJure for Inferior Desires.
QUESTION.-" Is there anything in the :Materia Medica that
-will prevent sensual thoughts from rising in the mind?"
ANSWER.-This disease, in the majority of cases, is herediiary. Being wholly ignorant of the direful consequences, thousands encourage depraved imaginings, until character is malformed and virtue is swept froJD the sphere of private life. No
system of medicine is master of the human system. All pre
tensions of physicians to cure reproductive diseases, are impolitions. Otherwise, the word would be : " Go heedlessly forth
-sin every day-you shall not suffer."
With great success, however, we have prescribed, for the
truly repentant, two grains. of African Capsicum (cayenne·
pepper,) made into a pill, and swallowed the last thing on
retiring every night, and continued for several weeks. For the
young, this prescription is particularly effective and useful.
Sufficient employment, mild diets, cold water bathings, and contemplations of Nature, are all remedial. The sovereign remedy
is a true conjugal life, wherein love-not passion-rules the
soul with an unerring government.
Ste-p the use of cane sugar in every form. Take no drinks,
oakes, or puddings, which are sweetened with sugar or treacle.
Grape or rose saccharine is good. Hence honey is not injuri·
ous in this disease. Another way to restore the seminal ves.
sels. to their original strength, is, to chew plentifully of the
leaves and flowers of chamomile during the forenoon, only awal
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lowing the wine and saliva, which, by the process of mastication,
you extract from the quid.

Weakness of Bladder and Kidneys
Bathe your back and throat in cold water every morning
From breakfast to dinner chew prickly-ash berries, or bayberry
bark, either of which will cure a weakness of the bladder and
kidneys. A throat affection is sympathetic.
If you have often a weakness through the small of the back.
which prevents you from doing anything that requires strength,
there is an incipient disease in the kidneys-a wasting process
inaugurated in the cellular tissues-which must be stopped
at once. Sweets must not be taken ; no pastries ; nor hot
drinks of any description. Get Thimble Weed (Rudheckia
lacinata,) and chew it plentifully every afternoon, swallowing
only the juice and balsamic properties. Frequently bathe the
loins in cold water. Every night wear on your back a cold
compress (a bandage wrung out in cold water,) and well protected with woolen cloth of much thickness. Disuse all tJery
salt food ; no fresh-baked bread ; plenty of frnit, if well-cooked
but not for supper.

Cure for Fluor Albus.
It is not necessary here to enumerate the primitive oause1
that ultimate in Leucorrhma. Every intelligent young lady is
sufficiently enlightened on physiology to know that the increas·
ing discharge of a white secretion from the internal membranes
, is certain to result unhappily in the after years, which should
be full of joy and beauteous health.
REMEDY.-Use a syringe every morning of white of an egg,
thoroughly amalgamated with a table-spoonful of liquid honey
Pour this mixture into sufficient blood-warm water to make
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Dver half a pint, for injection. At night take a one-grain pill
of the extract of chamomile. After one month, if your symp·
toms are not removed, substitute for the above injection one
pint of blood-warm water, containing from three to six drops ot
• diluted sulphuric acid. In a few weeks get your druggist to
make you an hundred pills, of two grains each, composed of
equal parts of extracts of chamomile and dandelion. Take two
every other night. Obey all the laws of Nature, and so realize
a full unity with the Spirit of your Father 01>d.

Cure for Vaginitis, or Irritation.
All women, young or advanced, may treat the symptoms 04
this affection, and cure it. The term " Vaginitis " is applied
by pathologists to that very prevalent irritation and painful
inflammation of the vagina, caused by some form of the disease
known as leucorrhooa. The Bulletin de Therapeutie publishes
the most reasonable prescription for this painful affection, con·
sisting of eighty parts of glycerine and twenty of tannic acid.
When the vaginitis first appears, the inflammatory symptoms
should be calmed by appropriate regimen, baths, and frequent
emollient injections. When the first stage of the inflammation
has passed away, and the careful introduction of the speculum
bas become possible, abundant injections of water are to be
thrown in, so as to remove all the muco-pus which lines the
walls of the vagina, and these are then dried by a plug of charpic,
placed at the end of a long forceps. Then three plugs of wadding, well s.oaked in glycerine and tannic acid, are to be introduced. Next day, after a bath, the plugs are removed, new
injections made, and the dressing repeated. M. Demarquay has
never had to have recourse to more than four or five such drees
ings. After discontinuing them, astringent injections, consist
ing of infusion of walnut-leaves, in vrhich one drachm of alum
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to the quart has been dissolved, are employed two or three
times a day for a week or ten days.

Cure for Painful Menstruation.
For painful menstruation and low circulation, we prescribe
magnetic manipulations. If you cannot avail yourself of this
treatment, then, as a substitute, wear a fur garment below
your waist, enveloping the entire abdomen and the hips, which
should be put on and worn constantly about three days before the
11.ow commences, and taken off two or three days subsequent to
the cessation. If your feet and body are painfully cold, after
retiring for the night, your best remedy is very long fur stockings, and mittens of the same, with neatly-fitting wristlets.
Wear these only at night. Fur soles within your shoes during
the day, or moccasins. Lamb-skins, with wool next to your
body, will answer in place of certain kinds of fur. The fur
should always be worn with the 11.esh-side inward.
Whenever menstrual pains are severe, or your body is more
than usually weak, put across the small of your back, over the
kidneys, and reaching to the loins, a girdle of flax-seed poultice,
well sprinkled with pulverized camphor.

Displaced Uterus.
The throat diseases, and many other symptoms which a11.lict
you, are caused by the derangements of the reproductive organ
isms. REMEDY.-Let some lady physician adjust the organ to its
appropriate place about two days before menstruation. Do
nothing that will cause a recurrence of the misplacement. Take
the Spring Beverage as prescribed. Use your Will whenever you
walk in doors or out.

Cure for Spina Biflda.
Physicians have classified this disease into dropsy of the
1pine (Hydrorackis,} and an incomplete state of the vertebra.
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gnmg rise to lumps and tumors under the skin As to the
treatment, we know of nothing comparable to the electro-magnetic battery in connection with hydropathic hygiene. If taken
in time, and skillfully manipulated daily, either form of Spinn
Bifida would get well-providing, of course, the patient has a
'
constitution strong enough to furnish the healing energies.

The Source of Marrow.
The marrow (scientifically called medulla,) is digested
through diverse cellular membranes, and then, by a secretory
process ot-the small arteries, it is deposited in the appropriate
cavities of the cylindrical bones. It contains very little of the
primal constituents of the organization, but, as a residuary and
eonservative substance in the hollow of the structures, a healthy
marrow is indispensable.

Treatment fbr Lumbago.
This is a painful rheumatic affection of the muscles about
the loins. It sometimes begins by stabbing the patient severely
for a few hours, and then leaves the victim with a lameness of
the most distressing character in the hips and loins. REMEDY.Take care to keep the skin of the parts perfectly clean by means
of' soap and warm water. Wear a lamb·skin across the hips
every day ; sometimes, when the suffering is intense, keep it
bandaged on all night. Let all sufferers beware of sensual
indulg~nces.

Nervous Trembllng at the Stomach.
It will be necessary for the patient w Teceive magnetic
treatment, half an hour every day, from the hand of some congenial person, either man or woman. You should assume an
euy positiOn, close your eyes, aud remain passive in spirit,
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while the operator's hand is laid upon the pit of the stomaeh,
occasionally making passes from the stomach upward to the
throat and around the neck, terminating onder the back hair
A. powerful operator need not often move his hand during thirt'
minutes. We regard still-magnetization as far more efficacious
when applied to the pit of the stomach. . The left hand should
be first applied.

Spiritual Aftlictions and Discordant Spirits.
Perhaps your nervous system is exposed to the magnetisw
of discordant cogitations. They may invade your chambers of
thought" Like the pitchy cloud

or locusts, warping on the eastern wind,
That o'er the realm of impious Pharaoh hung
Like night, and darkened all the land of Nile."

And yet yon may assert yourself as Empress : and yon may
conquer your invisible enemies. First. Take nothing from the
castor with your food, except salt in small quantities; abolish
meat, except fish and eggs, for twelve weeks; bathe your person
in tepid water, or take a hot water bath, twice a week, removing
all the debris that will roll off by rubbing ; lastly, read an hour
or two every day in some work on exalting subjects, and dis·
cipline your mind to contemplate spiritual themes,· and your
heart to pray (desire,) for the kingdom of Heaven on earth.

Magnetic Treatment fbr Intoxication.
A. case may be beyond the control of medicine, but not of
magnetism. The spirit of alcohol may have taken pos11essiou
of the soul. It is like an enchanter's charm, dispossessing the
Will of its mastery, inclining the patient to do that which is most
repugnant to his higher convictions. Drunkenness is a spirittull
disease-not a habit which may be broken at will-ancl the true
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remedy therefor is magnetism. Thus . Let some efficient ol'erator persist until he gets the subject under mental control
which is indicated by his obedience to the mentally expressed
wishes of the operator ; then let the latter impres!l upon his
brain a feeling of intense hatred of alcohol, at the same time
inspiring his Will to resist the least approach of the enemy in
any form whatever. This practice will be attended with great
success, if the operator himself be a temperance man, and a
lover of good for its own sake.

Beware of the Tyrant, Disease.
A young lady writes a volume in the following paragraph :
"BaoTHER DAVIS : The world is before me, and, in the buoyancy of youth, I build ethereal castles, that dwindle into nothingness before my more enlightened reason. Hopes and fears, joy
and sorrow, are the computations of my every-day life ; and I,
therefore, long for more congenial conditions in the Angel
World. My physical system is not in harmony, caused by
obstructions that resist the influence of the usual remedies. No
one can possibly· prize the value of health who has never been
sick. If I could once more regain my health, I should be as
happy as the wild fawn that bounds o'er the western prairies."
ANSWER.-The most unnatural slaveholder is Disease. No
tyrant was ever half so full of fierce mischief. His hands are
red with human blood. He lives in our dwellings-nay, in our
very bosoms, nestling in the warmest recesses of our heartsdestroying health and beauty before, and ofttimes in, our TCry
eyes ! How can we longer bear the presence of this sleepless
wretch ! If humanity should weep a flood of hot tears, for
forty days and forty nights, the deluge of sorrow would not
drown this serpent, this rampant monster, this great foe of all
men, called "DISEASE." Drugs, doctors, ministers, cannot kill
him; he is sovereign of them all, and of all the world besides,
And yet there is one certain way to conquer him, to wit : Obe)
1/ae law• qf Nature, and thus intrench yourself in Healtl~.
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Dysentery, or Bloody Disoharge.
All diseases, as we have many times told you, arise from
disturbances in the magnetic and electrical dynamics (or forces)
which pervade and regulste the corporeal system. Of this dis
turbance a change in bodily temperature is the first symptom
or evidence. If the disturbance be a surface one--such as
closing the pores of the skin, and taking a cold in the joints,
and the like-the symptom is an inward fever, being an extraheated condition in the vital parts. This condition increases
the pulse, coats the tongue, stagnates the digestive functions,
and reduces the desire for food, but increases the desire to
drink. On the other hand, if the disturbance of the equili.
brium commenced in the vital parts, such as oppression on the
lungs from a cold, overloaded state of the stomach and liver,
costiveness, and the like-then the symptoms are a surface
feverishness, headache, stretchiness, sleepiness, accompanied
with a very general depression and loss of bodily strength. In ·
the summer season, as has been always observed in all hoi
countries, in camps, and over·crowded places, the most frequent
effect of magnetical disturbances is exhibited in Dysentery, or
bloody flux, and diarrhma.
SvMPTOMs.-Frequent griping pains in the intestines, with
loss of appetite, sometimes nausea, chilliness and hot flashes,
lassitude, and a little headache. The discharges are chiefly
mucous at first, mixed with blood, but the passages are attended
with griping pains, and, in some persons, a falling of the reo·
tum, and a bearing down, as in bad cases of piles. There is a
typhoidal state of the system-a wearisome fever, accompanied
with a very exhaustive weaknese, and, perhaps, some delirium.
These are the characteristic symptoms of dysentery. We will
D.OW indicate the best home treatment, adapted to everybody ud
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to every place, which will leave the patient free both of medi·
cine and disease.
TB.EATMENT AND CuaE.-The usual. but mistaken, course, is
to give the patient a physic. The old (and yet popular,) school
of doctors still resort to gentle aperients-rhubarb, magnesia,
castor-oil, mercury, and diffusable stimulants. Many of .the old
line physicians will yet bleed for dysentery, if the patient be
plethoric and corpulent, or inclined to apoplexy. Sudorifics,
emetics, diaphoretics, and even blisters, for counter-irritation, in
connection with laudanum and Dover's powders, are still
employed by allopathists in the treatment of this very simple
disease.
In order to cure the acute form of dysentery, without leaving bad effects in the system, stop all food qf every kind. The
greatest danger lies in eating. It is a mistake that you must
eat to keep up your strength. You should remember that, in
dysentery, several of tke finest vtssels of the intestines are bleeding. The entire mucous coating is overloaded with slimy perspirations and with negative exudations from the blood ; and
eating, therefore, is the most dangerous and most unnatural
act, because perfect digestion is impossible. If it be necessary
to give the patient anything "to keep up strength," let it be
something mucilaginous, like the tea of flax-seed, gum-arabic
water, slippery-elm tea, or the broth of mutton. Occasionally
use a gargle of salted water, in order to allay thirst and drynes&
in the mouth. So much for food during hours, or, perchance,
for days, or while the disease is upon you.
Next, as to bodily treatment : Take a warm Sitz-l·ath two or
three times a day. Remain in the water from fifteen to twenty
minutes. After drying the skin, which should be done briskly
with the hand of some magnetist, if possible, cover the bowels
with cotton, which should be well sprinkled with the pounded
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gum of camphor. Keep the bowels and stomach warm and comfortable by external applications-so also the feet and legs, by
enveloping them in several folds of ft.annel. Be quiet, walk
about but little, and always sit in an inclined position. If the
feverishness is considerable, the patient should be washed all
over in tepid water, should be rapidly dried with the magnetic
hand of friendship, and then placed between fresh sheets. This
treatment, with little or no homeopathic medicine, will cure the
severest case of acute dysentery, in three or four days. We
would urge one other thing, viz. : The use of small water injections ubout three times a day, or immediately after there has
been a considerable discharge of mucous and blood, accompanied
with straining and griping pains in the bowels. Retain the
injection until Nature insists upon another discharge.

Treatment for Chronic Dysentery.
This disease may be controlled and cured by simple methods
The first, as in acute attacks, is to stop eating. Make a tea of
flax-seed, with a strong infusion of cloves ; drink a swallow
every fifteen or twenty minutes. Strong coft'ee, without milk
and sugar, may be taken, with a little roast potato and bread,
for dinner. Warm water, or slippery-elm injections, are not to
be omitted in chronic dysentery. Bilious persons, having the
obstinate form of this disease, will find great virtue in the fol·
lowing: Turkey rhubarb and willow charcoal, of each (pulverized,) one table-spoonful ; of saleratus, a piece as large as a
bazle-nut ; put these in a tumblerful of water ; let it stan!~ coT
ered up twelve hours, when, after thoroughly stirring it, tht:
liquid will be ready for use. DosE.-A tea-spoonful of the
liquid about once in every four hours during the day.
(17 Never wake up at night to take anything in the shape
of medicine.) We cannot too strongly urge the value of hand-
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magnetism in restoring the balance of health to the system.
And, furthermore, we would once more impress you to remcm·
her that, especially in all stomach and bowel disturbances, the
WILL is a powerful physician. Do not fail to avail yourself of
his skill and benefactions. Always sleep with your mouth
closed, so that the air, by passing through the warm nostrils
into your lungs, ruay be purer and more magnetic, and, there·
fore, more energizing to the nervous system.

Diseases of the Heart-Hypertrophy.
A father says : "1\fy daughter is seventeen years old. At
times, suddenly, and without any warning, her blood seems to
stagnate; she then falls to the floor, and we have to rub around
the heart in order to bring her back to consciousness. After
she comes out of this situation, she remembers nothing about it.
Her body and face swell, and it is sorue hours before she can
again pin her clothes together."
DIAGNOSis.-The left cavities of the heart-particularly the
walls of the left ventricles-are considerably thickened; and
there seems to be a diminution of the capacity of the cavities,
and not an enlargement, as is most commonly the case in this
country. And yet the organ is not absolutely diseased; it is
merely arrested, and spasmodically contracted now and then,
while in the performance of its functions . If long continued,
the result would likely be hypertrophy of the left auricle near
where the pulmonary artery and the aorta overlap it, but this
extremity need not be feared, because it may be avoided. The
above symptoms may be classified under a general term...,-Car·
diac Syncope-which means to strike down, or produce swooning, by disturbances proceeding from the organic action of the
heart. It is possible that, occasionally, the membranes of the
lungs and heart would enlarge with nn excess of watery blood,
but this is unimportant in administering the correct prcscrip·
27
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tiona. The primary cause of the whole disturbance lurks ID thtt ·
pneumogastric and sympathetic nervous systems. 'rJu brain.
not the heart, circulates the blood. The heart is merely a motJ.
wator-an organ to regulate and graduate the operation. Henc•
the treatment should be addressed to the seat of those forces by
which the blood is made to flow through the organism.
REMEDY.-Numerous remedies hasten to present themselves
from the fields, water, and air; but we must give the formula
thnt is best, and most likely to be followed: ?rlandrake-root
(Podophyllum peltatum,) Fox-glove (Digitalis,) and Hardhackleaves (Spira tomentosa,) of each half an ounce. Let these
articles macerate (soften,) over night, in one pint of rain-water.
Then steep over a slow fire about two hours, and strain otf the
liquid. When entirely cold, add one pint best brandy and half
pound of brown sugar. DosE.-This simple medicine is very
powerful, and must be used with care, as an overdose of it would
bring on the symptoms which it is here given to cure. The
largest dose is a tea-spoon two-thirds full ; it is best to begin
with only ten drops night and morning. When the patient is
attacked with insensibility, convulsions, and coldness of extremities, nnd swelling about the waist, do not fail to make hot applications to the skin over the heart and about the waist. It is
well to rub and manipulate the chest and spine a quarter of an
hour each night. Feet must be kept warm and dry, and rubbed
with both bands, and then wrapped in flannel every night.
Drink little fluid ; eat no uncooked apples ; one roasted potato,
with brown bread and butter, should do for breakfast. Practice
deep-breathing about ten o'clock every morning; likewise a few
minutes after retiring for the night. The Will-power should
be frequently exerted on the muscles of the stomach and
howela.
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Palpitation of the Heart, and Wasting.
The great destroyer of the tissues, called Oxygen, work~~
upon food, when the system is in a healthy condition ; but, in
diseased conditions, Oxygen co-operates with the alkalies, and
thus consumes the tissues. This warfare is going rapidly for·
ward in all inflammatory and febrile disorders, resulting in
emaciation and in the perceptible wasting away of the bodily
whstances. But when the digestion is normal and prompt in
point of time, then the oxygen inspired performs the kindest
and most beautiful offices-the vivifying effects thereof being
equally distributed through all parts of the dependent economy.
Any deficiency of acid in the stomach and in the blood, or any
excess of alkalinity and residuum in either, is sure to be succeeded by some local derangements in places the most impres·
sible or predisposed. Palpitations of the heart are among the
commonest symptoms of indigestion. In such case, we know
that a rectification of the digestive functions would be a cure.
Take a tea-spoonful of lemon juice just before breakfast and
dinner-or, instead, eat a whole sour orange. Never eat
between meals. Expand your breast, absorb the air, enlarg£
your spiritual heart, and all the rest shall be added-refresh
. ment, strength, health, happiness.

Heart Disturbances and Nervousness.
Your heart-troubles are occasioned by magnetic exhaustion
and dyspepsia. For long years you have swallowed enormoua
quantities of coffee every day. Your temperament is motivemental ; that is, you are overflowing with mental activity, and
with nervousness contrary to all the laws of health and longevity
You are wearing out and wasting rapidly away. Now, put your.
self under the discipline of the WILL. The effect should be
motion only when motion is required by your occupation
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When yr,n can, take Best in Spirit-do not .. fret," ud "stew,'·
and " Wt•rry " the life out of those about you. Thia will aoon
Telie,·e the "heart diaeue." No patent medicine in America
ean fnrni11h yon with the elements of health.

Dyspeptic Pain about the Heart.
For brenkfast eat plenty of brown or rye bread crumbled into
a tumblerful <Jf aour milk, in which you have first beaten up a
fresh egg. Use very little sweet-no pies, no puddings, no
drinking between meals. Twice a week, before dinner, dissolve
fifteen grains of magnesia in a wine-glass of peppermint water,
and drink it at once. :&Ianipulate your waist, and knead the
bowels while suffering from a dyspeptic pain in the heart. You
may fortify yourself, if you will bnt obey the laws of life, against
the fillibustering approaches of Gen. De Bility.

For Lump in the Throat.
Manipulate the throat from behind the ears forward, and
thence down over the breast, just previous to retiring for the
night. Once a week it will be well to anoint your whole body
with good olive oil, mixed with a little essence of spearmint
ltcstrain your desire for stimulations of either tea or coffee.
May the angels sing their songs into the heart of earth's children. Be thou a justice-lover and a peace-maker in the land of
thy fathers. The upper spheres will aid thee and thine

Canker on the TonsUs.
Tho simplest remedy for chronic affections of the throat,
with canker-ulcers on the tonsils, and lassitude throughout the
aystom, is this: Thoroughly rub the skin of the neck with
cicuta ointment, such as is put up by druggists-Unguenta
Cunii. Then envelop the throat in a compress of lamb-skin or
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cat-fur. Remove it every morning, and bathe the parts in <nld
water, always drying by means of manipulations. Internally,
the following is the best general remedy: Golden seal (h.ydnui&
Canadensis,) and Pleurisy-root (Asclepias tuberosa,) of each
four ounces. Make a quick fire, and boil these ingredients, in
three pints of' rain-water, down below one-half. Strain when
cold ; add one pound of' brown sugar, and one tea-spoonful of
red pepper. DosE.-Take a tea-spoonful in the mouth and
swallow slowly, whenever the soreness is most severe, or when
the body feels most like dropping with debility. Three or four
doses per day may be tsken with benefit.

Diptheria and Sore Throat.
Diptheria owes its origin to certain atmospheriu influences,
which are generated and widely diffused in some localities,
while other and adjoining regions are wholly untainted by the
poisonous vapor. Any one is liable to an attack of this subtile
inflammation, and there is no condition, save that of sound
health, which may be considered a harbinger of safety. Doctor
Bruce says: "Upon a careful and somewhat extended investigation of the history of Diptheria, I find that it raged as an
epidemic in Rome A. D. 380; Holland, in 1337; Spain, in 1600;
Naples, in 1509; New York, in 1611 and 1771, when it was
extremely fatal."
SYMPTOM,s.-The most prominent symptoms are that of weariness through the joints, and the sensation of a cold in the head,
and throat, and lung11. Sometimes, however, the throat is not
sensitive even when the diptheritic exudation has commenced.
A fetid odor in the breath, and some slight redness and enlargement of one of the tonsils, are among the incipient symptoms.
REKEDY.-Stop all food, even when your appetite is good,
except gruels, porridges, and panadas. Drink not a spoonful
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of cold water. Bandage your entire throat, in early stages of
the disease, with several folds of flannel. Keep this cravat on
both day and night without changing. Be very quiet, and do
not fear the progress of your disease. Gargle your mouth and
throat every half lwur with a strong gargle made of vinegar,
honey , red pepper, and salt, mixed in a tumblerful of warm
water. Do not go out of a warm room for several successive
days. Breathe the vapor of hops occasionally ; also sleep on a
pillow filled with them. Take no physic or emetics. Keep the
bowels open by warm water enemas. (This course, accompanied
with some gentle magnetic passes to quiet the nervous
excitement, will check almost every form of throat disease.)
Putrid and diptheritic inflammations of the throat,
although resembling croup in many symptoms, should not be
treated like the latter, but invariably as you would attempt to
prevent an attack of yellow fever, viz. : By bathiqg the extremities in hot mustard water, rubbing them until the skin becomes
very tender, and then enveloping them in many folds of flannel.
The .American Medical Times calls attention to the efficacy
of creosote as a local application for diptheria. Ten drops of
creosote to a gill of warm water is applied as a gargle ; one or
two applications effect a cure. Try it. Just balance the system in regard to temperature, give it plenty of rest for several
successive days, and you will escape almost every form of
putrid inflammations and eruptive fevers.

Malignant Sore Throat and Croup.
This semi-throat disease sometimes appears among adults,
though children are most commonly subjects of it. It is a strange
and painful malady, arising from atmospheric conditions, and
should be promptly treated as an electrical affection. Its symp·
toms are somewhat like croup, combined with malignant scarlet;
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fever, attended with occasional vomiting and purging, and con·
eluding with the formation of a membrane or transparent film,
which, covering the windpipe closely, brings on horrible sensations of choking and suffocation. Violent delirium is a very pos·
aible symptom in a certain advanced stage of the affliction.
REMEDY.-Treat the patient vigorously, as in a case of yel·
low fever. That is to say, bathe the arms and legs with warm
water containing as much mustard or red pepper as the skin
will bear without blistering. Or, which is a good substitute,
bathe the arms and legs with camphorated alcohol and warm
water ; and keep the head very cool by constant application of
cloths dipped in ice water. Then manipulate downward rapidly,
until the surface is quite red and sensitive with the friction and
Jrritation. Stop all food, and give only a tea-spoonful of ice·
water at a time. Use frequent cold compresses upon the throat.
Give from one to three warm water enemas each twenty-four
hours. The wet-sheet pack is good when the surface is dry and
hot. In extreme cases, where suffocation seems unavoidable,
apply fresh beefsteak compresses to the throat. Rather than
permit the disease to proceed, bathe the patient's extremities
every half hour.

Sore Throat and Bitter Stomach.
For bronchial weakness, if long-continued, we prescribe the
constant wearing of lamb-skin in front over the lungs; and at
night, after severe symptoms, a bandage of the same about the
throat. Keep the skin of your body clean, and get a fresh
lamb-skin when necessary. Wash your whole person in soap
and water once a week. For a sour and bitter stomach take a
tea-spoonful of yeast three time11 a day ; or, about twice a week,
drink a bowl of weak tea made of equal quantities of wild cherry
bark and spearmint, or take a three-grain pill after supper, made
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of equal proportions ·of e:ttract of liverwort and dandelion
These medicines are prescribed to operate favorably in cases
where tho well-known common laws of Health are obeyed,
and where stimulating beverages and physical excesses are
avoided.

Bronchial Weakness, and Neuralgia.
As a general fact in this climate, a Bronchial weakness is a
symptom of a low condition of the vital forces. The bodily
powers drop below their true level, and then, in America, the
symptom is either a neuralgic attack or a diseased condition of
the throat. We allege the basic cause to be hastiness, overwork, over-eating, and improper digestilm, and early neglect of
physical functions, particularly the bowels.
REMEDY.-Give conscientious attention to the demands of the
different functions ; live regularly, systematically, in every
external particular ; and then, with great confidence, you may
apply to your body, throat, back, and bowels, this ointment:
Take tincture of arnica, olive-oil, oil of spearmint, and common
turpentine, of each four ounces ; pulverized camphor gum, a
table-spoonful; prepared "goose grease," or refined lard, eufticient to reduce the whole, over a slow fire, to the consistency of
molasses. This wash may be thinned by the introduction of
alcohol. This unguentum will penetrate your venous system,
and remotely affect the nervous forces, if you apply it, as
directed, twice a week. Use it every night over your lungs
and about your throat, when either are sore or debilitated.

Consumptive Irritation in the Throat.
A correspondent describes many cases in writing of his
afflicted wife : " Last spring we were surprised to find that her
lungs were very much diseased, according to the diagnosis of
two physicians She has taken no medicine, but .has practiced
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your direction in regard to breathing, early rising (until recently,)
and the Will-po"f"er. By the use of these natural means, I think
the lungs are nearly or quite healed, stren/lth very much
improved, and general health vastly better. The disease, however, seems to be now in the bronchial tubes, producing cough,
&c., and the above means do not seem to overcome it."
REMEDY.-Wear cotton stockings with fur insoles, and fur
wristlets also, every night, or wrap the extremities in folds of
flannel. Sleeping with these points very warm (magnetic,) will
greatly aid Nature in the curative process. The cough will
yield to something like the following : Pulverized pleurisy-root
(asclepias tuherosa,) two ounces ; extract of dandelion, six
ounces ; extract of hoarhound, the same quantity ; cayenne pepper, one tea-spoonful; onion-juice, three table-spoonfuls; brown
sugar, one pound. Boil and mix, and convert this compound
into candy baJJs about the size of white walnuts. DosE.-Use
this candy as freely as you can without nauseating the stomach
--especially during parts of the day when the cough is most
troublesome, or the throat the most sensitive. Do not abandon
the pneumogastric efforts at Self-Healing.

Bronohitis, and Mucous in the Throat.
At night, and on rising in the morning, there seems to be an
.acumnlation of mucous in the throat. After several attempts
to clear away the obstruction, the patient finally coughs
two or three times, which may bring it away in the shape of
mucous and hard clots of yellow matter, sometimes streaked
with blood. This may all occur in one who is temperate, eats
no animal food, but leads a somewhat sedentary life.
RBMEDY.-These symptoms are owing to a depression of the
vital forces in the pneumogastrical department. No medicines
oan cure unless aided in their operation by regular exercises of
the cheat and throat, by means of breathing and reading, or
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\"oeifenti.ug with ~arnestoess for a few minutes every day. We
preseribe for incipient bronchitis : One drachm of nitric acid in
two ounces of pure water. DoSE.-Three drops morning and
night, on sugar. Occasionally take a vapor bath, and rub the
whole body with equal parts of sweet oil, spearmint essence,
and alcohoL Frictioni&e the skin with hair mittens.

Pulmonary Weakness and Irritation.
Many persons are threatened with a scrofulous irritation
throughout the entire breathing organism. The membranes of
the stomach are loaded with a gelatinous deposit from the viti·
ated condition of the lungs. And yet the lungs may not be
diseased. A weakness is apt to spread over the nervous sys•
tem, and react upon the spinal-centers, with some neuralgia.
REMEDY.-Bring the motor nerves under the control of Will.
Exercise the stomach and bowels by exerting your Will upon
the muscles that support and regulate their external interests.
Your cure will begin with the just and appropriate performance
of the digestive functions. Use the pneumogastric exertions
immediately after getting in bed for the night. Breathe the
fresh morning air freely, then swallow a few grains of red pepper
mixed with Tolu syrup, or use it as a gargle. Place new wool,
fur, or flannel, on any part of your body which is affected quickest by very cold weather, or by long rain storms. Obey the
laws of life and health with respect to sleeping, eating, ancl
drinking, otherwise you may very soon become incurably diseased.

Irritation in the Throat .
. Many suffer from a continual irritation in the throat.
We know that, with few exceptions, such persons are constant
drinken of coffee at the breakfast hour. And we must inform
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you that nothing can cure your throat while you continue tb11
use of coffee as a beverage. Besides, no one can reasonably
expect medicine to heal diseased membranes, unless the limbs
are perfectly protected, and the extremities kept habitually dry,
after duly bathing them. The climate of this continent will not
justify any long-continued physical exposures-not even occa·
sional dampness of the feet. No reader of this volume need
plead ignorance of the laws of Health.

Naked Arms and Sore Throat.
The following wise words are taken from "Lewis's New
Gymnastics." Let every mother read the truth, and then see
lVhether th.e dresses of her little ones correspond : A distin·
guished physician, who died some years since in Paris, de'llared :
•• I believe that during the twenty-six years I have practiced
Jny profession in this city, twenty thousand children have been
carried to the cemeteries, a sacrifice to the absurd custom of
exposing their arms naked."
I have often thought, if a mother were anxious to show the
aoft, white skin of her baby, and would cut out a round hole in
the little thing's dress, just over the heart, and then carry it
about for observation by the company, it would do very little
harm. But to expose the baby's arms, members so far removed
from the heart, and with such feeble circulation at best, is a
most pernicious practice.
Put the bulb of a thermometer in a baby's mouth ; the
mercury r~ses to 99 degrees. Now carry the same bulb to its
httle hand ; if the arms be bare, and the evening cool, the mercury will sink 40 degrees. Of course, all the blood which flows
through these arms and hands must fall from 20 to 40 degrees
below the temperature of the heart. Need I say that when
these cold currents of blood flow back into the chest, the child's
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general vitality must be more or less compromised! Andneei
I add that we ought not to be surprised at it1 frequently recur·
ring affections of the lungs, throat, and stomach !
I have seen more than one child with habitual cough and
hoarseness, or choking with mucous, entinly and permanently
relieved by simply keeping its hands and arms warm. Every
observing and progressive physician has daily opportunities to
witness the same simple cure.

Swelling of the Throat.
Now and then a female will complain of a sense of weigh~
quite oppressive at times, on the throat and lungs. This symptom is caused by an internal swelling of the muscles and cords
of the entire neck. The cause of such symptoms is inseparable
from the reproductive organism.
REMEDY.-Use your Will-power on the intestinal regions.
Lift the whole lower system upward with all your Will, partiou·
larly while walking, and breathe deeply two or three times per
day. Get some friendly hands to squeeze and press your throal
together, extending the same operation downward over· the
back and lungs. At night sprinkle a little gum myrrh and
cam·phor between two layers of cotton, with which envelop the
throat. Use cold water over your kidneys every morning.

Clergymen's Sore Throat.
A correspondent of the London Times writes : "Medical
men recommend all public speakers who have a tendency tAl
relaxed uvula,' • clergymen's sore throat,' or 'aph(lnia cleri·
corum,' to let the beard grow under the chin, and I cannoi
recall any one case of this complaint where this t~eatment waa
adopted, while all which I remember happened tO clergymell
either beardlnt or shavers under the chin. Again, when t~6
nposure to wind and weaLher, to which the active cler~
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submits ir. the discharge of his duties, day and night, is taken
into consideration, I think no reasonable man or woman can
refuse us the use of the protection which Providence has given
us. The parson in the Yorkshire moors, the eastern county
fens-loved home of piercing east winds-the wilds of Glouces•
tershire, or the chalky hills of the Southdowns, as he wends.hia
way through lanes bounded by hedges no thicker than tooth
brushes, or over country with no hedges at all, is victimizing
himself, not to do his duty, but to the absurdities of fashion,
and brings on himself all sorts of thoracic and pectoral woes
·every time be shaves. Possibly the Bishop of Rochester thinks
a woolen comforter a sufficient substitute for Nature's own cov·
ering: but the fact is, that more colds are caught with a comforter than without. It chafes, and so produces an artificial
heat, and often a great perspiration, and then a draught or chill
comes, or the comforter gets loose, and a cold follows ; while,
if the mouth is covered, the breath is driven inwards and damps
the neckcloth, and so we get a sore throat. I heard from a
laboring man, a week ago, a striking argument in favor of beards.
He used to spit blood, and was in a bad state of pulmonary disease. Last spring he ceased to shave ; since then he has not
only not spat blood, but also gained over thirty pounds of flesh
in weight. How many consumptive clergymen might now be
Btrong and useful, if they had had equal wisdom !"

Tuberculation and Adhesion of the Liver.
We have knowledge of a gentleman who has led a literary
life for the past ten years. His reading has been considerable.
Many hours of each day, during those years, have been consecrated to study and reflection. Physical inactivity, at times,
was unavoidable. From various causes, a few small tubercles
early formed on the right and upper edge of the left lobe of the
liver. But his general healt.h being good, and his temperament
wiry and elastic, the parts partially healed over and ceased w
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give pain. The healing process, however, was not perfect. A
somewhat raw surface was exposed, and the result is, an ndile·
lion of a small portion of the liver to its investing membrane,
a cellulo-vascular covering, which is intimately connected with
the porlal veins and hepatic arteries, with the ducts, and nerves.
and absorbents, which are inseparable from the organ and the
performance of its varied functions.
SYMPTOMs.-A pain in the right side, extending from about
the middle of the ribs down to the hip ; sometimes the pain is
only slight and confined to the lower part of the ribs, or rather
to the region under the middle of the floating ribs ; at other
times it is quite bad, and extends up and down, and even to the
left side. At all times, if he breathes freely or inspires deeply,
he feels as if his side was kept back from a full expansion by
some kind of compression.
REMEDY.-Wear a bandage of thin india-rubber, six inches
wide, about the waist and over the parts affected. It should be
put on as tight as possible without painfully affecting the breathing, but only at night, being careful invariably to separate the
rubber from the skin by the interposition of some light fabric,
except, of course, the parts diseased, upon which the bandage
should press close enough to exclude the air. After the treatment is persevered in for a number of nights, then practice
deep inspirations every day, accompanied with muscular efforts
to rub and thrash out the soreness. No person with tuberculated lungs or liver, either with or without adhesions, need fear
any injury to arise from judicious pounding and rubbing of flu
nwst painful pa1·ts, aided by deep inhalations of pure air, in
large q•1antities, through the nose.

Cure for Parasitical Croup.
In these days of diptheritic affections, by which many,
both children and adults, are hastened prematurely into the

•
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'ransmundane sphere, the scientific treatment of croup may not
be inappropriately considered. We know, by clairvoyant
inspections, that the membrane of the throat will, when inflamed
or thickened by cold, produce quite a crop of moss-like sores,
fungi, .,-hich may be destroyed by the prompt administration of
diluted nitric acid, and gargles of red pepper tea, sweetened
with honey. " The Dublin Hospital Gazette states that Doctor
Jodin, in a communication to the Academy of Sciences, on the
nature of croup and on the treatment of the same, says that his
researches have led him to the following conclusions : First.
That croup and pseudo-membranous angina are merely parasitical diseases, due to the formation of fungi. Second. That
the treatment of these affections requires neither general medication nor incendiary cauterizations, and that they may be cured
by simple parasiticidal applications. After enumerating the
various therapeutical means resorted to in this and analogous
diseases, Mr. Jodin declares that he much prefers to those
uncertain, alarming, or dangerous remedies, the sesquichloride qf
iron, which completely impregnates the fungus, exercises its
action on the surface only, and may be absorbed without danger. This medicine destroys the parasitic growth, and also
modifies favorably the hemorrhagic condition constantly observable in the affected parts and their neighborhood ; it further
induces expectoration, and thus promotes the rejection of th!.'
false membranes."

Remedy for Loss of Voice.
Aphonia may be caused from an infl.ammat 10n of the parts
around the larynx. But in most cases, the loss cf voice is owing
to a deficiency of tone, a weakness of the muscUlar fabric of the
atomach and throat, a kind of atony, as the doctors express it, and
the most distinct symptom is nervousness ot the entire pneumo·
sastrio region.
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REMEDY .-The general system must be strengthened. To
do this it will be necessary to eat a moderate breakfast of
brown bread, with, perhaps, one boiled egg ; or two soft-boiled
eggs, and nothing else. For drink, a small quantity of Brewer's
ale, mixed with an egg, and sweetened to your taste. No salt
meat for dinner. Fish will do, if not salt, and bread and butter.
Nothing hearty for supper; no fruit, cakes, or sweetmeats.
Bathe your entire chest in cold water every morning, followed
with considerable friction, and bandage your throat with a cold
compress every night. Always remove it in the morning, and
shower the entire throat and shoulders with cold water. Chew
occasionally a little sassafras bark.

Bronchocele, Goitre, or Big Neck.
The enlargement of the thyroid gland of the neck, which
slowly assumes a firm fleshy appearance, extending toward the
aides of the throat, and sometimes attaining to very large proportions, is caused by a variety of influences affecting the lym·
phatic glands and cellular tissues in early youth.
REMEDY.-This must consist of timely efforts, before the
painless enlargement has assumed a fleshy hardness, otherwise
the patient may not expect permanent relief. Let every per·
son remember that the early "ounce of prevention" is a cure,
when the " pound of cure " is worse than nothing. Our only
general prescription is, go out every day to some running
stream of fresh water, bare the neck, and bathe it long and
thoroughly ; then dry the skin by continuous manipulations, and
cover the throat with a soft fur cravat.

Cure tbr Tuberculosis.
Taking as a basis the sum generally considered as that of the
population of the globe, it is fair to estimate that from eighty
to one hundred millions of its inhabitants succumb, by a prenia-
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ture death, to some form of this disease. It destroys nearly
sixth of the population of England. We prescribe Breathing
as the remedy and preventive.

~

4lbjections to Deep Breathing.
A lady correspondent, who, for a time, adopted our Deep·
breathing Cure, writes as follows : "Let me mention an objection which I find to the application of your prescriptions for
deep-breathing: I have been experimenting in that way for a
few week!!, and now have twt a garment that will meet around
'''!I waist, :>wing to the expansion of my lungs ! Perhaps some
of my Sisters may be deterred by the prospect of such inconvenience, from seeking health by this method.
"Faithfully yours,
MATILDA."
ANSWER.-Many of Matilda's fashionable Sisters will
undoubtedly be " deterred by the prospect of such inconvenience," and yet, somehow, we are credulous enough to believe
that there are thousands of progress-loving mothers who w:ill
not only practice deep breathing, but will instruct their daugh·
ters to obey the laws of beauty and health in this respect, even
if a "Reform dress" should become the eventual necessity.
We shall see.

Enlargement of Glands in the Throat.
Your sore throat may be caused by a singular enlargement.
of the cartilage at the top of the swallow. It may be partly
caused by nervous anxiety, or care and watchfulness, or by
dreams. The true remedy, besides pure cold water, is mag·
netization by some congenial hand. The throat should be
squeezed and softened by tender pressure, as you would mellow a peach. And, above all, you must soon forget that your
throat is affected. If the glands are much swollen, use poultices of J,ife-everlasting every other night. Shower the neck
ev~ry morning with plenty of cold water. This will stop the
enlargement ; perhaps will cure it.
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Remedy for Di1Bcult Breathing.
There are several modes of treating such a negative
_condition of the lungs, but it is deemed wisdom, first, to
reach and arouse your energies through the stomach and the
19kin. Perhaps the original cause of your present prol!tration was
imperfect chylification. Your liver has been torpid, your kidBeyR much disabled, and the ultimate of all disturbances is fixed
upon the lungs. It will be necessary for you to use weak
chamomile-tea injections three or four times per week, for a
month or two. The intestinal action must become natural and
prompt. A tea-spoonful of pulverized prepared charcoal in a
wine-glassful of lime-water, is important just before eating
every oth'lr dinner. Arise! This life is yet best adapted to
thy development. Use your Will-power! Swing your arms
backward, upward, and walk with your mind in your feet. (This
counsel is to every sick person.) After one week of this treatment, prepare a large Burgundy pitch-plaster, sprinkle the surface evenly with opium, and apply it all over the upper portion
of your chest. When this wears off, you should either renew
it or apply the treatment recommended for a "Negative Condi·
tion of the Lungs." Eat moderately at noon, with plenty of
red pepper (capsicum,) on cooked or broiled meats.

Prevention

of Cold-taking.

We would most gladly aid our Brothers and Sister•
in the effort to keep an equilibrium of bodily temperature, which is the surest preventive of colds, catarrhs,
bronchitis, &c., &c. ; but the Scientific American bas produced
a paragraph so entirely to the point, that we cannot refrain
from substituting it for what we were about to write on the
subject : A " cold" is not necessarily the result of a high or
low temperature. A person may go directly from a hot bath
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into a cold one. or into snow, even, and not take cold. On the
contrary, he may take cold by pouring a couple of table-spoonfuls of water upon some part of his clothing, or by standing in
a door, or before a stove, or sitting near a window or other
opening, where one part of the body is colder than anothe~:
Let it be.kept in mind that uniformity of temperature over the
whole body is the first thing to be looked after. It is the
unequal heat upon different parts of the body which produces
colds, by disturbing the uniform circulation of the blood, which
in turn induces congestion in some part. If you must keep a
partially wet garment on, it would be as well, perhaps, to wet
the whole of ft uniformly. The feet are a great source of colds,
on account of the nriable temperature they are subjected to.
Keep these always dry and warm, and avoid draughts of air,
hot or cold, wet spots on the garments, and other direct causes
of unequal temperature, and keep the system braced up by
plenty of sleep, and . the eschewing of debilitating food and
drinks, and you will be proof against a cQld and its resulta.

Coldness in the Back of the Neck.
A lady complains of a coldness on the back of her neck,
which has troubled her for several years. In spite of many
folds of flannel, there is always a cold sensation, except in the
warmest weather.
C..t.usE .AND REMEDY.-The origin of a local chronic coldness is an inflammation of the membrane (the periosteum,) that
0<\vere the bone .md over-taxes the fibers in the affected region.
Liniments, and bandages, and plasters, are useless, except as
palliatives and temporary protection. The parts are constantly
exhausted of the vital magnetism. Electricity accumulates and
eeoapea at the point of coldness, and yet all about that negatiw
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pole there is a circle of smothered inflammation The remedy.
therefore, consists in equalization of the vital currents
Thi1
course will reach all the membranes of the system, no matter
how remote from the part affected. A sponge full of cold water
squeezed upon the cold spot every morning, followed by vigorous rubbing of the adjacent parts, and pounding or chafing the
stomach, waist, bowels, and _awakening action generally in all
parts of the legs and arms-this is the radical remedy. But it
is also good, occasionally, to fix a small bag of table salt upon
the coldest place. Equalize the general circulation, and your
health will become sound as an angel's. This prescription will
disappoint no patient.

Bleeding from the Nose.
The general cause is concealed in the nervous system.
Debility of the nervo-power is the usual cause of all hemor·
rhages; whether from the lungs, anus, nose, stomach, or other
parts of the body. And, therefore, the true remedy consists in
whatever restores vigor to the nervous system. Witch-hazel
bark, or borax, pulverized, applied within the nostril, will stop
the bleeding very soon. Cold water should be poured on the
wrists and nape of the neck, until the parts are very much
reduced in temperature. Also, before the bleeding is likely to
commence, press the large veins on either side of the throat,
rubbing downward, thus arresting the extra determination of
blood to the head. This should be remembered in sudden
attacks of headache. Lift the nervous vigor by a gentle diet of
fruits and grains. Animal food is unfavorable to a rapid
up-building of the nerve-powers. In addition to the foregoing,
we suggest, as conditions of cure, " temperance in all things,"
and plenty of " time."
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'l'he Theory of Hyper-Oxygenation.
A New York physician has started a new theory of tuber·
cular consumption ; the points of which are : " 1st. 'l'hat th~
morbid condition of the blood in this disease is one of Hyper·
oxygenation, or an excessive amount of oxygen in proportion to
its oxydizable material. 2d. That there is due to this oxygenation a certain pymmic diathesis, or production of partly-formed
pus in the blood. 3d. That tubercle is nothing more than this
purulent formation excreted as effete or dead matter, and
impacted in the air-cells of the lungs The immediate cause of
Tubercular Consumption being Hper-oxygenation of the blood,
the indication of cure consists iu the administration of an agent
having a strong affinity for oxygen, thereby acting as a preservative, and preventing both the rapid oxydation of the tissues,
which is the cause of wasting, and the formation of purulent
matter in the blood, which is the cause of tuberculm
deposit ."
We think that a certain amount of truth lies at the foundation of the above theory, but we do not think that consumption,
in the majority of cases, arises from a superabundance of
oxygen, by which the tissues are consumed. Persons with
'Weak digestion, who habitually violate the law of inspirationthat is, those who customarily eat too much and breathe too
little-are tb_e surest victims of consumption in this climate.
More people die " for want of breath " than because of an
excess of the oxygen in the air. The best remedy for consump·
tion is a reasonable quantity of most agreeable food at each
meal, a firm Will, systematic breathing before eating and after
retiring for the night, and throwing the shoulders backward in
order to expand the lungs, so that they may admit more life.
giving oxygen with the magnetism of sunlight.
Persons who sit several hours per day, while at their labor,
thould inspire large quantities of air, thus filling every part of the
Jungs with the element of life. The shoulders should be thrown
back, and the head kept erect, so that the smallest crevice of the
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pulmonary structure may be perfectly filled and expanded by
the breath of heaven.

Negative Condition of the Lungs.
This condition is a cold state of the pulmonary mcmbranea.
The small vessels in the chest are swollen and incapable of dis·
charging their duties. The symptoms are oppressive breath·
ing, asthma, throbbing at the heart, and headache at night.
REMEDY.-In any case or climate the sweet-oil bath is firsli
necessary-that is, anoint the back and body thoroughly with
olive-oil and turpentine, warmed together and mixed by mean&
of alcohol .and a little of the oil of spearmint. Then apply a
coating of raw wool, or cotton, over the entire back and lungs,
including the throat, and cover it tightly with a suitable ban·
dage. A temporary wool jacket might be constructed for this
purpose ; but it will be necessary to use fresh wool after wearing it a few days and nights. The effect of this bandage is
legitimate and beneficial when the surface covered by it is
heated almost to a sweating temperature. It should be removed
every night, previous to going to bed, for the purpose of re-oil·
ing the skin or cleansing off the perspiration. Then replace it
as before, and sleep in it. Breathe ! Breathe !

Negative Lungs and Cold Extremities.
A weak and cold condition of the lungs (by which the entire
system is affected, giving cold extremities, and a frequent Jia.
bility to taking "a cold,") may be more than half removed by
covering the bosom and throat, for a few nights, with a light
paste composed of dampened flour well sprinkled with pulverized camphor. Spread this camphorated paste on a thin cloth,
and cover the outside with flannel. For sudden attacks of
rheumatism, this remedy is very efficaciou<J.
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Cough and Incipient Consumption.
There is much bronchial weakness ; a loss of power in the
upper part of the lungs ; some cough ; easy to take cold ; and
premonitory signs of consumption.
REMEDY.-Practice breathing deeply every morning. Do
n(lt neglect to dres\1 warmly. Walk from one to three miles
every day. Get three quarts of good cider-brandy; add one tenspoonful of powdered red pepper, three ounces extract of
liquorice, four ounces of wild cherry bark. Let this tinc~ure
for three days. Take a wine-glass full early every morning.
Stand erect! "Blessed is the upright man." Straighten your
spine. Expand your lungs. Throw back your shoulders. And
breathe plenty of Heaven's pure ethereal flame. Come, reader! work with a good heart, support your family, think independently, let others enjoy the same luxury, and thus begin to
unfold the Harmonia! Man.

After Eft'ects of Lung Fever.
Strengthen your lungs by Nature's only infallible medicine,
namely, by a good digestion and by systematic discipline of tht>
lungs. The after-effects of lung fever may be wholly removed
by attention to food, dress, bathing, breathing, and exercise.
Everything depends on your stomach. The best of food, with
a feeble digestion, will ultimate in depraved blood ; and even
so will the best digestion, supplied with unwholesome food,
vitiate the crimson streams of life. "Blood food" is plausible
enough in the light of chemistry; but, seen by the light of
digestion and assimilation, it is supreme quackery. Every and
any thing digestible by the stomach is " blood food." But it
vill not result in blood fit for circulation, unless the lungs furnish pure air in sufficient quantities. Give attention, therefore,
to your atomnch, and to the grndtwl expnnsion of your lungs :
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at least as much attention as you give to eating and drinking.
Any straining of the pulmonary substance, by too deep inhalations, or by too rapid expirations of the air, will be considered
unphilosophical and contrary to our counsel. But we advise
systematic breathing, slowly in and more slowly out, for ten
minutes three times per day. Avoid sudden changes of bodily
temperature. Food and drinks should not be warmer than your
blood. Take a vapor bath once or twice a week; always.sponge
off with cool water immediately after it. Be cheerful, faithful,
beautiful, and progressive !

Treatment for Chronic Asthma.
Patients all speak of violent, crowing, suffocating cough,
with constriction of the trachea; sensation as if there were too
little air in the chest, with pain and pressure in the pit of the
stomach, a1 if that region were too narrow ; sleeplessness and
debility ; aching of all the limbs. Sometimes with flatulent
colic and abdominal spasms ; dry cough ; contraction of the
chest and larynx ; have to sit up ; relieved when coughing; sud.
denly wake in the night with dry cough. We think that, in
true asthma, the immediate cause of the suffering is paralysis
or falling of the floor of the lungs, viz. : the diaphragm.
REMEDY.-We deem this affection for the most part, like
Fever and Ague, a periodical disease of the involuntary nervous system. The sympathetic ganglia, and the pneumogastric
nerves, also, are many times principally involved. We insist
on our Will Cure equally in every case of Ague and spasmodic Asthma. There are persons who can, if they will, stop the
tremor of their system. The sure way, however, to defeat
thE.' object, is to believe you can't do it. But believe that you
CAN; then we know you WILL. Several so-called remedies
for Asthma are known to the medical fraternity. The fuct is,
there is no positive cure save in the pneumogastric nerves.
Therein we find the pkarmacop<Zia of all divine life, energy,
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wisdom, and health. Asthma is a periodical disorder of the
pulmonary forces; sometimes it is an effect of other disturbances, and sometimes it exists and operates as a cause. But
whether your asthma be an effect, or a cause, of other troubles,
we urge you to treat it periodically-that is, do nothing and
take nothing to avert the symptoms until a few hours or minutes previous to their reappearance. At such times put forth
your strong Will ; walk abo!lt firmly, resolutely, determinedly ;
and breathe slowly, but really, with a steady might; GET WELL.

Irritation of the Air Passages.
Irritation of the lungs, and much coughing, may be caused
by infusoria, or little animals, which infest the air passages.
They produce inflammatory conditions, plant the seeds of consumption, and sometimes ultimate in cutaneous diseases.
RBKEDY.-Get some phosphorus, dissolve it in oil, stir it,
and inhale the vapor, once a day. Also bathe the breast, throat,
and spine, every night, with the following : Oils of amber and
spearmint, of each half an ounce ; sweet oil and laudanum, of
each one ounce ; alcohol, half pint ; mix by shaking ; apply
plentifully with the hand, after having rubbed the skin with a
dry towel.

Wasting of the Blood.
For wasting of the blood, which is an effect of long-contmued disorders of the liver and stomach, accompanied by very
great weakness and weariness, and some aching in the right
side, with nausea and loss of appetite, we prescribe an ointment.·
Tm: REHEDY.-Equal parts mutton-lard and gum of cam
phor-say eight ounces of each ; first dissolve the lard over a
hot fire; then stir in the gum as fast as it will melt and mix ;
and lastly, add a table-spoonful of red pepper, and thoroughlv
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unite the mixture over the fire. Apply it cold, ·using your
hands to all parts of the patient's throat, breast, back, sides,
hips, legs, arms, feet, and hands, every morning, applying plenty .
of the ointment, and concluding by wrapping the feet and hands'
in folds of flannel. For food, use well-toasted rye bread with a I
few spoonfuls of chocolate. Whisky and linseed-oil, equal parts, 1
a little at a time, will be useful. Three or four times a week 1
swallow a tea-spoonful of powdered willow charcoal in a little
gin, or sweet oil, and warm water. ~Use your hands magnetically while applying the ointment. The patient must Will
to become whole.

The Duodenum and Sore Eyes.
Almost all cases of common sore eyes, with occasional inflammation, can be traced to a disordered state of the stomach and
duodenum. Even if the food be properly digested, there is
some derangement in the lower departments, where the bile
joins the chyle, and where the ultimates of food are prepared, ·.. y
the magnetic action of the mesenteric glands, for assimilation
with the blood.
REMEDY.-About ninety minutes after eating dinner and sup
per, take a table-spoonful of the following tincture, as a promo
tive of secondary digestion: Mandrake, rhubarb, and red-pepper,
of each (powdered,) one drachm ; put them in one pint Frenal>
brandy; let it stand a week; then add one pint of water, shake,
and use as directed. If you travel, or cannot .be at home a*
meal times, take a little bottle of this preparation with you.
W nsh your eyes in buttermilk whenever possible, or rub them
with buckwheat flour. But without a radical change in your
diet, the above medicines will avail you nothing. Do •ot eat
meat at breakfast or supper ; and not largely of any kind of animal food at any middle meal. No pastries of any description d
any time ; no fruit or vegetables for supper. "Under all cir
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eumstances keep an even mind." We will give every tobacco
chewer a great task to perform for his own good-Abandon
the use qf Tobacco in every fO'rm, and pledge yourself, in
heaven'& name, never to use it again.'

Prevention of Scarlet Fever.
If you suspect that your child, or any member of your family,
is about to have scarlet fever, the best preventive is: Give
three drops of belladonna, in a wine-glass of water, three times
a day. Burn coffee in the room twice per day, and treat mag·
netically according to directions already given. Do not let the
patient go out of the room until the inflammation of the tonsils
and the fever symptoms subside, and then only when the earth
is dry and the sun warm. Gargle with salt and vinegar in
warm water, and sleep with the head more elevated than usual.
If the bowels are costive, and the system is very feeble, give a
tea-spoonful of castor-oil in as much good brandy, with a little
water. Wash the body with some cooling fluid, or anoint
with sweet oil, and manipulate.

Dry and Humid Asthma.

The only sure .course to adopt in the treatment of this
troublesome disease, is to apply your remedy just before a recurrence of the constrictions and paroxysm. The pneumogastric
nerve is implicated ; in fact, the disarrangement of this nerve
is, in nine-tenths of cases, the cause of the disease. The dry
asthma is quite unlike the humid affection ; and the paroxysmal
asthma is different from either ; but the fundamental methods
of the periodical treatment should be uniform-namely : When
the symptoms are slight, give the whole surface a thorough oiling (1 tea-spoonful of Cajaput oil in 1 pint of Olive do ., mixed
with sufticient alcohol to unite the oils,) and immediately prao·
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tiee respiration. full aod slow, expanding lhe bronchial tubes b.)
throwing the head aod shoulders backward. Use your WilL
Wear a jaeket next to your body made of oiled silk. Keep the
skin clean as possible. When lhe breathing is most difti.eult,
inhale a little, now aod then, of the vapor of saltpeter.

The Wheezing, or Hay .Asthma.
Pathological authorities will, no doubt, hesitate to believe
that this species of asthma cao ·be reached through the spine
and kidneys. Let U.'l try. Infuse two ounces of black henbant•
(lap cyamtu niger,) in one quart of brandy. Whenever the
attack threatens to be severe, apply ao onion poultice, saturated
with this tineture, to the back, opposite the stomach. We
think a few applieations of this remedy, in connection with the
breathing effort, will accomplish a cure.
Hemorrhage ot the Lungs.
Adopt our principles of Self-Healing, and begin the work of
Personal Reform from this hour. Get the resinous exudation
of a pine tree, one drachm ; the same quantity of cayenne pep- .
per ; make into pills of two grains each. DosE.-One pill at
ten o'clock each day, or immediately after considerable bodily
exercise, and one the last thing at night. Take, occasionally, a
u,a-spoonful of olive oil in a little cider-brandy. Eat nothing
sweet, drink nothing over-heating, but "be thou whole."

Treatment for Catarrh and Cough.
Many persons are afllicted with catarrhal symptoms ; offenaive breath at times; take cold easy ; expectorate hard and dry
mucous ; and have a hacking cough.
Abolish the use of all sweet food and drinks ; may eat
plentifully of eggs, if not hard-boiled or fried in swine's grease ;
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no meat of any kind oftener than twice a week. The only two
medicines we can discern are, first, the homeopathic prepara•
tion of PluMplwrus, three drops in a wine-glass of water,
whenever the symptoms are severe or troublesome, two hours
between doses ; and second, a lemon, slightly sweetened, as
medicine every evening, between supper and bedtime. As
soon as the symptoms subside, use the lemon-juice now and
then, but only during the early part of the day. The bowels
and digestive system generally must be kept healthy and
prompt, by means of kneading and vigorous manipulations. No
cathartics of any kind should be administered. These direc·
tions will cover a multitude of catarrhal cases, unless the patient
is suffering from several diseases combined.

Soreness in the Lungs.
With a just and systematic treatment of the lungs, in the
inception of their disturbance, all future trouble may be avoided.
W atoh the period of greatest uneasiness. When are you most
conscious of having lungs ? At what hour is the disturbance
most distinctly realized? Apply your treatment accordingly.
In going from the house into the open air, or the reverse, it is
wisdom to keep the mouth firmly closed, using the nose for
heating the atmosphere before it reache11 the lungs. All persons,
whether sick or well, should adopt this rule.

Sulphurio Ether for Deafness.
Tho new cure for deafness, which has created so much
excitement among !he physicians of France, has long been well
known in this country. It consists in dropping sulphuric ether
into the aural conduit. Se~eral physicians in this city and elsewhere have, for years, employed it either alone or in combination with glycerine. By the latest accounts from Paris, we
2~
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sec that the opinion was beginning to gain ground, that the
virtues of this remedy, though great, had been overrated.

Origin and Use of the Probang.
The probang was invented by a surgeon, to push down into
the stomach substances which lodge in the throat or ~esophagus.
It is, properly speaking, a surgical instrument. Of late, it has
been used to touch ulcers in the trachea, a dangerous method,
which should not be adopted. A flexible piece of whalebone,
with an oval piece of ivory, or a piece of sponge, fixed to the
end, is called a probang.

Remedy for St. Vitus' Dance.
The best and simplest remedy for St. Vitus' Dance, in the
young, is cold water and human magnetism. The water should
be applied to the whole body every day, by means of a we'
aheet and a plunge-bath afterw~rd, and the magnetism by means
of another's hands rubbing · the body entirely and rapidly dry.
Passes should be made from the back and sides of the neck to
the ends of fingers and toes. Take mandrake-root, two ounces ;
lobelia leaves, half an ounce ; boil in half gallon of water to one
pint. When cold, add one-half pint of brandy and half pound
of sugar. DosE.-One tea-spoonful before breakfast and
dinner. Anoint the body with sweet oil.

Pain in the Joints.
In oases where the joints are painful and stift', and particularly where the bones of the neck and back head are sore and
rheumatically affected, we prescribe the following palliative,
which may be applied with the hand: Common brandy, two
gills; laudanum, one ounce ; oil spearmint, one drachm; tincture
arnica, two ounces. Mix, and use whenever the pain and rheu•
matio aohings are troublesome.
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Cure for m Temper in Chlldren.
A sensible woman, the mother of a young family, taught her
children, from the earliest childhood, to consider ill-humor as a
dis.order, which was to be cured by physic. Accordingly, Rhe
had always small doses ready, and the little patients, whenever
it was thought needful, took rhubarb for the crossness. No
punishment was required. Peevishness or ill temper and rhubarb were associated in their minds always as cause and effect.

E1fect of Disease on Life.
By calculation, it is shown that, of 1,000 individuals, 23 die
iu their birth ; 277 from teething, convulsions, and worms; 7 in
measles ; 2 women in childbirth ; 195 of consumption, asthma,
and other chronic complaints ; 250 of fever ; 12 of apoplexy ;
and 41 of dropsy. Or, in another point of view, of 1,000 per·
sons, 200 die within the first year, 80 in the second, 40 in the
third, and 24 in the fourth ; and within the first eight years of
life 445, or almost one-half of the number, are cut off by premature death.

Cure for Melancholy and Meanness.
A correspondent writes as follows: "I should be much
obliged for a remedy for the following complaint: Dullness of
mind ; incapacity to study much without becoming sleepy ; confused thoughts ; some melancholy ; and, perhaps, some meanness."
REMEDY.-It will be necessary, first of all, to wash your
body every morning in cold water. Next, eat nothing animal
for your breakfast, not even a grain of butter, nor drink a spoonful of milk. Next, eat a light dinner on the day when you wish
to read and meditate. Never attempt to read or think soon
after a hearty meal. Next, take up some one subject and con·
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centrate your Will upon it, and think steadily while your Will
is positive. For "meanness," take plenty of exercise, and
think of the Summer Land. Let your daily life be regulated
by fiternal love, Justice to thy neighbor, and the principle&
of untrammeled Freedom.

Headache or Cephalic Pills.
Cephalic Pills are good for periodical and nervous headache,
chronic lameness, indigestion, nervous debility, &c., &c. Red
pepper, whitewood bark, mandrake, life root (Senecio aureus,)
of each, pulverized, half a drachm. Divide into pills of three
grains. DosE.-From one to four of these pills at night, or
morning, when symptoms are severe. But there is one secret
worth remembering, namely : That absolute rest to the stomach
is one of the simplest means of cure, in both acute and dyspeptic diseases. Not one atom of food of any kind should
be taken in any case of acute disease. Starve for twenty-four
hours, and drink a little water; nothing further is necessary.

Cure for Cold in the Bead.
Some individuals are constantly taking cold in the head,
and having an ear-ache, almost every winter night, in spite of
every precaution.
The explanation of the eu-acbe and
bead-cold, is : You sleep on a soft pillow, which allows
your head to sink down into a hollow of feathers, by which considerable perspiration is promoted about your neck and ears ;
then, as soon as you change your position in bed, the cold air
strikes the sweating surfaces, which very rapidly become negative, and hence the cold in the head and the distressing neuralgia. Of course you will hereafter use a pillow so hard that
your head cannot sink into a heated valley.
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Odor from the Nostrils.
The accompanying symptoms are : A sense of fullness in the
'bead; of weight between the eyes; frequent sneezing; some
hoarseness of tho voice ; occasional expectoration ; and a disgorgement of fluid and fetid mucous from the throat. These
symptoms are developed as the accompaniment of indigestion,
fever, worms, measles, rheumatism, &c.
REMEDY.-The diet is the essential. Use no salt butter ;
no meat or gravies ; nothing sweet after dinner. Milk is par·
ticularly unfavorable unless it is sour; but wheaten grits, rice,
hominy, and Indian cakes and puddings, with stewed fruit, are
useful and advisable. As a special remedy we recommend
a cold water compress about the neck at night, and showering
the head and neck behind the ears with cold water every morn·
ing. This should be done before washing the face. For the
nose: Get• of camphor twenty grains ; blood-root half drachm ;
both mus~ be perfectly pulverized, and mixed equally together.
Use a very little of this powder, as a snuff, twice or thrice per

day.

Cultivation of the Sense of Smell.
There is hardly any limit to the teachable capacities of the
sympathetic nerves. The five senses-touch, taste, smell, hearing, and vision--are but different organizations or depots of the
sympathetic ganglia, which are inseparable from the cerebral
functions. Brain and nerves must be in a healthy condition,
otherwise it will be impossible to greatly enhance the delights
of this sense. The nerves of smell are spread upon the membranes that line the air passages. Consequently the tasting of
an odor is as natural as the feeling of a sound. It is well known
that deaf persons hear and enjoy the music of an orchestra.
The intuition of cultivated smell is infallible. The North
American Indians, before their overthrow and banishment by
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our aueestora, eoald distinguish different tribes, or the ddFerent
members of the same nation, by the odoriferous exhalations of
their bodies. Dogs, foxes, horses, aud mauy other auimals, are
endo1Hd with remarkably acute powers of smelling. Snuft'takers are deprived of the delicate pleasures of this sense.
Diseased aud morbid nerves are keenfy sensible only to odors
the most repalsive. We know of me!Jiums who first commu•
nicatcd with their familiar spirits by means of smelling sweet
ud aromatic odors dUFused through the room. Several orthodox
clergymen are said to have smelt--" brimstone !" We are
strongly inclined to admit their testimony.

Cure for Common Deafness.
An aged man must not expect to keep his senses in full
force. Itlany, however, suffer the misfortune of deafness to
creep upon them from inattention to the ears during a cold or
after a fever. In all cues where the wax is dry, the tympanum
sound, but hearing imperfect, we have prescribed, with curative
effect, the following : Nitric acid, one drachm ; water, one
ounce ; phosphorus, one grain ; mix, and filter through a fine
cloth, into a table-spoonful of burnt olive oil. Keep it tightly
corked. DosE.-One drop in each ear (or in the one affected,)
every morning.
If deafness arises from a recent cold, or exposure and
fatigue, the patient can get relief by smoking dried hops, and
then forcing the vapor from his mouth into the throat-.Pusages
leading to the ear-chambers.
Again, if your deafness is not a symptom or effect of some
derangement of the system, but is traceable to a dryness of
the natural moisture within the eustachian tube, then there is
no simple remedy better than a draught of roasted onion in each
ear. Or, soft clay mllde into convenient shape and sise, then
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dampened with saliva, and put in the orifice of each ear, confin
ing them with cotton and a bandage. All such applioatione are
best made at night.

Ulceration ot the Ear.
A remedy for chronic ulceration of the ear may be found in
the common " Witch-hazel " (Hamamelis Virginica,) which is
one of the most healthful productions of earth. Make a very
strong decoction of all the fine parts of the bark scraped from
the body of the tree. When done, you should not have more
than a wine-glass full ; add one drachm of borax, a table-spoonful
of cream, and it will be ready for use in twenty-four hours.
Saturate cotton with it, and stop the ears every night. W In
the morning, bathe the neck, behind the ears, and wash the
orifices quite clean, before wetting thll face and forehead.

Decaying Gums and Loose Teeth.
One preparation is applicable to the restoration of emaciated
gums, namely : White oak bark, pulverized, one ounce ; one
ounce of camphor gum ; quarter ounce of lobelia leaves, put
together and tinctured one week in old cider-brandy. Clean
the teeth and gums with pure soap, using a soft brush, and then
saturate the gums with the clear tincture. This process should
be adopted immediately after eating each meal. Breathe through
your nose as much as possible, because the cold air, passing
over the teeth and gums, tends strongly to their decomposition.

Enlargement ot the Thyroid. Gland.
An indolent enlargement of the tkyruid gland is termed
"Bronchocele." The incipient etages of this painless tumor are
quito controllable by the persevering use of the electro-magnetic
battery in connection with the hand . When it has existed for
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some time, and the soft elasticity of the gland hu disappeared
in a firmer enlargement, which extends toward the aides of the
neck and involves the lymphatic glands, th<en the magnetic our·
rent is of little benefit. Iodine was ·long administered inter·
nally for this disease, with next to no benefit, but certainly leav•
ing traces of it11 inadaptedness. In advanced stages of this
swelling, we would recommend the frequent application of the
magnetiser's hand. Let no patient expect aft absorption of the
gathered material after the hardening process is complete,
unless by a most constant use of human magnetism, in oonnec·
tion with an occasional bathing of the parts with cajaput oil
. mixed with chloroform and bay rum.

Treatment for Old Sores.
The beat general remedy within our knowledge for a disease
in the feet and ankles, with sores that open and close for months,
is a wash made of pokeberry leaves and roots, or of crab-apple
tree bark, or of black Indian hemp. Malte a strong tea of
either, and use it to wash and cleanse the parts, with or with·
out soap, as you feel inclined. It will greatly expedite the cure
to expose the parts to the breathings of a horse, dog, or cow.
If possible, let a dog sleep near, and exhale his breath over, the
sorest surfaces.

Fever Sores and Tumors.
Syringe the sore every morning with the following liquid :
White oak bark (inside,) four ounces, boiled in a quart of water
to a pint. When cold, bottle it, and add one ounce of borax, ~
small pieces. Use a little for each dressing of the sore.
Bathe a growing tumor with the fresh juice of burdoc~
Pound and press the leaves until you obtain sufficient fluid ....._ to
thoroughly saturate the diseased part. After this applioatiC~~:::::::::::,n,
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use the magnetism of your own hand ; always rubbing from the
top downward. Bathe the irritated surfaces thoroughly with
pure soap and 1lax-seed tea, forming a suds, then take fresh
slaked lime and dust the diseased parts at least twice a day.

Medicine for Scrofula and Erysipelas.
Let no patient expect to be healed by the performance of
miracles. " Vicarious atonements " are dangerous in theory,
and impossible in practice. You must individually deserve the
possession of every luxury. If, therefore, you would be healed
of eruptive diseases, itch, salt rheum, &o., let your table-habits
be righteous and reasonable. Cancerous and scrofulous consti·
tutions cannot be too careful about the solids and fluids which
they eat and drink. In addition to directions which we have
been impressed to give in a former volume, we will suggest the
following beverage for scrofulous individuals: Mountain dittany,
yellow dock, elecampane, and comfrey roots, of each eight
ounces; white-pine, wild-cherry, and butternut barks, of each
five ounces ; guaiac chips, blue flag, and licorice-root, of each
two ounces ; break these ingredients together, put them into an
iron vessel, and tincture them one week in three quarts of
brandy, when strain off the brandy; then add three gallons of
water, and steep the mixture over a slow fire for one whole day ;
add the same quantity of water, and boil the whole rapidly down
to nearly one gallon; then strain it immediately. Mter this
liquid is perfectly cold, add half an ounce of the muriated tine·
ture of iron, return the brandy, and one quart more of good
French brandy, and bottle it very tight.
This preparation may be regarded as wine. It may be
diluted with water, and sweetened with sugar, as the patient's
taate and strength demand. Whenever thirst is experienced,
and while eating such articles of food as are prescribed by
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experience, this pleasant and highly potent beverage may be
used as wine. It may be much diluted--even a table-spoonful
of this wine to a gill or two gills of water-and it will assist
the diseased structures to harmony.
This ~age should be made and taken for at least one
year, with occasional intermissions. It ia designed for those
various cutaneous conditions, already named, which are the
incipient manifestations of the cancerous or scrofulous tendencieE of the system ; but it is particularly good, as a remedial
drink, for such constitutions as are already suffering with the
cancerous or scrofulous formations.

Treatment for Chronio Erysipelas.
This disease is characterised by a redness and inflammation
of the skin at the place attacked, accompanied in a few hours
by considerable swelling and oppressive fullness.
REKEDY.-The patient should have a vapor-bath, producing
a thorough sweat, every day-perhaps twice, if the symptoms
are violent-until the inflammation is all drawn out of the
head, and a balance of the system is established. If the limbs
are affected with the erysipelas fire, we still urge a complete
sweating of the body every day, with proper attention to diet
The patient should go from the b~th to the bed, and remain
well covered for half an hour. Magnetic passes should then
be made from the head downwards, over the hands and feet
Drink a tumbler of buttermilk every day. Diet should not
be drawn from either the fruit or animal kingdoms. The
various grains, made into puddings, and bread, and porridges,
are best. The disease is not dangerous unless it ia rapidly
developed in the face and head-in which case, no remedy ia
comparable to human magnetism.
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Medicine for a Canker Humor.
Thousands suffer from a depravation of the fluids which are
propelled through the lymphatic system of glands and vessels.
Nearly all cankerous and scrofulous forms of disease originate,
first, in faulty digestion, and, second, in the vitiation of thu
functions of the lymphatic system. The remedy, in all eases,
must be directed primarily to the nutritive functions, and indirectly to the lymphatic vessels throughout the body. The most
convenient preparation within our knowledge is this: Scullcap (scutelaria laterijlO'I"a,) four ounces ; spikenard (aralia racemosa,) six ounces ; gentian (triosteum perfoliatum,) two ounces ;
cloves, pulverized, one table-spoonful. Put these articles in a
jug containing one quart of water and one pound of sugar; cork
tight, and let it stand near a fire for three or four days ; then
add one quart of best brandy, and you have a medicine which
will penetrate and vivify the entire lymphatio system. DosE.Begin by taking less than a tea-spoonful about two hours after
both dinner and tea. Increase a little every day until you can
bear a table-spoonful ; then add some more brandy and water to
the medicine, and white sugar, as in the first instance. Eat
and drink whatever suits you best. Arise ! be cheerful !
An Intermittent Eruption.

The disease is entirely one of the under skin, appearing and
disappearing on different parts of the body, and it is, therefore,
absurd to drink blood-purifying syrups as a remedy. The best
treatment for a simple incorrigible eruption, is a wash composed of kino, borax, and cream. Of borax take two ounces ;
two drachms of kino ; cover them with one pint of rain-water,
for three days; then add half pint fresh cream, and the mixture
is ready for application. First give yourself a thorough scratchin,; or chafing, so that the surfaces are as much inflamed as the]
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ever appear after rubbiDg ~em ; then apply the mixture thoroughly. The smartiDg, burning, and inflammatory effects that
BUcceed, will be of short duration, while a healing proce88 will
be forthwith inaugurated. Perhaps it will be necessary to
repeat this treatment every night for a week or two, but the
remedy is quite certain to remove the cause just beneath the
skin. This treatment, remember, is adapted to simple eruptions, with inflammatory aspect.

Cause and Cure of Ringworm.
The technical term for this afBiction is Nerpu circinatu.t,
but physicians are not agreed as to the cause of this troublesome vesicular eruption. We have carefully observed that the
circular patches float upon a tran8parent fluid ; which, indeed,
is the cau.te of the irritation and exfoliation-a saline acid, distilled from a diseased condition of the mucous membrane of the
digestive organs.
REMEDY.-Tbe pathological base of the ringworm is an erysipelous condition of the fluids and blood. Salt, therefore, must
be avoided. Reject all food in which the saline property is
prominent. Follow this plan throughout your earthly life ; else
you will never be free from the evil seeds of erysipelas. This
rigid course will strike at the bottom of the ringworm diathesis.
Bathe the eruption with half ounce of borax, dissolved in two
gills of water, and one do. of cream. Add to this wash about
fifty drops of sulphuric acid. Use it twice or thrice per diem.

Use of Sulphur for the Itoh.
l

This affection of the skin has been displaced by the morbid
conditions of erysipelas. It is said that " since the improvement in microscopes, the Itch is found to be a living creature,
harrowing in the flesh. This was discovered in 1812, by M
Gales, apothecary to the hospital of St. Loui11, in Paris. Experi·
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menta were immediately commenced ·to ascertain the best remedies to destroy so formidable an enemy. It was found that the
Itch will live in clear water four hours ; in sea water it died in
three110urs; in Goulard's solution it survived but one hour; in
castor, olive, almond and sweet oil, it died in two hours ; in
croton oil in four hours ; in lime-water three-quarters of an
hour ; in vinegar twenty minutes ; in alcohol twenty minutes ;
in spirits of turpentine nine minutes; in hydridate of potassium
six minutes ; in solution of arsenic four minutes ; in sulphuric
aoid three minutes ; in creosote it died instantly; placed on
Jl')wdered sulphur it was found dead next day. From all these
experiments, it was found that sulphur was the surest and safest
remedy." Such is understood to be the history of the discovery
that "Brimstone" (of the orthodox stamp,) is useful for tho
above disgusting eruption. Our impression is distinct that the
" living creature " is an effect--not a producing cause--of the
cutaneous affection.

Juvenile Excitability and Eruption.
The natural cure for youthful nervous excitability consists
in a speedy development of the Nutritive and Muscular temperaments. To begin this work, it will be necessary to keep
from the young stomach all exciting drinks and heating diets.
No animal matter, no butter after breakfast, no milk after dinner; but plenty of rice, barley, wheat (coarse,) corn, and sometimes rye. Simple puddings or cakes of these grains, with fruit
and berries, in their season, constitute a fine diet for the development of young bodies. Much of the nervous activity will
depart with the incoming of womanhood.
For the eruption we prescribe a strong wash of burdock
(arctium lappa) roots, leaves, and seeds, to be used freely on
the irritated surfaces once or twice per week. Many kinds of

ao-

prick..ly eriiJ•lOi,IJI CIL1I De OTe!CIOII!e \y a pleatifaluae of burdock
tea er~. nen otller re.Nies fail. try this in good
facirl.
Cure 1br Prarip PJ:uriti&
h paf>ulou erll:pticms, elaanet.erUecl at. first by soft and
smooth f:le~ans of tlte ea:nele. the nrfaee.ekin becomes diseast"cl. BeDe!", neD DOt eued m youth, or sueceasfully treated
•hen it mak~ its ap~ the diseaae slowly establishes
iaelf m ehronie form. It is aow exeeediugly diflicult of man~ment. The most eonvenist remedy ia : _Equal pam &piriU
tw.rperr.t.ilt£, Qlltl/
'!f ~,..,., Gild ftlldl!t oil. o.molga.nut.ted by
a/,cx;1wl. Rub this thoroughly mto the akin wherever the aympr.oms are exeeed.ing1y troublesome. H the tiDgling and stinging
IS too intense, add a eoat.iDg of li£bt cream. Dieting will make
no difi"erence. Avoid the extrangmt uae of salt.

w.

A Nervous Rash.
The condition of many is described by a lady patient thua :
" I hue for about eight years been afil.icted with a rash, appearing with great violence, whenever I am warm or excited--causing my head to throb violently, aud my face to swell. The
spells last usually about ten minutes, aud then leave me shivering."
REKEDr.-Get Vsleriau root, half au ounce ; extract of dandelion, one ounce ; cayenne pepper, one drachm ; cinnamon
bark, one tea-spoonful-pound and mix these together ; let
them tincture in half pint of pure alcohol for ten days, then add
one pint of pure water. DosE.-Thirty drops in a wine-glass
of water immediately after an attack, or when the "shivering "
tensation pervades the nervous system. Eat no salt fool
Drink little of any fluid, except when thirsty.
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Small White BUsters on Children.
Children atBicted with any form of erysipelas, scratche~,
white blisters, sores, or scrofulous swellings, should never sleep
with each other, never with a healthy child, and certainly never
with adult person11. The magnetism of a spaniel, or half-cur .
dog, is ht'althful for children so diseased ; and it would be beneficial to give a scrofulous child a dog (not a poodle or King
Charley,) for a sleeping companion. A fresh eat's skin (minus
the cat,) bandaged over the white swelling, or a piece of fresh
beef applied every night to a scrofulous tumor or abscess, will
effectually dissipate poisonous vapors, and partially restore the
conditions of health. Diet and hand magnetism are the next
best remedies.

A Virus Developed by a Scratch.
By particular inspection, it became evident, in the case of a
young woman, that, in consequence of an unfortunate brier-stab
in the superior nerve of her foot, a scrofulous and neuralgic virus
had been diffused (rather aroused,) throughout her system.
Sometimes it happens that a pin-scratch, or a needle-wound, at
first inappreciable, will give rise to years of discord and suffering. You know how small a variation from the tone of the·
master-key will untune all the cords of the finest and most
costly instrument of music-or, how slight an injury done
the works of the best-made chronometer-even a grain of sand
lodged in the wheels of your watch-will throw the movements
out of harmony with the noiseless march of Time. 0 man !
0 woman ! bow down and worship the Divine Wisdom-the
great, beautiful, gracefully operative Principles of the Universe
-from whose loving bosom prol?eeded the " fearful and won.
derful " dynamics of individual existence.
The best remedial course to over-reach and remove the
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neroe-tirus will be: A thorough steam bath once· or twice a
week, about middle of the day. Food, for that day, gruel or
porridge. Occasionally bathe the locality of the wonnd, and all
the implicated parts of the limb, with a weak solution of ammo.
nia, and a little chloroform. Use no salted nourishment, but
take regular out-door exercise.

Cure for Itch and Tetter.
We have received upwards of one hundred applications from
persons suffering with various eruptive diseases-Itch, tetter,
rash, barbers' itch, salt rheum, &c. REMEDY IN GENER.&L.Eat nothing in the shape of swine's flesh; abandon all salt foods
and black pepper ; soups are good, but gravies injurious ; eat
no butter after breakfast ; drink plentifully of buttermilk ; and
cautiously bathe the afFected parts with the following: Olive
oil, half pint ; oil of spearmint, two ounces ; crude oil of turpentine, one tea-spoonful ; hartshorn, ten grains ; stir these into
the well-amalgamated whites of six eggs. Always shake before
applying it to the irritated skin.

Pityriasis, or Red and Rough Eruption.
The skin is at first only red and rough, but soon becomes branlike, or meally and scurfy. After the scales repeatedly form
and separate, the exfoliation& become rapid and troublesome.
REMEDY.-Take equal parts of Witch-hazel (Hamamelis Virginica,) and butternut bark (Juglatts Cineria); boil them with
fresh lard down to the consistency of an ointment. Use it once
a day. Eat plenty of tomatoes ; no animal food ; and abstain
from salt.

Cause and Cure of Freckles.
Scientific investigators have given the term tpkeli& as a name
for freckles, and very properly, we think, because it is clear to
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a demonstration, that (as the term implies,) the direct rays of
Ule sun produce freckles, large brown patches, and other dusky
blemishes, which appear on the face of persons of certain tom·
peraments, who are not in perfect health. In a peculiar man·
ner the skin is oxydized in spots, and these spots are freckles,
or ephelis, as the ancients judiciously named them. The remedy
will be found in phosphorus and acetic acid. Twelve grains of
phosphorus in one ounce of the acid. First dissolve the phosphorus in as little olive oil as is necessary, then add the acetic
acid. Keep this preparation tightly corked. First give the
skin a slight coating of milk, then apply the preparation. Great
care is needed, in making the application, not to get any in the
mouth or eyes. Immediate exposure t.o the sun would prove
unfavorable. One application a day is sufficient.

Worms Under the Skin.
Flavius, a student, writes : " For a year I have felt a prick·
ling, burning, very disagreeable, and often painful sensation,
a little above the outer extremity of the right eyebrow, thence
upwards to the hair. Continued and difficult study makes it
worse; sometimes, however, it becomes worse without any appa
rent cause, often resulting in a breaking out at the upper part
of the affected region."
CAUSE.-A diseased action or obstruction, whereby are gen.
erated the depraved elements of the scahies vernicularis, but
the healthiness of the system, and the activity of the nerves in
that region, will prevent any formation except somethQ!g in the
shape of a sore, if allowed to proceed. REMEDY.-Bind on fine
salt moistened with spirits of turpentine: Use the electro.
magnetic battery a few times.

Chapped Face, Hands, and Lips.
Druggists will charge from twenty-five to fifty cents for a
'" camphorated " preparation, which the reader may provide for
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a few pennies and a little industry. In cold weatler, and par·
ticularly in windy seasons, when the delicate skin of the lips of
unhealthy persons crack open and bleed, and the hands of out.
door laborers become rough and sore, it is always wise to have
a remedy within the reach of all.
REKEDY.-Take equal quantities in weight (much or little as
you please,) of fresh mutton-tallow and camphor-gum. Pnt 1
them in a tin veuel, over a moderate fire, and let them melt
and blend into one compound. Stirring the mixture will more
perfectly interblend the two substances. This preparation you
may term " camphor ice," or " camphor cake," or " camphor
ball," or " armandine," or any other name more elaborate or
chemically mysterious. Keep it in a convenient jar, and use it
u often and as plentifully as your " chapped " surfaces may
require.

Scar on the Face.
We do not perceive any cure for the " scar " on your face.
Better be thankful that it is not a disease, and in your joy for·
get the blemish through all this life. The next time you are
hom, the form and features of a beautiful face will be revealed,
free from all earthly acciden.t, spot, or blemish. Some excellent souls thus wait the inheritance of their fortunes. But real
beauty, after all, comes from pure spiritual affections and harmonious states of mind. With these elements behind the physical, within the bosom and within the brain, the external, however deformed, will take on the light and graces of beauty.
Without such interior elements, the most attractive form and
face slowly waste and crumble into hideous deformities.
Voluntary defacements should be prohibited. The dangers
of tattooing, so much practiced among seamen, have been pointed
out in a recent report of the InspectOr General of Health of the
French marine. The loss of an arm, and even death itself, are
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ehown to have resulted from operations of this nature, while
minor accidents from this cause are very numerous. Authority
calls on sailors, inviting them to abstain from this dangerous
practice.

Cancer cured by Nitro-muriatic Acid.
A jeweler, who had a bad cancerous pimple on his cheek,
having occasion to dissolve some gold in nitro-muriatic acid, rubbed it several times, unconsciously, with his impregnated fin·
gers, and was surprised to find it speedily change its appearance, and shortly disappear. M. Recamier, suspecting the cause,
made several uniformly successful experiments of the same
mixture, and thus by accident discovered a new causti~ for caneerona affections. The proportions are one ounce of the acid to
aix grains of chloruret of gold.
·

Confessions of a Cancer Doctor.
Moat of the vegetable plasters for cancer owe their activity
to mineral substances. One consists .of arsenic and sulphur,
with powdered crow-foot leaves mixed with white of eggs ;
another of arsenic and extract of conium ; another of sulphate
of sine and extract of blood-root ; another of chloride of zin~
and blood-root; another of potash alone, boiled down to the con
aistence of a plaster ; another is made by evaporating the spirituous infusion of bitter-sweet, stramonium, conium, belladonna,
yellow-dock, and poke, adding fresh butter to make an ointment ;
the poke and dock-root are also used 11eparately. A celebrated
cancer-powder is composed of arsenic, charcoal, and cinnabar.
The aeetate of copper mixed with vegetable extracts is also
used. 1'he chloride of zinc, however, is now the remedy most
relied upon, and generally it is mixed with the extract of bloodroo,&. Many obstinate tumors and ulcers have been cured by
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the above remedies : all of which are called cancers, but few of
them are really such. The last-named is mainly used to kill
tumors, and make them fall out of their places, which has been
practiced for a hundred years.

Nature and Cure of Scarlet Fever.
Several mothers have written for remedies to cure their lit.
tie ones of scarlet fever. This disease, sometimes termed
" Scarlatina," from the Latin 1rurlatW (meaning a deep red,) is
a kind of spring contagion among children. Measles, mumps.
ehicken-pox, and the like, so common to childhood and youth,
may all be prevented. They are caused mainly by the accumu·
l11ted matter11 and vapors in the blood--a result of stimulating
di"t during the cold season, with no change of food which would
be consistent with the alteration of temperature. The symptoms are known as swelling of the face, a scarlet eruption
appearing on the akin in patches, sickness at the stomach, fits
of heat, lassitude, vomiting, depressed pulse, and diflicul&
breathing.
REMEDY.-Prevention consists in giving your children leu
atimulating food, and leas in quantity of every kind, during th•
forty days of transitional weather at the close of winter and
during the early spring months. From the last of February to
the middle of April, you cannot be too watchful of your cbil·
dren'a dietetic habits. Fresh fish may be used occasionally
Sparingly of milk, butter, and gravies. No meat of any kind;
not a mouthful. But plenty of fruit, and bread, and simple pud·
dings. No pies or greasy nuts.
If the disease ia upon your child, with threateninga of malig·
nant sore throat, do not delay the administration of warm water
injections, two or three times the first day. Suspend every
description of eating, and give the little patient very promp'
attentions, calculated to inspire quiet and confidence. Bathe
the legs and arms in water, hot with mustard, after which wrap
them in soft lannel, and keep them very warm. This should~
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done at least once every day ; twice, if the symptoms arc violent. This will gradually overcome the throat irritation, and
establish a balance of energy in the vitals. If the throat is violently threatent>d with diptheria or malignant symptoms, apply
thin beefsteak compresses about the neck. Change as often
and as quick as the piece becomes dry under the influence of
the fever. This treatment, in connection with the usual homeopathic remedies, will scarcely fail to save tho patient. Always
xnagnetize the bowels, and hold and rub the feet and hands of
the sufferer, after administering the water injections. Keep
old-fashioned drug doctors out of the house ; ditto all ministers
of old school theology.

Origin and Philosophy of Fevers.
A positive condition of the blood is a perfect panoply against

Fevers of every shade and name. Fever is taken by the breath.
The lungs absorb the contaminating e1Huvium, and the blood is
f'orthwith poisoned. A cold negative state supervenes, and the
-vital heat rushes out upon the surface.
M. Roy has found that the fever which is so preYalent in
.Algeria is due to the fact that in the region of volcanic and
primitive rocks, the clay contains phosphorua, and this, acted
on by fogs and dews, which contain ammonia, diffuses its noxious
qualities in the atmosphere, and occasions fever. By way of
testing this theory, he created an artificial atmosphere of this
aort, and, on breathing it, found he had all the symptoms of the
African fever.

Continued and Exhaustive Fever.
The signs of a low, feyerish, typhoidal state of the system,
are : Sickness and sinkings at the stomach, heat and dryness of
the skin, headache frequcnt.ly, pain in the bones, weariness in
the limbs, tongue dry in the morning, and white-coated, faintS}
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ness and trembling while walking, with a costive state ( f the
bowels, or a little relaxation.
REMEDY.-For this condition we know of nothing that will
compare with a daily vapor bath and magnetic operations over
the entire body. It is a mistake to eat anything after dinner.
For dinner you should eat a pint or so of porridge, made of
Indian meal and <haham ft.our, or rice, nearly equal parts, with
water well boiled. :Milk, sugar, salt meat, fish, cheese, cakes,
pies, puddings, &c., are not allowable. You must work to put
power into your vital system, otherwise the fever cannot be
re11istod; therefore, as the nausea, and faintness, and trembling
subside, let your own appetite and judgmeflt select the mos'
agreeable diet. Drink a tea (half a pint) of white or pleurisy·
root about every other day. Be very hopeful ; the day of
deliverance will soon dawn.

Diseases of the Eye.
We will just now write only of that subtile description of
eye weakness, which is very general. Eyes so 1tft'ected have a
fixed debility in the posterior membranes and ciliary arteries.
The entire nervous tunic in the back portions of the orbs is
aqueous and feebly conditioned. The ciliary processes, bot.h
nervous and vascular, are de-magnetized and deficient in power.
The brown and black matter of the eye-the pigmentum nigrum
-is manufactured by the joint action of the ciliary arteries and
their accompanying nerves. This material is also imperfectly
formed and tardily secreted, and thus the eyes are unable to
reflect or absorb the light promptly, which fact will account
both for concealed inflammation and the weakness felt when
reading. W c find no disease in the ligaments, none in the
choroid membrane ~\!though so intimate with the ciliary
mechanism,) none in the optic nerve, and the organism gene·
rally is in good condition.
CAUSES AND SYHPTOMs.-It will not comport with the
objects of this depnrtml.'nt to enter upon lengthy details. Page•
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must be coudensed and packed into short, perhaps ungraceful.
paragraphs, and shorter still in brief sentences. Scientific
knowledge and practical experience, in this day and age of tho
world, are tending to comprehensive conclusions, put into syn·
thetioal forms of expression. People, consequently. are called·
upon to read, to analyze, and to reason for themselves, on every
imaginable subject. In one word, then. we affirm the cause
of generally weak eyes to be a loss of the necessary .magrutic
flitality from, the ciliary processes. The first cause may be
connected with too steadily gazing at the sun, perhaps to observe
an eclipse, but whatever the producing cause, the effects are as
described, a hidden weakness and occasional inflammation, which
no dieting, no virtue in habits, can ever perfectly remove.
TuB REMEDY.-The diseased posterior portions of the eye
cannot be reached by washes and internal treatment. The
only sure and direct method is magnetic. The necessary
equilibrium must be restored by means of the human hand,
in conjunction with the electro-magnetic battery, unless some
Indian spirit will inspire a medium to prosecute the treatment.
Apply the negative pole alternately behind the ears ; the posi·
tive pole in a bowl of water, in which the urper part of the
patient's face should be immersed. This process for twenty
lllinutes every night.
In cases where economy is necessary, we would substitute
For the battery, after a thorough manipulation of the face and
lleok, and forehead, a bandage behind the ears loaded with a
poultice composed of white of an egg, a bit of unslaked lirM
rmode'red, and sprinkled with the black oxide of manganese
It is wise, also, in severe periods of inflammation within the lids
of the eye, to moisten the bandage with diluted sulphuric acid.
A fresh preparation of this kind should be made every day, and
1110re frequently in urgent cases. Let it be observed, once for
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all, that this semi-magnetic remedy for eye-weaknesses it
eifP.ctual only in connection with human manipulation. If a heal
ing medium can be obtained, so much more rapid and pleasurable will be the restoration. Any imperfect chylification of food
is a clog in the wheels of success. Eat what you need ; not
what you want, unless healthy. Only the good are free.' "The
way of the transgressor is hard."

Chronic Sore and Weak Eye1.
Follow the hygiene and general laws of health prescribed for
the cure . of eruptive diseases. Put cold water on the back of
your neck and behind your ears every morning. Do this thoroughly first ; then wash the face as usual. Manipulations on
the temples are very useful, ei.pP-oially after going to bed for
the night. In addition to the foregoing, but always after
removing all dampness occasioned by the morning ablution,
bathe and saturate the eyes with four table-spoonfuls of sweet
milk, in which you should pour half a tea-spoonful of laudanum.
This treatment will also serve for weak and watery eyes, with
this exception-tepid water should be substituted for the sweet
milk.

Blurring or Dimness of Sight.
In all cases of eye-disease the patient must not be permitted
to use salted food, nor saleratus in any form with daily nourish·
ment, as both are irritants of the poisonous kind to every deli·
cnte membrane, and to the liver. If the taste calls for" sal~"
it is wisest to place a little on the tongue, simply to allay the
wish for it, but do not swallow much of the salted or alkalined
saliva. Many eye-diseases, which began with inflammation, may
be oured by anti-salt and anti-saleratus habits at the tsble.
Usc no salted bread, nor butter, nor salted meat of any kind,
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while suffering with throat or eye disturbances. Fresh fish
will not be palatable, and should not be used under this treat.
ment; but eggs, and cooked fruit and vegetables, may be ad van•
tageously used. With these rules employ human magnetism
from head to feet. A diseased human body should be rubbed
and· dressed down by the hand, somewhat as favorite horses are
manipulated by their keepers. Many persons would be extremely
grateful for treatment as kind and tender as that bestowed upon
t.b.e expensive trotter in the stable. Make a tea of blood-root,
(1anguinaria canadensis,) and bathe the eyes with it twice or
thrice a day.

Ophthalmia, or Infiammation of the Eye.
This painful inflammation of the eye is usually produced by
It generally
begins with the appearance of a net-work of blood-vessels on
some part of the conjunctiva of the eye-ball or eyelids. The
eyelids become swollen and tender, and the redness soon covers
t-he whole conjunctiva ; there is increased discharge of tears,
intolerance of light. There is more or less of constant pain,
and a sensation as if particles of fine sand had insinuated them·
selves under the eyelid, accompanied by a great heat and pricking pain. A glutinous matter is now secreted, especially in the
night, which causes the eyelids to stick very firmly together.

a cold wind, dust, or some external irritation.

REMEDY.-lt is no unusual thing for the disease to commence in one eye, and in a day or two to seize the other. Mild
oases of conjunctiva ophthalmitis generally run their course in
a few days, and cease spontaneously, or are removed by a purgative, abstaining from the usual diet, and remaining in a dark
place. The best local applications are : A warm or filtered
decoction of poppy lenes, or one fluid drachm of the tinotura
opii in eight fluid ounces of distilled water. The eye should b~
well cleansed from the glutinous matter with warm milk and
water.

81•
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Paralysis, and Total Blindness.
Blindness is sometimes sympathetic- result, through the
involuntary system, of physical suffering-involving the middle
stratum of the brain. That the optic nerve is paralyzed, to
some extent, no one acquainted with the structure of the eye
can doubt ; but this fact in physiology does not preclude the
effectual application of restorative influences.
REIIIEDY.-Hold the head down on rising every morning, so
that an attendant can pour from a hight of three or four feet,
a quart or more of cold water, steadily on the back of the neck,
behind the ears, and on the lower portions of the brain. This
practice should be continued until an eruption or boils come out
on the part so treated, or nntil the eyes begin to take on more
sensitiveness to the sunlight, when it is best to commence the
periodic application of hand-magnt>tism by manipulation to the
neck, temples, eyes, and lower brain, including the face and
shoulders.

Obliquity of Vision.
The sight of organs may be good ; and yet it is possible to
have obliquity of vision. Only a partial relief can be rendered by
artificial means. Archery is a fine discipline for the vision.
Ninepins and billiards very injurious. It is our impression
that a certain kind of spectacles, usually worn by persons in the
first stages of old age or weak sight, will assist greatly in cor•
recting the defect. Hand-magnetism would be useful at times.
Avoid night reading. And always look squarely at any object.
To do this well, employ your Will.

Spots, Webs, &c., befbre the Eyes.
The cause of these symptoms is traceable to a dormant con.
dition of the liver, affecting the spleen and kidneys.
RBMEDY.-The right side must be thoroughly pressed and
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kneaded-sometimes pounded every forenoon, so that the bowels
and kidneys will act promptly and freely. Sluggishness of the
intestines will bring " spots " before the eyes, and occasional
blindness. The sight depends almost exclusively upon the
health of the nervous system.

White Spots on the Eyelids.
REMEDY.-Treat them as yon would a mole or wart-viz. :
1.'ake a hair and tie it tight around the base of the excrescence.
:By cntling off the capillary circulation, and stopping the flow of
the nerve-life, the blemishes become foreign bodies, decay, and
eoon drop off. Perhaps it will be necessary ~ keep the ligature on for many days. If you cannot tie a thread at the base
of the mole or wart, the true substitute is to use a needle to
draw a thread through the excrescence, leaving the two ends
about an inch long. Occasionally pull the thread back and
forth, and the contents of the spot, wart, or mole, will soon run
out.

The Eye and the Mind.
The mind (says a writer,) like the eye, has its adjustment to
near and remote objects. A watchmaker can find the broken
tooth in a ship's chronometer quicker than the captain, and the
captain will detect a sail in the distance long before the artisan
ean see it. Physiologists and metaphysicians look at the 11amo
cbject with different focal adjustments;

Wash for Sympathetic Sore Eyes.
Take a large pinch of bayberry bark (Myrica Ccrifera,)-not
"barberry," remember-make a strong tea of it; when cold,
WI\Bh the eyelids with it, both at night and first thing in the
morning.
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If there be granulatimu on the lid&, as an effect of iuftam·
mation, take equal parts of table-salt and citric acid, say half a
tea-spoonful of each, and mix them in the white of an egg.
Bandage your eyes with this every night. Never use the same
mixture twice. 1\lake it fresh just before applying.
If there be much itching of the lids, use the water of turpentine, which may be obtained by pouring rain-water on crude
gum taken from the pine tree ; six ounces of gum or " pitch "
to half pint of warm water ; let this tincture stand two or threo
days, then apply several times during twenty-four hours. Per
ilons with sore eyes must not use salted food.
If there be temporary loss of vi&ion, it will then be neces
sary to arouse the nerve-energy of the best eye by the use of
hand-magnetism: Pouring cold water on the neck every morning is good, as a tonic, but is not likely to do what magnetism
can. Do not delay the application of the proper means for
your recovery.
There is a sort of rainlxno in every eye-the colored
membranes around the pupil-called the "iris." Watch it
closely, when the light is in proper angle with the sight, and
you will see a rainbow. What does it "promise"!

Nutritious Food fbr the Sick.
The Eclectic JQUrnal says such food may consist of vegetable soup prepared by boiling pieces of turnips, potatoes, rice,
rr cracked wheat or rye, and adding small quantit~es of fresh
dried beef, allowing the patient to take a wine-glass full, three,
four, or five times a day, if required. Dropped egg, egg
tonst, bread toast, bread coffee, rye and wheat gruel, aro also
admissible, and many other kinds of farinaceous gruela and
broths.
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Pleasant Drink tor the Siok.
We prescribe for the sick, everywhere, the following deli·
cious beverage: To one and a half pounds of white sugar, two
table-spoonfuls of brewers' yeast, put in one gallon of water.
Let it stand in a warm place till it ferments. Then strain and
bottle it. Keep it in a cold place. It should not be used untU
the day after it is put away in well-corked bottles.

Poultices tor Wounds and Injuries.
These may be made of slippery elm, flax-seed, bread and
milk, etc. A very convenient flax-seed poultice is made by
taking flax-seed malt, and adding boiling water, until it assumes
the consistency of a poultice. Slippery elm poultice may be
made in the same manner. Bread aud milk poultice may be
made, by taking equal parts of each, and boiling them until they
are in the form of mush. Potato and carrot poultices are made
by boiling these articles, and mashing them fine. Poulticea
should be spread on small piecea of cloth, laid on to the part,
and protected by a amaH piece of oiled silk.

Water Dressings tor Wounds.
)lany surgeons now-a-days are in the habit of applying
water-dressings exclusively to wounds. These are made by
taking several folds of linen or cotton, wrung out of cold or
tepid water, and applying them to the part. Change as often
u necessary to keep the parts moist. They should be covered
with oiled silk, in the same manner as poultices.

Rapid Cure tor Burns.
The Medical Gazette of France says, that, by an accident,
charcoal has been discovered to be a cure for burns. By laying
a piece of cold charcoal upon a burn, tho pain subsides iirmodi·
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arely. By leaving the charcoal on one hour, the wound d
healed, as baa been demoutrated on eeveral occasions. The
most painfol, but most sure and positive, remedy for a bad bum
or scald, is the tincture of ldJelia used as strong as the patient
can bear it.

Treatment for Poisoned Wounds.
A disciple of Hahnemaon says : The application of dry heat
at a distance is an excellent remedy agaiD8t the bites of venom·
ous serpents, mad dogs, etc. This remedy is strongly recommended by Dr. Hering. A red-hot iron, incandescent coal, &c.,
ought to be placed as near the wound as possible ; without,
however, causing too sharp a pain; this should be continued
until the patient begin... to shiver and stretch himself. H this
should take place a few minutes after the heat is first applied,
the application may be continued for an hour, if the patient is
able to bear it, or until the effects of the poison disappear.

Exoellent Mixture fbr Burns.
According to good medical authority, two parts of collodion
and one of castor-oil make an excellent mixture for burns. The
mixture should be spread on with a camel's-hair pencil. It
forms a covering that protects the parts from the air and other
irritants, and is perfectly painless. It may be allowed to remain
until suppuration begins, when a poultice of light bread and
water will remove it. The healthy granulating surface may be
dressed with simple means, and it readily heals. Should cracks
occur in this artificial cuticle, a little more of the article will
close them up. Two coats, put on the first and second day, will
answer the purpose.

Remedy against Poisoning by Phosphorus.
l'oisoning by phosphorus has become so frequent, in conse·
qucnce of the uni'fersal introduction of chemical matches, tba'
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1\ ia highly important to make every one acquainted with the

best means of counteracting the effects of that substance, in
order that speedy relief may be afforded to those who may have
had the misfortune to take some. The Medizinisch-Ciairurgilc/r,e Monatschrift, a German medical paper, proposes calcined
magnesia as· the beat remedy for the purpose, stated to have
been largely experimented on by Doctors Antonelli and Borsarelli. In cases of poisoning by phosphorus, or by any other
substance containing that metalloid, the administration of fatty
substances should l1e avoided ; because, far from attenuating the
effects of the poison, they increase its energy and facilitate its
dift'usion. Calcined magnesia should be administered in large
quantities, suspended in water that has been exposed to ebullition. In cases of dysuria occasioned by phosphorus, the best
remedy ia acetate of potaloh. All mucilaginous beverages administered to the patient should be prepared with water t.hat has
boiled, in order that they may contain as little atmospheric air
as possible.

Antidote tbr Strychnine.
Tannin, which retains nicotine, unites also with nearly all
the other alkaloids. Kursak recommends it as an antidote for
strychnine, in doses of sixty grains of nut-gall to one of alkaloid.
Nearly any astringent vegetable substance which happens to be
at hand, may replace the tannin, such as the glands or bark of
the oak and of the chestnut. The use of acids and alcohol
should be avoided, as these agents dissolve the poison.

Results of a Useful Emetic.
A small child having got a cherry-stone lodged within ita
aose, and the efforts of a regular practitioner having failed, the
~ervicea of the village barber, who likewise practiced the heal
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ing art, were called in. He administered a powerful emctio,
and at the moment when vomiting was about to commence, clap•
ped a handkerchief tightly over the child's mouth. Either
from the violent expulsion of the contents of the stQmach
against the nares, or from the impulse given by the air expired,
the stone dropped on the floor

Swallowing Lizards, Frogs, and Toads.
Bertholin, the learned Swedish doctor, relates strange anec·
dotes of lizards, toads, and frogs ; stating that a woman thirty
years of age, being thirsty, drank plentifully of water at a pond
At the end of a few months, she experienced singular movements in her stomach, as if something was crawling up and
down ; and, alarmed by the sensation, consulted a medical man,
who prescribed a dose of orvietan in a ~ecoction of fumitory.
Shortly afterwards, the irritation of the stomach increasing, she
vomited three toads and two young lizards, after which she
became more at ea~e. In the spring following, however, her
irritation at the stomach was renewed, and aloes and bezoar
being administered, she vomited three female frogs, followed
the . next day by their numerous progeny. In the month of
January following, she vomited five more living frogs, and in
the course of seven years ejected as many as eighty. Doctor
Bertholin protests that he heard them croak in her stomach!

Poisoned by Saltpeter.
This poison produces violent symptoms, and acts like many
other poisons, with fatal promptness.
TREATMENT.-Any
emetiGs which excite and irritate the stomach, are very dangerous. Vomiting, however, should be immediately induced by
large and constant draughts of light mucilaginous drinks-flax•eed tea, gum water, skim milk, sweet oil, barley water, slippery
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elm tea, either of which may be used to induce vomiting, and
thus save the patient's life. After the removal of any poison, it
is best to eat and drink only small quantities of the simplest
preparations.

Poisoned by Ash-Leaohings.
Vinegar and ley, by uniting chemically, form the acetate of
potash. Oil and ley, united, form soap. Therefore, should a
person, by mistake, drink ash-leachings, the natural antidote, to
save life, would be a large draught of either sweet oil or vinegar, immediately administered. During the twenty-four hours
succeeding, give the patient an abundance of flax-seed tea;
almost no food of any kind ; and lay cold compresses on the
stomach and abdomen.

Bee or Serpent Poison.
For the bite of any venomous creature, reptile, spider, bee,
or locust: Mix gunpowder and sweet-oil together (just enough
oil or lard to make the grains of the powder adhere,) and apply
immediately ; do not fear ; the result will be favorable. Change
the poultice several times during the day.

Persons Stricken by Lightning.
Never use the magnetic current upora persons stricken down
by lightning. Open their clothing at once, giving free scope to
lungs and blood, and drench them with frequent buckets of cold
water. Try artificial respiration also-i. e., breathe into the
patient's mouth, pressing the breast immediately after inflating
the lungs-and apply vigorous friction to the hands and feet.

Cure for Foul Air.
Wl!en an unpleasant odor (tobacco excepted,) is found in the
sick room or elsewhere, if a few grains of coffee are scorched
32
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or roasted (not burned) in such places, the disagreeable odor
will soon depart. Casks, or other vessels, also clothing, can
likewise be cleansed in this manner. Those who have not
tried it, will be surprised to witness its quick and positiflt!
effect.

Removal o£ Superfluous Hair.
It sometimes happens that the conditions for the production
of hair exist in parts of the face or body where Mother Nature
did not design to fix them. In such cases, the tuft of extra
growth is many times a source of annoyance. It should be
understood that each hair, in growing through the skin, carries
with it a transparent sheath. Each hair, in fact, consists of
several hairs ; among them, there is a passage for the growing
fluid to flow out and in. The true way to obliterate hair, therefore, is : To eradicate the minute cana/8 which convey the
nutrient liquids to the visible stems. This can hardly be done
without injury to the skin. The simplest remedy within our
knowledge, in this country, is the active principle of Colchicum,
(get the alkaloid extraot); moisten with weak vinegar, apply it
to the parts after shaving the hair down, and cover the medicine with court-plaster, Renew the remedy a few times ; keeping the air from the parts under treatment. You should pu~
great fait.h in Time" Time, the beautiller of the dead,
Adorner of the ruin, comforter
And only healer when the heart hath bledTime I the corrector where our judgments err,
The test or truth, love-sole philosopher,
For all the rest are sophists."

Restoration of the Hair.
Tincture of cantharides, one drachm; orange-flower· water,
eip;ltt ounces ; sugar of lead, half a drachm ; sulphur, three
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q'larters of an ounce. Shake this mixture thoroughly on using
it. We can assure every lady, unless her bodily state is very
low and feverish, that the foregoing is the surest remedy for
diaeased or itching scalp, falling hair, and premature turning of
color. The hair must be first combed carefully with a leaden
comb ; then saturated with the above restorative at bed time ;
next morning the head may be washed with a little soap and
much water. Patients troubled with headache after dressing
long hair, should remove the extra length with the scissors.
The premature loss of hair is sometimes attributable to an
alkaline deposit, which can be removed by frequently washing
the scalp with weak sulphuric acid. Only ten drops to half a
pint of rain-water.

A Genuine Hair Tonic.
The following formula, having been fully tested by our
"Angel of the House," and pronounced "good" by the authority of her experience, is hereby recommended to the m-illion :
Take one ounce sugar of lead ; one ounce lac. sulphur ; half
ounce oil of bergamot ; one gill of bay rum ; one tea-spoonful
of salt. First dissolve the oil of bergamot in half a gill of alcohol; then add all the ingredients to one gallon of rain-water,
bottle it up tight, and it will be ready for use. Use it once a
day, rubbing the scalp thoroughly.

How to Wash your Mouth.
Cleanse all parts of your tongue and teeth, punctually before
• breakfast and directly after supper. This simple act of dcvo·
tion will silently sweeten your whole body. You should remem·
ber that man's dental organism is not subject to climatic influences. If your Causality be developed, we adviso you, first of
all, to look for the causes of defective teeth in the nervou1
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American's ill-ventilated lungs ; next, in the gallons of malari
ous ethers that emanate from ill-digested food in the diseased
duodenum. It will be seen that bad breathing is a great cause
of bad teeth.

Origin of Bitter and Sweet.
Dr. W. Herschel has discovered that the mixing of nitrate
of silver (lunar caustic) with hypo-sulphate of soda, both remark·
ably bitter substances, produces the sweetest substance known ;
a proof bow much we are in the dark as to the manner in which
things affect our organ of taste. So, bitter and sweet, as well
as sour, appear not to be an essential quality in the matter
itself, but to depend upon the proportion of the mixtures which
compose it.

Thin Shoes and Wet Jreet.
It is useless to amplify and moralize upon this fertile source
of female suffering. Thousands pass from girlhood into the
gra\'e-but many times not before they have injured the world
by the bestowal of one sickly child-solely in consequence of
habitually wearing soleless shoes. REMEDY.-Get wisdom, take
exercise, breathe plentifully of pure air, add a pair of easy,
thick-soled shoes, and improve the style of your dress.

Onions and Cider as Medicines.
The popular roots (called onions,) are filled with medical
properties. The magnetic power of the compass-needle will be
entirely changed or destroyed by the touch of onion-juice.
Human instinct first used them in poultices.
We do not deem apple-wine or cider good as a beverage ; at
times it is both anti-bilious and cathartic ; in general, it is the
reverse in effect. See preceding pages for our doctrines regard•
ing Foods and Drinks.
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Origin of the Human Spine.
The spinal cord is an extension of the mammalial world into
the human organization. Spines pre-existed in the organia
,sphere for ages; the brain was an after development. Say,
rather, that the brain is composed of a multitude of spinal
cords.

A Palm BUster as a Remedy tbr Disease.
We proclaim another mode of treating disease (says the
&ientijic .American,)-a treatment that casts homeopathy,
hydropathy, steam doctoring, the movement cure, and the science of therapeutics itself, entirely into the shade. It is well
known that all these systems, though they make a loud noise in
the world, really accomplish very little ; nearly all patients who
recover under the treatment of physicians of any school, would
have recovered without the aid of the physician, and it is very
aeldom indeed that fatal diseases are diverted from their course
by putting drugs into the stomach. But our system is effectual ;
it will cure many of the worst diseases to which mankind are
subject, and it will prevent them all. It is as simple as it is
powerful ; it is nothing more than raising a blister in the palm of
the hand. The blister must not be raised by cantharides or
other poisonous irritants, but must be produced by friction.
accompanied with an alternate contraction and extension of the
muscles. If the operation acts as a sudorific, inducing a sensible
perspiration between the clavicles and abgve the eyebrows, it is
all the more efficacious. Almost any solid substance may be
employed for administering the friction, though it has been
discovered that the best substance for the purpose is the handle
of some tool, such as a hammer, saw, or plane; the very best
of all being the handle of a plow or hoe.
This treatment produces thf good effects of all the artiole1
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in the wbole materia medica, and with more power and certainty
than they. For instance, it is a more powerful opiate than
opium, and, while the sleep induced by narcotics is succeeded
by nausea and debility, that resulting from this treatment is
wholly refreshing and invigorating, and is followed by a peculiarly healthful and buoyant exhilaration.
As a tonic it is more beneficial than bark or iron, not only
strengthening the muscles, but actually enlarging their volume.
To give an appetite, it is better than any dinner pill. If
the epicure, who sits down to his table with indifference, and
forces a few mouthfuls of his dainty viands into his stomach,
where they give him great distress, will adopt this treatment,
he will come to the table with a keen desire that will give a
relish to the plainest food; and digestion waits upon an appetite
thus produced.
It is a better remedy for incipient consumption than cod
liver oil, and is a sovereign cure for dyspepsia, jaundice, liver
complaint, and a long train of chronic diseases.
It will not only remove bodily ills, but is the best of all
medicines for a mind diseased. If a man who is suffering from
hypochondriasis, who feels that the burdens of life are greater
than be can bear, and who sees the clouds of despair settling
over his future, will take hold of a shovel-handle and raise a
blister in the palm of his hand, he will be surprised to see how
the troubles that have oppressed him are brushed away, and the
future before him is brightened. New beauties will come upon
the face of Nature, and new joys and hopes will spring up in
his heart. This is the true elixir of life.
While other modes of treatment are expensive, this not only
costs absolutely nothing, but it is a source of revenue to the
patient.
It ramoves not only sickness and despondency, but poverty
lAo.
It is a remedy for all the ills that fl.oeh is heir to.
a
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Though this system is the best of any for the cure of com.
plaints, its great superiority is as a prophylactic. If properly
administered to a healthy subject, it will prevent all disease.
The next neighbor to the writer of this died, at ninety-four, of
old age. A few days before his death, in conversation with him,
we asked him if he had ever consulted a physician. He replied
that he never had.
" Were you ever sick !"
"No."
"Not a day !"
"No."
" Not an hour!"
"No."
"You were never sick in your life!"
"No."
'l!his man knew nothing of physiology ; he had never prac·
ticed any system of dieting ; but every day, Sundays and all,
for more than eighty years, and generally (excepting Sundays)
through the whole day, from before sunrise till after sunset,
he 1wd applied friction to tke palms of kis kand8.

An Antidote for Putrefaction.
In all malignant diseases there is a rapid tendency toward
putrescency, which may be obviated by the use of several anti·
!eptic medicines, either in the form of solids or as vapors.
Among the best may be mentioned acetic acid, sulphate of iron,
corrosive sublimate, sulphate of copper, creosote, chlorine,
acetate of iron, chloride of lime, soda, alcohol, and quinine. In
houses infected by the poison-vapor of small-pox, or by other
epidemic and malignant diseases, we recommend the constant
burning of a chlmine lamp. The vapor will diffuse itself through
all parts, and prevent the general tendency to putrefaction.
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The Medical Uses of Water.
We would remark, f'or the good of' all int"alids, that the temperat·ure of water is the positive essential. Cold water, rang·
ing from 60 down to 32 degrees, is charged with electrv:~ty,
while bot water, or vapor, f'rom 100 to 140 degrees, is magnetically charged ; and much of the medicinal effect of' this element must, of necessity, be in accordance with its temperature.
The scale of temperatures, according to the latest publication.
is thus given : Cold, 32 to 60 degrees ; cool, 60 to 70 ; temperate, 70 to 80; tepid, 80 to 85 ; warm, 85 to 100 ; bot, 100 to
120; vapor, 110 to 140.
The £ather of the hydropathic system, Priesnitz, was
strictly a "cold water" physician. But his success with disease was not very remarkable ; arid so, we observe, many of his
followers have enlarged their views and have improved his system. Every hydropathic institution in America, of' any consequence, bas added the movement cure and some magnetic treatment to their improved applications of' water. Their patients,
as a general rule, leave with better complexions and higher
hopes. We have great f'aith in water as a preventive of disease, and think it should be more used.

Nervous and Convulsive Diseases.
All such diseases can be cured if' the patient will bestow par·
ticular attention upon the application of Food, Water, Air, and
Magnetism. The application of zinc and copper plates to the
feet, after bathing the latter in cold water, will be of great ser·
vice at night. Time, and not medicine, is the best remedy f'or
such complaints, especially when the individual is obeying the
laws of Nature, and striving to repel, by Will of mind, the
malady from the system. Let spirit arise superior to the visible f'orm; keep the 1'\tter continually negative and the former
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positive. A strong-minded man is seldom diseased; he is
determined not to be subdued by various afflictions, for he is
superior to them, hence Wills and repels them away. So
should our patients do, assisted by the spiritual influence of
some congenial person. The principal food should be solid and
nourishing. Watery substances for diet tend to weaken the
blood, solids, and muscles. Exercise should be moderate, and
early in the mmning. Patients should be very careful to avoid
all excesses. Study, or passionate exercises of the mind, must
be abandoned, and the unequal action of one class of organs of
the body or mind must not be permitted. Sleep an hour
between breakfast and dinner.

How to Retain a Good Face.
A correspondent of the Home JQUrttal has some good ideas
- on the importance of mental activity in retaining a good face.
He says : " We were speaking of handsome men the other
evening, and I was wondering why K. had so lost the beauty
for which five years ago he was ·so famous. • Oh, it's because
he never did anything,' said B. ; • he never worked, thought, or
suffered. You must have the mind chiseling away at the features if you want handsome middle-aged men.' Since hearing
tb2.t remark, I have been on the watch to see if it is generally
true, and it is. A handsome man, who does nothing but eat
and drink, grows flabby, and the fine lines of his features are
lost; but the hard thinker has an admirable sculptor at work,
keeping his fine lines in repair, and constantly going over his
face to improve the original design."

Oholera Morbus and Oholera Flatulenta.
All severe forms of cholera begin with symptoms of ftatuleney ; with a sense of oppression, soreness, pain, and disten•
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sion, in the stomoch and throughout the bowels ; all which ie
quickly succeeded by great depression of Will and spirits, and
by severe vomiting and purging, and a clammy sweat all over
the body ; sometimes there is much difficulty in breathing, hie·
cough, irregular pulse, convulsions, cramping of the cords in
the legs, and a coldness of the skin, while the patient persists
in calling for cooling drinks, thinking that he is burning up
with great heat.
REHEDY.-Do not fear anything, but make up yottr mind
not to die in that unbecoming manner. The cause of all your
suffering is to be traced to some imprudences of your own.
Stomach and liver are resisting the evils of your recent viola·
tions. Put mustard and onion poultices on the feet, extending
up the legs ; also poultice the hands, wrists, and the stomach
and bowels ; or use plentifully of hot-water cloths over the
stomach and intestines. Eat nothing. Drink weak lemonade
and flax-seed tea, without sugar ; or lime-water, in order to stop
the vomiting and quiet the bowels. Abstain from solid food for
many days. If the cholera should result in a dysentery, then
treat the patient according to directions for that disease.

Treatment tbr Typhoid Fever.
September is a fearful month to persons who are predis·
posed to a low grade of typhoid fever. The summer time, lritil
its peculiar influences upon the brain and blood, in passing av;ay,
is certain to leave a "strait" for mankind, filled with mala-:-ious
,·opors and bilious fevers. There are three predisposing :.ull
producing causes of eccentrical epidemics, viz. :
1st. The minsmatical character of the location, and the eon·
l!piring eftluvia of its environs.
2d. The position of the location with reference to peculW
longitudinal magnetic currents of the earth.
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3d. The situation of the street, or city, or other location, aa
determining the degree of light received from the sun.
In different places a low form of typhoid debilities prevail
-with a slow, consuming fever-but without producing the
ulcers in the bowels, and lesions, which are the well-known
characteristics of the regular typhoid.
RBMEDY.--Stop all food as soon as your head begins to ache.
Drink nothing but cold ft.ax-seed tea, or the tea of slippery elm,
with a few drops of lemon-juice. Magnetism is a great remedy
if applied vigorously to the extremities in the early stages of
the disease. The Water Cure system is the best for the symptoms of this fever. Nothing can be more remedial, or more
grateful to ahotskiu, than a wet-sheetpackonce or twice a day.
But we think there is no danger from this fever, if the patient
will abstain from food on the first noticeable symptom, and
gradually return to his customary diet after his appetite is fully
restored. Quinine and calomel are popular but dangerous medicines. They leave the patient with some ot'her disease.

The Physical and Spiritual Man.
Man is a UNIT. It is not true that he has a body to be cured
of disease separate from his mind; nor is it true that man has
a spirit, a soul, a heart, to be cured of sin-diseases separate from
his body. The physical and spiritual organizations of man are, in
this rudimental or caterpillar state of existence, "one and inseparable!" If clergymen suppose (as many of them most conscientiously do,) that the moral and religious sentiments and qualifications of the human soul can be touched and unfolded into
practical exercise merely by preaching sacred principles to it,
then we are impressed to undeceive them. And if physicians
believe (as many of them profess to,) that the human lxxly
oan be cured of its endlessly modified afilictions merely by
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administering scientific preparations of mineral and vegetable
substances, then we are also impressed to undeceive them.
It is absolutely impossible to develop realizations of heaven
Jn the soul when that soul is not attuned to perfect har·
ntony. From various causes, which have been fully explained,
the animating essence of the human body is thrown or
pressed into different degrees of discord; and the relation
between this essence and every organ, nerve, and muscle, is
so inconceivably and inexpressibly intimate, that the body
become!! the day-book and ledger in which are recorded the
most trivial as well as the most complicated of disturbances
which the spirit is made to experience. The enlightened mind,
therefore, cannot but perceive that any unsettled accounts
between the human l!oul and external nature will act as positive
obstructions to the development and exercise of pure religious
principles. But how surprisingly unphilosophical are the
teachers of the present generation ! How unphilosophical and
useless to preach and complain that the human heart is slow to
perceive truth, is inclined to evil and sin, that it resists the
saving and momentous truths of heaven, when, from some cause,
the soul-the entire individual-is suffering from the melancholy effects of dyspepsia, or constipation, or from other consti·
tutional inharmonies .!

The Physiology of Courage.
Emerson, in his latest work, gives the physiology of cour·
age : Courage-the old physicians taught (and their meaning
holds good, if their physiology is a little mythicnl)-courage, or
the degree of life, is as the degree of circulation of blood in the
arteries. "During passion, anger, fury, trinls of strength,
wrestling, fighting, a large amount of blood is collected in the
arteries, the maintenance of bodily strength requiring it, and
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llut little is sent into the veins. This condition is constant
with intrepid persons." Where the arteries hold their blood, is
courJlge and adventure possible. Where they pour it unrestrained into the veins, the spirit is low and feeble. For performance of great mark, it needs extraordinary health. . .....
There is no chance in results. With adults, as with children,
one class enter cordially into the game, and whirl with the
whirling world; the others have cold hands, and remain
bystanders, or are only dragged in by the humor and vivacity
of those who can carry a dead weight. The first wealth is
health. Sickness is poor-spirited, and cannot serve any one : it
must husband its resources to live. But health or fullness
answers its own ends, and has to spare, runs over, and inundates the neighborhoods and creeks of other men's necessities.

Tea, Co:ffee, Cocoa, and Chocolate.
Coffee, or tea, or chocolate, when very strong and very hot,
are ve'ty injurious. It is not the tea, nor the coffee, that is
injurious to the constitution, but it is their strength, their too
great heat, and their excessive use. Cold coffee is sometimes a
pleasant and highly valuable tonic. Tea is not very injurious,
and weak cocoa and chocolate are both important beverages in
aome lingering and nervous complaints.

Sweet Oil as a Remedy tbr Poison.
''It is now over twenty years," says a dairyman, "since I
learned that sweet oil would cure the bite of a rattlesnake, not
knowing that it would cure any other poison. Practice, obscr.
vation, and experience, have taught me that it would cure poi.
son of any kind, both in man and beast. I think no farmer
ahould be without a bottle in his house. The patient must take
a spoonful internalll110d bathe the wound for a cure. To cure
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a horse it requires eight times as much as a man. Here let me
say, one of the most extreme cases of snake bites in this neigh·
borhood, eleven years ago this summer, when the case had been
over thirty hours standing, and the patient given np to die by
his physician, I heard of it, carried the oil, gave him one spoon·
ful, which created a cure. It is an antidote for arsenic and
strychnine. It will cure bloat in cattle, caused by eating too
freely of fresh clover ; it will cure the sting of bees, spiders,
or any other insects ; and it will cure persons :who have been
poisoned by low running vines, growing in meadows, called ivy."
[The reader is prepared to believe that our confidence in
the sovereign virtues of olive oil is strong, from the frequency
with which it is prescribed in this volume. But we do not
indorse the merits and uses of sweet oil to the above extent.
So much reliance upon its power to antidote every kind of
poison, would be attended with great and fatal disappointment.]

Remedies tbr Fever and Ague.
Intermittent Fever, or Fever and Ague, as we have before
written, illustrates the origin and philosophy of all human
diseases. It will be seen that the temperature of the body ia
thrown into a positive state by certain electrical conditions of
the atmosphere, and into a negative state by conditions which
are exactly opposite. The negative condition is cold, and the
po!itive warm. In other words, the positive state is thefet~eT·
uh condition, and the negative state the condition of ~.nill.
Fever and chills in the atmosphere, therefore, develop and
11trengthen fever and chills in the human system. This atmo·
spherical condition can and does exist a long time, in some seasons and countries, before the resisting power of the human
body is overcome. But the physical structure, like the spiritual
atructure, is ever subject to the influence of surrounding condi·
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tiona and cirdumstances ; and the power which these condition11
and circumstances possess, is not only sufficient finally to overcome the resisting power of the body, but they first throw the
mind itself out of health, harmony, and due proportions. The
abounding dampness and electricity (which are negative,) cont,·act the cuticle glands, relative membranes, and serous surfaces
of the organization, and thus are repelled the spiritual forces
and fluids which reside in and circulate through them when the
healthy temperature and condition exist. The consequence of
long-continued disturbances of this kind, is a chill, which soon
reacts into a fever ; and thus is established the intermittent complaint. The fever is occasioned by a partial return of the
forces and fluids to their· appropriate places on the external
surfaces.
The difference there is between intermittent fever and
other spasmodic complaints, consists in this : In Fever and
Ague there occurs an incessant succession of spasmodic motions
during the whole paroxysm ; while in the other affections· these
motions are more concentrated and conspicuous ; but in every
spasmodic disease, the same muscles are affected in the same
manner, and by the same primary causes, differing from chills
and fever only in degrees of violence and frequency, according
to which difference they have been branded with a Greek or
Latin name by the medical profession. If an individual bas
once had chills and fever, he is liable to a recurrence of the
disease at any time--especially whenever a heavy cold is taken,
or the bodily temper~~oture is changed. Thjl disease is simpl~
however, and its cure is correspondingly easy and natural.
If we have been enough fortunate to fully impress the
reader's understanding with the true Philosophy of Disease, he
will not need to be reminded in this place that it is the nerve•
.. pirit (or force fllitkin the nerves,) which shakes and tremblea
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in the cold or co-.:ly stage of this disorder. No man's nerve•
would stir if his spirit was withdrawn from them. It is the
dynamic life of the mind-the force, the energy, the power
flfithin the nerve-that is disturbed. Bence the spirit, and its
Will, are the chief agents of cure. It is this fact, underlying
the ten thousand " charms " practiced by superstitious 11 seventh sons " and credulous old ladies, by which many Fever and
Ague patients have been instantly healed. But what will cure
one in a few days, or hours, perhaps, would exert no remedial
power upon persons of different organizations. The success or
failure of psychological 11 charms " among the sick, is wholly
referable to temperament-which law is strikingly illustrated
in religious revival meetings, where, nuder the enchanting
God-spell (i. e., Gospel,) imparted from the pulpit orator,
one person is straightway " converted and saved," while
another remains cold, untouched, unintereRted, and, therefore,
unchanged.
REMEDY.-If a person bas been long aftlicted with this nervechill, with its accompanyrng headache, resultant fever, and uhi·
mate prostration, it will be necessary for him to leave the
country which brought the disturbance upon him. It is within
the power of every person to prevent attacks of this disease,
simply by keeping his appetite within bounds, discarding gra
vies, fat meat, butter, hot drinks, and newly-baked bread, and
not working his strength down to a low point in the spring or
autumn. But the " pound of cure " is most in demand, and
that doctor is considered the "cleverest," and most "wholesome" to send for, whose doses are largest and most energetic
in their operation. If an ignorant man pays fifty cents for a
dose of medicine, he wantR his "money's-worth " in quantity
of the article to be swallowed. The " quality" is of little
aeoount in his estimation. Many ignorant, but good people,
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....Uow t:almn8 and quinine, as if it were within the power of
IUch minerals and barks to heal their bodily infirmities.
Before prescribing for your Fever and Ague-or chills and
fever-or intermittent disturbances-all the same thing under
different names-we urge you to remember that your restoration will depend upon the promptness and energy with which
yqu exert your ~Will. All medicines are sometimes liable
to fail. Nature's laws will never fail. They are the life of
God. They cannot be changed, nor staid in their slow, calm,
eternal round of operation. They tell us, infallibly, that MIND
IS JU.STEB. oF M.A.TrEK. So let it be !
When you feel the chill coming on, prepare your mind to
Yesist it, arise to your feet, walk, or enter upon gymnastic exercises, and do everything to bring up the arterial circulation.
Your coldness is owing to the blood principally occupying the
veins, thus depriving the arteries of their customary magnetism
and warmth, and producing a sensation of cold or chilliness all
over the body. If you wait for the reaction, then you get an
unnatural heat, which is the prostrating fever. Do not wait for
nch slow reaction.
The following is a sure remedy for breaking up the chill :
Get one gill of best brandy, put in it a table-spoonful of fine
salt, mix thoroughly, and take a wine-glass full on the first sensation of the ague. The influence of salt on the sympathetic
and pneumogastric nerves is very surprising. It is well know~
that salt will counteract the action of brandy in the human
stomach, so that a very drunken man may be perfectly sobered
in less than an hour. Salt and water will stop a hemorrhage in
the head, nose, or stomach ; the same, tea-spoonful at a time,
is good for stomach worms. If an aguish patient should try
the above remedJ, he will be astonished at the relief which it
trill bring to his shaking nerves. In some cases it may be
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neee!lsary either to reduce the quantity, or take several dose1
before the exact point of benefit is reached. The true way tc
cure this disease, is, to meet the chill with both your Will and
your remedy, promptly and energetically.

Phthisic, or Asthma.
When a child is badly aftlicted with the symptoms, give a
tea-spoonful of pure linseed-oil in a table·spoonful of white
brandy. In severe cases, add to the oil and brandy twenty to
thirty drops of tincture lobelia, or less of ipecac. Also dif
a piece of brown paper in a solution of saltpeter, let. it. dry,
and then burn it <tO you can inhale the vapor.
If the lungs are weak, then, just before eating your first
and second meals, take about twenty drops of pure olive oil.
Take in your mouth, mix it with your saliva, and swallow
slowly. Let all cases of cJmmic dyspepsia try this simple
remedy for a number of weeks.

Pin Worms in Ano.
The quickest cure for " seat worms," so-called, is very
strong salted water. First moisten the finger in the white of
an egg, then immerse it in the salt water, and tbu1 introduC(
the remedy up the anus. A few _applications will relieve the
most inveterate cases.

Catarrh and Ditllcult Breathing.
For chronic catarrh and difficult breathing--symptom3, pro
fuee and fetid discharge from the nose, nnd occasional sore
throat--take a tea-spoonful of sweet oil early in the morning and
last thing at night. Also rub the breast and throat with the
same every night and morning. Persist in ibis, and you will
get well.
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We admonish all this class of patients to be exceedingly
eautious of sudden changes in bodily temperature. Bathe the
feet in cold water before going to bed. Then give them a thorough coating of sweet oil ; next, draw on ft.annel socks, such ns
you do not wear daytime; and lastly, take a tea-spoon half full
of linseed-oil internally. Also a few drops of the same any
ume during the day, whenever your cough is dry and the pain
troublesome

Tenderness at the Pit of the Stomach.
If your female friend has an infiammatory disease of the
mucous membrane of the stomach, the " pit" will be tender, or
sore to pressure, showing that the pneumogastric nerves are
much disturbed. She must avoid "spoon victuals "-such as
bread and milk, &c.-in short, everything that distends the
stomach with gas. Slowly her health will improve, if she is
careful to obey the laws of life ; in this we include regular
kneading, and also manipulations over the stomach and bowels
For painful menstruation, lay a light fiax-seed poultice on the
abdomen, sprinkled with powdered camphor.

Proclivity to Suicide.
The propensity which some persons experience to commit
suicide, whenever the physical system is deranged and depressed
in energy, is owing to the great sensitiveness ofthebrait&. You
can suffer or enjoy much, but the action of your brain is uneven.
Did not your loved mother, before your birth, suffer suicidal
emotions to disturb her spirit? You should cultivate your
organ of Hope, and absorb vitality from lower faculties of
mind.

Poisoned by Mineral Aoids.
Aquafortis (Nitric Acid,) Marine Acid (Muriatic,) or Oil of
Vitriol (Sulphuric Acid,) if swallowed by mistake, may be anti
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doted by the abundant administration of calcintd magnesia, or
strong soap-mds, or saleratus, to neutralise the acid ; then givt"
warm water to induce vomiting ; after which give plenty of
flax-seed tea, or slippery-elm water, until the irritation hu
entirely subsided.

Sinking at the Pit of the Stomach.
Such stomach sensations are nervous, but pain in the right
side indicates that the liver is diseased. REXEDY.-Take a teaspoonful of powdered willow charcoal in a little cold water just
before each dinner. Get some friendly hand to knead your
stomach and side, as if to make bread of them, about thirty
minutes after dinner.

Remedy fbr American Leprosy.
The best remedy for the American form of Leprosy, is an
ointment of the following : Gum kino, half an ounce ; gum cam·
phor, four ounces ; cajaput oil, two ounces ; mutton tallow, six
ounces. Dissolve and mix over a hot fire. Use it when cold.
Gi~e yourself a thorough cleansing with soap and hot water.
Afterward use this ointment on all parts of your person. I&
must be rubbed by the friction of your hand into your skin.
Take a tea-spoonful of olive oil every morning for several
weeks.
Dr. Valentine Mott, of the University Medical College, made
lately, in one of his clinical lectures, a striking and novel state.
ment. It was to this effect: That, to his mind, the conviction
wns irresistible that leprosy was the great progenitor of both
Myphilis and struma ; that they were all three essentially the
11amc disease. His conviction, he stated, was founded upon
extensive observations which he had been able to make upon
leprosy in its various phases, while traveling in the East. The
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analogy between leprous and syphilitic sore throats and
akin diseases, he instanced as being particularly striking and
complete.

•Rheumatism and Sore Eyes.
For chronic rheumatism in the joints, which are enlarged
and drawn out of shape, there is nothing better than the following ointment: Flower of sulphur, one-half ounce; gum kino,
one.half ounce ; borax, one ounce ; oil of amber, two ounces ;
turpentine pitch, one ounce ; camphor gum, four ounces ; mutton tallow, eight ounces. Melt and .amalgamate over a slow
fire, stirring the mixture steadily while dissolving ; use it when
perfectly cold, by rubbing it into the joints with all your
strength and with all your Will. Always use your own hand,
or get a friend to act for you. A piece of brown paper saturated with this ointment, and laid on your eyes at night, will do
something toward giving them aid and comfort. Cheerfulness,
and a mind of peace in the midst of discord, are important rem·
edies for you.

Remedy fbr Tobacco Tremens.
A correspondent says tha~ " it makes him almost crazy to
lea.ve off the use of tobacco. He longs to be fre~ from the
habit, but fears he cannot find himself strong enough to accomplish it."
We counsel all who find the habit so fixed, that to break it
disables them for labor or business, to give up all attention to
any occupation until the trembling nerves become steady. n
is a kind of sickness, and the tobacco-chewer, in order to breal
up the narcotic habit, must lay up a few days, like any other
sick person. Meantime, while the appetite is strong-perhaps
ravenous and fickle-the WILJ. must forbid hearty eating. Let
a man say: "I wilt it," and his Will shall draw heavenly aid.
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Bolls Cured by Creosote.
Dr. Lynch (in the Eclectic Medica.l Journal,) in treating
lloils as a kindred disease to erysipelas, says : " In all cases,
creosote is an effectual local remedy. It produces a blister, over
which forms an eschar, or scab, when the sore readily heals.
And I have never known a single failure, where the remedy has
been applied pritn to the formation of a • CQ1'e,' or the death
of a portion of the areolar tissue. I have broken up whole crops
of boils with this agent, without any other treatment. How it
aets, or its modus operandi in these cases, let pathologists deter·
mine. But when the tumor has • co~e to a head,' as a certain
stage of its development, in common parlance, is termed, creo·
sote will afford no service ; and then suppuration should be
favored by emollient applications, as poultices, fomentations,
&:c., till the • core ' is disengaged, when the ul~er Npidly heals
under simple dressing."

Sympathetic Sore Eyes and Catarrh.
Your sore eyes may arise from sympathetic connection with
a periodic disturbance in the head and nose. Your disease is,
perhaps, one of the mucous membrane, commencing in your
stomach, and terminating in catarrh and sore eyes. REMEDY.Mix two ounces of sweet oil with half an ounce of camphor,
over the fire . Rub this ointment into the skin of your stomach,
in the cheeks, on the eyes, and very thoroughly manipulate it
into your temples, and where the nose is most a111.icted. Snuff
sweet oil into your nose two or three times per day. Arise !
Lot blood fiow into your feet and hands. Become very healthy,
and, therefore, beautiful. Will it strongly. If the eyes are
badly infiamed, and the eyelids very much thickened, then
apply at night a poultice of rye fiour mixed with the white of
an egg. Always spread poultices for the eyes on linen olothR
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Figs as a Cure tbr Cancer.
Mr. Thomas Puderton, an English gentleman, gives the fol.
lowing recipe for cancer, which he says has been of great ser·
vice in several dangerous cases : Boil fine Turkey figs in ne"
milk, which they will thicken; when they are tender, split anc
apply them, as warm as can be borne, to the part affected,
whether broken or not. The part must then be washed, every
time the poultice is changed, with some of the milk. Use a
fresh poultice night and morning, and at least once daring the
day, and drink a quarter of a pint of the milk the figs are boiled
in, twice in the twenty-four hours. It the stomach will bear it,
this must be persevered in three or four months at least.
The efficacy of figs, in hastening the absorption of inflammatory particle& in a cancerous sore, is indisputable.
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THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANISM.
FEW readers permit themselves to live an hour in profitable
conscientious meditation. No soul knows what Life is without
occasionally coming into nearest rapport with all its holy
essences and normal manifestations. We know that this age is
heated with a boundless nerve-fire ! Its subtile lame reaches
and scorches almost every living soul. Thousands who would
~ink calmly and act deliberately, cannot; they are disturbed
every moment by the storm-beat of discordant circumstances.
The elements are all astir. Therefore few persona stop to con·
sidcr profoundly anything. The deeper your thought, the less
likely is i~ to reach the multitude, for whom you think. Yet
we would utter a brief word concerning the totality of the
high pow tors of mind called " WISDOM."
It is ~he office of Wisdom to listen reverently to the sub
lime teachings of eternal principles. Wisdom sits on the glorious throne of all natural laws-presides over the innumerable
manifestations of all constructive attributes-and is superior,
bo::h in position and power, to all the qualities and essences
wl,ich fill the universe with moving organized bodies. Wisdom,
th arefore, is unconscious of either pride or prejudice. It cont~ mplatcs and comprehends the teeming congregations of truths,
which are perfectly displayed and infinitely expanded in every
direction; and yet not for one moment does it (Wisdom) becomo
1 elf-conscious of its constitutional supremacy even to the truth
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itself. Therefore, the sublime simplicity of Wisdom is inex·
preaaible-ita order and form, its light and life, its grace and
elegance, its uniform majesty, ita constructive attributes, surpass the descriptive power of human language. Therefore let
no earthly mind wonder that, even in the celestial realms of
angel-existence, where exterior forms are known to their inmost
centers, the revelations of Wisdom are pregnant with elementary simplicities, and with aphorisms congenial only to the
intuitions of " the pure in .h eart."
Wisdom wants and seeks the Truth-independently and
unconsciously of foregone conclusions. It is, consequently, a
stranger to prejudice-is equally unmindfur of prudential
restraints-takes no knowledge of personal or private consider·
ations-but, attracted alone by the heavenly breathings of the
Divine and Eternal, Wisdom opens its myriad hearts to the
influx of light from all points of the infinite radius, and medi·
tatea and legislates, unconscious of its sublime capacities and
immortal powers, like a child of the Most High playing with
the valley flowers, by the silently-flowing streams of the
expanded earth, beneath the unfolded heavens.
But the office and characteristics of man's intellectual faculties are conspicuously different ; for they are far more external
than wisdom. If we gather together all the thinking faculties in
man's nature, and systematically assemble all his judgmatic organs
into one self-conscious congregation of thoughtful powers, it would
then be moat appropriate to class such an aggregation or con·
gress of thinking faculties under one comprehensive term" KNoWLEDGE." This name will express both the powers of
acquiring information, and the acquisition also.
Under the term Knowledge we comprehend or include all
such familiar names as " understanding," " reasoning facul·
ties," "power of judgment," "intellectual organa," &c. It ha1
34
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long seemed to us that the most comprehensive name for the
totality of man's self-conscious and external powers of mind i•
Knowledge ; because Wisdom is interior and spiritual, or celes
tial, in ita attributes, and because, in respect to oflice and char·
acteristics, Knowledge is the natural opponent of what we ha\"e
so imperfectly described as Wisdom in man's organisation.
The inherent propensity, and, therefore, the oflice of Knowledge, is, to energetically and persistently make explorations.
It is the embodiment of inquisitiveness, and the universal Yan·
kee is, therefore, the embodiment of Knowledge. Be is the
latest revelation of the human family, and will go in pursuit of
Knowledge "under difliculties " never dreamed of by ancient
Greek or Roman. Art, Science, Mechanism, Commerce, are
volunteer troops or body-servants--the express agents and
incursive filii busters- under the supervision and go•emment
or the one despot-Knowledge. Without faith, or fear, or
politeness-but stately and lordly independent-it penetrates
to the most secret recesses of human life. No temple is too
holy for its presence-no subject too private or intricate for
its investigations. It is bold, and audacious, and skeptical.
Destitute or modesty or suavity, it "is bold to inquire" of everybody exactly what a body means to mean on every imaginable occasion. Knowledge, according to our definition, is rude,
rugged, intrusive, invasive, inkogressive, aggressive, and pro
pulsively determined to ransack " the wide, wide world " in
quest or gratification. lt is constitutionally set to destroy every
palace of ntystery ; to tame every wild horse ; to conquer a
peace in every land. ; to kindle inextinguishable chemical fires
beneath every combination of unyielding elements ; to become
equal to the gods in comprehending good and evil ; and, lastly,
to annihilate, "both root and branch," every form of ignorance,
error, and superstition.
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Now it is useless to attempt to disguise the t'act th:~t thia
.age is full ot' Knowledge-seeking propen~ities. The Wisdom
age has not yet dawned upon the glittering edifices ot' mankin~
Only through a t'ew delicate, courageous, inspired, retiring aouls,
have the rays of the eternal sun reflected upon the insii.tutiom1
ot' this era. Thia present age is strictly one ot' straightforward
inquiry. But the dare-devil mode of such "inquiry " is often
paint'ul to the kind, prudential, and reverential. Man's external
mind-his Knowledge department--says : " I want to know, to
understand, to weigh, and measure, and realize-and what is
more, I WILL." Moved energetically by this inborn determina·
tion to know, to be ron'Vinced, the young man, and not less the
young woman, institutes the supposed necessary inquiries. It'
these be not satisfactorily answered by the parent, the friend
the playmate, or the teacher, then begins the iguoble and humiliating process of investigation--to wit, acquiring int'ormation of
the secrets of life by means of intrusive conduct; by overbear·
ing and caves-dropping ; by buying and stealthily reading of
book~ on sexual physiology, written by libidinous authors t'or
mercenary purposes ; by closely watching the conduct ot' winged
insects in the summer time ; by observing the barn-yard fowls
all the year around ; by sensually cogitating upon the procreative habits of domestic auimals ; by waiting t'or the natal hour
ot', and curiously observing all the external t'acts connected with,
the birth of lambs, colts, and calves--these, and a variety of
other and less commendable methods of investigation, are insti ·
tuted by the children ot' prudential, squeamish, and UftWI&e
parents and teachers, until Knowledge becomes to its possessor
a source ot' incalculable mischief, instead of a glory and a bles~
mg ot' endless duration. • To attempt to prevent the ingress of
Knowledge is folly of the shallowest kind. Knowledge is a bold
llighwayman, remember-a fillibuster, a aort ot' invisible Goth,
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or spiritual Vandal ; it will not be delicate and graceful it)
approaching the penetralia of truth ; for it is inherently stubborn, naturally hard-headed, peremptory, conceited, egotistic,
despotic, resolved to waylay and obtain its rights at all hazards;
and he is, therefore, inexpressibly unwise and inexcusably ignorant of the laws of mind, who attempts to set bounds to the pen
etrations of Knowledge.
Secret physiological knowledge, or information stolen out of
circumstances, is a source of general mischief. If a young m.an
imagines himself to be in possession of information concerning
the reproductive organism, which is not known by young
women, he is at once impressed with the unfortunate conviction
that he is mperinr to his sisters, both by nature and attainment.
It is an equal misfortune for the young woman to imagine that
the essential and orderly functions of her org~nisation are con·
cealed from tho world's comprehension. She is deluded by the
popular faith that Nature has perfectly shielded her from the
encroachments and incursions of scientific inquiry, and that it
is impossible for her brothers and young masculine acquaint.
ances to know anything positively of woman's procreative strue·
ture and functions. There are thousands of both sexes deeply
impressed with this mistaken conviction. And yet, with con·
summate wisdom, the boundless Father and Mother have
made it impossible that man should remain ignorant of woman,
or woman of man.
But how inexpressibly essential it is that correct Knowkdg1
should displace the present popular learned ignorance of mankind ! Incorrect information, regarding the reproductive
organism, is the fountain-source of much disease and misery.
Boys, before their twelfth year, think ~ey know all the c:rcana
of human reproduction. Girls, between their twelfth aud
eighteenth year, indulge the same fancy. Both sexes assure
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themselves that they have acquired much secret information
without the assistance of teachers, or the knowledge of parents;
and each sex has also the conviction that the other knows something very different respecting the other's organization, func·
tions, and experience ; but the universal Mother hath wisely and
lovingly built the temple of Life, and hath printed over the
spacious vestibule, before the eyes of young and old alike, these
words: "KNow THYSELF." Hence universal ignorance is
impossible.
We are impressed to do what we can to universalize as
mllch of reproductive truth as we possess ; believing that virtue
and civilization effectuate from the interior realms of wisdom
and causation. The centermost truth of man's position in the
system of creation, is almost universally overlooked-viz. : that
he (man and woman as one) occupies the highest place in the
structural world. Mankind are t~e kings of organic structures.
All forms, orders, degrees, forces, and principles, of the visible
world, meet and co-operate in Man. He is an ocean composed
of all the streams of life. The whole earth meets and mingles,
and packs itself snugly in the human physical and spiritual bodies.
His exterior is oft-times a rough casket--a thick, course, heavy,
bad-smelling box, or trunk-but the priceless jewels and spot.
less robes are all within, waiting for the quickening power, for
the congenial touch of the angel-hand, for the coming of the
adequate commandment, saying : " Come forth and live."
In consequence of the universal overlooking of this center·
most truth-concerning the position and microcosmical properties of mankind-a very great fallacy prevails respecting the
Embryologists and
facts and physiology of reproduction.
. investigators of procreative truths have made a mistake by sim·
ply regarding men and women as they do the males and females
"'f any branch of the animal kingdom. Because woman has a
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mammalial organiution, and because the elementary facts and
incipient processes of reproduction are the same in mankind as
m mammalial organisms in other parts of Nature, therefore,
what is true of such animals is also true of mankind, and the
aecret of reproduction is no more profound in one department
than in another. So the doctors reason among themselves.
Now the mistake, the mischievous fallacy, is this : Over·
looking the sublime faot that a man and a woman are superior
by organization, by endowment, by attainment, and by Destiny,
to each and all the innumerable bodies and powers of the lower
kingdoms, popular physiology contemplates generation in a
rabbi~ with the same standard of judgment as procreation in the
human family. The human species, quadrupeds, and other
animals, arc examined and disposed of in tho !lame manner.
Who would not blush before the looking-glass held up by such
physiology ? The females of quadrupeds, in nearly all books on
reproduction, are the same as your sisters and your mother.
The phenomena among human beings, of attraction, gratification,
impregnation, gestation, parturition, and of nursing and fostering the young, are treated by physicians generally as though
they were of no more importance than similar phenomena occurring in any family of the quadruped world. Constantly, therefore, mankind are compared with and treated like the animal
oreat~on. The superior is measured and adjudged by the info·
rior; and the effect is visible in the licentiousness and animalism of mankind. Young men are mis-educated by such popular
physiology; and the young woman, from the same cause, knows
not the real worth of her existence. The spiritual supremacy
of Human Life is overlooked by many learned physiologists ;
nnd their students (the young physicians of the age) are not
exempt from the degrading influence. Thousands
young
human mothers have been ruthlessly treated by college-bred
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physiologists, simply because physical organs and reproductive
functions in woman are supposed to be but little superior to the
corresponding parts of animals.
Nearly all hypotheses on the subject of conception and
reproduction, are nothing more than approximate truths. When
the true philosophy of human origin is comprehended and
taught, then will commence a new era in the history of earthly
men and women ; then will dawn that divine faith which teaches,
as through mythology so also by inspiration, that mankind were
stationed " but little lower than the angela." It will one day
come to be seen that woman inherits, by organization, not only
all the physiological processes known as natural to the inferiot
kingdoms; bat, what is infinitely more, that through her spiritual
principles descend the impersonal essences of an immortal
individuality. There is a divine life throbbing within these
visible structures-a more·important, a far more sublime function performed by the reproductive organi&m than is presented
in modern books on anthropology. A human female is not comparable to the female of the quadruped world ; neither is a man
to be measured and gauged by the male of any lower organism; because there is that superior divinity in tho soul of each
human being, which takes hold upon the amazing truths of
eternity. We; therefore, hope to inspire woman with a higher
and holier estimate of herself--so that, to her sisters, and
daughters, and little children, she may impart the delicate les·
aons with the simplicities of Wisdom. Men regard their ph]·
aioal fUnctions unworthily, because they have been mis-impresstd,
or because they have been left wholly in ignorance concerning
the ulterior purposes of their physical existence and spiritual
endowments. It is our impre3sion that mankind, aided by the
limpid light of physiology and pure principles, may and will
at.tain to a higher mountain of truth.
·
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A VOICE TO ALL WOMEN.
WaETCHED Mothers! Suffering Sisters! Unhappy Wives!
we ask your most earnest attention. Our pen moves unfettered
in your behalf. We write to you andfor you, in perfect trust,
as one loved and well-tried friend should write to another-" in
freedom which the heart approves," and in confidence which
friendship loves. We speak freely to you before all men, as it
were in their very presence ; and before all their sons also,
appealing to every noble and saintly sentiment. Apol~gies are
confessions of blunders committed, and graceful pardon-askings
are acknowledgments of criminal deeds done. We are conscious
of neither, and shall not, therefore, waste our moments in writing sentences of more than doubtful taste and courtesy. Our
mission is to teach the golden ways of personal happiness,
through obedience to Nature's immutable laws, which are, amid
frozen oceans as on summer seas, the 11acred will-decrees of
eternal Father God. It is our inborn mission
--"To show
The secrets of the hesrt and mind ;
To drop the plummet-line below
Our common world of joy and woe,
A more Intense despair or brighter hope to find.,.

We do not, therefore, seek a quiet Eden-home, away froill
world's intrusions, where the groan of the sufferer and the
burdens of the broken-he11rted cannot penetrate ; but instead,
-ye take our seai near the throbbing core of the world's huiiiM
~he
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life, by which we realize the prayers of pa:id priests and the
pains of unpaid clod-hoppers by the road-Bide ; the folly of
fashion-rangers and the sorrows of wasted homea; all in vivid
contrast with the wisdom of angel hosts and the grateful joys
of the pure in heart.
At the center of this wondrous combination we gladly live,
and move, and perform our mission. To this center come
innumerable letters from the wealthy, the weary, and the weak
-from the exceedingly poor-also, from the robbed, the
spoiled, the hunted, the broken-down, and the very sorrowful.
The bodily bonds and distresses of many mothers surpass the
liveliest imagination. Thousands of young women, too, take
their places in the legion army of invalids, all marching-slowly
-.sadly-steadily marching toward the insatiable cemetery,
just behind yon trees or beneath the dark shadow of the village
church. Not less than fifty descriptive letters, received from
suffering women living in homes or huts all the way from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast, await an early answer-appealing
tearfully for strength of health and the grace of harmony ; and
in almost all cases we obsene a sort of chronic ignorance concerning physiological truths the most simple and important.
In view of this condition among the young women and diseased
mothers of our earth, we propose an unfettered utterance to the
multitude. Let all men listen, for our discourse is to them
not less.
HuMAN REPRODUCTION.-Tilis term is derived from rtproduco, meaning to produce again. It is the general term for that
sacred function by which living, organized beings, reproduce
their like. Anatomical details and physiological particulars are
deemed unnecessary to correct government of such function&.
But we consider a knowledge of the underlying principles abso•
lutel1 es1ential to every human mind. Physicians do not pre-
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ltlllle to fully comprehend &he inceptional phenomena of repro.
duction. Of all secondary proceSBeS and progressive transfurmationa, however, the smdenta of embryological science may
be said to ,be familiar, aad &heir definite lmowledge in these
respects has augmented &he practitioner's power over the dis·
e:sses of women.
But to dlirm that physicians can core the reproductive,
diseases of either men or women, is to assert what innumerable
facts will hopelessly invalidate. Only a small proportion of
Amt:ricaa women are healthy. Almost all fashionable ladies
are reproductively debilitated; they 11111fer periodically, and
eighteen-twentieths are incapacitated for the dhine of&ce of
reproduction. The working women in our farming counties,
like the less industrious mothers of large towns and cities, are
about equally diseased in the holiest functions of their being.
All along the border regions of this continent, as upon the sugar,
rice, and cotton plantations of the entire South, the women, " irrespective of age or color," are generally aftlicted with uterine
misplacements and prostrations exceedingly painful.
To teach the philosophy of prolification, in this connection,
would be of little service. The fi.ne11t memory would ere long
forget the detail, and with the loss of memory would depart the
salutary lessons. We will not write useless facts on this subject. Neither young nor matured mothers would make much
progress by reading a learned description of must:ular Mvitia,
h1Jpogastric arteries, ganglionic nerves, uterine veins,fallopian
tubes, ovaries, &c., &c., because it is wisely and beautifully
ordained, and it is so written in the Bible of Nature, which is
God's only infallible revelation to mankilld, that living organizations shnll reproduce their like as it were without thought. It
is an act to which both body and soul instinctively consecrate
aud unrestrainedly abandon the deepest vitality of their exist
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ence. Hence it will ever remain philosophically and theologi·
cally impossible to regulate the act of reproduction by intellectual statutes or scientific commandments. In trut.h, and to
be plain, the reproductive office is exalted far beyond and abovt>
tbe stoical plane of intellectualism. It is Father <rod and
.l\[other Nature in spontaneous conjunction, evolving, as from
the unfathomable riches of their fountainous heart, the ascending forms of endless duration. What, then, shall be deemed
the true standard by which to govern and regulate the process
of reproduction ! The only possible standard is a true knowledge of its principles, and a reverential regard for its sacred
office. (We do not now speak of social and statute laws regulating the marriage relation, remember, but only as a physician
of the reproductive functions in living organisms.) These
principles are very simple and divinely beautiful. They consist of the highest and holiest proximity of exactly opposite
embodiments, resulting in metempsychosis of mutually attractive forces, and eventuating in the complete organization of their
inmost " image and likeness." Human offspring is formed for
an immortal duration, and the parental vital bestowments are,
in consequence, characteristic peculiarities of the spiritual body,
during long periods after death, be the same good, bad, or
indifferent. For it is very long before a living stream can rise
higher than its vital source. We say all these things with the
overflowing conviction that the people generally will-receive
some adequate conception of the almost eternal importance to
be attached to the act of reproduction.
REPRODUCTIVE DISEASEs.-Of all the hydra-headed forms and
evils f'; syphilitic maladies we will not now write anything,
reserving the sad and disgusting subject for a more suitable
opportunity. But all men may expect a voice from us ere long,
in behalf of the miserable and melancholy multitudes of every
civilized country
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Let us mercifully and sympathetically roll up the curtain
of feminine misfortunes. What are they termed ? 'their name
is legion. The suffering sisters and the modest mothers cannot
hide them from public observation. " Female Pills" are cun.
ningly advertised in every city and country paper. " Uterine
Tinctures " meet the eye of every child who stops to look at
fancy articles displayed in drug-store windows, or within the
show-cases against the wall. Medical charlatans everywhere
sound the trumpet of quackery and pretension. They devote
their entire genius and scientific experience to the treatment of
" Female Derangements." They portray the most distressing
maladies, the most aggravating cases of " Prolap&US Uteri,"
vaginal tumef~tctions, barrenness, suppressions, menstrual
hemorrhages, &c., &c. Every disease of the female organism,
is marvellously within the power of the mountebank's remarkable pjlls, pastu, peuaries, and powders. Merciful heavens !
Holy angels of Light! Save and exalt our good and beautiful
women ! Shield them from the assaults of medical pretenders,
and from the mal-practices of scientific vampires ! Save them !
When and by what method ? Now ! from this moment. By
what means ? By methods and practices hereafter to be specified. Of course, in these sweeping statements regardbg "scientific vampires," we do not mean to reftect dishonorably upon
any well-educated and gentlemanly physician.
In order to better appreciate woman's organalsufferings, we
will glance at the many and various diseases to which, between
the tenth and forty-eighth year, her reproductive constitution
is more or less liable, under the potency and action of existing
causes. Let us give them the hard names which they deserve:
LeucorrhaJa, Fluor.A./bus, DysmenorrhaJa,Sterility, Menor1·hagia,
Uterine Rem.orrhage, AmenorrhaJa, Hysteria, Ovarian Dropsy,
Uterine Neuralgia, Metritis, Ovaritis, Vaginitis, Hydrometra,
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PolypU& Uteri, Cancer in t'M Womh, or Scin·hus, Physometra,
Enlargmzent, Catalepsy, Epilepsy, Emaciation, and pr06tration l!f the gemral system.
These names are 6mployed to convey an idea of most frightful and formidable maladies. But the pure ~nglish of them all
is, that a great number of conditions and changes e:r.ist and
occur, at different times, in the reproductive organism. A true
philosophy of disease will classify these several and distinct
affections as the different f0'1'fll,8 and modijicatiom o/ 0'1l.e
derangmzent. The original and primal disturbance is confined
to the principal organ-namely, the uterus, or womb. This
organ is subject to diverse misplacements. One is called
" IntrotJersion," or the turning of the womb inside out; another
" Oliquity," or a sidewise falling; another, "Retroversion '
or a falling backward; another, "Anteversion,'& or a forward
falling ; all which, with still more particular modifications, are
referable to one principal and primary cause-namely, to a
prostration of the reproductive organism; and this effect never
e:r.ists without a predetermining cause, which it is the moral
duty of every mind to fully oomprehend and promptly over
come.
CAUSES op REP&OD'UCTlVB DxBEABEs.-It would seem t¥t the
most of woman's physiological sufferings are unavoidable. This
appalling doctrine is inculcated, by our orthodo:r. brethren, both
from the popular pulpit and in all the literature over which they
preside. They .teach the theology of ancient India, of Egpytian
darkness and bondage, that woman's menstruational diseases and
child-bearing pains are the logical consequence of an " original
ain." We read the Book of Nature with a different light beaming tbrollgh its thought-laden pages. We discern that our
Sisters need not suffer, and that our young Mothers are not
called upon to pass th!' ordeal of twenty deaths in reprod11cing
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their like ; but, otherwise, that our despoiled daughters and
pain-haunted women may perform their sacred missions
unscathed by disease, and unsullied by the animalism of man.
What mean these peace-destroying symptoms ! Bearing
down in the lower parts of the abdomen ; heat, dull pain, burning weakness in small of the back.; sore places on the spine ;
small of the back tender to the touch ; dragging achings in the
loins; indisposition for bodily exertions; dread of walkivg
either far or fast; the feeling, now and then, of numbness or
paralysis. Why are our married women so capricious of temper; so childish at times ; so irascible ; so given to transitionlf
from heat to cold, from amiableness to peevishness and frettings
and why are so many afilicted with scrofulous swellings and
ameness?
The causes cannot be .disguised. Scientific secrecy is useless. Large words and gracefully turned periods may fulfill the
ends of rhetoric or imposture, but the truth must be told, that
all reproductive .lisease.s are caused originally by excessive and
unrestrained indulgence of the animal inclinations. Neither
men nor women have comprehended the primal causes of theit
sufferings. Their children are born with broken-down blood·
globules floating through their infant hearts. The vital prostrations of parents circulate, under the disguise of ,; scrofula,"
in the blood of their offspring. Their young bones absolutely
acke with the voluptuous fatigue transmitted by ignorant
parents. Eevry ganglionic center is a telegraphic station. It
receives impressions and transmits the signs of disturbances
from part to part. Who wonders t.hat our children are sC?·of~
'!uru, and rheumatic, and fond of stimulants? Who, that can trace
the relation between one cause and another, will grope around
yet longer-asking the learned doctors to explain why women
are sick !Uid unfit for the ordinary duti.,s of housekeeping! Or
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who, knowing the truth, will further practice the ungodly habits
of intemperate reproduction ?
REMEDIES FOB. REPRODUCTIVE • DISEASES.-The principal
imu1ediate cause of woman's suffering is Prolapsus Uteri.
From one side to the other of this vast continent-as we know
by clairvoyant perception-the one great prevailing disease
among women is FOJlingoftke Womb. The organ is.weakened
by a variety of predisposing influences, and then falls in one
or more of the several directions indicated in preceding sentences.
Now the treatment we propose is radical and positive. Of
course you know that the paragon of all remedies, the faultless
curative power within the pharmacy of every immortal mind, is.
the WILL. Let every Sister, whether daughter or mother,
apply the Pneumogastric p'inciple .' Well or ill, diseased or
healthy, do not fail to exercise this immaculate energy. Of
the super-excellence of this remedy we need not further write.
Suffice it to say that this discovery totally supersedes the unwieldy
and lumbering medicines of the quack and the druggist.
In addition to the Will, which remedy many persons seem
incapacitated for exerting to advantage, we further prescribe
the immediate disuse of coffee a'I'IWng aJt diseased women. We
can demonstrate that the action of coffee is directly prostrating
i9 the reproductive energies. There are educated men and
mothers who think (ignor«ntly enough !) that a young woman
rnllf be suffering with suppression of the menses, with Chlorosis,
or Leucorrhma, and yet not be afilicted with any misplacement
of the uterus. This is impossible. The womb is invariably
disturbed before any decided symptoms are developed. Coffee
is the great enemy of woman, if habitually u11ed as· a part of her
diet ; for its positive effects are stamped upon the reproductive
organs a few hours subsequ~nt to each meal. All young women,
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-whether ignonmt or educated. whether married or not, wlaeo
ther American, European, African, bond or free--are hereby
eounselcd to dri11/& flO fiUIT'e coffee. or tea we need not here
write, since the greater of the two evils, amoDg our women, ia
the decoction of coffee. We can promile health to no woman.
on-less abe immediately comply with this injunction.
Again : it will be impossible for our women to maintain
healthy systems while their husbands insist on the legal rightl
of wedlock during the period of pregnancy. The custom is
tkmstating to every feminine sensibility, to say nothing of the
crippling and polluting effect exerted by it upon her reproductive functions. The expanded heavens are begemmed with eyes
that see these matchless sins. Deadly, indeed, is the detestable
effect on the sacred soul of woman. Let husbands and wives,
and the friends of children, see to it ; no conjugal relation
should exist between the married during the period of uterogestation. Women can produce offspring with impunity, and
without danger or severe pain, if their companions will ba&
reverence and shield them. Let every &rue Brother do what is
right.
"Do wha& Ia Bight, for the day dawn Ia breakblg,
Hailing a future or freedom and light;
Angela above you are ailen& no&ee tatlng
Of every aclion ; then do wha& Ia Blghl"

Yes, do what is right ! The scientific quack will pretend
to you that his skill is adequate to tlte reparation of all damages
occasioned by your disobedience. Beware! His pretensions
are fatal to your spiritual progress. We can prove that physicians do not-because they cannot-cure the distressing diseases of women. Certain symptoms, indeed, they readily modify,
transpo~e, inrert, and ma.fter at length ; but the fundamental,
functional derangemE:nts of the reproductive system, no College
of physicians can control. In fact, the honorable and the bea&
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educated physicians of the age confess themselves powerlvsl
in the presence of the radical diseases. Husbands, Brothors,
Wives, Sisters ! reflect on your sacred missions to each othdr,
and henceforth honor your nature and its exalted destiny.
FEJULE MIDWIVES A NECESSITY.-The majority of marned
women are suffering from the misfortunes of mal-practice dur~ng
confinement. Many sensitive natures cannot become reconciled
to the universal custom of masculine assistance. BeaTen
srant that all women will very soon openly remonstrate against
the shocking intervention. Beautiful so.uls always shrink from
the wretched system of " doctoring " a child into existence.
What are your intelligent wives and daughtors doing ? Able
physicians should have wives, or daughters, or agreeable female
associates, who comprehend the facts of pregnancy, and all the
modw operandi of parturition. Bunareds of beautiful women,
in every station of life, are suffering from unskillful treatment
at the hands of man. The forcible disengagement of tho
placenta has disabled many a noble lady for life. All these
evils are preventible, and they should be preached against and
abandoned by every harmonia! soul.
864t
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INTUITIVE GLIMPSES OF TRUTH.
TuE human spirit is framed for the perception and enjoy.
ment of heavenly realities. Its strongest passion is the devel·
vpmcnt and possession of the Beautiful. Thousands would
~'refer physical Beauty to spiritual happiness. Beauty is more
z.ttractivc and influential, in the soul's juvenile periods, than
Intellect or moral excellence. The best feelings of the aged
a:re moved by " the beauty of holiness."
All young dreams are mingled with the elements of imperlllhable beauty. The pi~tures of hope and the longings of the
imagination are painted on the canvas of eternity. The soul
awells with unutterable yearnings for the speedy fuUillment of
th11 prayer : " Thy kingdom come--on earth-as in heaven."
And why ? Because the very elements of which the spirit ia .
constituted are the exclusive property of the Summer World to
come. The n.ext sphere is imagined as a possible part of this,
the rudimental. Wherefore men invest this primary existence
with those imperishable characteristics which, in the Yery constitution of the universe, are inseparable from the Spirit Land.
The soul's inmost fount of intuition is ever and anon touched
by the presence of an angel. It throbs with the impulsions of
immortal hope. It swells with emotions of sublime discontent.
The miseries and materiality of this life become clogs, evils,
and burdens, too hard and too unnecessary to be longer borne.
fhe impatient spirit prays " for the kingdom of Heaven OD
earth."
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Human association is no longer satisfying. The soul goeth
forth thirsting and hungering after righteousness. From the
invisible Spirit of Creation, the God of Nature, the soul obtains
rest and hope. The frowns of Winter are exchanged for the
sweet smiles of Spring. The abundance, the uignity, the
beauty and perfections of the Spirit Land, are visible in Nature's
birds and trees, in her landt1capes and flowing streams. Dreams
of deathless enjoyments, visions of universal happiness, are
revived like flowers in the summer time, and every effort of tho
fancy is toward _the Beautiful and the Immortal.
The human spirit is longing-through its hopes, its fancies,
its prayers, its reasonings, and its fears-for its native eternity.
The most vitiated mind is accessible through some one of it.s
many beautiful avenues. The practical Toluptuary, the soul that
is wandering through the wilderness of . trespasses and sins, is
susceptible to the magnetism of good and truth. Sympathy, or
music, a holy picture, poetry, intellect, or beauty-each soul is
approachable through one or more of these ; and he who thut1
reaches the fallen, or sorrowing, and continues the labor rf elevation all around the foundations of the unhappy outcast, will
save the sufferer with an everlasting salntion.. Who wants a
richer reward ?
The power of the spirit to imagine and anticipate the realities of the Spirit Land is so perfect, that, on its arrival there,
a feeling of familiarity steals over the mind, as though it had
many times before witnessed the same scenes. Poets, and
painters of landscapes, color all their best thoughts with the
vague tints of immortal beauty. When such minds arrive at
the eternal world, and open their spiritual senses upon the
verities and landscapes of the Summer Land, they feel instantly
at lwme and content, having anticipated many of the external
forms of truth and beauty which characterise that existence.
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AU love of the Beautiful, all passion for :&fuaic, all attr:actiona of Sympathy, all dreams of Love, all aspirations for Wisdom, all yearning after Purity, all prayers to know and possen
~he whole Truth-all these are good, for they attesi the immor·
tal existence in store for the spirit, to which, by virtue of its
origin and essence, it ia indissolubly allied.
The moat physica11y wretched, the mol'ally insane and crippled, the intemperate, and brutal, and vicious, the saint and
sinner--all, aa one man, cry naturally to Heaven ! The soul
instinctively dreads death, because it cannot die : but confounding the physical fact with the spiritual conception of it, the
tongue prays for the speedy advent of the kingdom of Heaven.
The memory gathers the garlands of intuition, revives the vague
realities of past dreams of truths, and impresses the intellect
with a sense of earthly possibilities. Wordsworth gave the
internal workings, thus :
--"On the mind
The7l17llke Image~, and 11881D almOil
To bam& the bodll718-"

In this manner the spirit's intuitions overflow the sensorium,
to apeak, and flash before the inward faculties with all tho
tangibility of a scene of yesterday ; so that, in the lapse of
years, the intellect can neither discriminate nor separate the
pictures or dreams of intuition from impressions derived by
actual contact throu~h the senses with the landscapes and
objects of this present world.
Wherefore thousands of sincere natures, not knowing that the
mind is a native of eternity, imagine that God designs supernaturally to e:r.temporise a celestial kingdom of eternal bliss,
displacing the earthliness and perishableness and misery of this
sphere with a "new heaven and a new earth, wherein dwellcth
righteousnes11." Such pray for the transformation of earth into
10
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a paradise. As well might the unfolding flower bupplicate ita
solar god, the ann, t(l come down from the dizzy bight and burn
ita glory into the eArth's cold bosom. The soul yearns toward
the remote sphere just aa the rose looks lovingly up into the
great, beautiful eyes of the aun. But like the yeArning rose,
~he human soul, while gathering experiences in the rudimental
•phere, ia blest by enkindling rays descending from remote
orbs, and would not be benefited by immediate proximity to the
source of every blessing.
To the perfectly healthy-minded there is, properly spellking,
nothing of what is called "imagination." Every vague intuition ia a foreshadowed positive fact; each internal conception
is interwoven with truth ; enry dream will work out a fulfillment; and the reward of merit even goes further, transforming
the commonest pleasures into spiritual happiness. But the discordant, the ignorant and diseased, on the other hand, are beset
with penalties and punishments of every shade and magnitude.
They will turn from the most comfortable circumstances into
sufferings and misfortunes purely imaginative in origin. Portentous omens and silly prognostics infest diseased and discordant minds, while the inspirations of peaceful natures are
filled with the golden verities of eternity.
Bright and beautiful are the countenances of the pure in
heart. Surpassingly beautiful and bright are the eyes of the
higher angels. The meditations of harmonious intelligences are
eelestial and heavenly.
But there is a beauty even in the e:r:U:rn4l form of every
created thing. There is an expression of tender love and
saving wisdom in the eyea of guardian spirits. They bring
beauty and light in their garments. How pure-surpassingly
pure-ce Uley, in all their deeds of mercy among the childreu
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of men! With what graceful tenderness do they bend over the
fallen in battle! They ride upon. the bosom of the rivers of
magnetic fire-from their lovely homes in the Summer Land,
through the star-paved immensity, doWll t-o the couch of the
sick and dying. Into the undulating brain of the sick one they
breathe the breath of celestial love. They mitigate his pains
by the aroma of their hearts, and they impar~ beautiful dreams
of coming happiness to the departing.
How incessantly employed in deeds of friendship are all the
noble and pure in the Summer Land! There are no latitudes,
no longitudes, to the inhabitants of celestial spheres. They
leave their valleys and plains for the mountains and rough
places of earth. They depart from their beautiful gardens, and
from the enjoyment of their luxuriant possessions, to mingle
their feelings with those on earth who pray and work for the
reign of Freedom. Goodness infinite ! is proclaimed by the
noblest tongues. The atmosphere of a deathless divinity fills
all the space in which they dwell. They would spread such a
gospel and exhale such aromas thro•Jghout all the habitations of
men. The fallen woman, the lost child, the dying soldier, ia
covered by the temple of their love. The sky is full of bright
eyes, and the earth is peopled with dark objects, and those
eyes and those objects meet both day and night. Each object
is instinct with claims upon the he\venly visitors, and each Tisitor is prompted to perform some kindly office for the sake of
humanity.
Garments of whiteness are thrown around the fallen spirit,
and a magnetic life steals into the heart's darkest chambers.
Whether a human being ascends from the battle-field, or from
the retirement of the bed-room couch, the heavenly visitors
descend to enfold him in their exalting love. There are hun.
drods of philan•,hropic ct:lestiul visitors to every village ; and
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there are ten helpers for every man wboee spirit is dislodged
by accident and misfortune. · Think how many tender-hearted
mothers dwell in the. Summer L~nd ! Of the benevolent and
unselfish, who once lived on earth, there are millions in the
adjoining world. A stream of constant philanthropy flows fron1
them earthward ; and, when possible, they lift the down-trodden, and save the falling from a lower depth.
In all this we behold the face of Mother Nature,·and feel the
omnipotent band of our Father God. The manifestations of God
are goodness, and truth, and wisdom ; but the love, and purity,
and philanthropy of the world. are from the heart of Nature.
The attributes of humanity are more displayed in the Spirit
Land. This world is rudimental-is filled with ignorance, selfishness, and strife.
All men in this world are naughty children ; in that sphere
all children are beautiful and good. The selfishness of earth is not
fostered in the Summer Land. Philanthropy, not hatred, arches
the door of every heart. Lovelier and lovelier beam the countenances of the guardian hosts ; and sweeter than the waters of
lhe rivers of Paradise, is the breath of every one who visits
mankind on missions of mercy. What a l\loral Police are the
strong soldiers of the higher worlds ! What beautiful "SisterH
of Mercy " are the lovely nurses of the heavenly hospitals!
How free from earth's drugs are all their medicines for the sick
and earth-worn traveler ! Bright jewels of truth adorn the
crown of every philanthropic spirit. And lovelier than the
multiplied flowers of a thousand summers, are the faces of
tho11e who still the troubled waters of earth !
Why do they not lift men's bodies and minds above the
sphere of Disease and War? Why do they not extinguish the
flame of passion? Why not put forth all their combined powers
Lo heal physical and political soreE ? Will they not, having tho
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power and the wisdom, save mankind from destroying one
another!
Beautiful questions ! All answered by the fao' that this
would is the rudimental &phere qf human exiltence. Millions
of angels, all obedient to the laws of the infinite Good, cannot
do impossible things. Thunder will reverberate in that world
which is filled with lightning. Disoaae and War will disturb
all men who foster the fires of passion. Passion is the electricity of the mind, and war is the thunderbolt. Ignorance is the
diabolical monster of the human mind, and selfishness is the
"roaring lion " that goes ap and down the earth, seeking whom
it may "devour." Progression is the angel of our deliverance,
and our heavenly Tisitors can but hasten the day of its power.
The race, like the globe, reTolves. Its revolutions are less and
less eccentric, M the wheels of time fty swiftly round, but tho
perfect circle is not yet reaohed. We must work out "our own
salvation" from the causes of unhappineu. The angela will
help us just in proportion as we help ourselvea
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In thla country, and Ia now tmnolated and pnbllahed In tho German language.
It to" complete peroonal hlatory of the clairvoyant e:rperlencel of the author
floom hlo earliel& Oblldhood to 1866.
76, pcetage 2to.

•1.

MEMORANDA OF PERSONS, PLACES, AND EVENTS.

Embraci"g

A ulhentlc FReta, Visions,_ Imprell8iono, Dlaooveriealn-Magnetlam, Clairvoyance,

::,~r~r!~~~.;uZ·~10dr~~~~~~ ·~':rt!.~~~~~~~~1';' po~~~~:~ tf..Pf;&~

enoe between the Ordinary State and that "f Ulairvoyanoe.

$1.50, postage 20c.

MORNING LECTURES; Twenty DiiiCOol'1!et! 1 ddiverod before the Society
or the Frlonda of Progreu, In the city of New Yo• k 1 In the winter and spring of
188a. 'rhlo volume II ovet1lowiniJ with tbnt peoul1>1r tnaplratlon which carrieo
the reader Into the r"1Jion of new tdea& The diacourR&I are olotbed In lang~
plain and forcible, and the argument• and llluatratlona convey conviction.
Tolame of plain leot111'801 Ia juo& the book to put I~ the banda of llkeptica au·
new beglnnera In Spirltualllm. .1.60, poatage 20c.
.

PHI LOS( lPIIY OF SPECIAL PROVIDENCES, AND FREE THOUGHTS

OONOERNING RELIGION. Nea&ly bound toge&her. 80o., pcetage 12c.; a1oo
111 paper, 20c. each.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. The Goardianfthip of
Spirito; The Diecemment uf Spirito; The Stratford Mysteries; 'l'he Doctrine
of Evil Spirito; The Origin of Spirit Sonoda; Oonoemlng Sym!'llthetio Spirito;
The Formotlon of Olrch•o; 'l'he Resurrection of the Dead; A Vo:oe from the
Splri~Land; The True Religion. Paper IIOo., poatage So.; cloth ti.OO, pcetage
\6c.
•

PRINCIPLES OF NATURE: Her Divine Revelations, and A Voice to
ltlunklnd. (In three Parto.) Thlrt.!enth ~dltlon, just publlahe<l, with a llll:enesa
of the author, and containing a family record for mRrrlagee, births and deatho.
This hook contalno the bael• and phllooophy on which the whole atructure of
Hpiritu:~ll•m reol.ol. lt embodies aud condensa• the fundamental principles of
hnm•n ilfe and human pro11r- up to and beyond the preeent, and baa a steady
and conalant sale. ts.60, pootage ol8c.

( ENETRALIA. This work, which at the time waa styled by the author

•• the wleeot book~ from hla pen, deeerveo to be brought prominentJy before the
American public.
76, poltafle 2&c.

•1.

SPIRIT MYSTERIES EXPLAINED. The Inner Life; a Sequel tn Spiritual Intercouroe. A rev1aed and enlarged edition of thia popular ·• Sequel to
Spiritual Iuterconro<'." Illustrated with diagram• and engravlnga, Ia just from
tilE' press, uniform In size and apP<'&rlnce with tbe Great Harmonia. It il
printed and bound In flrot-rate etyle, oon\f11ning 61W pageo. .1.50, pootage, 20o.
TALE OF A PHYSICIAN: or, The Seeds and Fruits of Crime. This io
truly a wondertW and thrilling work:. In Three l'arts-eomplete in one volume.
!'art !-Planting the t!eede of Orime, Part Il-Treea or Crime in Ful! llloolll
Po<' III-Reaping thu Frulto of Crime. tLOO, postage 16c.

a;tr Price of Complete Works of A. J. Davis, •26.00.
lA dd:~eu all orders to the Publishers,

COLBY & RICH,
B.lNNBR
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